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Sir HANS SLOANE,
BARONET,

PRESIDENT :

OF THE

College of Physicians,
ANDOFTHE

ROTAL SOCIETT.

SIR,

^p?$ H E generous zeal

|p| You always fhevv for

whatever tends to the

progrefs and advance-

lent of Learning, both de-
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mands and receives the uni-

verfal acknowledgments of all

who profefs or value its feveral

branches.

They juftly admire that

amidft a clofe attendance on
the cares of your Profeflion,

in which You now fill the

mod honourable Seat, You are

indefatigably promoting the

improvement of natural know-
ledge, by carrying on fome lau-

dable defigns of your own, by

aflifting and encouraging others,

and by adding new (tores to

thatimmenfe treafure, already

brought into your extenfive col-

lection, of whatever is rare and

valuable in nature or art.

Your
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Your beneficent difpofition

to countenance and favour

Science and Literature, has pro-

cured You the efteem of the

Learned over all the World;
and has induced a Body of

Men, the raoft eminent for

their skill and diligence in all

ufeful enquiries, and in purfu-

ing difcoveries for the public

good, to make choice or You,
to fupply the place of Him,
whofe Name will be an ever-

lafting honour to our age and
nation.

To whom therefore but to

You lhould I offer to infcribe

the tranflation of the moft ce-

lebrated Work of your Illuftri-

ous
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ous PredecefTor ? which, on ac-

count of its incomparable Au-
thor, and from the dignity of
the Subject, claims and de-

ferves your acceptance, even
tho' it pafs'd thro' my hands

:

a lefs valuable Piece I mould
not have prefumed to prefent

You with. I am, with the

greateft refpect,

SIR,

Tour mofl obedient, and

mofl humble Servant,

Andr. Motte.
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THE

Authors Preface.

INCE the ancients (as we are

told by Pappus) made great ac-

count ofthe fcience ofMechanics
in the inveftigation of natural

things ; and the moderns, laying afide fub*

ftantial forms and occult qualities, have
endeavoured to fubjetf the phenomena

}

of nature to the laws of mathematics ;

I have in this treatife cultivated Ma-
thematics, fo far as it regards Pbilofo-

'

fby. The ancients confidered Mechanics

in a twofold refPefl ; as rational, which
proceeds accurately by demonflration, and
frafficah To practical Mechanics all the

manual arts belongs from which Mechanics
took its name. But as artificers do not

work with perfect accuracy, it comes to

pafs that Mechanics is fo di/linguifljed

from Geometry, that what is perfeHly

A accurate



The Author's Preface.

accurate is called Geometrical, what is

lefs fo is called Mechanical. 'But the

errors are not in the crt, hit in the

;

artificers. He that works with lefs ac+

curacy, is an imperfeH Mechanic, and if

any could work with perfefl accuracy,

he would le the mofl ferfeti Mechanic

of all For the defcriftion of right lines

and circles, upon which Geometry isfounded,

belongs to Mechanics. Geometry does not

teach us to draw thefe lines, hut re-

quires them to le drawn. For it re*

quires that the learner jbould firjl le

taught to deferHe thefe accurately, before

he enters upon Geometry, then it pews
how by thefe operations problems may

fit folved. To deferibe right lines and
i circles are problems, but not geometrical

problems. The folution of thefe -problems

is requiredfrom Mechanics ; and by Geo-

metry the ufe of them, when fo folved,

is fhewn. oAnd it is the glory of Geo-
,

metry that from thofe few principles^

fetched from without, it is able to pro*

duce fo many things. Therefore Geome-
try is founded in mechanical fraBice,
and is nothing but that part of uni-

verfal Mechanics which accurately pro-

fofes and demonfrates the art of meafu-
ring. "But fine* the manual arts are

chiefly
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The Author's Preface.

chiefly converfant in the moving of ho*

dies, it comes to pafs that Geometry is

commonly referred to their magnitudes^

and Mechanics to their motion. In this
f

fenfe Rational Mechanics will be the fcience

of motions refulting from any forces what'

foever and of the forces required to fro-

duce any motions, accurately propofed and

demonftrated. This fart of Mechanics

was cultivated by the ancients in the

live Powers which relate to manual arts,

who confidered gravity (it not being a

manual -power) no otherwife than as it

moved weights by thofe powers. Our

defign not refpefling arts but Philofophy,

and our jub)eB, not manual but natural

-powers,we confider chiefly thofe things which

relate to gravity, levity, elaflic force, the

refiftance of fluids, and the like forces

whether attraBive or impulfive. Andthere-

fore we offer this work as mathematical

principles of philofophy. For all the diffi-

culty of philofophy feems to conpfl in this,

from the phenomena of motions to inve-

stigate the forces of Nature, and then

from thefe forces to demon/Irate the other

phenomena. And to this end, the general

propofitions in the firft and fecond book

are diretfed. In the third book we give

an example of this in the explication of
A 2 the
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the Syfiem of the World. For by the

fropojitions mathematically demonjlrated

in the firft books, we there derive from
the celeflial fh&nomena^ the forces ofGra-
vity with which bodies tend to the Sun
and the feveral "Planets. Then from thcfe

forces by other propofttions, which are

alfo mathematical, we deduce the motions

of the Planets, the Comets, the Moon^

T

and the Sea. I wi(l) we could derive the

reft of the phenomena of Nature by the

fame kind of reafoning from mechanical

principles. For 1 am induced by many
reafons to fufpeft that they may all de-

fend upon certain forces by which the

particles of todies, by fome caufes hither-^

to unknown, are either mutually impelled
'

towards each other and cohere in regu-

lar figures, or are repe lled and recede from
tacb other ; which forces being unknown,

Philofophers have hitherto attempted the

. fearch of Nature in vain. "But I hope

the principles here laid down will afford

fome light either to that^ or fome truer,

method of Pbilofophy*

In the pullicaticn of this Work, the ,

moft acute and univerfalh learned Mr.
Edmund Halley not only affifted me with
his pains in correcting the prefs and ta-

king care of the fchemes
9
hut it was ts

his
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The Author's Preface
his felicitations that its becoming publick

is owin*. For when he had obtained

of me my demonfirations of the figure of
the celejiial orbits, he continually prejjed

me to communicate the fame to the Royal
Society ; who afterwards by their kind

encouragement and entreaties, engaged me
to think of fuhlijhing them. But after J
had begun to confider the inequalities of
the lunar motions, and had entered up-

on fome other things relating to the laws
and meafures ofgravity^ and other forces ;

ati(T tBe'figures Wat would be defcriled

by bodies attracted according to given
laws : and the motion of feveral bodies

Inoving among themfelves; the motion of
bodies in refiling mediums

; the forces,

denfities, and motions of mediums; the

orbits cf the Comets, and fuch like ; 1

put off that publication till I had made
a fearch into thofe matters, and could

put out the whole together, Wat re-

lates to the Lunar motions (being im-

perfeff) I have put all together in the

corollaries of prop. 66. to avoid being

obliged to propose and di'linctly demon-

firate the feveral things there contained

in a method more prolix than the fub-

jeff defervedy and interrupt the feries

pf the, feveral propofitions. Some thing*

A j found
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found out after the reft, I chofe to in-

fert in places lefs fuitable, rather than
change the number of the proportions

and the citations. I heartily beg that
what I have here done may be read
with candour, and that the defefts I
have been guilty of ipon this dijficult

fubjeB may be, not fo much reprehended.

In the fecond Edition the fecond Se-

ction of the firft Book was enlarged. In

the feventh Seftion of the fecond *Book

the theory of the refiftances of fluids zvas

more accurately invefligated, and con-

firmed by new experiments. In the third

'Book the Moon's Theory and the Tr*-
cejfion of the ALquinoxes were more ful-

ly deduced from their principles ; and the

theory of the Comets was confirmed by

more examples of the calculation of their

orbits, done alfo with greater accuracy.

Cambridge, Trin. Coll.

May 8. 1 686.

I£ Newton.
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In this third Edition, the refinance of
mediums is fomewbat more largely

handled than before; and nevo experi-

ments of the refinance of heavy bodies

falling in air are added. In the third

Book, the argument to prove that the

Moon is retained in its orbit by the

force of gravity is enlarged on. And
\

there are added new obfervations of Mr.
Pound** of the proportion of the diameters

of Jupiter to each other: There are be-

fides added Mr. Kirk's obfervations of
the Comet in 16S0. the orbit of that

Comet computed in an ellipfis by
l

Dr. Hal-

ley; and the orbit of the Comet in 1723.
computed by Mr, Bradley.

A4 THE



PREFACE
OF .

" •

* • «

: Mr. Roger Cotes,

To the Second Edition of this Work,

fo far as it relates to the Inventions

and Difcoveries herein contained.

HOSE who have treated of natu-

ral philofophy, may be nearly reduced

to three claffes. Of thefe fame have

attributed to the feveral fpecies of
things, fpecific and occult qualities;

on which, in a manner unknown, they

make the operations of the feveral bodies to depend.

The fum of the do&rine of the Schools derived

from Ariftotle and the Peripatetics is herein contain-

ed. They affirm that the feveral effefts of bodies

arif*

i
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Mr. Cote s's Preface.
•rife from the particular natures of thofe bodies.

But whence it is that bodies derive thofe natures

they don't tell us; and therefore they tell us no-

thing. And being entirely employed in giving

names to things, and not in fearching into things

themfelves, we may fay that they have invented a

philofophical way of fpeaking, but not that they have
made known to us true philofophy.

Others therefore by laying afide that ufelefs heap

of words, thought to employ their pains to bet-

ter purpofe. Thefe fuppofed all matter homogeneous,

and that the variety of forms which is feen in bo-

dies arifes from fome very plain and fimple affecti-

ons of the component particles. And by going on
from fimple things to thofe which are more com-
pounded they certainly proceed right ; if they attri-

bute no other properties to thofe' primary affections

of the particles than Nature has done. Bur when
they take a liberty of imagining at pUafure un-

known figures and magnitudes, and tincertain fitu-

ations and motions of the parts ; and moreover of
fuppofing occult fluids, freely pervading the pores

of bodies, endued with an all- performing fubtilry,

and agitated with occult motions; they now run

out into dreams and chimera's, and neglect the true

conftitution of things; which certainly is not to be

expected from fallacious conjectures, when we can

fcarce reach it by the moft certain obfervations.

Thofe who fetch from hypothefes the foundation on
which they build their Speculations, may form in-

deed an ingenious romance, but a romance it will

frill be.

There is left then the third clafs, which profefs

experimental philofophy. Thefe indeed derive the

*aufes of all things from the moft fimple principles

poffiblej
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poflible; but then they aflame nothing as a prin*

ciple, that is not proved by phenomena. They
frame no hypothefes, nor receive them into philo-

fbphy otherwife than as queftions whofe truth may
be difputed. They proceed therefore in a two-

fold method, fyothetical and analytical. From fome

I
feled phenomena they deduce by analyfis the forces

of nature, and the more flmplc laws of forces; and

from thence by fynthefis (hew the conftitution of

the reft. This is that incomparably beft way of

! philofophizing, which our renowned author moft

I juftly embraced before the reft ; and thought alone

I worthy to be cultivated and adorned by his ex*

? cellent labours. Of this he has given us a moft

illuftrious example, by the explication of the Sy-

ftem of the World, moft happily deduced from

the Theory of Gravity. That the virtue of gra-

vity was found in all bodies, others fufpefted, or

imagined before him ; but he was the only and

the fir ft philofopher that could demon ftrate it from

appearances, and make it a folid foundation to the

moft noble fpeculations.

I know indeed that fome perfons and thofe of
x>reat name, too much prepoffefTed with certain pre-

judices, are unwilling to aflfent to this new prin-

ciple, and are ready to prefer uncertain notions

to certain. It is not my intention to detract from
the reputation of thefe eminent men ; I (hall only

lay before the reader fuch confiderations as will en-

able him to pafs an equitable fentence in this

difpute. *

Therefore that we may begin our reafoning

from what is moft fimple and neareft to us; let

us confidw-r a lirtle what is the nature of gravity

with us on Earth, that we may proceed the more

fafely
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Mr. Cotes's Preface,
fafcly when we come to confider it in the hea-

venly bodies, that lie at To vaft a djftancc from

us. It is now agreed by all philofophers that all
'

circumterrcftrial bodies gravitate towards the Earth.

That no bodies really light are to be found, is

now confirmed by manifold experience. That which
|

is relative levity, is not true levity, but apparent

only ; and arifts from the preponderating gravity of
the contiguous bodies.

Moreover, as all bodies gravitate towards the

Earth, fo does the Earth again towards bodies.

That the action of gravity is mutual, and equal on
both fides, is thus proved. Let the mafs of the

Earth be diftingui(hed into any two parts whatever,

cither equal, or any how unequal'; now if the_v* eights A' r:
,

of the parts towards each other were not mutually"

equal, the lefler weight would give way to the

greater, and the two parts joined together would

move on ad infinitum in a right line towards that

part to which the greater weight tends; altogether

againft experience. Therefore we muft fay that the

weights of the parts are conftituted in equilibrio; '

that is, that the action of gravity is mutual and

equal on both fides.

The weights of bodies, at equal diflances from

the centre of the Earth, are as the quantities of

matter in the bodies. This is colle&ed from the

equal acceleration of all bodies that fall from a

ftate of reft by the force of their weights ; for tlie

• forces by which unequal bodies are equally accelc*

rated muft be proportional to the quantities of the

matter to be moved. Now that all bodies are ii>

falling equally accelerated appears from hence, thag

when the rcfiftance of the air is taken away, as ic

is under an exhaufted receiver* bodies falling de«
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defcribe equal fpaces in equal tiroes; and this is
yet more accurately proved by the experiments of
pendulums.

The attractive forces of bodies at equal diftances,

are as the quantities of matter in the bodies. For
fince bodies gravitate towards the Earth, and the
Earth again towards bodies with equal moments

;

the weight of the Earth towards every tody7 or
the force with which the body attracts the Earth*
will be equal to the weight of the fame body to-

wards the Earth. But this weight was (hewn to
be as the quantity of matter in the body ; and
therefore the force with which every body at-

tracts the Earth, or the abfolute force of the dq-
dy, will be as the fame quantity of matter.

Therefore the attractive force of the entire bo-
dies arifes from, and is compounded of, the attra-

ctive forces of the parts ; becaufe as was juft (hewn,
if the bulk of the matter be augmented or diminifhed,

its virtue is proportionably augmented or diminifhed.

We muft therefore conclude that the action of the

Earth is compounded of the united actions of its

parts; and therefore that all terreftrial bodies muft
attract each other mutually, with abfolute forces that

are as the matter attra&ing. This is the nature of
Savity upon Earth let us now fee what it is in

e Heavens.

That every body perfeveres in its ftate either of I

reft, or of moving uniformly in a right line, un-

!

lefs in fo far as it is compelled to change that ftate •

by forces imprefled, is a law of nature univerfally
j

received by all philofophers. But from thence ic

follows that bodies which move in curve lines, and
are therefore continually going off from the right

lines that are tangents to their orbits, are by forae

conti-
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cominued force retained in thofe curvilinear paths.*

Since then the Planets move in curvilinear orbits

there mud be fome force operating, by whofe re-

peated actions they are perpetually made to defied

from the tangents.

Now it is collected by mathematical reafoning,

and evidently demonftrated, that all bodies that move
in any curve line defcribed in a plane, and which,

by a radius drawn to any point, whether quiefcent,

or any how moved, defcribe areas about that point

proportional to the times, are urged by forces di-

rected towards that point. This muft therefore be

granted. Since then all afrronomers agree that the

primary Planets defcribe about the Sun, and the fe-

condary about the primary, areas proportional to the

times ; it follows that the forces by which they are

perpetually turned afide from the rectilinear tan-

gents, and made to revolve in curvilinear orbits,

are directed towards the bodies that are fituate in

the centres of the orbits. This force may there-

fore not improperly be calledjcentrjpetal in refpect of

the revolving body, and inspect of the central

body attractive j whatever caufe it may be imagined

to arife from.

But befides, thefe things mud be alfo granted,

as being mathematically demonftrared : If feveral bo-

dies revolve with an equable motion in concentric

circles, and the fquares of the periodic times are as

the cubes of the diftances from the common cen-

tre ; the centripetal forces will be reciprocally as the

fquares of the diftances. Or, if bodies revolve in

orbits that are very near to circles, and the apfides

of the orbits reft ; the centripetal forces of the re-

volving bodies will be reciprocally as the fquares of
the diftances. That both thefe cafes hold in all the
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Planets all aftronomers confent. Therefore the cen*

tripetal lorces of all the Planers arc reciprocally as

the fquares of the difhnces from the centres of
their orbits. If any (hould objed, that the ap-

fides of the Planets, and efpecially of the Moon,
are not perfidly at reft; but are carried with a

flow kind of motion in confequentia ; one may give

this anfwer, that though wc fhould grant this very

flow motion to arifc from hence, that the propor-

tion of the centripetal force is a little different from

the duplicate, yet that we are able to compute

mathematically the quantity of that aberration, and

find it perfectly infenfiblc. For the ratio of the

Lunar centripetal force it felf, which muft be the

rooft irregular of them all, will be indeed a little

|

greater than the duplicate, but will be near fixty

times nearer to that than it is to the triplicate. But
we may give a truer anfwer, by faying that this

progreflion of the apfides arifes not from an aber-

ration from the duplicate proportion, but from a

quite different caufe, as is mo ft admirably (hewn

in this philofophy. It is certain then that the cen-

tripetal forces with which the primary Planets tend

to the Sun, and the fecondary to their primary,

are accurately as the fquares of the difhnces reci-

procally.

From what has been hitherto faid, it is plain

that the Planets are retained in their orbits by fome

force perpetually ading upon them ; it is plain that

that force is always direded towards the centres

of their oibits; it is plain that its efficacy is aug-

mented with the nearnefs to the centre, and dimi*

nilhed with the fame ; and that it is augmented in

the fame proportion with which the fquare of the

difhnce is diminiflied, and diminifhed in the fame

prO-
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Mr. Cote s's Preface.
jHoportion with which the fquare of the diftance

h augmented. Let us now fee whether, by making

a companion between the centripetal forces of the

Planets, and the force of graviry, we may not by
chance find them to be of the fame kind. Now
they will be of the fame kind if we find on both

fides the fame laws, and the fame afFe&ions. Let

us then firft confider the centripetal force of the

Moon which is neareft to us.

The redilinear fpaces, which bodies let fall from

reft defcribe in a given time at the very beginning

of the motion, when the bodies are urged by any
forces whatfoever, are proportional to the forces.

This appears from mathematical reafoning. There-

fore the centripetal force of the Moon revolving in

its orbit is to the force of gravity at the furface

of the Earth, as the fpace, which in a very fmall

particle of time^the Moon, deprived of all its cir-

cular force and defcending by its centripetal force

towards the Earth, would defcribe, is to the fpace

which a heavy body would defcribe, when falling

by the force of its gravity near to the Earth, in

the fame given particle of time. The firft of thefc

fpaces is equal to the verfed fine of the arc defcri-

bed by the Moon in the fame time, bccaufe that

verfed fine meafures the tranflation of the Moon
from the tangent, produced by the centripetal force;

and therefore may be computed, if the periodic

time of the Moon and its diftance from the cen-

tre of the Earth are given. The laft fpace is found

by experiments of pendulums, as Mr. Hnjgens has

ftiewn. Therefore by making a calculation we ihall

find that the firft fpace is to the latter, or the cen-

tripetal force of the Moon revolving in its orbic

will be to the force of gravity at the fuperficies
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of the Earth, as the fquarc of the femi-diamerer of
the Earth to the iquare of the femi-diamerer of the

orbit. But by what was fhewn before the very

fame ratio holds between the centripetal force of the

Moon revolving in its orbit, and the centripetal

force of the Moon near the furface of the Earth.

Thercfoie the centripetal force near the furface of
the Earth is equal to the force of gravity. There-

fore thefe are not two different forces, but one and

the fame ; for if they were different, thefe forces

united would caufe bodies to defcend to the Earth

with twice the velocity they would fall with by
the force of gravity alone. Therefore it is plain

that the centripetal force, by which the Moon is

perpetually, either impelled or attracted out of the

tangent and retained in its orbit, is the very force

of terreftrial gravity reaching up to the Moon.
And it is very reafonable to believe that virtue

lhould extend it felf to vaft diftances, fince upon
the tops of the higheft mountains we find no fen-

fible diminution of it. Therefore the Moon gra-

vitates towards the Earth; but on the other hand,

the Earth by a mutual action equally gravitates to-

wards the Moon ; which is alfo abundantly con-

firmed in this philofophy, where the Tides in the

Sea and the Pntceflion of the ^Equinoxes are treated

of ; which arife from the a&ion both of the Moon
and of the Sun upon the Earth. Hence laftly, we
difcover by what law the force of gravity decreafes

at great diftances from the Earth. For fince gra-

vity is no ways different from the Moon's centri-

petal force, and this is reciprocally proportional to

the fquare of the diftance ; it follows that it is in

that very ratio that the force of gravity decreafes.
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1
S P R E F A C E.

Let us now go on to the reft of the Plantfs.

Becaufe the revolutions of the primary Planets a-

bout the Sun, and of the fecondary about Jupirer

and Saturn, are phenomena of the fame kind with

the revolution of the Moon about the Earth ; and

be ca ufe it has been moreover demon ft rated that the

centripetal forces of the primary Planets are directed

towards the centre of the Sun, and thofe of the

fecondary towards the centres of Jupiter and Saturn,

in the fame manner as the centripetal force of the

Moon is directed towards the cenH-e of the Earth

;

and fince befides, all thefc forces are reciprocally as

the (quares of the diflances from the centres, in

the fame manner as the centripetal force of the

Moon is as the fquare of the diftance from the

Earth; we muft of courfc conclude, that the na-

ture of all is the fame* Therefore as the Moon
grzvitates towards the Earth, and the Earth again

towards the Moon ; fo alfo all the fecondary Planers

will gravitate towards their primary, and the pri-

mary Planets again towards their fecondary; andfo

all the primary towards the Sun , and the Sun again

towards the primary.

Therefore the Sun gravitates towards all the

Planets, and all the Planets towards the Sun* For
the fecondary Planets, while they accompany the

primary, revolve the mean while with the primary

about the Sun. Therefore by the fame argument,

the Planets of both kinds gravitate towards the Sun,

and the Sun towards them. That the fecondary

Planets gravitate towards the Sun is moreover abun-

dantly clear from the inequalities of the Moon; a

nioft accurate theory of which laid open with a

food admirable fagacity, we find explained in the

third book of this work.

a That
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That the attm<5tive virtu? of rhe Suo is propa-

gated on all fides ro prodigious diftances, and is

ciiffufed to eveiy part of the wide fpace that fur-

rounds ir, is moll evidently fhtwn by the motion
of the Comets ; which coming from places im-
menfely diftant from the Sun, approach very near

to it ; and fometrmes fo near, that in their perihe-

lia they almoft touch its body. The theory cf
thefe bodies was altogether unknown to aftiono-

mers, till in our own times our excellent author

moft happily difcovcred ir, and demonftrattd the

truth of it by moft cerrain obfervations. So that

it is now apparent that the Comets move in canic

fedtions having their foci in the Sun's centre, and

by radij drawn to the Sun defcribe areas proporti-
;

onal to the times. But from thefe phenomena it

is manifeft, and mathematically demonftrated, that

thofe forces, by which the Comets are retained in

their orbits, refptd the Sun, and are reciprocally

proportional to the fquares of the diftances from its

centre. Therefore the Comets gravitate towards

the Sun ; and therefore the attractive force of the

Sun riot only a&s on the bodies of the Planets,

placed at given diftances and very nearly in the

fame plane, but reaches alfo to rhe Comets in the

moft different parts of the heavens, and at the

moft different diftances. This therefore is the na-

ture of gravitating bodies, to propagate their force

at all diftarces to all other gravitating bodies. But

from thence it follows that all the Planers and Co-
mets attract each orher mutually, and gravitate mu-
tually towards each other; which is alfo confirm-

ed by the perturbation of Jupiter and Saturn, ob-

ferved by aftronomers, which is caufed by the mu*
h*l actions of thefe two Plane© upon each other;
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as alfo from that very flow motion of the apfidesV

above taken notice of, and which arifes from a like

caufe.

We have now proceeded fo far as to (hew that

it mud be acknowledged, that the Sun, and the

Earth, and all the heavenly bodies attending the

Sun, attract each other mutually. Therefore all the

leaft particles of matter in every one mud have

their feveral attractive forces, whofc effect is as their

quantity of matter ; as was (hewn above of the

terreftrial particles. At different diftances thefe forces

will be alfo in the duplicate ratio of the difbnres

reciprocally ; for it is mathematically demonftrated, »

that particles attracting according to this law will \

compofe gbbes attracting according to the fame

law.

The foregoing conclufions are grounded on this

aitiom which is received by all philofophers ; name-* 1

ly that effects of the fame kind, that is, whofc
J

known properties are the fame, take their rife from a

the fame caufes and have the fame unknown pro-
'

ferries alfo. For who doubts, if gravity be the

caufe of the defcent of a (lone in Europe, bnt that

it is alfo the caufe of the fame defcent in Anerictt

If there is a mutual gravitation between a (rone

and the Earth in Europe, who will deny the fame

to be mutual in America f If in Europe, the at-

tractive force of a (lone and the Earth is com-
pounded of the attractive forces of the parts; who
will deny the like compofition in Amerkm\ If irt

Europe, the attraction ot the Earth be propagated

to all kinds of bodies and to all diftances; why
may it not as well be propagated in like manner in

America? All philofophy is founded on this rule;

for if that be taken away we can affirm nothing
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of univerfals. The conflitution of particular things

is known by observations and experiments; and
when that is done, it is by this rule that we judge

univerfally of the nature of fuch things in gene-

ral.

Since then all bodies whether upon Earth or

in the Heavens, are heavy, fo far as we can make

any experiments or obfervations concerning them ;

we muft certainly allow that gravity is found in

all bodies univerially. And in like manner as we
ought not to fuppofe that any bodies can be other-

wife than extended, moveable or impenetrable ; fo

we ought not to conceive that any bodies can be

otherwife than heavy. The extenfion, mobility and

impenetrability of bodies become known to us only

by experiments; and in the very fame manner their

gravity becomes knov*n to us. All bodies we can

make any obfervations upon, are extended, move-

able and impenetrable; and thence we conclude all

bodies, and thofe we have no obfervations concerning,

to be extended and moveable and impenetrable* So

all bodies we can make obfervations on, we find to

be heavy ; and thence we conclude all bodies, and

thofe we have no obfervations of, to be heavy alio.

Jf any one ftould fay that the bodies of the fixed

Stars are not heavy becaufe their gravity is not yet

obferved ; they may fay for the fame reafon that

they arc neither cxtended, nor moveable ncr impe-

netrable, becaufe theic arTl&ions of the fixed Stars

are not yet obferved. In ihort, cither gravity muft

have a place ?mong the primary qualities of all bo-

dies, orexunfion, mobility and impenetrability muft

not. And if the narure of things is not rightly ex-

plained by the gravity of bodies, it will not be
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rightly explained by their extenfion, mobility and
impenetrability.

Some I know difapprove this conclufion, and mutter
J

iornethins about occult qualities. They continual-

ly are cavilling with us, chat gravity is an occult

property ; and occult caufes are to be quite ba-

nilbed from philofophy. Bur to this the anfwer

is eafy ; that thofe are indeed occult caufes whofe

exifttnee is occult j aod imagined but not proved;

but not thofe whofe leal exigence is clearly de-

monftrated by obfervations. Therefore gravity can

by no means be called an occult caufe of the ce-

leftial motions; becaufe it is plain f.om the phxno-
rnena that fuch a^ virtue does really cxift. Thofe I

rather have recpurfe to occult caufes ; who fet ima-

ginary vortices of a matter entirely fictitious, and

impreceptible by our fenfes, to dned thofe mo-
tions.

But (hall gravity be therefore cal!ed an occult

caufe, and thrown out of philofophy, becaufe the

caufe of gravity is occult and not yet difcovered \

Thofe who affirm this, fliould be careful not to fall

into an abfurdity that may overturn the found Jti-

ons of all philofophy. For caufes ufe to proceed

in a continued chain from thofe that are more com-
pounded to thofe that a»e moie iimple; when we
are arrived at the ruoft fimp'e caufe we can go no

farther. Therefore no mechanical account or ex-

planation of the molt (impte caufe is to be expc£bd or

given; for if it could be given, the caufe were not

the mod fimple. Thefe mr.ft fimple caufes will

you then call occult, and rejed them \ Then you
mud reje& thofe that immediately depend upon

them, and thofe which depend upon thefe laj>,

a 5 till
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till philofophy is quite cleared and difencumbred of
all caufes.

\
Some there are who fay that gravity is preter-

natural, and call it a perpetual miracle. Therefore

j

they would have it rejected, becaufe preternatural

caufes have no place in phylics. It is hardly worth
while to fpend rime in anfwering rhis ridiculous ob-
jection which overturns all philofophy. For either

they will deny gravity to be in bodies; which can-

not be faid; or elfe, they will therefore call it pre-
ternatural becaufe it is not produced by the other

affections of bodies, and therefore not by mechani-

cal caufes. But certainly there are primary affections

of bodies ; and thefe, becaufe they are primary, have

no dependence on the others. Let them confider

whether all thefe are not in like manner preternatu-

ral, and in like manner to be rejected ; and then

what kind of philofophy we are like to have.

Some there are who diflike this celeftial phyfics

becaufe it contradicts the opinions of pes Cartes*

and feems hardly to be reconciled with them. Let
thefe enjoy their own opinion ; but let them aft

fairly ,* and not deny the fame liberty to us which
they demand for themfelves. Since the Newtonian

Philofophy appears true to us, let us have the liber-

ty to embrace and retain it, and to follow caufes

proved by phenomena, rather than caufes only ima-

gined, and not yet proved. The bufinefs of true

philofophy is to derive the natures of things from

caufes truly ex i ften t ; and to enquire after thofe laws

on which the Great Creator actually chofe to found this

moil beautiful Frame of the World , not thofe by which

he might have done the fame, had he fo pleafed.

It is reafonable enough to fuppofe that from feveral

caufes,
• • •
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caufes, fomewhat differing from each orher, the fame

effect may arile; but the true caufe will be that,

from which it truly and a&ually does arife; the

others have no place in true plulolophy. The fame

motion of the hour-hand in a clock may be ©c-

cafioned either by a weight hung, or a fpring fhuc

up within. But if a certain clock mould be real-

ly moved with a weight; we ihould laugh at a

man that would fuppofc it moved by a fpring, and

from that principle, fuddcnly taken up without far*

ther examination, mould go about to explain the

rion of the index; for certainly the way he

ought to have taken mould have been, actually to

look into the inwaid parts of the machine, that he

might* find the true principle of the propofed mo-
tion. The like judgment ought to be made of
thofe philofophers, who will have the heavens to

be filled with a mod fubtile matter, which is per-

petually carried round in vortices. For if rhey could '

explain the phenomena ever fo accurately by their

hypothefes, we could not yet fay that they have

difcovered true philofophy and the tip? caufes of

the celeftial motions, unlefs they cou'd eirher dc-

monftrate that thofe caufes do actually exifl, or at

kaft, that no others do exilK Therefore if it b-

made clear that the attraction of all bodies is a

property actually exifl ing m rerrtm naturJi ; and if

it be alfo fliewn how the motions of the celelti.il

bodies may be folved by that property ; it would

be very impertinent lor any one to object, that

thefe motions ought to be accounted for by vor-

tices; even though we mould never fo much alloy

fuch an explication of thofe motions to be pofli-

b)e. But we allow no fuch thing; for the phxno-

'

can by no means be accounted for by vor-

a <j. ticcs
j
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ticcs; as our Author has abundantly proved from
the cleared reafons. So that Men mufl be ftrangeljr

fond of chimera's, who can fpend their rime io

idly, as in patching up a ridiculous figment and
letting ir off with new comments of their own.

*]f the bodies of the Planets and Comets are car-

ried round the Sun in vortices; the bodies fo car-

ried, and rhe parrs of the vortices next furrounding

them, mufl be carried wirh the fame velocity and

the l. me direction, and have the fame denfity, and

the fame vis merti* aofwenng to the bulk of the

matter. But it is certain, the Planets and Comets,

when in the very fame parts of the Heavens, are

carried with various velocities and various directions.

Therefore it neceflarily follows that thofe pferts of

the celeftial fluid, which aie at the fame diflances

from the Sun, muft revolve at the fame time with

different velocities in different directions ; for one

kind of velocity and direction is required for the

motion of the Planets, and another for that of rhe

Comets. But fince this cannot be accounted for;

we mufl either fay that all the celeflial bodies are

not carried about by vortices; or elfe that their

motions are derived, not from one and the fame

vortex, but from feveral diflinft ones, which fill

and pctvacJe the fpaces round about the Sun, ,

But if feveral vortices are contained in the fame

fpace, and are fuppqfed to penetrate each other, and

to revolve with different motions; then becaufe thefe

motions rru(l agree with thpfe of the bodies car-

ried aboqt by them, which are perfectly regular,

and perfoimed in conic fections which are fome-

timcs very eccentric, and fometimes nearly circles

;

one may very reafonably ask, how it comes to pafs

that thefe vortices remajn cptire, and haye fuftried

ho
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no manner of perturbarion in fo many ages from I

the ad ions of the confli&ing matter. Cenainly if

thefe ri&inou* motions are more compourd.d and

more hard to b accounted for than the true mo*
tions of the Planets and Comets, it fcems to no pur-

pofe to admit them into philofophy ; fince every

caule ought to be more fimple than its effeft. Al-

lowing men to indulge thtir own fancies, fuppofc

any man mould affi m that the Planers and Comets
are furrounded with armofpheres like our Earth ;

which hypothefis feems more reafonable than that

of vortices. Let him then affirm that thefe at-

mofphcres by their own nature movo about the

Sun and defcribe conic fections, which motion is

much more eafily conceived than that of the vor-

tices penetrating each other. Laftly, that the Planets

and Comets are carried about the Sun by thefe

etmofpheres of theirs ; and then applaud his own
fagacity in discovering the caufes of the celeilial

motions. He that re;t<5ts this fable muft alfo rejtd

the other; for two drops of v.arer are not more

like than thjs hyporhefis of atmofphcres, and that

of vortices.

GaLUo has (hewn, that when a (lone projected

moves in a parabola, its dtnVxion into that curve

from its reftilineas path is occafioned by the gia-

vity of the ftone towards the Earth, that is, by

; an occult quality. But now fome body, more cun- 7

ping than he, may come to explain the caufe after

this manner. He will fuppofe a ccitain fubtilc mat-

ter, not difcernable by our fight, our touch or any

other of our fenfes, which fills the fpaces which are

near and contiguous to the fuperflcies of the Earth

;

and that this matter is carried with different dirt diens,

and various, and often contrary, motions, clefcribing

parabolic
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parabolic curves. Then fee how eafily he may ac-

count for the deflexion of the flone above fpoken

of. The (tone, fays he, floats in this fubtile fluid,

and following its motion, can't chufe but defcribe

the fame figure. But the fluid moves in parabolic

curves; and therefore the flone muft move in a pa-

rabola of courfe. Would not the acurends of this

philofopher be thought very extraordinary, who
could deduce the appearances of nature from me-

chanical caufes, matter and motion, fo clearly that

the meaneft man may underftand it? Or indeed

fhould not we fmile to fee this new Galileo taking

fo much mathematical pains to introduce occult

qualities into philofophy, from whence they have

been fo happily excluded? But I am afhamed to

The fum of the matter is this ; the number of

the Comets is certainly very great; their motions

are perfectly regular; and obferve the fame laws with

thofe of the Planets. The orbits in which they move

are conic fe&ions, and thofe very eccentric. They
move every way towards all parts of the' Heavens,

deed they are utterly irreconcileable with the vor-

tices of the Planets. There can be no room for

tfie motions of the Comets; untefs the celeftial

fpaces be entirely cleared of that fictitious matter.

For if the Planets are carried about the Sun in

vortices; the parts of the vortices which immedi-

ately furround every Planet muft be of the fame

fliewn above. There-

fore
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fort all the matter contiguous to the perimeter of
the mjgnns orbu, mud be of the fame denfity as

the Ejrrh. But now that which lies between the

nuicr.us erbh and the orb of Saturn muft have ei-

ther an equal or greater denfity. For to make the

conftirurion of the vortex permanent, the parts of
lefs denfity muft lie near the centre, and thofe of

greater denfity muft go farther from it. For fine*

the periodic times of the Planets are in the fefqui*

pljcate ratio of their diftinces from the Sun, the

periods of the parts of the vortices muft alfo pre-

fer ve the fame rario. Thence it will follow that the

centrifugal forces of the parts of the vortex muft

be reciprocally as the fquares of their d«ftance$.

Thofe parts therefore which are more remote from

the centre endeavour to recede from it with lefs

force; whence if their denfiry be deficicnr, they

muft yield to the greater force with which the

parts that lie nearer the centre endeavour to afcend.

Therefore fhe denfer pans will afcend; and thofe

of lefs denfity will defcend ; and there will be a

mutual change of places, till aH the fluid matter

in the whole vortex be fo adjufted and difpofed,

that being reduced to an equilibrium its parrs be-

come quiefcenr. If two fluid* of different dtnfity

be contained in the fame veffirf; it will certainly

come to pafs that the fluid of greater denfiry * iU

fink the loweft 5 and by a like reafoning it follows

that the denfer parrs of the vortex by their greater

centrifugal force will afcend to the higheft places.

Therefore all that far greater part of the vortex

which lies without the Earth's orb, will have a den-

fity, and by confequence a vis inert1* anfwerir.g to

the bulk of the matter, which cannot be Ids than

thr denfity and vis mertti of the Earth. But from

hence
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»

hence will arife a mighty refinance to the pafljge

of the Comets, and luch as can't but be very (en-

able; not to fay, enough to put a Hop to, and ab-

forb, their motions entirely. But now it appears

from the perfectly regular motion of the Comets,

that they fuffer ni refinance that is in the lcafl

fenfible ; and therefore that they meet with no matter

of any kind, that has any refilling force, or, by
confe juence, any denfity or vis inertU. For the

refiftance of mediums arifes, either from the inerth*

of the matter of the fluid, or from its want of
lubricity. That which arifes from the want of lu-

bricity is very fmall, and is fcarce obfervable in the

fluids commonly known, unlefs they be very tena-

cious like oil and honey. The refi (lance we find

in air, water, quick-Giver and the like fluids thac

are not tenacious, is a'moft all of the Grit kind

;

and cannot be diminiftied by a greater degree of
fubtilty, if the denfity and vis wcrtu, to which this

refiftance is proportional, remains; as is moft evi*

denrly demonftrattd by our Author in his noble

theory of refinances in the fecond book.

Bodies in going on through a fluid communi-

cate their motion to the ambient fluid by little

and little, and by that communication lofe their

own motion, and by lofing it are retarded. There-

fore the retardation is proportional to the motion

communicated ; and the communicated motion, when
the velocity of the moving body is given, is as the

denfity of the fluid; and therefore the retardation

pr refiftance will be as the fame denfity of the

fluid; nor can it be taken away, unlefs the fluid

coming about to the hinder parts of the body re-

ftore the motion loft. Now this cannot be done

jmlefs the imprefEon of the fluid on the hinder
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parts of the body be equal to the imprefiion of

the fore parts of the body on the fluid, that i$

unlefs the relative velocity with which the fluid

putties the body behind is equal to the velocity

with which the body pufhes the fluid; that is, un-

kfs the abfolure velocity of the recurring fluid be

twice as great as the abfolute velocity with which
the fluid is driven forwards by the body; which
is impoffible. Therefore the rtflftance of fluids a-

rifing from their vis mtrtU can by no means be

taken away. So that we muft conclude that the

ccleftial fluid has no vis inert$.(, becaufe it has no
refilling force; that it has no force to communi-
cate motion with, becaufe it has no vis wcrtti ;

that it has no force to produce any change in one

or more bodies, becaufe it has no force wherewith

to communicate motion; that it has no manner of
efficacy, becaufe it has no faculty wherewith to pro-

duce any change of any kind. Therefore certain-

ly this hypothecs may be juftly called ridiculous,

and unworthy a philofopher ; fince it is altogether

without foundation, and does not in the leaft ferve

to explain the nature of things. Thofe who would'

have the Heavens filled with a fluid matter, bur

fuppofe it void of any vis i*ertU\ do indeed in

words deny 4 vacuum, but allow it in fad. For

fince a fluid matter of that kind can no ways be

diftinguifhed from empty fpace ; the difpute is now
about the names, and not the natures of things.

If any are fo fond of matter, that they will by
no means admit of a fpace void of body ; let us

confider, where they muft come at lair.

For either they will fay, that this conftitution

of a world every where full, was made fo by thb

will of Cod to this end, that the operations of

Nature
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Kature might be affiled every where by a fubtile

jtther pervading and filling all things ; which can-

not be (aid however, fince we have (hewn from

the phenomena of the Corncy, that this aether is

of no efficacy at all; or they will fay, that it be-

came fo by the fame will of God for fome un-

known end; which ought not to be faid, becaufe

for the fame reafon a different conftitution may be

as well fuppofed ; or laftly, they will not fay that

it was caufed by the will of Gob, but by fome

neceflity of its narure. Therefore they will at

Jaft fink into the mire of that infamous herd ;

who dream that all things are governed by Fate,

and not by Pi evidence; and that matter exifts by

the neceflity of its nature always and every where,

being infinite and eternal. But fuppofing thefe things,

it muft be alfo every where uniform; for variety^

of forms is entirely inconfiftent with neceflity.
\

'It muft be alfo unmoved; for if it be neceffarily

moved in any determinate direction, with any de-

terminate velocity, it will by a like neceflity be

moved in a different direction with a different ve-

locity ; but it can never move in different dire-

ctions with different velocities; therefore it mult

be unmoved. Without all doubt this World, fo

diverfified with that variety of forms and motions

we find ki it, could arife from nothing but the

perfectly free will of God directing and prcfiding

over all.

From this fountain it is that thofe laws which

we call the laws of Nature, havrftowed ; in which

there appear many traces indeed of the mod wife

contrivance, but not the leaft ftladow of neceflity.

thefe therefore we muft not feek from uncertain

conje&uresi but learn them from obfervations and ex-
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perimcnts. He who thinks to find the true prin-

ciples of phyfics and the laws of natural things by
the force alone of his own mind, and the internal

light of his reafon | muft either fuppofe that the

World exifts by ncceffiiy, and by the fame necef-

fity follows the laws propofed ; or if the order of

Nature was eftabliftiea by the will of God, that

himfelf, a miferable reptile, can tell what was fitted

to be done. All found and true philofophy is

founded on the appearances of things; which if they

draw us never fo much againft our wills, to fuch

principles as moft clearly manifeft to us the moft

excellent counfel and fupreme dominion of the All-

wife and Almightv Being ; thofe principles are not

therefore to be laia afide, becaufc fome men may per-

haps diflike them. They may call them, if they

pleafe, miracles or occult qualities ; but names mali-

cioufly given ought not to be a difadvantage to the

things themfelves ; unlefs they will fay at laft, that

all philofophy ought to be founded in atheifra.

Philofophy muft not be corrupted in complaifance to

thefe men; for the order of things will not be

changed.

Fair and equal judges will therefore give fentence

in favour of this moft excellent method of philo*

fophy, which is founded on experiments and obfer-

vations. To this method it is hardly to be faid

or imagined, what light, what fplendor, hath accru-

ed from this admirable work of our illuftrious au-

thor; whofe happy and fublime genius, refolving

the moft difficult problems, and reaching to difco-

veries of which the mind of man was thought in-

capable before, is defervedly admired by all thofe

who are fomewhat more than fupcrficially verfcd in

thcfc •wttcn. The gates are now fct open ; and by
Ml
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fcis means wc may fttt\y enter into the knowledge?

of the hidden feensts and wonders of narural things*

He has fo clearly laid open and fet before our eyes

themoft beautiful frame of the Syftcm of the World ;

that if King Aphonfus were now alive, he would not

complain for want of the graces either of (implicit/

or of harmony in it. Therefore we may now more

nearly behold the beauties of Nature, and entertain

Our ftlves with the delightful contemplation; and,

which is the beft and moft valuable fruit of philo-

fbphy, be thence incited the more profoundly to

reverence and adore the great Maker and Lord of

all. He muft be blind who from the moft wife and

excellent contrivances of things cannot fee the infi-

nite Wifdom and Goodnefs of their Almighty Cre-

ator, and he muft be mad and fenfelcfs, who refufes -

to acknowledge them.
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Mathematical
PRINCIPLES
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Natural Philofophy.
1 »

Definitions.

Def. i.

The Quantity ofMatter is the meafure of tie

fame, arifngfrom its dtnfity and bulk con-

HUS air of a double denfity , in a double

/pace, is quadruple in quanuty ; in a triple

fpace , fextuple in quantity. The fame

thing is to be underftood of fnow, and

fine dull or powders, that are condenfed by compreflion

or Jiquefafiion ; and of all bodies that are by any caufei

B what*
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2 Mathematical Trine/files Book i.

whatever differently condenfed. I have no regard in

this place to a medium, if any fuch there is, that

freely pervades the interfaces between the parts of
bodies. It is this quantity that I mean hereafter every
where under the name of Body or Mafs. And the

fame is known by the weight of each body : For it is

proportional to the weight, as I have found by experi-

ments on pendulums, very accurately made, which
(hall be fliewn hereafter.

Definition II.

The Quantity of Motion is the meafure of the
fame, arifing from the velocity and quan-
tity of matter conjunctly.

The motion of the who!e is the Sum of the mo-
tions of all the parts ; and therefore in a body double in

quantity, with equal velocity, the motion is double >

with twice the velocity, it is quadruple.

Definition III.
_

The Vis Infita, or Innate Force of Matter^

i is a power of rejijlingy by which every

body, as much as in it lies, endeavours to

perfevere in its prefnt flate^ whether it be

of re/l, or of moving uniformly forward in

aright line.

This force is ever proportional to the body whofe

force it is 5 and differs nothing from the inactivity

of the Mafs, but in our manner of conceiving it. A
body from the inactivity of matter, is not without

difficulty
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ditficu'ty put cut of its ftate of reft or motion. Up* I

on which account, this Pit infita, may, by a moft fig-

nificant name, be called Inertia or Force of In-

activity. But a body exerts this force only, when a-

nother force imprefs'd upon it, endeavours to change its >

condition ; and the exercife of ths force may be con-

fidered both as refiftance and impulfet It is refiftance

in fo far as the body, for maintaining its prefent ftate

withftands the force imprefled ; it is impu fe, in fo

far as the body, by noteafily giving way to the imprefs'd

force of another, endeavours to chinge the ftate

of that other. Refiftance is u'ually afcrib'd to bodies ac

reft, and impulfe to thofe in motion : But motion and

reft, as commonly conceived, are only relatively diftin-

guirticd; nor are thofe bodies always truly at reft*

which commonly are taken to be fo»

•

Definition IV.

An imprefs*dforce is an aftion exerted upon a
body^ in order to change its /fate, either of

reft % or of moving uniformly forward in a

right line.

This force confifts in the action only ; and remains

no longer in the body, when the adion is over. For

a body rraintains every new Hate it acquires, by
its Va IncrtU only. Imprefs'd forces are of diffe-

rent origines ; as from percuflionj from preflfure, from

centripetal force.

D E F I-
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Definition V:

A Centripetal force is that by which todies are

drawn or impelled^ or any way tend, to-

wards a po:nt as to a centre.

Of this fort is Gravity by which bodies tend to the

centre of the Earth
;
Magnetifm, by which iron tends

to the loadftone; and that force, whatever it is, by
which the Planets are perpetually drawn afide from

the rectilinear motions, which otherwife they wou'd
purfue, and made to revolve in curvilinear orbits. A
ftone, whirled about in a fling, endeavours to recede

from the hand that turn* it ; and by that endeavour,

diftends the fling, and that with fo much the great-

er force, as it is revolv'd with the greater velocity *
and as foon as ever it is let go, flics away. That force

which oppofes it felf to this endeavour, and by which the

fling perpetually draws back the ftone towards the hand,

and retains it in its orbit, becaufe 'tis directed to the

Jiand as the centre of the orbitj call the Centripetal force.

And the fame thing is to be under flood of all bodies,

revolv'd in any orbits. They all endeavour to recede

from the centres of their orbits ; and were it not for

the oppofition of a contrary force which reftrains them

to, and detains them in their orbits, which I therefore

call Centripetal, would fly off in right lines, with an

uniform motion. A projedile, if it was not for the

force of gravity, would not deviate towards the

Earth, but would go off from it in a right line

and that with an uniform motion, if the reflflance of

the Air was taken away. 'Tis by its gravity that it is

drawn afide perpetually from its rectilinear courfe, and

made to deviate towards the Earth, more or lefs, accord-

ing

• %
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ing to the force of its gravity, and the velocity of its

motion. The lefs its gravity is, for the quantity of its

matter, or thegreatertneve'ocity with which it is project-

ed, the lefs will it deviate from a rectilinear courf , and

the farther it will go. If a leaden ball projected from

the top of a mountain by the force of gun-powder

with a given velocity, and in a direction parallel to

the horizon, is carried in a curve line to the di (lance of

two miles before it falls to the ground ; the fame, if

the refinance oi the Air was took away, with a double

or decuple velocity, would fly twice or ten times

as far. And by increafmg the velocity, we may at

pleafure increafe the diftance to which it might be

projected, and diminifh the curvature of the line,

.

which it might defcribe, till at laft it mould fall at

the diftance of 10, 50, or 90 degrees, or even

might go quite round the whole Earth before it

falls; or laftly, fo that it might never fall to the Earth,

but go forwards into the Celeftial Spaces, and proceed in

its motion in infinitum. And after the fame manner, that

a projectile, by the force of gravity, may be made to

revolve in an orbit, and go round the whole Earth,

the Moon alio, either by the force of gravity, if it I y
is endued with gravity, or by any other force, that im- i

pells it towards the Earth, may be perpetually drawn afide

towards the Earth, out of the rectilinear way, which

by its innate force it would purfu: ; and be made to

rvvolve in the orbit which it now defcribes: nor could

the Moon without fbme fuch force, be retain'd in its

orbit. If this force was too final
1

, it would not fuf-

ficiently turn the Moon out of a rectilinear courfe:

if it was too great, it would turn it too much, and

draw down the Moon from its orbit towards the Earth.

It is neccflary, that the force be of ajuft quantity, and

|t belongs to the Mathematicians to fin<r trie force,

B 3 — that
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that may ferve exa&Iy to retain a body in a given orbir,

with a given velocity ; and vice vcrja, to determine
the curvilinear way, into which a body projected

from a given place, with a given velocity, may be
made to deviate from its natural re&ilmear way, by
means of a given force.

The quantity of any Centripetal Force may be con-
fidered as of three kinds, Abfolute, Accelerative, and
Motive.

Definition VI.

The abfolute quantity of a centripetalforce is

the tie fure of the fame, proportional to the

efficacy of the caufe that propagates it

from the centre\ through the fpaces round
about.

Thus the magnetic force is greater in one load-Hone

«nd lefs in another, according to their fizes and
/trength.

Definition VII.

The accelerative quantity of a centripetal

force is the meafure of the fame, propor-

tional to the velocity which it generates

in agi ven time.

Thus the force of the fame load-ftone is greater

at a lefs diftancc, and lefs at a greater : alfo the force

of gravity is greater in valleys, lefs on tops of exceeding

high mountains ; and yet lefs ( as (hall be hereafter

lbewn) at greater diftances from the body of the

Earth;
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Earth ; bur at equal difhnces, ir is the fame every where ;

fcecaufe (raking away, or allowing for, the red fiance of

the Air; it equaly accelerates all falling bodies, whether

heavy or light, great or fmall.

Definition VHL
The motive quantity of a centripetal force, is

the meajure of the fameproportional to the

motion which it generates m a given time.

Thus the Weight is greater in a greater body, lets

in a Ids body ; it is greater near to the Earth, and Ids

at remoter diftances. This iort of quantity is the cen-

tripetency, or propenfion of the whole body towards

the centre, or as I may (ay, its Weight ;
and it is

ever known by the quantity of a force equal and con-

trary to it, that is juft fufficient to hinder the deicent of

the body. .

Thefe quantities of Forces, we may for brevity s fak$

call by the names of Motive, Acce!erative~ana Abfolure

forces; and for diftindion fake conllder them, wirh

refped to the Bodies that tend to the centre ; to the Places

of thofe bodies ; and to the Centre of force towards

which they tend : That is to fay, I refer the Motrve

force to the Body, as an endeavour and propenfity of

the whole towards a centre, arifing from the propendtits

of the feveral parts taken together ; the Accelerative

force to the Place of the body, as a certain power or

energy ditTufed from the centre to all places around to

move the bodies that are in them ; and the Abfolute

force to the Centre, as indued with fome caufe, with-

out which thofe motive forces would not be propaga-

ted through the fpaces round about; whether that caufe

is fome central body, (fuch as is the Load ftone, m
B* the
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the centre of the force of Magnetifm, or the Earth in

the centre of the gravitating force) or any thing elfc

that does not yet appear. For I here defign only to

give a Mathematical notion of thofe forces, without
confidering their Phyfical caufes and feats.

Wherefore the Accelerative force will (land in the

lame relation to the Motive, as celerity does to motion.
For the quantityofmotion arifes from the celerity, dratvn
into the quantity of matter; and the motive force arifes

ftom the accelerative force drawn into the fame quantity of
matter. Forthefumof the a&ionsof the Accelerative

force, upon the feveral particles of the body, is the
Motive force of the whole. Hence it is that near the
furface of the Earth, where the accelerative gravity, or
force produ&ive of gravity in all bodies is the fame,
the motive gravity or the Weight is as the Body : but
if we mould afcend to higher regions, where the acce-

lerative gravity is lefs, the Weight would be likewife

diminifhed, and would always be as the product of the

Body, by the Accelerative gravity. So in thofe regions,

where the accelerative gravity is diminifhed into one half,

the Weight of a body two or three times lefs, will be
four or nx times lefs.

I likewife call Attra&ions and Impulfes, in the fame
ftnfe, Accelerative, and Motive; and ufe the words
Attra&ion, Impulfe or Propenfity of any fort to-

wards a centre, prom ifcuou fly, and indifferently, one
for another; confidering thofe forces not Phyficaljy

but Mathematically : Wherefore, the reader is not

to imagine, that by thofe words, I any where take

upon me to define the kind, or the manner of any Acti-

on, the caufes or the phyfical reafon thereof, or that I

attribute Fo^cef, in a true and Phyfical fenfe, to certain

centres (which are only Mathematical points,}; when
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at any time I happen to fpeak of centres as attracting,

or as endued with attractive powers.

Scholium.
k Hitherto I have laid down the defi nitiorts of fuch words

as arc lefs known, and explained the fenfe in which I would

have them to be underRood in the following difcourfe.

I do not define Time, Space, Place and Motion, as

being well known to all. Only I muft obferve, thaf

the vulgar conceive thofe quantiries under no other no-

tionsbut from the relation they bear to fenfible objeds.

And thence arife certain prejudices, for the removing
1

of which, it will be convenient to diftinguifti them

into Abfolute and Relative, True and Apparent, Ma-
thematical and Common.

I. Abfolute, True, and Mathematical Time, of it

felf, and from its own nature flows equably without

regard to any thing external, and by another name is

called Duration: Relative, Apparent, and Common
Timers Tome fenfible and external (whether accurate

or unequable) meafure of Duration by the means of

motion, which is commonly ufed inftead of True
time ; fuch as an Hour, a Day, a Month, a Year.

II Abfolute Space, in its own nature, without

regard to any thing external, remains always fimilar

and immoveable. Relative Space is fomc moveable dimer-

i inn or meafure of the abfolute fpaces; which our fenfes

determine, by its pofition to bodies ; and which is

vulgarly taken for immoveable fpace ; Such is the di-

menfion of a fubterraneous, an aereal, or celeftial fpace,

determin d by its pofition in refped of the Earth.

Abfolute and Relative fpace, are the fame in figure and

magnitude ; but they do not remain always numeri-

cally the fame. For if the Earth, for inftance, moves

;
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a fpace of our Air, which relatively and in refped of
the Earth, remains always the fame, will at one time
be one part of the abfolute fpace into which the

•
t \

\
Air pafles ; at another time it will be another part of

» < 5 the fame, and fo, abfolutely underftood, it will be per-
• petually mutable.

f
II I. Place is apart of fpace which a body takes

I up, and, is according to the fpace, either abfolute or
relative. I fay, a Part of Space, not the fituation, nor

the external furface of the body. For the places of
equal Solids, are always equal; but their fuperficies,

by reafon of their diffimilar figures, are often unequal.

Pofitions properly have no quantity, nor are they fo

much the places themfelves, as the properties of places.

The motion of the whole is the fame thing with the

fum of the motions of the parts* that is, the tranfla-

tion of the whole, out of its place, is the fame thing
1 with the fum of the tranflations of the parts out of
their places ; and therefore the Place of the whole, is

the fame thing with the Sum of the places of the

parts, and for that reafon, it is internal, and in the

whole body.

IV. Abfolute motion, is the tranflation of a body

from one abfolute place into another ; and Relative mo-
tion, the tranflation from one relative place into another.

Thus in a Ship under fail, the relative p'ace of a body
is that part of the Ship, which the Body pofTsfTes ; or

that part of its cavity which the body fills, and which

therefore moves together with the Ship : And Rela-

tive reft, is the continuance of the Body in the fame

part of the Ship, or of its cavity. But Real, abfo-

lute reft, is the continuance of the Body in the fame

part of that Immoveable fpace, in which the Ship it

fclf, its cavity, and all tnat it contains, is moved.

Wherefore, if the Earth is really at reft, the Body,
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1

which relatively refts in the Ship, will really and ab.

folutely move with the fame velocity which the Ship

has on the Earth. But if the Earth alfo moves, the true
\

and abfolute motion of the body will arife, partly from

the true motion of the Earth, in immoveable fpace ;

partly from the relative motion of the Ship on the

Earth : and if the body moves alfo relatively in the

Ship ; its true motion will arife, partly from the true

motion of the Earth, in immoveable fpace, and partly

from the relative motions as well of the Ship on the

Earth, as of the Body in the Ship ; and from thefc

relative motions, will arife the relative motion of the

Body on the Earth. As if that part of the Earth

where the Ship is, was truly mov'd toward the Eaft,

with a velocity of 10010 parts; while the Shipitfelf

with a frefh gale, and full fails, is carry d towards the

Weft, with a velocity exprefs'd by 10 of thofe parts;

but a Sailor walks in the Ship towards the Eaft, with

j part of the faid velocity : then the Sailor will be

moved truly and abfolutely in immoveable fpace to-

wards the Eaft with a velocity of ioooi parts, and

relatively on the Earth towards the Weft, with a veloci-

ty of o of thofe parts.

Abfolute time, in Aftronomy, is diftinguifh'd from

Relative, by the Equation or correction of the vulgar

time. For the natural days are truly unequal, though
they are commonly confider'd as equal, and ufed for

ameafureof time: A ftronomers correct this inequality

for their more accurate deducing of the celeftial mo-
tions It may be, that there is no fuch thing as an equable .

motion, whereby time may be accurately meafured.f

All motions may be accelerated and retarded, but the

True, or equable progrefs, of Abfolute time is liable to

no change. The duration or perfeverance of the

exiftence of things remains the fame, whether the mo- «

tions
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rions arc fwift or flow, or none at all : and therefore ir
ought to be diftinguifli'd from what are only fenfible
meafures thereof ; and out of which we colled it, by-
means of the Aftronomical equation. The neceffityof
which Equation, for determining the Times of a phae—
nomenon, is evinc*d as well from the experiments of the
pendulum clock, as by eclipfes of the Satellites of Ju-
piter.

As the order of the parts of Time is immutable, fb

j
alfo is the order of the parts of Space. Suppofe thofe

parts to be mov'd out ot their places, and they will be

moved (if the expreffion may be allowed^ out of
themfelves. For times and fpaccs are, as it were, the

Places as well of themfelves as of all other things. All

things are placed in Time as to order of Succeflion ;

and in Space as to order of Situation. It is from their

> efTence or nature that they are Places ; and that the pri-

mary places of things mould be moveable, is abfurd.

Thefe are therefore the abfolute places; and tranflations

out of thofe places, arc the only Abfolute Motions.

But becaufe the parts of Space cannot be feen, or

diftinguifhed from one another by our Senfes there-

fore in their Head we ufe fenfible meafures of them.

For from the pofitiohs and diftances of things from

any body confider'd as immoveable, we define all places:

and then with refped to fuch places, we eftimate all

motions, confidering bodies as transfer'd from fome of

thofe places into others. And fo inftead of abfolute

places and motions, we ufe relative ones ; and that with-

out any inconvenience in common affairs : but in

Philofophical difquifitions, we ought to abftrafr. from

our fenfes, and confider things themfelves, diftinft from

what are only fenfible meafures of them. For it may
be that there is no body really at reft, to which the

places and motions of others may be referr'd.

But

•
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But we may diftinguifh Reft and Motion, abfo-

lutc and relative, one from the other by their Properties,

Caufes and Effects. It is a property of Reft, that bodies'

really at reft do reft in relpeft of one another. And
therefore as it is poflible, that in the remote regions

of the fixed Stars, or perhaps far beyond them, there -*

may be fome body abfolutely at reft; but impoflible

to know from the pofition of bodies to one another in

our regions, whether any of thefe do keep the fame

pofition to that remote body ; it follows that abfolute reft
j

cannot be determined from the pofition of bodies in X"
our reg or.s,

j

It is a property of motion, that the parts, which
j

retain given pofitionsto their wholes, do partake of the

motions of thofe wholes. For all the parts of revoN

ving bodies endeavour to recede from the axe of mo-
tion ; and the impetus of bodies moving forwards, arifes

from the joint impetus of all the parts. Therefore,

if furrounding bodies are mov'd, thofe that are relative-

ly at reft within them, will partake of their motion.

Upon which account, the true and abfolute motion of
a body cannot be determin'd by the tranflation of it

from thofe which only feem to reft : For the external

bodies ought not only to appear at reft, but to be really

at reft. For or her wife, a' 1 included bodies, befide their

tTanflation from near the furrounding ones, partake like-

wife of their true motions; and tho' that'tranflation was

riot made they would not be rea'ly at reft , but only

feem to be fo. For the furrounding bodies ftand in

the like relation to the furrounded, as the exteriour part

of a whole docs to the interiour, or as the ftiell does to

the kernel; but, if the (hell moves, the kernel will alfo

move, as being part of the whole, without any removal

from near the (hell.

A property
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A property near a kin to the preceding, is this*

that if a place is mov'd, whatever is placed therein

moves along with it ; and therefore a body, which is

mov'd from a place in motion, partakes alfo of the
motion of its place. Upon which account all motions

from places in motion, are no other than parts of entire

and abfolute motions; and every entire motion is com-
pofed out of the motion of the body out of its firft

place, and the motion of this place out of its place,

and fo on ; until we come to fome immoveable p!ace,

as in the before mention'd example of the Sailor.

Wherefore entire and abfolute motions can be no
otherwife determined than by immoveable places; and

for that reafon I did before refer thofe abfolute motions

to immoveable places, but relative ones to moveable

places. Now no other places are immoveable, but

thofe that, from infinity to infinity, do all retain the

fame given pofitions one to another ; and upon this ac-

count, mufl ever remain unmov'd ; and do thereby

conftitute, what I call, immoveable fpace.

The Caufes by which true and relative motions are

diftinguiftied, one from the other, are the forces im-

prefs'd upon bodies to generate motion. True motion

is neither generated nor alrer'd, but by fome force im-

prefs'd upon the body moved : but relative morion

may be generated or altered without any force imprefs'd

upon the body. For it is fufficient only to imprefs

fome force on other bodies with which the former is

compar'd, that by their giving way, that relation may
be chang'd, in which the relative reft or motion of

this other body did confifh Again, True motion fuf-

fers always fome change from any force imprefs'd upon
the moving body ; but Relative motion does not ne-

ceffarily undergo any change, by fuch forces. For if

the fame forces are likewifc imprefs'd on thofe other
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bodies, with which the comparifon is made, that the

relative pofition may be preferved, then that condition

will be preferv'd, in which the relative motion confifts.

And therefore, any relative motion may be changed,

when the true morion remains unalter'd, and the rela-

tiv e may be preferv'd, when the true fuffers fome change. '

Upon which accounts, true motion does by no means

confift in fuch relations.

The Effeds which diftinguifh abfolute from relative

motion are, the forces of receding from the axe of

circular motion. For there are no fuch forces in a cir-

cular motion purely relative, but in a true and abfolute
f

circular motion, they are greater or lefs, according to '

the quantity of the motion. If a vefTel, hung by a

long cord, is fo often turned about that the cord is

ftrongly twitted, then fill'd with water, and held at

reft together with the water; after by the fudden a&ioo

of another force, it is whiri'd about th; contrary way,

and while the cord is untwifting it felf, the vefTel

continues for fbme time in this motion; the furface of

the water will at firft be plain, as before the vefTel be-

gan to move : but the vefTel, by gradually communica-

ting its motion to the water, will make it begin fenfibly

to revolve, and recede by little and little from the

middle, and afcend to the fides of the vefTel, forming

it felf into a concave figure, (as I have experienced)

and the fwifter the motion becomes the higher will

the water rife, till at laft, performing its revolutions in

the fame times with the vefTel, it becomes relatively at \ ;
,

reft in it. This afcent of the water (hews its endea-
'

vour to recede from the axe of its motion ; and the

true and abfolute circular motion of the water, which
is heredire&ly contrary to the relative, difcovers it felf,

•nd may be meafured by this endeavour. At firft,

when the relative motion of the water in the vefTel was

greateft
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greatcft it produc'd no endeavour to recede from the
axe : the water (hew'd no tendency to the circumfe-

rence, nor any afcent towards the fides of the veffe 1
,

but remain'd of a plain furface, and therefore its True
circular motion had not yet begun. But afterwards,

wh«n the relative motion of the water had decreased,

the afcent thereof towards the fides of the veflel, prov'd
its endeavour to recede from the axe ; and this endea-

vour ihew'd the real circular motion of the water
perpetually increafthg, till it had acquir'd its greateft

quantity, when the water refted relatively in the veflel.

And therefore this endeavour does not depend upon any
tranflation of the water in refped of the ambient bo-
dies, nor can true circular motion be defin'd by fuch

tranflations. There is only one real circular motion of
any one revolving body, correfponding to only one
power of endeavouring to recede from its axe of mo-
tion, as its proper and adequate effed : but relative mo-
tions in one and the fame body are innumerable, ac-

cording to the various relations it bears to external bodies*

and like other relations, are altogether deftitute of any

real effedr, any otherwife than they may perhaps partici-

pate of that one only true motion. And therefore in

their fyftem who fuppofe that our heavens, revolving

below the fphere of the fixt Stars, carry the Planets

along with them; the feveral parts of thofe heavens,

and the Planets, which are indeed relatively at reft in

their heavens, do yet really move. For they change

their pofition one to another (which never happens

to bodies truly at refty and being carried together with

their heavens, participate of their motions, and as parts

of revolving wholes, endeavour to recede from the axe

of their motions.

Wherefore .relative quantities, are not the quantities

themfelves, whofe names they bear, but thofe fenfible

meafures
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meafures of them felther accurate or inaccurate^ which
are commonly ufed inftead of the meafur'd quantities

them 'elves. And if the meaning of words is to bo

deterrnin'd by their ufe ; then by the names Time,
Space, Place and Morion, their meafures are properly to

be underftood ; and the expreffion will be unufual, and

purely Mathematical, if the meafured quantities them*
felves are meanr. Upon which account, they do
(train the Sacred Writing?, who there interpret thofe

words for the meafur'd quantities. Nor do thofe

hfs defile the purity of Mathematical and Philofophical

truths, who confound real quantities themfelves with
their relations and vulgar meafures.

It is indeed a matter of great difficulty to difcover,

and effecWly to diftinguifli, the True morions of
particular bodies from the Apparent: becaufe the parts

of that immoveable fpace in which thofe motions are i

perform'd, do by no means come under the obfervation 1

ofour fenfes. Yet the thing is not altogether defperate ; i

for we have fome arguments to guide us, partly from

the apparent motions, which are the differences of the
1

true motions ; partly from the forces, which are the

caufes and effeds of the true motions. For inftance,

if two globes kept at a given dillance one from the

other, by means of a cord that connects them, were re-

volved about their common centre of graviryj we might,

from the tenfion of the cord, difcover the endeavour

of the globes to recede from the axe of their motion,

and from thence we might compute the quantity of

their circular motions. And then if any equal forces

ihould be imprefs'd at once on the alternare faces of the

globes to augment or diminifh their circular motions;

from the encreafe or decreafeof the tenfion of thecord,

we might infer the increment or decrement of their

motions ; and thence would be found, on v. hat faces

. C thofe
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thofe forces ought to be imprefs'd, that the motions of
the globes might be mod augmented, that is, we
might difcover their hindermoft faces, or thofe which,
in the circular morion, do follow. But the faces which
follow being known, and confequenrly, the oppofite

ones that precede, we mould likewife know the de-
termination of their motions. And thus we might
find both the quantity and the determination of this

circular motion, ev'n in an immenfe vacuum, where
there was nothing external or fenfible with which the
globes could be compar'd. But now if in that fpace

fbrae remote bodies were plac'd that kept always a
given pofitioiti one to another, as the Fixt Stars do in

our regions ; we couM not indeed determine from the re-

lative cranflation of the globes among thofe bodies,

whether the motion did belong to the globes or to the

bodies. But if we obferv'd the cord, and found that

its tendon was that very tenfion which the motions of
the globes required, we might conclude the motion to

I

be in the globes, and the bodies to be at red ; and

then, laftly, from the tranflation of the globes among
the bodies, we mould find the determination of their

motions. But how we are to collect the true nations

from their caufes, effc&s, and apparent differences ; and

vfct verfit how from the motions, either true or ap-

parent, we may come to the knowledge of their

caufes and effe&s, (hall be explain'd more at large in

the following Trad, For to this end it was that I

compos'd it.

Axioms
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Axioms or Laws of

Motion.

Law I.

Every body perfeveres in its ftate of reft, or

of uniform motion in a right /ine, unltfs tt

is compelled to change that ftate by frees

imprefs'd thereon.

PRoje&iles perfevere in their motions, fo far as they

are not retarded by the refiftance of the air, or

irapeird downwards by the force of gravity. A top,

whofe parts by their cohefion are perpetually drawn a-

fide from rectilinear motions, does not ceafe its rotation,

otherwife than as it is retarded by the air. The
greater bodies of the Planets and Comets, meeting with

kfs refiftance in more free fpaces, prcferve their motions

both progreffive and circular for a much longer time.

Law II.

The alteration of motion is ever proportional

to the motive force imprefs'd i and is made

in the direction of the right line in which

that force is imprefs'd.

If any force generates a motion, a double force will

generate double the motion, a triple force triple the

motion, whether that force be imprefs'd altogether and

Ci
w

at
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at once, or gradually and fucceflively. And this
motion (being always directed the fame way with
the generating lorce) if the body moved before, is ad-
ded to or fubdu&ed from the former motion, accord-

ing as they direcYy confp re with or are dire&ly con-
trary to each other; or obliquely joyned, when they
ate oblique, fo as to ptoduce a new motion compound-
ed from the determination of both.

Law tlL

To every dttion there is always oppofed an
equal Reattton : or tie mutual afttons of
tsio bodits upon each other are always e-

qual, and directed to contrary parts.

Whatever draws or prefTes another is as much
drawn or prefled by that other. If you prefs a (tone

with your finger, the finger is alfo prefTed by the

ftone. If a horfe draws a ftone tyed to a rope, the

horfe fif I may fo fay) will be equally drawn back to-

wards the ftone : For the diftended rope, by the fame

endeavour to relax or unbend it felf, will draw the

horfe as much towards the ftone, as it does the ftone

towards the horfe, and will obftru& the progrefs of the

one as much as it advances that of the other. If

a body impinge upon another , and by its force

change the motion of the other ; that body alfo (be-

caufeof the equality of {he mutual prefTureJ will un-
dergo an equal change, in its own motion, towards

1 the contrary part. The changes made by thefe actions

are equal, not in the velocities, but in the motions of
bodies ; that is to fay, if the bodies are not hinder'd

by any other impediments. For becaufc the motions

4 ire ,
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arc equally changed, the changes of the velocities made
towards contrary parts, are reciprocally proportional to ,

the bodies. This Law takes place alfo in Attra&ions*

as will be proved in the next Scholium.

Corollary I.

kA body by two forces conjoined uffl d. fcribe

the diagonal of aparalllvgram^ in thefame
time that it would d(frtbe the Jidcs, oj

thofeforces apart. (PI. i. Fig. t.)

If a body in a given time, by the force M im-

prefs'd apart in the place A, fhould with an uniform

motion be carried from AtoB; and by the forceN im-

prefs'd apart in the fame place, fhould be carried from

A to C: compleat the paral elogram siBCD, and

by both forces acting together, it will in the fame time

be carried in the diagonal from A to D. For fince

the force N ac"ts in the direction of the line A C,

parallel to B D, this force (by the fecond law) will

not at all alter the velocity generated by the other force

M, by which the body is carried towards the line

BD. The body therefore will arrive at the line BD
in the fame time, whether the force N be imprels'd

or nor ; and therefore at the end of that time, it will be

found fbmewhere in the line B D. By the fame ar-

gument, at the end of the fame time it will be found

(bmewhere in the line CD. Therefore it will be

found in the point D, where both lines meet. But it will

move in a right line from A to D by Law i.

c 3 CoROL-
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Corollary II.
» *

And hence is explained the compofition of any
one dmtt force A D, out of any two ob-

liqueforces A B and B D ; and, on the con-
trary the refolution of any one dtrett force
A D into two oblique forces A B and B D :

which compofition and refolution are abun-
dantly confirmedfrom Mechanics, (/vg*. 2.)

As if the unequal Radii O M and O TV drawn
from the centre 0 of any wheel, fhould fuftain the

weights A and P, by the cords M A and 7VP
\

and the forces of thole weights to move the wheel
were required. Through the centre O draw the right

line KOL, meeting the cords perpendicularly in

A'and L ; and from the centre 0, with OL the great-

er of the diftances 0 K and O L, defcribe a circle,

meeting the cordMA in D : and drawing O U% make
A C parallel and D C perpendicu'ar thereto. Now, it

being indifferenrwhethcr the points JC, L, £>, of the

cords be fixed to the plane of the wheel or not,

the weights will have the fame effeft whether they are

fufpended from the points £ and L, or from D and

L. Let the whole force of the weight Abe reprefent-

cd by the Line AA and let it be refolved into the

forces AC and CD; of which the force AC, draw-

ing the radius O D directly from the centre, will have

no effect to move the wheel: but the other force

D C, drawing the radius D O perpendicularly, will

have the fame effect as if it drew perpendicularly the

radius 0 L equal to OD; that is, it will have the
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firoc effect as the weight />, if that weight is to the

weight A, as the force D C is to the force DA;
that is (becaufe of the flmilar triangles ADC> D OK,)
as 0 K to O D or O L. Therefore the weights A
and Pi which are reciprocally as the radii OK and

0 L that lye in the fame right line, will be equipollent,

and fo remain in cquilibrfo: which is the well

known property of the Ballance, the Lever, and the

Wheel. If cither weight is greater than in this

ratio, its force to move the wheel will be fo much
tne greater.

It the weight p, equal to the weight P> is part-

ly fufpended by the cord JVp, partly fuftained by

the oblique plane p G ; draw pHt 'NH, the former

perpendicular to the horizon, the latter to the plane

p G; and if the fore* of the weight p tending

downwards is reprefenred by the line p H, it may be

refolved into the forces pTV, H N. If there was any

plane perpendicular to the cord p jV, cutting the

other plane ;G ina line parallel to the horizon ; and

the weight p was fupported only by thofe planes

p Qyp G\ it would prefs thore planes perpendicu-

larly with the forces pNy HJV; to wit, the plane

fQ, with the force pN, and the plane pG with the

force H N. And therefore if the plane pO^ was

taken away, fo that the weight might ftretch the cord,

becaufe the cord, now fuGaining the weight, fupplies

the place of the plane that was removed, it will be

{trained by the fame force p N which prefs'd upon

the plane before. Therefore the tendon of this ob-

lique cord pN will be to that of the other perpen-

dicular cord PNttpNxo pH. And therefore if

the weight p is to the weight A in a ratio compound-

ed of the reciprocal ratio of the leaft di fiances of the

cords p 2V, A My from the centre of the wheel,

C 4 and
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and of the direct ratio of pHiopN; the weights
will have the fame effed towards moving the wheel*
and will therefore fuftain each other, as any one may
find by experiment.

But the weight p prefling upon thofe two oblique
planes, may be confider'd as a wedge between the two
internal furfaces of a body fplit by it ; and hence the
forces of the Wedge and the Mallet may be deter-

nrin'd ; for becaufe the force with which the weight

f preffes the plane pQ* is to the force with which
the fame, whether by its own gravity, or by the blow
of a mallet, is impelled in the diredion of the line

p //"towards both the planes, as pN to pH; and to
the force with which it prefTes the other plane p G y as

pN xo N H. And tnus the force ot the Screw
may be deduced from a like refolution of forces; it

being no other than a Wedge impelled with the force

of a Lever. Therefore the ufe of this Corollary fpreads

far and wide, and by that diffufive extent the truth

thereof is farther confirmed. For on what has been

faid depends the whole doctrine of Mechanics varioufly

demonftiated by different authors. For from hence

are eafily deduced the forces of Machines, which are

compounded of Wheels, Pulleys, Leavers, Cords and
Weights, afcending directly or obliquely, and other

Meenanica) Powers ; as alfo the force of the Tendons
to move the Bones of Animals.

COROL-
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COROL LARY III.

The Quantity of motion, which is collected

bj taking the fum of the motions diretied

towards the fame parts, and the difference

of thofe that are directed to contrary parts*

fuffers no change fom the 4c!tun of to-

dies among tbtmfelves.

For Aftion and its oppofite Rea&ion are equal, by

Law 3, and therefore, by Law z, they produce in the

morions equal changes towards oppofite parts. There-

fore if the motions are direSed towards the fame parts,

"whatever is added to the motion of the preceding body

will be Tubdu&ed from the motion of that which fol-

lows ; fo that the fum will be the fame as before. If

the bodies meet, with contrary motions, there will be

an equal deduction from the motions of both; and

therefore the difference of the motions directed to-

wards oppofite parts will remain the fame.

Thus if a fpnaerical body A with two parts of velo-

city is triple of a fphaencal body B which follows

in the fame right line with ten parts of velocity

;

the motion of A will be to that of B, as 6 to 10.

Suppofe then their motions to be of Mparts and of 10

parts, and the fum will be 16 parts. Therefore upon

the meeting of the bodies, if A acquire 3, 4 or 5

parts of motion, B will lofe as many; and therefore

after reflexion A will proceed with o, 10 orn parts,

and B with 7, 6 or 5 parts ; the fum remaining al-

ways of 1 6 parts as before. If the body A acquire 0,

10, 11 or 1 2 parts of motion, and therefore after meet-

ing proceed with 15, 1 tf, 17 or 18 parts; the body

B, lofing
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2?, lofing fo many parts as A has got, will either proceed

with one part, having loft 9 ; or flop and remain

at reft, as having loft its whole progreflive motion of
10 parts; or it will go back with one part, having not

only loft its whole motion, but (if I may fo fay)

one part more ; or it will go back with 2 parts, becaufe

a progreflive motion of 1 2 parts is took off. And fo

the Sums of the confpiring motions 15 + 1, or i6-\-o>

and the DifferAces of the contrary motions 17 -1
and 18-2 will always be equal to 16 parts, as they

were before the meeting and reflexion of the bodies.

But, the motions being known with which the bo-

dies proceed after reflexion, the velocity of either will

be alfo known, by taking .the velocity after to the

velocity before reflexion, as the motion after is to the

motion before. As in the Jaft cafe, where the#motion

of the body A was of 6 parts before reflexion and of
18 parts after, and the velocity was of 2 parts be-

fore reflexion ; the velocity thereof after reflex :on will be

found to be of 6 parts, by faying, as the 6 parts of mo-
tion before to 1 8 parts after, fo are 2 parts of veloci-

ty before reflexion to 6 parts after.

But if the bodies are either not fphajrical, or moving in

different right lines impinge obliquely one upon the

other, and their motions after reflexion are required :

in triDfe cafes we are firft to determine the pofition of
the plane that touches the concurring bodies in the

point of concourfe ; then the motion of each body
(by Corol. 2.) is to be refolved into two, one per-

pendicular to that plane, and the other parallel to it.

This done, becaufe the bodies aft upon each other in the

direction of a line perpendicular to this plane, the pa-

rallel motions are to be retained the fame after re-

flexion as before ; and to the perpendicular motions we
are to aflign equal changes towards the contrary parts ; in
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fuch manner that thefumof the confpiring, and the dif-

ference of the contrary motions, may remain the fame

as before. From fuch kind of reflexions alfo fometimcs

arife the circular motions of bodies about their own
centres. But thefe are cafes which I don't confider in

what follows ; and if would be too tedious to demon-
ftrate every particular that relates to this fubjeft.

Corollary IV.

The common centre ofgravity of two or more
bodies\ does not alter its ftate of motion or

refl by the a£tions of the bodies among
themftlves i and therefore the common
centre of gravity of all bodies atfing upon

each other (excluding outward aftions and
impediments) is either at reft, or mo ves uni-

formly in a right line.

For if two points proceed with an uniform motion,

in right lines, and their diftance be divided in a given

ratio, the dividing point will be either at reft, or pro-

ceed uniformly in a right line. This is demonftrated

hereafter in Lem. 13. and its Corol. when the points are

moved in the fame plane; and by a like way of argu-

ing, it may be demonftrated when the points are not

moved in the fame plane. Therefore ifany number of
bodies move uniformly in right lines, the common
centre of gravity of any two of them is either at

reft, or proceeds uniformly in a right line; becaufe

the line which conne&s the centres of thofe two bodies

fo moving is divided at that common centre in a given

ptio. In like manner the common centre of thofe
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two and that of a third body will be either at reft or

the two bodies, and the centre of this laft, is divided

in a given ratio. In like manner the common centre

of tnefe three, and of a fourth body, is either at reft,

or moves uniformly in a right line ; becaufe the di-

fiance between the common centre of the three bodies,

and the centre of the fourth is there alfo divided in a

given ratio, and fo on in infinitum. Therefore in a

fyftem of bodies, where there is neither any mutual

action among themfelves, nor any foreign force im-

prefs'd upon them from without, and which conle-

quently move uniformly in right lines, the common
centre of gravity of them all is either at reft, or

moves uniformly forwards in a right line.

Moreover, in a fyftem of two bodies mutually act-

ing upon eacrv other, fince the diftances between their

centres and the common centre of gravity of both, are

reciprocally as the bodies ; the relative motions of thofe

bodies, whether of approaching to or of receding

from that centre, will be equal among themfelves.

Therefore fince the changes which happen to motions

are equal and directed to contrary parts, the common
centre of thofe bodies., by their mutual action between

themfelves, is neither promoted nor retarded, nor fufFers

any change as to its flare of motion or reft. But in a

of gravity of any two acting mutually upon each other

fufFers no change in its ftate by that action ; and much
lefs the common centre of gravity of the others with

which that action does not intervene; but the diftance

between thofe two centres is divided by the common

becaufe the common centre
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whofc centres they are; and therefore while thofe two
centres retain their ftate # of motion or reft, the

common centre of all does alfo retain its ftate : It is

manifeft, that the common centre of all never fuffers

any change in the ftate of its motion or reft from the

a&ionsof any two bodies between themfelves. But in

fuch a fyftem all the a&ions of the bodies among
themfelves, either happen between two bodies, or are

compofed of a&ions interchanged between fome two
bodies; and therefore they do never produce any al-

teration in the common centre of all as to its ftate of
motion or reft. Wherefore fince that centre when
the bodies do not a& mutually one upon another,

either is at reft or moves uniformly forward in fome right

line; it will* notwithftanding the mutual a&ions of the

bodies among themfelves, alwaysperfeverc in its ftate,

cither ofreft» or of proceeding uniformly in a right line,

unlefs it is fore'd out of this ftate by the adion of
fome power imprefs'd from without upon the whole
fyftem. And therefore the fame law takes place in a
fyftem, confifting of many bodies, as in one (ingle

body, with regard to their perfevering in their ftate

of motion or of reft* For the progreflive mo-
tion whether of one (ingle body or of a whole fy-

ftem of bodies, is always to be eftimated, from trie

motion of. the centre of gravity.

COROL.
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Corollary V.

The motions of bodies included in a given
/pace are the Jame among themfelves ^

whether that (pace is at reft, or moves
uniformly forwards in a right line with-

out any circular motion.

For the differences of the motions tending towards

the fame parts, and the fums of thofe that tend towards

contrary parts, are at firft (by fuppofition) in both

cafes the fame and it is from thofe fums and diffe-

rences that the collifions and impulfes do arife with
which the bodies mutually impinge one upon another.

Wherefore (by Law 2.) the effe&s of thofe collisions

will be equal in both cafes ; and therefore the mutual

motions of the bodies among themfelves in the one cafe

will remain equal to the mutual motions of the bodies

among themfelves in the other. A clear proof of which

we have from the experiment of a (hip : where all mo*
tions happen after the fame manner, whether the (hip

is at reft, or is carried uniformly forwards in a right

line.

COROL-
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1

Corollary VI.

If bodies, any how moved among themfehcs

are urged in the direBion of parallel

lines by equal accelerative forces 5 they

will all continue to mo ve among tbemfelves %

after the fame manner as if they bad been

urged by no fuch forces.

For tbefe forces acting equally (with refpeft to the

quantities of the bodies to be moved) and in the di-

rection of parallel lines, will (by Law %.) move all the

bodies equally fas to velociry) and therefore will never

produce any change in the pofuions or motions of the

bodies among themfelves.

Scholium.
•

Hitherto I have laid down fuch principles as have

been receiv'd by Mathematicians, and are confirm *d by
abundance of experiments. By the two firft Laws and

the firft two Corollaries, Galileo difcoverd that the de-
!

fcent of bodies obferv'd the duplicate ratio of the time,

and that the motion of proje&iles was in the curve of
a Parabola; experience agreeing with both, unlefs fo far

j

as thefe motions are a little retarded by the refiftance

of the Air. When a body is falling, the uniform

force of its gravity afring equally, imprefles, in equal

particles of time, equal forces upon that body, and there-

fore generates equal velocities : and in the whole time

MnprefTes a whole force and generates a whole velocity,

proportional to the time. And the fpaces defcribed in

pro-
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proportional times are as the velocities and the times

conjunctly ; that is, in a duplicate ratio of the times.

And when a body is thrown upwards, its uniform

gravity imprefTes forces and takes off velocities pro-

portional to the times; and the times of afcending

to the greateft heights are as the velocities to be taken

off, and thofe heights are as the velocities and the

times conjunctly, or in the duplicate ratio of the

velocities. And if a body be projected in any di-

rection, the motion arifing from its projection is com-
pounded with the motion arifing from its gravity.

As if the Body A by its motion of projection alone

{fig. $.) could defcribe in a given time the right line

A B, and with its motion of falling alone could de-

le n be in the fame time the altitude AC; com pleat the

paralellogram ABDC> and the bodv by that com-
pounded motion will at the end of tne time be found

in the place D; and the curve lineal:A which that

body defcribes, will be a Parabola, to which the right

line A B will be a tangent in A ; and whofe ordinate

BD will be as the fquare of the line AB. On
the fame laws and corollaries depend thofe things

which have been demon (trated concerning the times of
the vibration of Pendulums, and are confirm'd by the

daily experiments of Pendulum docks. By the fame to-

gether with the third Law Sir Chrift. Wren, Dr. IVdla and

Mr. Hujgtmi the greateft Geometers of our throes, did

fevcrally determine the rules of the Congrefs and Re-
flexion of hard bodies, and much about the fame time

communicated their difcoveries to the Rojd Society*

exactly agreeing among themfelves, as to thofe rules.

Dr. Wdlit indeed was fomething more early in the pub-

lication ; then followed Sir Chriftapher Wrtn> and laftly

»

Mr. Hujgent* But Sir Chriftopher Wren confirmed the

truth
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truth of the thing before the Royal Society by the ex-

periment ofpendulums, which Mr Mtariottc loon after

thought fit toexplain in a treatife entirely upon that fub-

jed. But to bring this experiment to an accurate a-

greemcnt with the theory, we are to have a due re-

gard as well to the refiftance of the air, as to the elaftic

force of the concurring bodies. Let the fphxrical bodies

AB,be fufpended by the parallel and equal firings, AC,
B D, 7^.4. from the centres C, D. About thefe centres,

with thofeintervals,defcribe the femicircles EAF, GBH
btfeded by the radii CA, D B. Bring the body A
to any point R of the arc EAFy and ('withdrawing

the body B) let it go from thence, and after one os-

cillation fuppofe it to return to the point V: then

R fwill be the retardation arifing from the refiftance

of the air. Of this R V let ST be a fourrh part

fituated in the midd'e, to wit, fo as R S and TV
may be equal, and RS may be to 5"Tas 3 to 2 : then

will ST reprefent very nearly the retardation during

the defcent from S to A. Reftore the body B to

its place : and fuppofing the body A to b : let fall from

the point S, the velocity thereof in the place of re-

flexion A, without fenfible error, will be the fame as

if it had defcended in vocho from the point 7*. Upon
which account this velocity may be reprefented by
the chord of the arc TA. For it is a proportion

well known to Geometers that the velocity of a pen-

dulous body in the loweft point is as the chord of the

arc which it has defcribed in its defcent. After re-

flexion , fuppofe the body A comes to the place /,

and the body B to the place k* Withdraw the body
By and find the place v$ from which if the body A,
being let go, ihould after one ofc llation return to

the placer, st may be a fourth part of rv, fo p aced

in tie middle thereof as to leave r s equal to tv, and

D let
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let the chord of the arc tA reprefent the velocity which

the body A had in the place A immediately after re-

flexion. For t will be the true andcorreft place to which

the Body A ihould have afcended, if the reG fiance of
the Air had been taken off. In the fame way we are

to correft the place k to which the body B afcends,

by finding the place / to which it ihould nave afcend-

ed in vacuo. And thus every thing may be fubje&ed

to experiment, in the fame manner as if we were really

placed in vacuo. Thefe things being done we are to

take the product (if I may fo hy) of the body A*
by the chord of the arc TA (which reprefents its

velocity) that we may have its motion in the place A
immediately before reflexion ; and then by the chord

of the arc tA> that we may have its motion in the

place A immediately after reflexion. And fo we are

to take the product of the body B by the chord of

the arc that we may have the motion of the

fame immediately after reflexion. And in like manner,

when two bodies are let go together from different placesf

we are to find the motion of each, as well before as after

reflexion ; and then we may compare the motions be-

tween themfelves, and co'left the effects of the reflexi-

on. Thus trying the thing with pendulums of ten

feet, in unequal as well as equal bodies, and making
the bodies to concur after a defcent through large

fpaces, as of 8, 12, 01 itf feet, I found always, with-

out an errour of $ inches that when the bodies con-

curr'd together dire&ly, equal changes toward the

contrary parts were produced in their motions ; and
of confequence, that the ad on and rea&ion were
always equal. As if the body A imping'd upon the

body B at reft with 9 parts of motion, and loling 7, pro-

ceeded after reflexion with 2 ; the body B was car-

ried backwards with thofe 7 parts. If the bodies

concurr'd
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concurr'd with contrary motions, A with twelve

parts of motion, and B with fix, then if A
receded with 2, B receded with 8, to wit, with a

deduction of 14 parts of motion on each fide. For

from the motion ofA fubducting 1 2 parts, nothing will

femain : but fubducting 2 parts more, a motion will

be generated of 2 parts towards the contrary way

;

and fo, from the motion of the body B of 6 parts,

fubducting 14 parts, a motion is generated of 8 parts

towards the contrary wav< But if the bodies were

made both to move towards the fame way; A, thefwift-

cr, with 14 parts of motion, B> the flower, with 5,

. and after reflexion A went on with 5, fllikewife went

on with 14 parts; 9 parts being rransferr'd from A to

B, And fo in other cafes. By the congrefs and col-

lifion of bodies, the quantity of motion, collect-

ed from the fum of the motions dire&ed towards

the fame way, or from the difference of thofe that

were directed towards contrary ways, was never

changed. For the error of an inch or two in mea-

fures may be eafily afcrib'd to the difficulty of exe-

cuting every thing with accuracy. It was not eafy to

let go the two pendulums fo exactly together, that

the bodies (hould impinge one upon the other in the

Jowermoft place A B ; nor to mark the places /, and

ky to which the bodies afcended after congrefs. Nay,

and fome errors too might have happen'd from the un-

equal denfity of the parts of the pendulous bodies

themfelves, and from the irregularity of the texture

proceeding from other caufes.

But to prevent an objection that may perhaps be al-

ledged againft the rule, for the proof of which this

experiment was made, as if this rule did fuppo
r
e that the

bodies were either abfolutely hard, or at leafl perfectly

ckflic; whereas no fuch bodies are to be found in na-

D 2 turej
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ture ; I muft add that the experiments we have been

of hardnefs, do fucceed as well in as in hard bod ies.

For if the rule is to be tried in bodies not perfectly hard,

we are only to diminifh the reflexion in fuch a cer-

tain proportion, as the quantity of the elaftic force re-

quires. By the theory of Wren and HnygcnS) bodies

abfolutely nard return one from another with the

fame velocity with which they meet. But this may-

be affirm'd with more certainty of bodies perfe&ly

elaftic. In bodies imperfe&ly elaftic the velocity of
the return is to be diminifti*d together with the elaftic

force; becaufe that force (except when the parts of
bodies are bruifed by their congrefs,or fuffer fome fuch

cxtenfion as happens under the ftrokes of a hammer,)

is (as far as lean perceive,) certain and determined, and

makes the bodies to return one from the other with a

relative velocity, which is in a given ratio to that rela-

tive velocity with which they met. This I tried in

balls of wool, made up tightly and ftrongly com-
preVd. For firft, by letting go the pendulous bodies

and meafuring their reflexion, I determined the quan-

tity of their elaftic force ; and then, according to this

force, eftimated the reflexions that ought to happen

in other cafes of congrefs. And with this computa-

tion other experiments made afterwards did according-

ly agree; the balls always receding one from the other

with a relative velocity, which was to the relative ve-

locity with which they met, as about 5 to 9. Balls of

fteel return'd with almoftthe fame velocity : thofe of
cotk with a velocity fomething lefs: but in balls of

gtafs the proportion was as about 15 to i6\ And thus

the third law, fo far as it regards percufTions and reflexi-

ons, is prov'd by a theory, exa&ly agreeing with ex-

perience.

defcribing, by no means dependi

In
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In atrra&ions, I briefly demon ftrate the thing after

this manner. Suppofe an obflacle is interpos'd to hin-

der the congrefs of any two bodies AyB, mutually at-

trading one the other : then if either body as A% is

more attra&ed towards the other body 2?, than that

other body B is towards the firft body A> the obfta-

de will be more ftrongly urged by the preflure of

the body A than by the preflure of the body B ; and

therefore will not remain in aequilibrio: but the ftrong-

cr preflure will prevail, and will make the fyftem of the

two bodies, together with the obflacle, to move di-

re&ly towards the parts on which B lies ; and in free

fpaces to go forward m infinitum with a motion per-

petually accelerated. Which is abfurd, and contrary

to the firft law. For by the firft law, the fyftem ought

to perfevere in it's (rate of reft, or of moving uni-

form'y forward in a right line; and therefore the bodies

mu ft equally prefs theobftacle, and be equally attracted

one by the other. I made the experiment on the

loadftone and iron. If thefe plac'd apart in proper

vefle'.s, are made to float by one another in (landing

water; neither of them will propellthc other, but by

being equally attracted, they will fuftain each others

prefliire, and reft at laft in an equilibrium.

So the gravitation betwixr the Earth and its parrs, is

mutual. Let the Earth Fl (Fig. 5.) be cut by any plane

EG into two parts EGF and EG I: and their weights

one towards the orher will be mutually equal. For if

by another p'ane HK, paral'el to the former EGy the

greater part EG I is cut into two parts EGKH and

HKI, whereof HKI is equal to the part EFG
firft cutoff: it is evident that the middle part EGKH
will have no propenfion by its proper weight towards

either fide, but will hang as it wereand reft in an eq«rw

librium betwixt both. But the one extreme part HKj
D

5 wifl
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will with its who'e weight bear upon and prefe the

middle part toward the other extreme part EGF; and

therefore the force, with which E Gf> the fum of the

parts HKJ and £ G KH, t^nds towards the third

part EGF, is equal to the weight of the part HKf,
that is, to the weight of the third part EGF. And
therefore the weights of the two parts EG /and EGF9

one towards the other, are equal, as I was to prove.

And indeed if thofe weights were not equal, the whole

Earth floating in the non-refifting aether, would give

way to the grearer weight, and retiring from it, wou'd
be carried off m infinitum.

And as thofe bodies are equipollent in the congrefs

and reflexion, whofe velocities are reciprocally as their

innate forces: fo in the ufeof mechanic inftruments,thofe

agents are equipollent and mutually fuftain each the

contrary preffure of the other, whofe velocities, efti«y

mated according to the determination of the forces,

are reciprocally as the forces.

So thofe weights are of equal force to move the

arms of a Ballance, which during the play of the bal-

lance are reciprocally as their velocities upwards and
downwards: that is, if the afcent or defcent is di-

rect, thofe weights are of equal force, which are re-

ciprocally as thediltancesof the points at which they

are fufpcnded from the axe of the bal!ance ; but if

they are turned aflde by the interpofition of oblique

planes, or other obfhdes, and made to afcend or defcend

pbliquely, thofe bodies will be equipollent, which are

reciprocally as the heights of their afcent and defcent

taken according to the perpendicular; and that on
account of the determination of gravity downwards.
And in like manner in the Pully,or in a combination of

Pullies, the force of a hand drawing the rope diredly,

that is to the weight, whether afcencUng directly or

oblique'y,
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obliquely, as the velociry of the perpendicular afcent

of the weight to the velocity of the nand that draws

the rope, will fufhin the weight.

In Clocks and fuch like inftruments, made up from

a combination of whee's, the contrary forces that

promote and impede the motion of the wheels, if

they are reciprocally as the velocities of the partsof the

wheel on which they are imprefs'd, will mutually fufhin

the one the other. i

The force of the Screw to prefs a body is to the

force of the hand that turns the handles by which it is

moved, as the circular velocity of the handle in that

part where it is impelled by the hand, is to the pro-

greflive velocity of the Screw towards the prefs'd body.

The forces by which the Wedge prefTes or drives the

two parts of the wood it cleaves, are to the force of

the mallet upon the wedge, as the progrefs of the

wedge in the direction of the force imprefs'd upon it

by the mallet, is to the velocity with which the parrs

of the wood yield to the wedge, in the direction of

lines perpendicular to the fides of the wedge. And
the like account is to be given of all Machines,

The power and ufe of Machines confilts only in

this, that by diminifhing the velociry we may aug-

ment the force, and the contrary : From whence in

all forts of proper Machines, we have the folution

of this problem ; To move a given weight with a given

power, or with a given force to overcome any other

given refinance. For if Machines are fo contriv'd, that

the velocities of the agent and repliant are recipro-

cally as their forces; the agent will juft fufhin the re-

fifhnt : but with a greater difparity of velocity will

overcome it. So that if the difparity of velocities is

fo great, as to overcome all that refinance, which com-

V 4 monly
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monly arifes either from the attrition of contiguous

bodies as they Aide by one another, or from the co-

hefion of continuous bodies that are to be feparated,

or from the weights of bodies to be raifed ; the excefs

of the force remaining, after all thofe refiftances are

overcome, will produce an acceleration of motion pro-

portional thereto, as well in the parts of the Machine,

as in the refilling body. But to treat of Mechanics is

not my prefent bufinefc. I was only willing to fliew

by thofe examples, the great extent and certainty of
the third law of motion. For if we eftimate the acti-

on of the agent from its forceand velocity conjunctly ;

and likewife the re-action of the impediment conjunct-

ly from the velocities of its feveral parts, and from the

forces of rdi fiance arifing from the attrition, cohefi-

on, weight, and acceleration of thofe parts ; the acti-

on and re-action in the ufe of all forts of Machines

will be found always equal to one another. And fo

far as the action is propagated by the intervening in-

ftruments, and at lad imprefs d upon the refitting

body, the ultimate det rmination of the action will be
alwajs contrary to the determination of the re-action.

OF
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Book I.

Section I.

Of the metho4 of firft and lafl

ratios of quantities, by the help

n/hereof we demon/irate the
proportions that follow.

Lemma I.

Quantities, and the ratio's of quantities,
which in any finite time converge con-

* timally to equality, and before the end of
that time abroach nearer the one to the

other
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other than by any given difference, become

ultimate// equal.

If you deny it ; fuppofe them to be ultimately un-

equal* and let D be their ultimate difference. There-

fore they cannot approach nearer to equality than by

that given differenceD j which is againft the fuppofuion,

L E M M A II.

If in anyfigure AacE (PI. i .Fig.6.) terminated

by the rtght lines A a, AE, and the curve

acE, there beinferib'd any number ofparal-

lelograms Ab,B c, Cd, &c. comprehended

under equal bafes AB,BC, CD, &c. and
the fides B b, C c, D d, &c. parallel to one

fide Aar/ the figure 5 and the paralltlo-

grams a K b 1, b Lcm, c Md n, &cm are

compleated. Then if the breadth of thofe

parallelograms be fuppos'd to be dimintfiked,

and their number to be augmented in infini-

tum : /fay that the ultimate ratio's which
the inferib'd figure AKbLcMdD, the

circumfcribed figure AalbmcndoE, and
curvilinear figure A a b c d E, will have
to one another, are ratio*s of equality.

For the difference of the inferib'd and circomfcribM

figures is the fum of the parallelograms Kt, Lm, Mn%

D o, that is, (from the equality of all their bafes) the

re&angle under one of their bafcs Kb and the fum of
their altitudes Aa> that is, the rectangle ABl*^
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But this rectangle, becaufe its breadth AB is fup-

pos'd diminifhed in infinitum , becomes lefs than

any given fpace. And therefore (by Lem. 1.) the

figures inferibed and circumfcribed become ultimately

equal one to the other ; and much more will the in*

termcdiate curvilinear figure be ultimately equal to either.

Q. E. D.

L E M M A III.

Thefame ultimate ratio's are alfo ratio's of
equality* when the breadths AB, BC,
D C, &c. of the parallelograms are un-

equal, and are all diminifhed in infinitum.

For fuppofe AT equal to the greateft breadth, and

compleat the parallelogram FAaf. This parallelo-

gram will be greater than the difference of the inferib'd

and circumfcribed figures ; but, becaufe its breadth AF
is diminifhed in infinitum, it will become lefs than any

given rectangle. Q. £. D.

Cor. 1. Hence the ultimate fum of thofe evanef-

cent parallelograms will in all parts coincide with the

curvilinear figure.

Cor. 2. Much more will the rectilinear figure,

comprehended under the chords of the evanefcent arcs

*b, be, cdy 8cc. ultimately coincide with the curvili-

near figure.

Co r. 3 . And alfb thecircumfcrib'd rectilinear figure

comprehended under the tangents of the fame arcs.

Cor. 4. And therefore thefe ultimate figures (as

to their perimeters a cE>) are not rectilinear, but cur*

yilinear lunits of rectilinear figures.

Lemma
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Lemma IV.

If in twofigures Aa c E,Ppr I\(Pl.t Y\<z.7.}y<m

inferibe (as before) two ranks of parale-
lograms^ an equal number in each ra^k y

and when their breadths are dhminijbed
in infinitum, the ultimate ratio's of tie
parallelograms in one figure to tbofe in

the other, each to eachrefpettivelj, are the

fames 1 fay that thof two figures AacE,
PprT, are to one another tn that fame
ratio.

For as the parallelograms in the one are feverally to rhc

parallelograms in the other, fo (by compofition) is the

fum of all in the one to the furn of all in the other ;

and fo is the one figure to the orher, becaufe (by
Lem. j.J the former figure to the former fum, and
the latter figure to the latter fum are both in the ratio

of equality. Q. £. D.

Cor. Hence if two quantities of any kind are

any how divided into an equal number of parts

:

and thofe parts, when their number is augmented and
their magnitude diminilhed in infinitum, have a given

ratio one to the other, the firfl to the firft, the fecond

to the fecond, and fo on in order : the whole quan-
tities will be one to the other in that fame given ratio.

For if, in the figures of this lemma, the parallelo-

grams are taken one to the other in the ratio of the

parts, the fum of the parts will always be as the fum
of the parallelograms; and therefoie fuppofing the

number
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number of the parallelograms and parts to be aug-

mented, and rheir magnitudes diminiftied m infinitum*

thofe fums will be in the ultimate ratio of the parallelo-

gram in the one figure to the correfpondent pira'Ielo-

gram in the other; that is, (by the fuppofition) in the

ultimate ratio of any part of the one quantity to die

correfpondent part of the other.

Lemma V.

In fimilar figures, all forts of homologous

fides* whether curvilinear or rectilinear*

are proportional 5 and the area's are in the

duplicate ratio of the homologous fides.

Lemma VI.

If any arc ACB (PI. 2.Fig.i .) given in pofition

is futt ended by its chord A B
f
and in any

point A in the middle of the continued

curvature* is touch'd by a right line A D,

produced both ways* then if the points

A and B approach one another and meet*

I fay the angle BAD, contained between

the chord and the tangent * will be di-

minifhed in infinitum, and ultimately will

*vantfh.

For if that angle does not vanifli* the arc ACE
will contain with the tangent AD an angle equal to a

rectilinear angle ; and therefore the curvature at the

point A will not be continued, which is againft the

iuppofition.

Lem
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Lemma VII.

fame things being Juppofed $ Ifay, that

the ultimate ratio of the arc, chord, and
tangent j any one to any other, is the ratio

of equality. PI. 2. Fig. 1.

For while the point B approaches towards the point

^A> confider always A B and AD as produced to the

remote points b and d, and parallel to the fecant BD
draw bd\ and let the arc Acb be always (imilar to

the arc A CB. Then fuppofing the points A and B to

coincide, the angle dAb will vanifti, by the preceding

lemma ; and therefore the right lines A byAd (which

are always finitej and the intermediate arcAc b will coin-

cide, and become equal among themfelves. Where-

fore the right lines AB, AD, and the intermediate arc

ACB (which are always proportional to the former^)

will vanifti; and ultimately acquire the ratio of equa-

lity. O E. D.

Cor. i.Whence if through B (PLi. Fig.i.) we draw

BF parallel to the tangent, always cutting any right line

AF pafling through A'mF; this line BFwiW be ultimate

ly in the ratio of equality with the evanefcent arc

ACB ; becaufe, compleating the parallelogram AFBD%
it is always in a ratio of equality with AD.
Cor 2. And if through B miA more right lines

are drawn 2% BE, BD, AF,AG cutting the tangent

AD and its parallel BF; the ultimate ratio of all the

abfcifla's AD, AE, BF, B G, and of the chord and

arc AB, any one to any other, will be the ratio of

equality.

Cor.
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Cor. $• And therefore in all our reafoning about

ultimate ratio's, we may freely ufe any one of thofe

lines for any other.

Lemma VIII.

ljthe right lines AR,BR>(Pi.2.Fig.r.)^//& the

arc ACBjhe chordAR andthe tangentAD,
conflitute three triangles R.AB.RACB,
RAD, and the points A and B approach

and meet : I fay that the ultimate form of
thefe evanefcent triangles is that offimt-
litude%

and their ultimate ratio that of
equality.

For while the point B approaches towards the point

A confider always AB>AD, AR, as produced to.

the remote points and r, and r b d as drawn pa*

raBel to R £>, and let the arcA c b be always firailaf

to the arc ACB. Then fuppofing the pointsA and

B to coincide, the angle bAd vanifti; and therefore

the three triangles rA b, rAcb>rAd, (which are

always finite) will coincide, and on that account become
both fimilar and equal. And therefore the triangles

RAB, RACBy RAD, which are always fimilar and

proportional to thefe,' will ultimately become both fimi-

lar and equal among themfelves. Q. E. D.

Cor. And hence in all our reafonings about ul-

timate ratio's, we may indifferently ufe any one of thofc

triangles for any other.

Lemma
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Lemma IX.

Ifa right line AE,(Pl.i.Fig. 3 ^)and a curve line

ABC, bothgiven by pofition, cut each other

in a given angleA 5 and to that right line, .

in another given angle, B D, CE are or-

dinately applied, meeting the curve in

B, C 5 and the points B and C together,

approach towards,and meet infhepoint A :

1 fay that the area's of the trianglesABD,
ACE, will ultimately be one to the other tn

the duplicate ratio of thefides.

For while the points B, C approach towards the

point A, fuppofe always A D to be produced to the

remote points d and e, fo as Ad, A t may be pro-

portional to AD, AE; and the ordi nates db, ec, I

to be drawn parallel to the ordinates DB and EC
and meeting AB and AC produced inland c. Let

the curve Abe be fimilar to the curve ABC, and

draw the right line Ag fo as to touch both curves in

Ay and cut the ordinates D B,EC, db, cc, in F, G,

f, g. Then, fuppoilng the length At to remain the

fame, let the points B and C meet in the pointA ; and

the angle c Ag vanifhing, the curvilinear areas Ahd^

Ace will coincide with the rectilinear areas Afd,
Age; and therefore (by Lem. 5 ) will be one to the

other in the duplicate ratio of the fides Ad, At.

But the areas ABD, ACE are always proportional to

thefe areas ; and fo the fides AD, AE are to thefe fides.

And therefore the areas ABD, ACE are ultimately

one
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one to the other in the duplicate ratio of the fides

AD, AE. Q.E.D.

Lemma X,

The /paces which a body deferibes by any

finite force urging it, whether tkat force

is determined atd imn.utuble, or is conti-

nually augmented cr continually dtmi-

mfloed\ are in the very beginning of
the motion one to the other in the dupli-

cate ratio of the times.

Let the rimes be reprefented by the Tries AD, AE9

• and the velocities generated in thofe rimes by the ordi-

nate DB, EC The fpaces defcribed with thefe velo-

cities will be as the ireas ABD, ACE, defcribed by
thofe ordinates, that is, at the very beginning of the mo-
tion (by Lem.o.) in the dup'icate ratio of the times

AD, AE. Q.E.D.
Cor. i. And hence one may eafily infer, that the

errors of bodies describing fimilar parts of fimilar

figures in proportional times are nearly in the duplicate

ratio of the times in which they are g nested ; if fo

be thefe errors are generated by any equal forces fimilarly

applied to the bodies, and meafur'd by the diftances of

the bodies from thofe places cf the fimilar figures, ac

which, without the action of thofe forces, the bod.es

would have arrived in thofe proportional times.

E Cor.
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Cor. 2. Bur the errors that are generated by pro-

portional forces fimilarly applied to the bodies at fi-

milar parts of the (imilar figures, are as the forces and

the fquares of the times conjunctly.

C o r. 3.The fame thing is to be underftood of any
(paces whatfoever defcrib'd by bodies urged with dif.

ferent forces. All which, in the very beginning of .the

motion, are as the forces and the fquares of the times

conjunctly.

Cor. 4. And therefore the forces areas thefpaces

defcribed in the very beginning of rhe motion directly

and the fquares of the times inverfly.

*Cor. 5. And the fquares of the times are as the

fpaces defcrib'd directly and the forces inverfly.

SCHO LIU M.

If in comparing indetermined quantities of different

forts one with another, any one is faid to be as any o-

ther directly or inverfly : the meaning is, that the for-

mer is augmented or diminished in the fame ratio with

the latter, or wirh its reciprocal. And if any one is

faid to be as any other two or more direct'y or in-

verfly : the meaning is, that the firft is augmented

or diminiflied in the ratio compounded of the ratio's

in which the others, or the reciprocals of the others*,

are augmented or diminiflied. As if A is (aid to be

as B directly and C directly and D inverfly : the

meaning is, that A is augmented or diminiflied in the

fame ratio with ixCx^ that is to
r
ay, that A and

is c
are one to the other in a given ratio.

Lem.
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L E M M A XL

The evantfcent fubtenfe of the an^le of con-

tact, in all curves, which at the point of
contaEl have a finite curvature, is ulti-

mately in the duplicate ratio of the fub-
tenfe of the conterminate arc. PI. 2. Fig 4.

*

Case i. Let AB be that arc, AD its tangent,

BD the fubtenfe of the angle of contaft perpendicular
on the tangent, AB the fubtenfe of the arc. Draw
BG perpendicular to the fubtenfeABy and AG to the
tangent A D, meeting in G ; then let the points D, B9

and Gy approach to the points d9 b9 and^, and fuppofe

J to be the ultimate interfe&ion of the lines BG,
A G, when the points D, B have come to A. It
is evident that the diftance GJ may be lefs than any
affignable. But ffrom the nature of 'the circles paffing

through the points A,B,G; A,b,g) AB =AG x B D9

and A¥ Ag x bd; and therefore the ratio of
AB1

to Ab* is compounded of the ratio's of AG
to Ag and of BD to b d. But becau r

e GJ may be
afTum d of lefs length than any affignable, the ratio

of AG to Ag may be fuch as to differ from the
ratio of equality by lefs than any affignable difference;
and therefore the ratio of A B* to Ab 3 may be fuch
as to differ from the ratio of B D to bd by lefs than any
affignable difference. Therefore, by Lem. I. the ulti-

mate ratio of AB- to Ab 2
is the fame with the ulti-

mate ratio of BD to bd. Q. E.D.
Case 2. Now let Bl) be inclined to AD in any

gWen angle, and the ultimate ratio of BD to bd will

E 2 always
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always be the fame as before, and therefore the fame
with the ratio of AB to Ab \ Q.E.D
C a s e 3. And if we fuppofe the ang'e D not to be

given, but that the right line BD converges to a
given point, or is detci mined by any other condition

whatever ; neverthelefs, the angles D, d, being deter-

mined by the fame law, will always draw nearer to e-

quality, and approach nearer to each other than by any
afligned difference, and therefore, by Lem. 1, will at

laft be equal, and therefore the lines B D, bd are in
the fame ratio to each other as before. Q. E. D.
C

o

r. 1 . Therefore fince the tangents AD* Ad*
the arcs AB, Ab, and their fines BC, be, become ul-

timately equal to the chords AB, Ab; their fquares

will ultimately become as the fubtenfes BD, bd.

Cor. 2. Their fquares are alfo ultimately as the

verfed fines of the arcs, biftcling the chords, and con-
verging to a given point. For thofe verfed fines are

as the fubtenfes B D, bd.

Cor.. 3. And therefore the verfed fine is in the

duplicate ratio of the time in which a body will de>

fcribe the arc with a g ven velocity.

Co r. 4. The rectilinear triangles ADB, Ad b are

ultimately in the triplicate ratio of the (ides AD, ^4d*

and in a fefquiplicate ratio of the fides D B, db ; as

being in the ratio compounded of the fides AD to
DB, and of Ad to db. So alfo the triangles ARC*
Abe are ultimately in the tripl catc ratio of the fides

BC, be. What I call the fefquiplicate rario is the fub-

duplicatc of the triplicate, as being compounded of the

fimple and fubduplicaie ratio.

Cor. 5. And becaufe DB, db are ultimately pa-

rallel and in the duplicate ratio of the lines AD, Ad:
the ultimate curvilinear areas ADB, Adb will be

(by
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(by the nature of the parabola,) two thirds of the re-

&i) riear triangles ADB, Adb; and rhe fegments AB>
Ab will be one third of the fame triangles. And
thence thofe areas and tho'e fegments will be in the

triplicate ratio as well of the tanpents A D, Ad; as

of the chords and arcs AB, A b.

Scholium.
But we have all along fuppofed the angle of contaft

to be neither infinitely greater nor infinitely lefs, than

the angles of contact made by circles and their tan-

gents ; that is, that the curvature at the point A is

neither infinitely (mall nor infinitely great, or that the

interval *A is of a finite magnitude. For D B may
be taken as AD : in which cafe no circle can be drawn

through the point A, between the tangent AD and

the curve AB, and therefore the angle of contact

will be infinite y lefs than thofe of circles. And by a

like reafoning if D B be made fucceflive'y as AD ,

AD S
9 AD > AD , tfr. we (hall havea ferics of an-

gles of comae}, proceeding in infinitum, wherein every

fucceeding term is inhn.tely Ids than the preceding.

And if DB be made fucce(Tively as AD* AD*, AD ,

% * i

AD+, AD 1
, AD %

, &c; we iTiall have another infinire

feries of angles of contact, the fir ft of which is of the

fame fort with thofe of circles, the fecond infinitely

greater, and every fucceeding one infinitely greater than

the preceding. But between any two of thefe angles

another feries of intermediate angles of contact may be

interpofed proceeding both ways in infinitum, wherein

every fucceeding angle (hall be infinitely grea r cr, or

infinitey lefs than the preceding. As if between the

E $ terms
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terms AD 1
and AD 3 there were interpofed the feries

AD' 9 AD *' AD* AD* AD* AD* ^D
%

**

AD' 1 AD 6 ' 8cc. And again between any two
angles of this feries, a new feries of intermediate angles

may be interpofed, differing from one another by in-

finite intervals. Nor is nature confin'd to any bounds.

Tho^e things which have been demon ftrared of

curve lines and the fuperhcies which they comprehend,

may be eafily applied to the curve fuperficies and con-

tents of (olids. Thefe lemmas are premifed, to avoid

the tedioufnefs of deducing perplexed demonftrations

*d abfurdum^ according to the method of the ancient

geometers. For demonftrations are more contra&ed by
the method of indivifibles : But becaufe the hypothecs

of indivifibles fecms fomewhat harfh, and therefore

that method is reckoned lefs geometrical ; I chofe ra-

ther to reduce the demonftrations of the following

. propofirions to the firft and laft fums and ratio's of

nafcent andevanefcent quantities, that is, to the limits

of thofefums and ratio's ; andfo to premife, as fliortas

I could, the demonftrations of thofe limits. For here-

by the fame thing is perform'd as by the method of

indivifibles ; and now thofe principles being demon-
ftrated, we may ufe them with more fafety. There-

fore if hereafter, I fhould happen to confider quanti-

ties as made up of particles, or fhould ufe little curve

lines for right ones; I would not be underftood to

mean indivifibles, but evanefc:nt divifible quantities;

not the fums and ratio's of determinate parts, but al-

ways the limits of fums and ratio's : and that the force

of fuch demonftrations always depends on the method
Jay'd down in the foregoing lemma's.

Perhaps it may be obje&ed, that there is no ulti-

mate proportion of evanefcent quantities ; becaufe the

pro-
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proportion, before the quantities have vanifhed, is not

the ultimate, and when they are vanifhed, is- none.

But by the fame argument it may be alledged, that a bo-

dy arriving at a certain place, and there flopping, has no
ultimate velocity : becau'ethe velocity, before the body
comes to the place, is not its u'timate velocity ; when
it has arrived, is none. But the anfwer is eafy ; for

by the ultimate velocity is meant that with which
the body is moved, neither before it arrives at its laft

place and the motion ceafes, nr,r after, but at the very

inftant it arrives ; that is, that velocity with which the

body arrives at its laft place, and w:th which the mo-
tion ceafes. And in like manner, by the ultimate ratio

of evanefcent quantities is to be undcrftood the ratio of
the quantities not before they vanifh, nor afterwards,

but with which they vanifh. In like manner the firft

rario of nafcent quantities is that with which they b>
gin to be. And the fir ft or laft fum is that with

which they begin and ccafe to be (or to be augmented

or diminiflnd.) There is a limit which the velocity at

the end of the mot on may arrain, but not exceed. This

is the ultimate velocity. And rhere is the 1 ke limit in

all quantities and proportions that begin and ceafetobe.

And fince fuch limits are certain and definite , to

determine the fam is a problem ftri6tlv ccomerrica'.

But whatever is geometrical we may be a lowed to

ufe in detcrm ning and dcmonllrating any other thing

that is likewife geometrical.

It may alfo be objected, that if the ultimate ratio's

of evanefcent quantities ate given, their ulrimate magni-

tudes will be aTo given: and fo all quantities will con-

fift of indivifibles, which is contrary to what Euclid

has demonftrated concerning incommenfurables, in the

10th book of his Elements. But this objection is

E 4 founded
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founded on afalfc fuppofition. For thofe ultimate ratio's

with which quantities vanifti, are not truly the ratio's

of u'timate quantities, but limits towards which the

ratio's of quantities decreafing without limit, do al-

ways converge ; and to which they approach nearer

than by any given difference, but n.ver go beyond,
nor in effect attain to, till the quantities are dim:-
niflied in infinitum. This thing will appear more
evident in quantities infinitely great. If two quan-
tities, whofe difference is given, be augmented in

infinitum, the ultimate ratio cf thefe quantities will

be given, to wit, the ratio of equality ; but it does

not from thence follow, that the ukimate or greoreft

quantities themfelves, whofe ratio that is, will be
given. Therefore if in what follows, for the fake

of being more eafilv underftood, I fhould happen

to mention quantities as lead, or evanefcenr, or ultimare;

you are not to fuppofe that quantities of any determinate

magnitude are meant, but iuch as are conceiv'd to be

always diminiflied without en j

.

SECTION
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SECTION II.

Of the invention of centripetal

forces.

Proposition I. Theorem I.

The areas\ which revolving bodies deferibe

by radii drawn to an immoveable centre

of force, do tie in the fame immoveable
planes, and are proportional to the times in
which thej are deferibed. PI. 2. Fig. 5.

O R fuppofe the time to be divided into

F ^ equal parts, and in the firft part of that

^ksftfe*?
timr, let the body by its innate force de-

fcribe the right line AB In the fecond

part of that time, the feme would, (by law 1.) if

not hindered, proceed direfily to c, along the line

?c equal to AB\ fo that by" the radii jiS<> BS, cS

drawn to the centre, the equal areas ASBy BSc> would

be defcribed. But when the body is arrived at B,

fuppofe that a centripetal force ads at once with a

great impulfe, and turning afide the body from the

right line B c, compells it afterwards to continue its

motion along the right line BG Draw c C parallel to

BS meeting BC in C ; and at the end of the fe-

cond part of the time, the body (by Cor. 1. of the

laws) will be found in C, in the fame plane with the

triangle ASB. Joyn SC, and* becaufc SB and Cc are

parallel,
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para'Iel, the triangle SBC will be equal to the triangle

,
SBc, and therefore alfo to the triangle SAB. By
the like argument, if the centrip tal force a&s fuc-

ceffively in CD, £, &c. and makes the body in

each (ingle particle of time,to defcrfbe the right lines CD,
DEy EF, &C. they will all lye in the fame plane;

and the trianqle SCD will be equal to the triangle

SBC, and SDE to SCD, and SEE to SDE. And
therefore in equal rimes equal areas are defcrib'd in

one immoveable p^ane : and, by compofltion, any

fums SdDS, SAFS, of thofe areas are one to the

other, as the times in which they are defcrib'd. Now
let the number of thofe triangles be augmented, and

their breadth dim nifhed in infinitum ; and (by cor. 4.

lem. }.) their ulrimare perimetrr ADF will be a curve

line: and therefore the centripetal force, by which the

body is perpetually drawn back from the tangent of

this curve, will aft conrinually; and any defcrib'd

areas SADS, SAFS, which are always proportional

to the times of defcription, will, in this cafe alfo, be

proportional to thofe times. O-E.D.
Cor. 1. The velocity of a body attracted to-

wards an immoveable centre, in fpaces void of refift-

• ance, is reciprocally as the perpendicular let fall from

that centre on the right line that touches the orbit.

For the velocities in thofe places A,ByC,D y
E are as

the bafes AB,BQCD>DE,EF, of equal triangles; and

thefe bafes are reciproca'ly as the perpendiculars let fall

upon them.

Cor. 2. If the chords AB>BC of two arcs, fuc-

ceflively defcribed in equal times, by the fame body,

in fpacesvoid of refinance, are completed into a pa-

rallelogram ABCy\ and the diagonal BP of this pa-

rallelogram, in thepofition which it ultimately acquires

when thofe arcs are diminiflied in infinitum, is pro-

duced
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duced both ways, it will pafs through the centre of

force.

Cor. 3. If the chords AB, BC, and DE.EF, of

arcs dcfcrib'd in equal rimes, in fpaces void of red fiance,

are compleated into the parallelograms ^BCP^DE ' Z;
the forces in B and £ are one to the other in the ulti-

mate ratio of the diagonals BF* EZy when thofe arcs

are diminifhed in infinitum. For the motions B and

EF of the body (by cor. 1. of the laws) are com-

pounded of the motions Ec> BFi and £/, EZ

:

but B V and £Z, which are equal to Cc and Ffi

in the demonftration of this propofition, were gene-

rated by the impulfes of the centripetal force in B and

£, and are therefore proportional to tho
r
e impulfes.

C o r. 4. The forces by which bodies, in fpaces void

of refiftance, are drawn back from re&ilinear .motions,

and turned into curvilinear orbits, are one to another

as the vers'd fines of arcs defcribed in equal times;

which verfcd fines tend to the centre of force, and

bifed the chords when thofe arcs are diminifhed to

infinity. For (uch vers'd fines are the halfs of the

diagonals mentioned in cor. 3.

Cor. 5. And therefore thofe forces are to the

force of gravity, as the faid vers'd fines to the vers'd

fines perpendicular to the horizon of thofe parabolic arcs

which proje&iles defcribe in the fame time.

Cor. 6. And the fame things do all hold good

(by cor. 5. of the laws) when the planes in which

the bodies are mov'd, together with the centres of

force which are placed in thofe planes, are not at

reft but move uniformly forward in right lines.

Prop,
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Proposition II. Theorem II-

Every body, that moves in am curve line

defiribed in a plane, and by a radius,

drawn to a point either immoveable, or
movingforward with an uniform reftilinear

motton, defcribes at out that point areas pro-

portional to the times, is urged by a cen-

tripetal force diretled to that point.

Case i. For every body that moves in a curve

line, is (by law u) turned afide from irs rectilinear

coerfe by the action of fome force that impels it.

And that force by which the body is turned off

from its rectilinear courfe, and is made to defcribe, in

equal times, the equal leaft triangles SAB^SBCSCDi&c.
about the immoveable point S, (by prop. 40, book 1.

elem. and law 2.) ads in the place 2?, according to

the direction of a line parallel to cC, that is, in the

direction of the line BS; and in the place C, accord-

ing to the direction of a line parallel to dD, that is,

in the direction of the line CS,&c And therefore acts

always in the direction of lines tending to the immove-
able point S. O.E.D*

Case 2. And (by cor. 5. of the laws) it is in-

different whether the fuperficies in which a body de-

fcribes a curvilinear figure be quiefcent, or moves to-

gether with the body, the figure defcrib'd, and its

point S, uniformly forwards in right lines.

COR.



•
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1

Cor. i. In non-refifting fpaccs or mediums, if

the areas are not proportional to the times, the forces

are not direSed to the point in which the radii meet;

but deviate therefrom in confequcntti, or towards the

parts to which the motion u diiefted, if the defcrip-

tion of the areas is accelerated ; but in antecedentta, if

retarded.

Cor. 2. And even in refitting mediums, if the

defcription of the areas is accelerated, the dire&ions of
the forces deviate from the point in which the radii

meet, towards the parts to which the motion tends.

compounded of feveral forces. In which cafe the

meaning of the propofition if, that the force which
rcfults out of all, tends to the point S. But if any
force, afts perpetually in the dire&ion of lines per-

pendicular to the defcrib'd fur face; this force will

make the body to deviate from the plane of its mo-
tion: but will neither augment nor diminifli the

quantity of the defcribed furface, and is therefore to

be uegleded in the compofition of forces.

S C H O L I U M.

A body may

Prop.
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Proposition III. Theorem III.

Every body, that, by a radius drawn to the

centre of another body howfoevcr moved,

defcribes areas about that centre propor-

ttonal to the times, is urged by a force

compounded out of the centripetal force

tending to that other body, and of all the

accelerative force by which that other body

is impelled.

Let L reprefent the one, and T the other body;
and (by Cor. 6 nf the lawsj if both bodies are ur-

ged in the direction of parallel lines, by a new force

equal and contrary to that by which the fecondbody T
is urgeed , the fir ft body L will go on to defcribe

* about the other body T, the fame areas as before: but

the force, by which that other body T was urged,

will be now deftroyed by an equal and contrary force ;

and therefore (by Law i.) that other body 7*,now left

to it felf, will either reft, or move uniformly forward

in a right line : and the firft body L impell'd by
the difference of the forces, that is, by the force re-

maining, will go on to defcribe about the other body
7*, areas proportional to the times. And therefore (by

Theor. 2.) the difference of the forces is directed to

the other body T, as its centre. Q.E.D-
Cor. 1. Hence if the one body L> by a radius

drawn to the other body T, defcribes areas proportio-

nal to the times ; and from the whole force, by which

the firft body L is urged ( whether that force is

firaple,
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fimple,or, according to cor. z* of the laws, compound-
ed out of fevcral forces) we fubdmfr, (by the fame
cor. ) that whole accelerative force, by which the

other body is urged ; the whole rema ning force by
which the firfl body is urged, will tend to the other

body T, as its centre.

Cor. 2. And, if thefe areas are proportional to the

times nearly, the remaining force will tend totheother

body T nearly.

Cop. 3. And vice verfa, if the remaining f>rce

tends nearly to the other body 7*, thofe areas will

be nearly proportional to the times.

Cor. 4. If the body L, by a radius drawn to

the other body 7*, defcribes areas, which compared
with the times, are very unequal ; and that other

body T be either at reft or moves uniformly forward
in a right line: the a&ion of the centripetal force

tending to that other body 7*, is either none at all, or
itismix'dand compounded with very powerful ani-
ons of other forces : and the whole force compounded
of them all, if they are many, is directed to another

(immoveable or moveable) centre. The fame thing

obtains, when the other body is moved by any mo-
tion whatfoever; provided that centripetal force is

taken, which remains after fubdufting that whole force

afting upon that other body T.

Scholium.
Becaufe the equable defcription of areas indicates

that a centre is refpeded by that force with which the
hody is moft affe&ed, and by which it is drawn back
from its re&ilinear motion, and retained in its orbit

:

why
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why may we not be allowed in the following dif*

courfe, to ufe the equable defcription of areas as an in-

dication of a centre, about which all circular motion

is performed in free fpaces ?

Proposition IV. Theorem IV.

The centripetal forces of bodies^ which by

equable motions deferibe different circles,

tend to the centres of the fame circles ;

and are one to the other9 as the fquares of
the arcs defcribed in equal times applied

to the radii of the circles.

Thefe forces tend to the centres of the circles (by

prop. 2. and cor. 2. prop. 1 ) and are one to another as

the verfed fines of the leaft arcs defcribed in equal

times (by cor. 4. prop. 1.) that is, as the fquares

of the fame arcs applied to the diameters of the circles,

(by lem.7.) and therefore fince thofe arcs are as arcs

defcribed in anv equal times, and the diameters are as

the radii ; the forces will be as the fquares of any arcs

defcribed in the fame time applied to the radii of

the circles. Q.E.D.
Cor. 1. Therefore, fince thofe arcs are as the velo-

cities of the bodies, the centripetal forces are in a ratio

compounded of the duplicate ratio of the velocities

direttly, and of the fimple ratio of the radii in-

verfely.

Cor.
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Cor. 2. And, fince the periodic times are in a

rano compounded of the ratio of the radii dire&ly*
and the ratio of the velocities inverfely ; the centri-

petal forces are in a ratio compounded of t'le ratio of
the radii dire&ly, and the duplicate ratio of the perio-

dic times inverfely.

Cor. j. Whence if the periodic times are equal,

and the velocities therefore as the radii ; the centri-

petal forces will be alfo as the radii ; and the contrary.

C o r. 4. If the periodic times and the velocities

are both in the fubduplicate ratio of the radii ; the

centripetal forces will be equal among themfelves : and
the contrary.

Cor. j. If the periodic times are as the radii,

and therefore the velocities equal j the centripetal for-

ces will be reciprocally as the radii : and the contrary.

Cor. 6. If the periodic times are in the fefquipli-

cace ratio of the radii, and therefore the velocities re-

ciprocally in the fubduplicate ratio of the radii ; the

centripetal forces will be in the duplicate ratio of the

radii inverfely : and the contrary.

Cor. 7. And univerfally, if the periodic time is

as any power R of the radius /?, and therefore the

velocity reciprocally as the power R n - 1 of the ra-

dius ; the centripetal force will be reciprocally as the

power R 1 11 — 1 of the radius : and the contrary.

Cor. 8. The fame things all hold concerning the

times, the velocities, and forces by which bodies de-

fcribe the fimilar parrs of any fimilar figures, that

have their centres in a fimilar pofition within thofe

figures ; as appears by applying the demonftration of
the preceding cafes to thofe. And the application

iscafy by only fubftituting the equable defcription of
areas in the place of equable motion, and ufing the

diftancesof the bodies from the centres inftead of the

radii, £ Cor*
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Cor. 9. From the fame demonftration it Kkewife

follows, that the arc which a body, uniformly re-

volving in a circle by means of a given centripetal

force, defcribes in any time, is a mean proportional be-

tween the diameter of the circle, and the fpace which

the fame body falling by the fame given force would

defcend thro*' in the fame given time.

Scholium,

The cafe of the 6th corollary obtains in the ce-

Icftial bodies, (as Sir Chrtftophcr Wrcuy Dr. Hooke, and

Dr. Hallej have feverally obferved) and therefore in

what follows, I inrend to treat more at large of thofe

things which relate to centripetal force decieafing in

a duplicate ratio of the diftances from the centres.

Moreover, by means of thepreceding propofition

and its corollaries, we may difcover the proportion

of a centripetal force to any other known force, fuch

as that of gravity. For if a body by means of its

gravity revolves in a circle concentric to the Earth,

this gravity is the centripetal force of that body. But

from the defcent ofheavy bodies, the time of one entire

revolution, as well as the arc defcribed in any given

time, is given, (by cor. 9. of this prop.) And by

fuch propofirions, Mr. Hujgens, in his excellent book

De Ho ologio OfciUatorioy has compared the force of

gravity with the centrifugal forces of revolving bo-

dies.

The preceding propofition may be likewifedcmon-

ftratedafrer this manner. In any circle fuppofe a po-

lygon to be inferibed of any number of fides. And
if a body, moved with a given velocity along the

fides of the polygon, is reflected from the circle at

the feveral angular points ; the force, with which at

every
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every refleSion it ftrikes the circle, will be as its

velocity : and therefore the fum of the forces, in a

given time, will be as that velocity and the number

of reflexions conjunftly ; that is, (ifthefpecies of the

polygon be given) as the length defcribed in that given

time, and increafed or diminiftied in the ratio of the fame

length to the radius of the circle; that is, as the

fquare of that length applied to the radius : and there-

fore if the polygon, by having its fides diminimed

in infinitum, coincides with the circle, as the fquare

ofthe arc defcribed in a given time applied to the ra-

dius. This is the centrifugal force, with which the

body impells the circle ; and to which the contrary

force, wherewith the circle continually repells the body

towards the centre, is equal.

Proposition V. Problem I.

There being; given in any ffaces, the
velocity

with which a loiy defcriles a given

figure, by means of forces direHed to

fame common centre \ to find, that centre.

PI. 5. Fig. 1.

Let the three right lines PT, TO V, VR touch the

figure defcribed in as many points P>Q*R% and meet

in Tand On the tangents ereft the perpendicu-

lars?^, QB> R C, reciprocally proportional to the

velocities of the body in the points P, Q> R> from

which the perpendiculars were raifed ; that is, fo that

P-rfmay be to Q B as the velocity in Q^to the

velocity in P9 and Q^B to R C as the velocity in R to

the velocity in Q. Thro' the ends A 2?, C, of the

perpendiculars drawAD, D B £, £C,at right angles,

- • Fi meeting
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meeting in D and £ : And the right lines TD, VE
produced, will meet in*? the centre required.

For the perpendiculars let fall from the centre S on

the tangents PT, QT, are reciprocally as the veloci-

ties of the bodies in the points P and £ (by cor. u
prop, i.) and therefore, by conftruftion, as the per-

pendiculars AP> B direftly ; that is, as the per-

«endiculars let fall from the point D on the tangents.

Whence it is eafy to infer, that the points S> D» T, arc

in one right line. And by the like argument the points

S, £, fare alfo in one right line; and thereforethe

centre S is in the point where the right lines TD,
YE meet. Q. E. D.

Proposition VI. Theorem V.

In afpace void of refifiance, if a body re-

volves in any or! it clout an immoveable

centre, and in the leajl time defcriles

any arc jtft then nafcent ; and theverfed

fine of that a rc is fr/pfofedto le drawn,

lifettin^ the chord, and produced faffirg

t'no'tghthe centre of force : the centra

pilot force in the middle ofthe arc, will

be as theverfei fine drreffly and the

f(uare ofthe time inverftly.

For theverfed fine in a given time is as the force (by

cor. 4. prop. 1
J and augmenting thetime in any ratio,

becaufe the arc will be augmented in the fame rario, the

verfed fine will be augmented in the duplicate of that

ratio, (by cor. 2 and 3. lem. iu) and therefore is as

the force and the fquare of the time. Subdued on both

fides the iluplicate ratio of the time, and the force
r

will
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will be as the verfed fine directly and the fquare of
the time inverfcly. Q. E. D.
And the fame thing may alfo be eafily demonftrated

by corol. 4. lem. 10.

Cor. 1. If a body P revolving about the centre

S, (PL 3. fig. 1.) defcribesa curve line AP<X which
aright line Z PR touches in any poinc P ; and frcm
any other point <9 of the curve, R is drawn paral-

lel to the diftance S P, meeting the tangent in R

;

and QT is drawn perpendicular to the diftance S P
the centripetal force will be reciprocally as the folid

1^—1 if thefolid be taken of that magnitude

which it ultimately acquires when the points P and

coincide. For <9 R is equal to the verfed fine of

double the arc QP, whofe middle is P : and double

the triangle SQP, or SPxQT is proportional to

the time, in which that double arc is described ; and

therefore may be ufed for the exponent of the time.

Cor. 2. By a like reafoning, the centripetal force

is reciprocally as the folid
S

T

* ^
P

> if ST is a

perpendicular from the centre of force on PR the tan*

gent of the orbit. For the rectangles STx gfand
S Px £7* are equal.

Cor. 3. If the orbit is either a circle, or touches

or cuts a circle concentrically, that is, contains with

a circle the lead angle of contact or k ct ion, having

the fame curvature and the fame radius of curvature at

the point P ; and if P y be a chord of this circle,

drawn from the body through the centre offorce ; the

centripetal force will be reciprocally as the folid

F 3
1

Cor.
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Cor. 4. The fame things being fuppofed, the

centripetal force is as the fquare of the velocity di-

rectly, and that chord inverfely. For the velocity is

reciprocally as the perpendicular ST, by cor. 1.

prop. 1.

C or. 5. Henct if any curvilinear figure jiP
is given ; and therein a point S is alio given to
which a centripetal force is perpetually dire&ed ; that
law of centripetal force may be found, by which the
body P will be continually drawn back from a recti-

linear courfe, and being detained in the perimeter of
that figure, will defcribe the fame by a perpetual re-

volution. That is, we are to find by computation, ei-

SP 1 x O T 1

ther the folid Qp~ or the folid ST^xP^,

reciprocally proportional to this force. Examples of
rhis we fhall give in the following problems.

Proposition VII. Problem IT.

If a body revolves in the circumference of
a circle ; it is fropofed to find the law
ofcentripetal force direfled to any given
foint. PI. 3. Fig. 3.

Let VQPA be the circumference of the circle; S
the given point to which as to a centre the force tends ;

P the body moving in the circumference ; O the
next place into which it is to move; and PRZ the
tangent ofthe circle at the preceding place. Through
the point S draw the chord P ^, and the diameter
VAoS the circle, join AP, and drawQT perpendi-
cular to S P, which produced, may meet the tan-

gent
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gent PR inZ; 2nd laftly, thro' the point Q* draw

L R parallel to S P, meeting the circle in L, and the

tangent P Z in R. A nd, becaufe of the fimilar tri-

angles Z QR> ZTpy VPAy we ftiall have RP l
,

that is, QRL, toj^r 1
, as AT* to PT*. And

O R L x P V~*"

therefore — - is equal to£Tx
. Multiply

S P *

thofe equals by
~qJ£*

a°d the points P andQ coin-

ciding, for R L write P V*\ then we fhall have

= ^l— . And therefore (by

cor. 1. and 5. prop. 6.) the centripetal force is reci-

S

P

x xPV*
procally as— —..that is, (becaufe AV^ is given)

reciprocally as the fquare of the difhnce or altitude

S P, and the cube of the chord PV conjundly.

The fame otherwife.

On the tangent P R produced, let fall the perpen-

dicular ST: and (becaufe of the fimilar triangles

STP.rPsi) we (hall have AV to Pf as SP

to S T, and therefore = s r>

S P 1 x P J7
**

-— 3= ST 1 x P r. And therefore (by corol.

j and j. prop. 6.) the centripetal force is rccipro-

SP x x p V*
cally as —-—. * that is, (becaufe AV is givcn>

itciprocajly 2sSP l xPr*. Q. £. /.

F 4. Cor.
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Cor. i. Hence if the given point S9 to which
the centripetal force always tends, is placed in the

circumference of the circle, as at V\ the centripetal

force will be reciprocally as the quadrato-cube Cor

fifth power) of the altitude S P.

Cor. 2. The force by *hichthe body Pin the

circle APT' V\PL\. Fig. 4.J revolves about the centre

of force S is to the force by which the fame body P
may revolve in the fame circle and in the fame perio-

clic time about any other centre of force R,2S&P*
x SP to the cube of the right line S <j, which from

the fir ft centre of force S, is drawn parallel to the

diftance PR of the body from the fecond centre of
force R> meeting the tangent P G of the orbit in G*
For by the conftru<5rion of this propofition, the for-

mer force is to the latter as R P 1 x PT 3 to SP* x
S P 3 x p V 3

P V 3
; that is, as SP x R P* to—— — or,(lx-

caufc of the fimilar triangles P SG3 TP V) to SG 5
.

Cor. j. The force by which the body P in any
orbit revolves about the centre of force S> is to the

force by which the fame body may ^volve in the
fame orbit, and in the fame per iodic time about any
other centre of force R, as the folid SPx R /> %
contained under the diftance of the body from the
firft centre of force S> and the fquare of its diftance

from the fecond centre of force R, to the cube of the
right line S G, drawn from the firft centreof forced,
parallel to the diftance R P of the body from the
fecond centre of force Ry meeting the tangent PG of
the orbit in G. For the force in this orbit at^any
point P is the fame as in a circle of the fame cum-

Prop.
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Proposit ion VIIL Problem III.

Ifa hody moves in the femucircumference

P Q.A; it is fropofed to find the law
of the centripetal force tending to a
point S, fo remote, that all the lines

P S, R S drawn thereto, may be taken

for parallels. Pi. j. Fig. 5.

From Cthe centre of the femi<ircle, let the femidi-

amcter C A be drawn, cutting the parallels at right

angles in M and N, and join C P. Becaufe of the

fimilar triangles CPM, P ZT and RZO we fliall

haveCP 1 toPM z
as P R 1

toQTX
; an3, fromthe

nature of the circle, P R 1
is equal to the redangle

QRx JTV^FM or the points P,£ coinciding,

to the re&angle£>* xiPAf. Therefore C P 1
is to

?M X
as QjtxxPM to QT* ; and

zPM* . QT*xSP* _ 2 PM'xSP* _
CP* ' QR ~ CP'

And therefore (by corol. i. and 5. prop. 6.) the

centnpetal force is reciprocally as
cp%

- ;

*hat is, (neglcfting the given ratio
-£J7)

ttapKh

nWyxPMK JJ. £. /.

And the fame thing is likewife eafily inferred from

die preceding Propofition.

SCHCk
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Scholium.

And by a like reafoning, a body will be moved ir*

tn ellipfis, or even in an hyperbola, or parabola, by
a centripetal force which is reciprocally as the cube of
the ordinate direded to an infinitely remote centre of
force.

Proposition IX. Problem IV.

If a body revolves in a fpiral P OS, cut -

ting all the radii S P, S ($c. in a
given angle: it is fropofed to find the
law of the centripetal force tending to

the centre ofthat fpiral. Pi. 3. Fig. 6.

Suppofe the indefinitely fmall angle F S f? to

be given ; becaufe then all the angles are given,

the figure S P R QT will be given in lpecie.

PT OT*
Therefore the ratio >fc* » a'fo given, and-^— is as

QT> that is (becaufe the figure is given in fpecfe) as

SP. But if the angle PSQjs any way changed,

the right line Q^R, fubtending the angle of contaft

QPR* (by lem. n.) will be changed in the dupli-

es T*
cate ratio ofP R or P T. Therefore the ratio^ QR
remains the fame as before, that is as SP. And
q *r

x xsp z

n p
— is as 5 P 3

, and therefore (by corol. 1.

and 5. prop. 6.) the centripetal force is reciprocally as.

the cube of the diflance SP. P. £. I.

The
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Theftme otherwife.

The perpendicular ST let fall upon the tangpnt,

and the chord P Pof the circle concentrically cutting
the fpiral are in given ratio's to the height SP ; and
therefore SP 3

is as STX xPV> that is (by corol. 3.
and 5. prop. 6.) reciprocaDy as the centripetal force.

Lemma XII.

All parallelograms circumfcrtied about any
conjugate diameters ofa given ellipfis or
hyperlola are equal among tbemfeJves.

This is demonflrated by the writers on the conic
feftions.

Proposition X. Problem V.

If a loiy revolves in an ellipfis : it is pro-

ofed to find the law of the centripetal

force tending to the centre of the eUip/is.

PI. 4. Fig. 1.
U

Suppofe C A, C B to be femi-axes of the ellip-

fis; GPyDK conjugate diameters ; P F, ^"perpen-
diculars to thofe diameters ; Qy an ordinate to the di-
ameter GP ; and if the parallelogram Q^v P R be com-
peted ; then (by the properties of the conic fedions)
the reftangle PvG will be to £ v x

as P C %
to

CD \ and (becaufe of the fimilar triangles Qv T,
PCF)Qv* toOT* as PC 2

to P F> ; and by com-
pofition, the ratio of Pv G to QJT

1
is compounded of

the
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the ratio of PC 1
to CD * and of the ratio of PC*

to PF*, that is, v G to ^L* a$/> C* to
CD%xPF *

Pv PC .

Put for P v, and (by Jem. 12.) B Cx CAfot
CDx PF,2\fo (the points P and ^coinciding,) a P Q
for v C7 ; and multiplying the extremes and means

Q T l x P C z

together, we (hall have equal to

iBC x xCA* '

,
'

'

—
n • Therefore (by cor. 5. prop. 6.)

1 B C x x CA Z

the centripetal fcrce is reciprocally as j-^
•

that is (becaufe 1 BC X x CA 1
is given) reciprocally

a$ j~ 7 that is, direfily as the diflance P C. £. /.

The fame otherwife.

In the right line P G on the other fide of the

point T, take the point u fo that T u may be equal

to7> ; then take*^, fuch as ftiall betot/G as

DC 1
to P C \ And becaufe (> v 1

is to P v G as

DC* to PCS (by the conic fe&ions) we fhall

have Qv x — P vx hF. Add the re&angle u Pv
to both fides, and the fquare of the chord of the arc

P will be equal to the re&angle VPv\ and there-

fore a circle, which touches the conic fe&ion in P9

and pafles thro' the point will pafs alfo thro* the

point Now let the points P and £^meer, and the

ratio ofuTto v G} which is the fame with the ratio of
D C 1 toPC 2

,will become the ratio ofPVto PG orPV
iDC x

to z P C> and therefore P Twill be equal to • *

And therefore the force, by which the body P
revolves in the eHipfis, will be reciprocally as

\DQ X

s
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2 DC1

•

x PF X (by cor. 3 . prop. 6.) that is, (becaufe
P C

1 DC 1 x P F x
is given) diredly as P C. Q. £. /.

Cor. i. And therefore the force is as the di-

ftance of the body from the centre of the ellipfis ; and

vktvcrfa if the force is as the diftance, the body will

move in an ellipfis whofe centre coincides with the

centre of force, or perhaps in a circle into which the

ellipfis imy degenerate.

Cor. 2. And the periodic times of the revolu-

tions made in all ellipfes whatfoever about the fame

centre will be equal. For thofe times in fimilar ellip-

fes will be equal (by corol. 3 and 8. prop. 4.) but in

ellipfes that have their greater axe common, they

are one to another as the whole areas of the ellipfes

dire&ly, and the parts of the areas dcfcribed in the

fame time inverfely > that is, as the lefler axes di-

re&ly, and the velocities ofthe bodies in their principal

vertices inverfely ; that is, as thofe lefler axes direftly,

andtheordinates to the famepoint ofthecommon axis

inverfely ; and therefore (becaufe of the equality of

the dircft and inverfe ratio's) in the ratio of equality.

Scholium:

If the ellipfis by having its centre removed to an

infinite diftance degenerates into a parabola, the body
will move in this parabola ; and the force, now tend-

ing to a centre infinitely remote, will become equable.

Which is Galileos theorem. And if the parabolic

fe&ion of the cone (by changing the inclination of

the cutting plane to the cone) degenerates into an

hyperbola, the body will move in the perimeter of

this hyperbola, having its centripetal force changed

into a centrifugal force. And in like manner as in the

circle.
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circle, or in the ellipfis, ifthe forces are directed to the

centre of the figure placed in theabfcifla, thofe forcesby
increafing or diminiftiing the ordinates id any given ra-

tio, of even by changing the angle ofthe inclination of
theordinatesto the abfciffa, are always augmented or di-

miniftied in the ratio of the diilances from the centre ;

provided the periodic times remain equal , fo aUb in

all figures whatfbcver, if the ordinates are augmented

or diminiflied in any given ratio, or their inclination

is any way changed, the periodic time remaining the

fame ; the forces directed to any centre placed in

the abfcifla, are in the feveral ordinates augmented or

diminiflied in the ratio of the diftances from the centre.

Section
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Section III.

Of the motion of bodies in eccentric

Conicfcfiions.

Proposition XL Problem VI.

If a lody revolves in an elliffis : it is re-

quired to find the law of the centri-

petal force tending to the focus of the

elliffis. Pi. 4. Fig. 2.

Let S be the focus of the ellipfis. Draw SP
cutting the diameter D K of the ellipfis in £, and the

ordinate Qjv mxi and compleat the parallelogram

QxPR. It is evident that£ P is equal to trie greater fe-

mi-axis AC : for drawingHI from the other focusH
of the ellipfis parallel to E C, becaufe C S9 CZTare
equal E Sy E I will be alfo equal, fo that EP is the

half fum of PS, P f, that is, fbecaufe of the parallels

HI, PR, and the equal angles I PR, HPZ) of

T St P Hi which taken together are equal to the

vhole axis ijiC. Draw ^ T perpendicular to S P9

and putting L for the principal latus re&um of the

2 B C l

ellipfis Cor for- . we (hall have L xQR to

LxPv
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L xPvnQR to Pv, that is, as V E or AC to F C;
and L x P v to Gv P as L to Gv; and <7 t//> to

as P C x
to and (by corol. 2. lem. 7.)

the points 0^ and ? coinciding, i^v 1
is to Qjc x

in the

ratio of equality ; and £ x x or £> v 1
is to £ 7** as

f^tof/'Sthat^asG^'toP^orCby lem. 12.;

as CD X
to CBK And compounding all thofe ratio's to-

gether, we (hall have Lx QR to Q^is AC xLx
PC x xCD x ot iCB x xPC x x CD 1

to I' Cx Gv
x CD 1 x CB Sorts 2 PC to C7 v. But the points

^and P coinciding, 2 P Cand Gv are equal. And
therefore the quantities L x Q R and QT % proper-

tional to thefe. will be alfo equal. Let thofe equals be

S P 1

drawn into zr— , and L x S P 1
will become equal to

SP X x QTX_-. And therefore (by corol. I. and $.

prop, tf.) the centripetal force is reciprocally asLx
SP X

, that is, reciprocally in the duplicate ratio ofthc

diftance SP. Q.E./.

Thefame otherwlfe.

Seeing the force tending to the centre of the ellip-

fis, by which the body P may revolve in that ellip-

fis, is (by corol. 1. prop. 10.) as the diftance C P of

the body from the centre Cof theellipfis ; let CE
be drawn parallel to the tangent PR of the ellipfis;

and the force, by which the fame body Pmay revolve

about any other point S of the ellipfis, if CE and

PS interfed in £, will be as — (by cor. j. prop*
S P

7.) that is, if the point S is the focus of the ellipfis,

and therefore P E be given, as SP % reciprocally.

£.£./. With
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With the fame brevity with which we reduced

the fifth problem to the parabola and hyperbola, we
might do the like here: But becaufe of the dignity of

the problem and itsufe in what follows, I (hall confirm

the other cafes by particular demonftrations.

Proposi tion XII. Problem VII'

Stiffofie a lody to move in an hvperlola : it

fetal force tending to the focus of that

figure. PI. 5. Fig. 1.

Let CAy CB be the femi-axes of the hyperbola;

PG9 KD other conjugate diameters ; P F a perpen-

dicular to the diameter KD ; and ^ v an ordinate to

the diameter GP. Draw SP cutting the diameter

DK in £, and the ordinate ^tiin *, and compleat

the parallelogram QJR P x. It is evident that E P is

equal to the femi-tranfvcrfe axe A C; for, drawing

from the other focus H of the hyperbola, paral-

lel to £ C, becaufe CS,C H are equal, E S> £/wiB
he alfo equal ; fo that E P is the half difference of
PS, PI; that is, (becaufe of the parallels / H> P Rf

and the equal angles IPR, H P Z) of PS, P H> the

difference ofwhich is equal to the whole axis 2A C.

Draw £;rperpendicular to SP. And puttingL for the

principal latus rectum of the hyperbola, (that is, for

we (hall VvitLxQR to LxTv as QR toPvi

or P x to P v, that is, (becaufe of the fimilar triangles

Pxv, PEC) as?£ to P C, or AC to PC. And
G Lx Pv
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Lx P v will be to Gvx P v as L to Gv ; and (hy

the properties ofthe conic fedions^ the re&angleGv?
is to dsPC 1

to CD Z
; and (by cor. 2. 1cm. 7.)

Qjv z to^* 1
, the points £^and P coinciding, be-

comes a ratio of equality ; and Q x 1 or
1

is to

OT-2SE P z toP FN that is, as C A 1 to PF\
or (by lem. 1 2 .) as C D 1

to C B 1
: and, compound-

ing all thofe ratio's together, we ftiall haveL xQRio
£/r* as ACxLx PC 1 x CD 1

or iCB z x p C x

xCD z toPCxGvxC D z x CB\ or as 2/'CtoGv.
But the points P and Q coinciding, 2 PC and Gv
are equal. And therefore the quantities Lx OR
and O 7*S proportional to them, will be alfo equal.

S P z

Let thofe equals be drawn into , and we fball

SP * x QT^
have LxSP z

equal to —77™- ' Anc* therefore

(by cor, 1 & 5. prop. 6.) the centripetal force is re-

ciprocally as L x S P S that is, reciprocally in the

duplicate ratio of the diftanceSP . E. /.

The fame othervcife.

Find out the force tending from the centre Cof the

hyperbola. This will be proportional to the diftance

CP. But from thence (by cor. 3, prop. 7.) the

becaufe P E is given, reciprocally nsSP z
. Q. £. /.

And the fame way it may be demonftrated, that the

body having its centripetal changed into a centrifugal

force, will move in the conjugate hyperbola.

Lemma
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Lemma XIII.

The laUis reBum of a faralola belonging

to any vertex if quadruple the difiance

of that vertex from the focus of the fi-

gure.

This is demonftrated bv the writers on the conic

Lemma XIV.

The perpendicular let fall from the focus of
a faralola on its tangent, is a mean
proportional hetiveenthe diflances of the

focusfrom the point of contact, andfrom
the principal vertex of the figure. PI.

5- Fig- 2 -

For, letAP be the parabola, S irs focus,-'* its prin-

cipal vertex, P the point of contaft, P O an ordinate

to the principal diameter, PM the tangent meeting

the principal diameter in M, and SN the perpendicu-

lar from the focus on the tangent. Join AN> and

becaufe of the equal lines MS*ndSP, MNtnd
NP, MA 2ndAO; the right lines AN*OP

?
will

be parallel; and thence the triangle SAN will be

right angled at A* and (imilar to the equal triangles

SNM> SNP : therefore P S is to SN as SN 10

SA. Q. £. D.
Cor. u PS x

is to S N 1
as PS to S A.

G i Cor.
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Cor. i. And becaufe S A is given, S7V1
will

be as PS.
Cor. 3. And the concourfe of any tangent P At

with the right line S TV, drawn from the focus per-

pendicular on the tangent, fal s in the right line A JV,

that touches the parabola in the principal vertex.

Proposition XIII. Pa o b l e m V III.

If a body moves in the perimeter ofa fnra-

lola : it is rejuired to find the law ofthe
centripetal force tending to the focus of
thatfigure. PI. 5. Fig.

J.

Retaining the conftruftion of the preceding lemma,

let P be the body in the perimeter of the parabola

;

and from the place Qy into which it is next to fuc-

ceed, draw Q^R parallel and QT perpendicular to

S Pi as alfo Q^v parallel to the tangent, and meeting

thediameter TG in z/,and thediftance SP in*. Now,
becaufe of the fimilar triangles Pxv> S P M, and of

the equal fides S P, SMof the one, the fides P x or

QR and Pv of the other will be alfo equal. But

(by the conic fe&ionsj the fquare of the ordinate (ly
is equal to the reclangle under the btus reftum and

the fegment P v of the diameter, that is, (by lem. 15.)

to the re&angle 4 PSx Pv,or +PS xQ R; and the

points P and coinciding, the ratio of Q v to Qjc

(by cor. xt lem. 7.) becomes a ratio of equality. And
therefore Qj6\ in this cafe, becomes equal to the

reftangle 4 P S x R. But (becaufe of the fimilar

triangles T, SP IV) Qx %
\$ 10 Q T x

is P S x
to

SN\ that is by cor. 1. lem. 14.) as P S toSA;
that is, as 4 PSx Q^R to $SAx i^R, and therefore

(by

•
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(by prop. o. lib. 5. dem.J QT% and 4 5* OR
are cqua1

. Multiply thefe equals by , and

SP x xQT* ^
— — will become equal to * x+SA: and

therefore (1>y cor. 1. and 5. prop. 5.) the centripetal

force is reciprocally as S P 1 x+SA \ that is, becaufe

$SA is given, reciprocally in the duplicate ratio of
the diftance ST. O, E.I.

Cor. 1, FrorrTthe three laft propofoions it fol-

lows, that ifany body P goes from the place Pwith
any velocity in the dire&ion of any right line P R*

and at the fame time is urged by the aflion of a cen-

tripetal force, that is reciprocally proportional to the

fquare of the diftance of the piaces from the centre •

the body will move in one of the conic feftions,

having its focus in the centre of force ; and the con-

trary. For the focus, the point of contad* and the

pofition of the tangent being given, a conic fed ion

may be defer ibed, which at that point rtiall have a

given curvature. But the curvature is given from

the centripetal force and the bodies velocity given :

and two orbits mutually touching one the other, can-

not be defcribed by the fame centripetal force and the

fame velocity.

Cor. 2. If the velocity, with which the body

goes from its place />, is fuch, that in any infinitely

(mail moment of time the lineola PR may be

thereby defcribed ; and the centripetal force fuch as in

the fame time to move that body through the fpace

i^R; the body will move in one of the conic feftiom,

whofe principal latus reftum is the quantity

in its ultimate ftate, when the lincolae PR, Q^R are

G 3 dimi.
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diminirtied in infinitum. In thefe corollaries, I consi-

der the circle as an ellipiis; and I except the cafe,

where the body defcends to the centre in a right line.

Proposition XIV. Theorem VX
Iffcverat I odies revolve alout one common

centre, and the centripetal force is red-

frocally in the dv] lie ate ratio of the di-

fiauce of J
laces f cm the centre ; / faj^

that the principal latera recta of their

orlits are in the duplicate ratio of the

area's, which the lodies ly radii drawn
to the centre defcrile i:i the Jame time,

PI. 6. Fig. i.

For (by cor. i. prep, ij.j the latus re&um L is

equal to the quantity ^ ^ in its ultimate Hare when

the points V and coincide. But the lineola Q^R
in a given time is as the generating centripetal force;

that is (by fuppofiticn) reciprocally as S P *. And

therefore is as QT V x SP %
9 that is, the larus

reftum L is in the duplicate ratio of the area QTxST*
Q. £. D.
"Cor. Hence the whole area of the ellipfis, and

the rectangle under the axes, which is proportional to

it, is in the ratio compounded of the fubduplicate ra-

tio of the latus rectum, and the rario of the periodic

time. For the whole area is as the area QTxSTy
defaibed in a given time, multiplied by the periodic

time.

Pro-
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Prop osition XV. Theorem VII.

The fame things leing fuppofed, I fay that

the periodic times in ellipfes are in the

fefjuiplicate ratio oftheir greater axes.

For the lefler axe is a mean proportional between
the greater axe and the latus reflum j and therefore the

refhngle under the axes is in the ratio compounded
of the fubduplicate ratio of the latus reftum and the

fefquiplicate ratio of the greater axe> But this red-

angle (by cor. prop. 14.^ is in a ratio compounded of
the fubduplicate ratio of the latus rectum and the ra-

tio of the periodic time. Subduft from both fides

the fubduplicate ratio of the latus reftum, and there

will remain the fefquiplicate ratio of the greater axe,

equal to the ratio of the periodic time. £h E. A
Cor. Therefore the periodic times in ellipfes are

the fame as in circles whofe diameters are equal to tke

greater axes of the ellipfts.

Proposition XVI. Theorem VIII.

The fame things leing fvppofed, and
right lines being drazvn to the bodies

that Jha\l touch the orbits, and per-

pendiculars being let fall on thofe tan-

gents from the common focus : I fay that

the velocities of the bodies are in a

ratio compounded of the ratio ofthe per-

pendiculars inverfely, and the fubdupli-

G 4 catc
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cate ratio ofthe frincifal latera re&a di-

reBly. Pi. 6. Fig. 2.

From the focus 5, draw 5 ^perpendicular to the

tangent PR* and the velocity of the body P will be

reciprocally in the fubduplicate ratio of the quantity

ST 1 „ , , . . , m
rjML

P^defcribed in a given moment of time, that is, (by

km. 7.) as the tangent P R ; that is, (becaufe of the

S Px QT
proportionals PR to ^Tand SP to ST) as

or as ST reciprocally and SP x Q? dirt&ly ; but

SP x QT is as the area defcribcd in the given time,

that is (by prop. 14.) in the fubduplicate ratio of the

latus re&um. Q. £. D.

Cor. 1. Theprincpal latera re&a are in a ratio

compounded of the duplicate ratio of the perpendicu-

lars and the duplicate ratio of the velocities.

Cor. 2. The velocities of bodies, in theirgreateft

and leaftdiftances from the common focus, are in thera-

tip compounded of the ratio of thediftancesinverfelyi

and the fubduplicate ratio of the principal latera recta

direftly.For thofe perpendiculars are now the diftances.

Cor. 3. And therefore the velocity in a conic

fe&ion, at its greateft or leaft diftancefrom the focus,

is to the velocity in a circle at the fame diftance

from the centre, in the fubduplicate ratio of the prin-

cipal latus re&um to the double of that diftance.

C or. 4. The velocities of the bodies revolving in

ellipfes, at their mean di fiances from the common fo-

cus, are the fame as thofe of bodies revolving in cir-

cles, at the fame diftances ; that is (by cor. 6. prop. 4O
reciprocally in the fubduplicate ratio of the diftances.

For
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For the perpendiculars are now the lefler femi-axes,

and thefe are as mean proportionals between the di-

fiances and the latera refia. Let this ratio inverfely

be compounded with the fubduplicate ratio of the la-

tera redta directly, and we (hall have the fubduplicate

ratio of the diftances inverfely.

Cor. 5. In the fame 6gure, or even in diffe-r

rent figures, whofe principal latera re&a are equal, .

the velocity of* a body is reciprocally as the per-

pendicular let fall from the focus on the tan-

gent.

Cor. 6*. In a parabola, the velocity is reciprocally

in the fubduplicate ratio ofthe diftance of the body
from the focus of the figure ; it is more variable in

the ellipfis, and lefs in the hyperbola, than according

to this ratio. For (by cor. 2. lem. 14.) the perpen-

dicular let fall from the focus on the tangent of a para-

bola is in the fubduplicate ratio of the diftance. In

the hyperbola the perpendicular is lefs variable, in the

ellipfis more.

C o r. 7. In a parabola, the velocity of a body

at any diftance from the focus, is to the veloci-

ty of a body revolving in a circle at the fame di- >

ftance from the centre, in the fubduplicate ratio of

the number 2 to 1 ; in the ellipfis it is lefs, and in the

hyperbola greater, than according to this ratio. For

(by cor. 2. of this prop.) the velocity at the vertex of

a parabola is in this ratio, and (by cor. 6. of this prop,

and prop. 4.) the fame proportion holds in all diftaqces.

And hence alfo in a parabola, the velocity is every

where equal to the velocity of a body revolving in

a circle at half the diftance ; in the ellipfis it is lefs,

and in the hyperbola greater.

Cor.;
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Cor. 8. The velocity of a body revolving in any

conic fedion is to the velocity of a body revolving

in a circle at the di fiance of half the principal latus

reftum of the fe&ion, as that diflance to the perpen-

dicular let fall from the focus on the tangent of the

fe&ion. This appears from cor. 5.

Co r. 9. Wherefore fince (by cor. 6. prop. 4.) the

velocity of a body revolving in this circle is to the

velocity of another body revolving in any other

circle, reciprocally in the (ubduplicate ratio of the di-

ffances; therefore ex <«juo the velocity of a body re-

volving in a conic feftion will be to the velocity of

a body revolving in a circle at the fame diflance, as a

mean proportional between that common diflance and

half the principal latus reftum of the fe&ion, to the

perpendicular let fall from the common focus upon the

tangent of the fedion.

Proposition XVII. Problem IX.

Stiffofmg the centripetal force to be recipro-

cally proportional to the fjuares of the

difiancts of f lacesfrom the centre, and

that the alfolute quantity ofthat force is

known ; it is required to determine the

. line% which a body will defcribe that is

let go from afiven place with a given ve-

locity in the direHonofagiven right line.

Let the centripetal force tending to the point S

(PL 6. Fig* 1 .) be fuch, as will make the body p revolve

in any given 01 bit pq ; andfuppofe the velocity of this

body in the place p is known. Then from the place

/>> fuppofe the body P to be let go with a given ve-

locity

kJ by Googk
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.

locity in the direction of the line PR; but by virtue

of a centripetal force to be immediately turned afide

from that riglit line into the conic fedion PQ. This

the right line P R will therefore touch in P. Sup-

pofelikewife that the right line pr touches the orbit

f m in p ; and if from S you fuppofe perpendiculars

let fall on thofe tangents, the principal latus rectum

of the conic fe&ion (by cor. 1. prop. joV) will be

to the principal latus re&um of that orbit, in a ratio

compounded of the duplicate ratio of the perpendicu-

lars and the duplicate ratio of the velocities ; and is

therefore given. Let this latus ndum be L. Thefocus

Sof the conic fedion isalfo given. Let the angle RPH
be the complement of the angle R P S to two right

;

and the line PH, in which the other focus H is

pUceds is given by pofition. Let fall SK perpendicular

on P H, and erect the conjugate femi-axe B C ; this

done,we mail haveS/*
1— iKPH-\-PH z— S Hx

= A CH*- 4 BH X— 4* C l = SP-\ PH*-~

L*S P-\ P H- SP*-\ iSPH-\-PH*—Z<
xSP-\-PH. Addon both fides 2 KPH—S F 1—
P H*~\ L x SP-\ PHy and we mail have L *

SP~\ PH= i SPH -\- i K P H, ov S P-\- P

H

to PH as 2 S P H 2 K P to L. Whence P H isgiven

both in length and pofition. That is, if the velocity

of the body in P is fuch that the latus redum L is left

than 2 S P -| 2 KP, PH will lie on the fame fide of

the tangent Pi? with the hneSP; and therefore the

figure will be an ellipfis, which from the given foci

and the principal axe SP -J- PH, is given alfd.

But if the velocity of the body is fo grear, that the

latus rectum L becomes equal to 2 PS-\ iKP, the

length P H will be infinite; and therefore the figure

Will be a parabola, which has its axe SH parallel to
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the line P K, and is thence given. But if the body
goes from its place P with a yet greater velocity, the

length PH is to be taken on the or.her fide the tan-

gent ; and fo the tangent patting between the foci, the

figure will be an hyperbola having its principal axe

equal to the difference of the lines SP ancf? H, an<|

thence is given. For if the body, in thefe cafes, re-

volves in a conic fe&ion fo found, it is demonftrared

in prop, ii, 12, and 13. that the centripetal force

will be reciprocally as the fquare of thediflance of the

body from the centre of force £ ; and therefore we
have rightly determined the line which a bod/
let go from a given place P with a given velocity,

and in the direction of the right line PR given by
pofition, would defcribe with iuch a force. (J.E.F.

Cor. i. Hence in every conic feftion, from the

principal vertex D9 the latus reft urn L y and the focus

S given, the other focus H is given, by taking DH
to DS as the latus re&um to the difference between the

latus re&um md 4 DS. For the proportion, SP-\-

P H to P H as 2 P S
I

2 KP to L, becomes, in

the cafe of this corollary, DS-\ DH to DH*s 4 DS
toL, and by divifion DS to DH as 4 DS— L
toL. •

Cor. 2. Whence if the velocity of a body in the

!>rincipal vertex D is given, the orbit may be readily

bund ; to wit, by taking its latus reftum to twice

the diftanccDS, in the duplicate ratio of this given

velocity to the velocity of a body revolving in a

circle at the diftance DS (by cor. 3. prop. 16".) and

then taking DH to DS as the latus reftum to the diffe-

rence between the latus re&um and 4D S.

Cor. 3. Hence alio if a body move in

any conic fe&ion, and is forced out of its ofbit

bv any impulfe; you may difcover the orbit in
9* which

•
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which it will afterwards parfue its courfe. For by
compounding the proper motion of the body with

that motion, which the impulfe alone would gene-

rate, you'll have the motion with which the body
will go off from a given place of impulfe, in the di-

rection of a right line given in pofition.

Cor. 4. And if that body is continually dis-

turbed by the afiion of fome foreign force, we may
nearly know its courfe, by colleding the changes

which that force introduces in fome points, and cfii-

mating the continual changes it will undergo in the

intermediate places, from the analogy that appears in

the progrefsof the feries.

Scholium.
If a body P (PL 6. Fig. 4.) by means of a centri-

petal force tending to any given point R move in the

perimeter of any given conic fedion, whofe centre is

C; and the law of the centripetal force is required

:

Draw CG parallel to the radius R P, and meeting the

tangent PG of the orbit in G ; and the force required

(by cor. 1. & fchol. prop. 10. &cor. 3. prop. 7.)

Sect.

*
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Section IV.

Of f/x finding of elliptic
, parabolic,

and hyperbolic orbits, from the focus

Lemma XV.

If from the two foci S, H, (PI. 7. Fig. 1.)

of any ellipfis or hyferlola, we draw to

any third pint V the right lines S V,

H V, whereof one H V is equal to the

principal axis of the figure», that //, to

the axis in whicfi the foci are fituated,

the other S V is lifefted in T by the

perpendicular T R let fall upon it ; that

perpendicular TR willfomewhere touch

the conicfeBion : and vice verfa, if it

does touch it, H V will be equal to the

principal axis of the figure.

For, let the perpendicular TR cut the right line

HV> produced if need be, in R j and join S R. Be-

caufe
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caufeT'.S, 7^ are equal, therefore the right linesS R9

VR. as well as the angles TR 5, TR r, will be

alfo equal. Whence the point R will be in the conic

fe&ian, and the perpendicularTR will touch the fame

:

and the contrary. Q. £. D.

Proposition XVIII. Problem X.

From a focus and the principal axes given,

to dtferile elliptic and hyperlolic trajec-

tories, which (ball pafs through given
points, and touch right lines given by

fofition. PL 7» Fig. 2.

Let Sbe the common focus of the figures; AB
the length of the principal axis of any trajectory ; P a

point through which the trajectory fliould pafs ; and

T R aright line which it Ihould touch. About the

centre P, with the interval AB— SP9 if the orbit

is an ellipfis, or AB\ SP if the orbit is an

hyperbola, defcribe the circle H G. On the tan-

gent TR let fall the perpendicular ST, and produce

the fame toT,fo that TP may be equal to ST; and

about ^as a centre with the interval AB defcribe

the circle FH. In this manner whether two points

P,p, are given, or two tangents TR> /r, or a point P
and a tangent TR, we are to defcribe two circles. Let

//be their common interfeftion, and from the foci

SyH with the given axis defcribe the trajectory. I fay the

thing is done. For (becaufe PH-\ SP in the ellip-

fis, and PH—SP in the hyperbola is equal to the

axis) the defcribed trajectory will pafs through the

point Py and (by the preceding lemma) will touch

the right line TR. And by the fame argument it

will
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will cither pafs through the two points Pf p, or coach
the two right lines TR, t r. Q. E. F.

Pro position XIX. Problem XL

&4lout a given focus, to defcribe a paralo-
lie tra)etiory, which fiall pafs through
given points, and touch right lines gi*
ven by fofition. PI. 7. Fig. j.

Let S be the focus, P a point, and TR a tangenr
of the traje&ory to be defcribed. About P as a cen-
tre, with the interval P Sy defcribe the circle FG.
From the focus let fall ST perpendicular on the tan-
gent, and produce the fame to V, fo as TV may be e-
qual to S T. After the fame manner another circle

fg is to be defcribed, if another pointp is given ; or
another point v is to be found, if another tangent tr
is given 5 then draw the right line IF, which (hill

touch the two circles FG, fg, if two points P, p
are given, or pafs through the two points V, Vi
if two tangents TR, tr are given, or touch the
circle FG and pafs through the point V, if the point P
and the tangent TR are given. On FI let fall the
perpendicular SI, and bifeft the fame in K; and with
the axis SK, 2nd principal vertex defcribe a parabola.

I fay the thing is done. For this parabola Cbecaufe
SKh equal to / K, and SP to FP) will pafs through
the point P; and (by cor. j.lem. 14.) becaufe STis

equal toTV, and STR a right angle, it will touch the
right line7X Q.E.F.
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Propositi on XX. Problem

oAbout a given focus to defcribe any trajec-

tory given infpecie, whichpall pafsthro^

fiven points and touch right lines given

Y fofition.

Case i. About the focus S (PL 7./^. 4.) it

is required to defcribe a trajectory A B C, paffing thro*

two points ft C. Becaufe the traje&ory is given in

fpecie, the ratio of the principal axe to thediftanceof

the foci will be given. In that ratio take if£ to B S
and L Cto CS. About the centres B, C> with the in-

tervals BKsCL defcribe two circles, and on the right

line K L9 that touches the fame in K and L> let fall the

perpendicular S G ; which cut in A and *, fo that GA
may be to AS, and GaioaS, as KB to BS; and

with the axe Am, and vertices A, a, defcribe a trajectory.

I fay the thing is done. For let Hbt the other focus

of the defcribed figure, and feeing GA is to AS as

G a to a St then by divifion we fhall have G 4 —GA or

Aa to aS—AS or SHit\ the fame ratio, and therefore

in the ratio which the principal axe of the figure to be

defcribed has to the diftance of its foci ; and therefore

the defcribed figure is of the fame fpecies with the fi-

gure which was to be defcribed. And fince KB to BS9

and LC to CS arc in the fame ratio, this figure will

pafs thro' the points 2?, C, as is manifeft from the co-

nic fe&ions:

C a s e 2. About the focus S (PL 7. Fig. j.) it is

required to defcribe a trajectory, which fliall fome-

where touch two right lines TR, tr. From the focus

on thofe tangents let fall the perpendiculars ST,St%

H which
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which produce to Py v, fo that T V% t v may be

equal to^, t S. Bifect Pv in O, and erect the in-

definite perpendicular 0 ff, and cut the right Line

PS infinitely produced in A' and ky fothat TJCbe
to KS> and P k^tokS as the principal axe of the

trajectory to be described is to the diftance of it's

foci. On the diameter K k defcribe a circle cutting

O H in H ; and with the foci S, If, and principal

axe equal to A"//, defcribe a trajectory. I fay the

thing is done. For, bifecting Kk in X, and joining

HXy HS, HP, Hvy becaufe PK is to K 5, as

r^to kS; and by compofition, as PK~\ P kjo
KS-\ kS; andbydivifion,as^—PKtois* KS,

that is, as IPX to iKX and zATJf to 2SJ£and there-

fore as VX to HX and //Xto the triangles PXHy
HXS will be fimilar ; Therefore PHw\\\ be to SH,
is FX to XH; and therefore as FK to KS. Where-
fore FH the principal axe of the defcribed trajecto-

ry has the fame ratio to SH the diftance of the foci,

as the principal axe of the trajectory which was to be

defcribed has to the diftance of its loci ; and is there-

fore of the fame fpecies. Ai d feeing Pth vH> are

equal to the principal axe, and PS, v S are perpendi-

cularly bifected by the right lines T Ry tr; 'tis evi-

dent (by lem. 15.) that thofe right lines touch the

defcribed trajectory. Q. E. F.

Case 3 • About the focus S (PL 7. Fig. <S.) k

is required to defcribe a trajectory, which (hall touch

a right line TR in a given point R. Ontheright line

TR let fall the perpendicular S 7*, which produce to

Fy fothat TP may be equal to ST, join PR, and

cut the right line PS indefinitely produced in AT and

ky fo that FK may be to S

K

y and Pl^ to Sk^*
the principal axe of the ellipfis to be defcribed, to

the diftance of its foci ; and on the diameter Kk
fcribing
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fcribing a circle, cut the right line VR produced

in Ht then with the foci S, H, and principal axe

equal to V H> defcribe a trajectory. I fay the thing

is done. For VH is to SH as VK to SK, and

therefore as the principal axe of the trajectory which
was to be defcribed to the di fiance of its foci, (as ap-

pears from what we have dem on ft rated in Cafe 2.)

and therefore the defcribed trajectory is of the fame

fpecies with that which was to be defcribed ; but that

the right line TR, by which the angle VR S is bi-

sected, touches the trajectory in the point R, is cer-

tain from the properties of the conic fe&ions. O. £. F.

Case 4. About the focus S ( PL 7. 7.)
it is required to defcribe a trajectory A P B that fhall

touch a right line TR, and pafs thro' any given point

P without the tangenr, and fhall be fimilar to the

figure a j) b y
defcribed with the principal axe a and

foci /, b. On the tangent TR let fall the perpendU

cular S T; which produce to V* fo that TP may be

equal to ST. And making the angles hsq, s b q equal

to the angles FSPySPP ; about <j as a centre»and with

an interval which (hall be to *b as S P to VS de-

fcribe a circle cutting the figure ap If in p: join sp, and

draw SHy fuch that it may be to sbf as SP is to

spy and may make the angle P SH equal to the an-

gle p s hf and the angle VSH equal to the angle

p ;y. Then with the foci S, H, and principal axe AB
equal to the diftance VH* defcribe a conic fection.

I (ay the thing is done. For if $v is drawn fo that ic

(hall be to ; p as s b is to s ^ and (hall make the an-

gle vsp equal to the angle hsq, and the angle vsh e-

qual to the angle pity the triangles svb, spq, will

be fimilar, and therefore vh will be to p 7, as s h is

to if, that is, (becaufe of the fimilar triangles VSP%

hs q) as VS is to SP or as 4 * to / j. Wherefore

Ha vb
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v h and 4 y are equal. But becaufe of the Hmilar tri-

angles V S H, v sh, VH is to S H as -u b to s b i

that is, the axe of the conic feftion now defcribed is

to the diftance of its foci, as the axe *b to the di-
ftance of the foci st h ; and therefore the figure now
defcribed is fimilar to the figure ap b. But, becaufe
the mangle P S H is fimilar to the triangle p s h y thrs
figure pafles through the point P ; and becaufe rH is

equal to its axis, and f S is perpendicularly bifetfed
by the right line TR, the faid figure touches the
right line T R. QE.F.

Lemma XVI.
From three given points to draw to a /I urth

Joint that is not given three right lines
whofe differencesfiall be either given or
none at all.

,r>?o
A
i
E u

*T
et 8"ven P™" be A> & GU Lis. Fig. i.) andZ the fourth point which we are to

find
; becaufe of the given difference of the lines AZ%

B Zy the locus of the point Z will be an hyperbola,
whofe foci are A and Bt and whofe principal axe is

the given difference. Let that axe be MN. TakingPM to MA> as MN is to ABt erec* PR
perpendicular to AB, and let fall ZR perpendicu-
lar to PR; then, from the nature of the hyper-
bola, ZR will be to AZ as MN is to AB.
And by the like argument, the locus of the point Z
will be another hyperbola, whofe foci are A> C, and
whofe principal axe is the difference between AZind
CZizndOSz perpendicular onACmay be drawn,
to which ( Q^S) if from any pointZ of this hyper-

1
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bola a perpendicular ZS is let fall, this (ZS) (hall

be to ^4Z as the difference between AZznd CZ
is to yfC. Wherefore the ratio's of ZR and ZS
to j4Z zxt given, and confequenrly the ratio of Z R
to Z S one to the other ; and therefore if. the right

lines R P, S meet in 7", and TZ and 7*^* are

drawn, the figure TRZS will be given in fpecie,

and the right line 7"Z, in which the pomr 2Tis fome-

where placed, will be given in poilrion. There
will be given alfo the right line TA 9 and the

angle ^4TZ ; and becaufe the ratio's of A Z and

TZ to ZS are given, thtir ratio to each other is

given alfo ; and thence will be given Iikewife the tri-

angle ylTZ whofe vertex is the point Z. Q. E. /,

Case 2* If two of the three lines, for exam-
pie A Z and B Z> are equal, draw the right line

TZ fo as to bifed the right line AB; then find

the triangle ATZ as above. Q. E. I.

C a s £ 3. If all the three are equal, the point Z
will be placed in the centre of a circle that paflfes thro*

the points A, B, C. O. E. I.

This problematic lemma is Iikewife folved in Apt-
lommss Book of Taaions reftored by VttU.

Proposition XXI. Problem XIII.

About a given focus to deferHe a trajecto-

ry, that (ball pafs through given points

and touch right lines given by pfition.

Let the focus S% (PL 8. F$g. i.) the point P, and

the tangent TR be given, and fuppofe that the other

focus hi is to be found* On the tangent let fall the per-

S% which produce to Y, fb that T T
H 5

may
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may be equal to ST, and XH will be equal to the

principal axe. Join S P, HP, and S P will be the

difference berween HP and the principal axe. After

this manner if more tangents TR are given, or more

points P, we (hall always determine as many lines

THov PH, drawn from the (aid points T or P, to

the focus H, which either (hall be equal to the axes,

or differ from the axes by given lengths SP; and

therefore which (hall either be equal among them-

felves, or (hall have given differences ; from whence

(by the preceding lemma) that other focus H is given.

But having the foci and Ac length of the axe (which

is either TH; or, if the trajectory be an ellipfis, PH
-| SP, or PH— S P if it be an hyperbola; the tra-

jectory is given. £>. £. /.

Scholium.

When the trajectory is an hyperbola, I do not

comprehend its conjugate hyperbola under the name

of this trajectory. For a body going on with a con-

tinued motion can never pafs out of one hyperbola in-

to its conjugate hyperbola.

The cafe when three points are given is more rea-

dily folved thus. Let B, C, D (PL 8. Fk. 3.) be

the given points. Join B Cf CD, and produce them

to E, F; fo as E B may be to E C, as S B to SC-,

and EC to FD, as SC to SD. On E F drawn

and produced let fall the perpendiculars SG,BH,
and in GS produced indefinitely take GA to AS,
and G a to a S, as HB is to^ S; then A will be

the vertex, and A j the principal axe of the trajecto-

ry : Which, according as G A is greater than, equal

to, or lefs than A S, will be either an ellipfis, a pirar
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bola or an hyperbola ; the point a in the firft cafe fall-

ing on the fame fide of the line G F as the point A\
in the fecond, going off to an infinite diilance ; in

the third, falling on the other fide of the line G F.

For if on G F, the perpendiculars C /, D K are let

fall, / C will be to HB as E C to EB ; that is, as

S C to SB; and by permutation IC to SC as H B
to S B, or as G A co S A. And, by the like argu-

ment, we may prove that KD is to SD in the fame

ratio. Wherefore the points 5, C, D lie in a conic

fe&ion defcribed about the focus 5, in fuch manner

that all the right lines drawn from the focus S to the

feveral points of the fe&ion, and the perpendiculars

let fall from the fame points on the right line GF are

in that given ratio.

That excellent geometer M. De la Hire has folved

this problem much after the (anas way in his conies,

prop. 2 j. lib. g#

H 4 ?HCTIO„
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Section V.

How the orbits are to be found when
\

neither focus is given.

Lemma XVII.

If/rem arty point P ofa given conic fefti-

on, to tne four producedfides A B, CD,
AC, D B of any trapezium A B D C
inferibed in that JeBion, as many right

lines P Q, PR, PS, P T are drawn in

given angles, eaih line to each fide ; the

reBangle P Qx P R of thofe on the op-

pofite fides A B, CD, will be to the

retfanrfc PSxPT of thofe on the 0-

ther tu}o oppofite fides AC, B D, in a

given ratio.

Case 1, Let us fuppofe firft that the lines

drawn to one pair of oppofite fides are parallel to ei-

ther of the other fides; as P Q and PR (PL 8. Fig.4)

to the fide A C, and P S and P T to the fide A B.

And farther, that one pair of the oppofite fides, as

AC and B D, are parallel betwixt themfclves; then

the
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the right line which bife&s thofe parallel fides will be

one qf the diameters of the conic fe&ion, and will

likewife bife& RQ. Let O be the point in which
R is bifected, and P O will be an ordinate to that

diameter. Produce P 0 toK, fo that OK may be

equal to P O, and O K will be an ordinate on the

other fide of that diameter. Since thetefore the

points A, B, P9 and K are placed in the conic

fedion, and P K cuts A B in a given angle, the red-

angle P Q K (by prop. 17. i^n. & 23. book 3.

of Apollomws conies) will be to the redanglc AQB
in a given ratio. But O^K and P R are equal, as

being the differences of the equal lines O K> O P9

and 0 OR; whence the redangks PQK and

PQxPR are equal ; and therefore theTedangle

PQxTR is to the redangle A OB, that is, to the

redangle PS x P T in a given ratio. Q. E. D.

Case 2. Let us next fuppofethat the oppofite

fidesAC and B D ( PL 8. Fig. 5. ) of the trapezium,

are not parallel . Draw B d parallel to AC and meet-

ing as well the right line ST in r, as the conic fedi-

on in d. Join C d cutting PQjn r, and draw DM
parallel to P cutting Cd in M and AB in Nl
Then (becaufe of the fimilar triangles B Tt> DB N,)

B t or P^is to Tt as DN to N B. And fo Rr
is to AQ^ox PS as DM to AN. Wherefore,

by multiplying the antecedents by the antecedents and

the confequents by the confequents, as the redangle

P Q^x Rr is to the redangle PSx Tt, fo will the

redangleNDM be to the redangle ANB, and (by

cafe 1.) fo is the rectangle P{? x P r to the redangle

PSxPh and by divifion, fo is the redangle PQxPR
to the redangle PSxTT. Q.£.D.
Cash }. Let us fuppofe laftly the four lines

f Q> P R> P S, PT (PL 8. Fig* 6.) not to be paral-

lel
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fcl tothcGdes ACy AB, but any way inclined to

them. In their place draw Pq, P r paiallel to AC;
and P s> Pt parallel to AV> \ and becaufe the angles

of the triangles PQ^f% P Rr, PSs> PTt aregiven,

the ratio's of P to P ^ PR to Pr, PS toPhPT
to P t will be alfo given ; and therefore the compound-

ed ration P Q* PR to PqxPr, and PSxPT
to Ps x Pt are given. But from what we have

demonftrated before, the ratio of PqxPr xoPsx

P t is given ; and therefore alfo the ratio of P Qj*
f R to PS xPt. Q.E.D.

Lemma XVIII.

Thefame things fufpofed, if the reftangle

PQ^xP R ofthe lines drawn to the two
opfojite fides of the trapezium is to tie

reHangle PS xPT of thofe drawn to

the other two fides, in a given ratio
\

the point P, from whence thofe lines are

drawn, will be placed in a conicfeftion

defcriled about the trapezium. (Fl S.

Fig. JJ

Conceive a conic feftion to be defcribed palling

through the pointsAB>QD, and any one of the in6-

nite number of points jP, as for example p ; I fav the

point P will be always placed in this fe&ion. If you

deny the thing, join AP cutting this conic fedion

fomewhere elfe if poffible than in Py as in b. There-

fore if from thofe points p and b, in the given angles

to the fides of the trapezium* we draw the right

incspq,pr,psypt, and bk>bn% bf, bd, we (hall have
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as hit x bn tobfx bd, fo (by Lem. 17.J pqxpr to

ft x pt ; and fo (by fuppofition; PQjct RtoPSx
PT. And becaufe of the fimilar trapezia bk.Af,
P CIASyXibk to bfy fo P£ to P S. Wherefore by
dividing the terms ofthe preceding proportion by the

correfpondent terms of this, we Hull have bniobd &
P R to P 71 And therefore the equiangular trapezia

Dn bd, D R PT are fimilar, and confequently their

diagonals Dby DP do coincide. Wherefore b fails

in the interfedion of the right lines AP, D Py and con-
fequently coincides with the point P. And therefore

the point P where- ever it is taken, falls to be in the af~

figned conic fedion. Q. E. D,
C o r. Hence if three right lines PQ, PRy PS9 ir9

drawn from a common point p to as many other right

\ines given in pofition AB t CD, AC, each to each,

in as many angles refpedively given, and the rectan-

gle PQx P R under any two of the lines drawn be to

the fquare PS X of the third in a given ratio : The
point />, from which the right lines are drawn, will be

placed in a conic fedion that touches the lines AB9

CD in and C; and the contrary. For the pofiti-

on of the three right lines AB, CD, AC remaining

thefime, let the line BD approach to and coincide

with the line AC; then let the line PT come likewife

to coincide with the line PS; and the rectangle PS*
P 7^ will become PS*, and the right lines ABy CD*
which before did cut the curve in the points A and
By Q and D, can no longer cut, but only touch, the

curve in thofe co-inciding points.

$CH<h
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I

Scholium.

In this lemma, the name of tonic feclion is to be

underftood in a large fenfe, comprehending as well the

reclilinear feclion thro' the vertex of the cone, as the

circular one parallel to the bafe. For if the point p
happens to be in a right line, by which the pointsA
and D or C and B are joined, the conic feel ion will be

changed into two right lincs,one ofwhich is that right

line upon which the point p falls, and the other is a

right line that joins other two of the four points. If

the two oppofue angles of the trapezium taken toge-

ther are equal to two right angles, and if the four lines

PQ> PR y PS, PTuc drawn to the fides thereof at

right angles, or any other equal angles, and the reel-

angle P Qx P R under two of the lines drawn PQ
and PRy is equal to the re&angle PSx Plunder
the other two PS and PT, the conic feclion will be-

come a circle. And r he fame thing will happen, if the

four lines are drawn in any angles, and the reel-

angle PQjx PR under one pair of the lines drawn,

is to the reclangle PSxPT under the other pairi

as the reclangle under the fines of the angles

Sy Tj in which the two laft lines PS, PT are

drawn, to the reclangle under the fines of the

angles QyR, in which the two firfl PQ, PR are

drawn. In all other cafes the locus of the point P
will be one of the three figures, which pafs common-
ly by the name of the conic feclions. But in room

of the trapezium ABCDy we may fubflitutea qua-

drilateral figure whofe two oppofite fides crofs one an-

other like diagonals. And one or two of the four

points A By Cy D may be fuppofed to be removed
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to an infinite diftance, by which means the fides of
the figure which converge to thofe points, wiJl be-

come parallel : And in this cafe the conic lection will

pals through the other points, and will go the fame
way as the parallels in infinitum.

Lemma XIX.

To find a point P (PI. 8. Fig. 8J from which
iffour right lines PQ, PR, PS, P T are
drawn to as many other right lines A B,
CD, AC, BD given by pofttion, each
to each, atgiven angles, the reftangle

PQ*PR, under any two of the lines

drawn, fljall be to the red angle P S * P T,
under the other two, in a given ratio.

Suppofe the lines AB, CD, to which the two
right lines PQ, PR, containing one of the re&angles,

are drawn to meet two other lines, given by pofiti-

on, in the points A, B, C, D. From one of thofe

as A, draw any right line AH, in which you would
find the point P. Let this cut theoppofite lines B D,CD,
in H, and /; and, becaufe all the angles of the figure

are given, the ratio of PQ^ to PA and PA to PS,
and therefore of PQ^to PS will be alfo given. Sub-
ducting this ratio from the given ratio of PQx PR
to PSx PT, the ratio of PR to PT will be given

;

and adding the given ratio's of PI 10 PR, and PT to

P H» the ratio of PItoPH, and therefore r,he point

P will be given. £>. E. I.

Cor. 1. Hence alfo a tangent may be drawn to

any point D of the locus of all the points P. For

the
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the chord where the points P and Dmeet, that

is, where is d»awn thro* the point D, becomes a

tangent. In which cafe the ultimate ratio of the eva-

nefcent lines IP and P H will be found as above.

Therefore draw CF parallel to AD> meeting BD in

F, and cut it in E in the fame ultimate ratio, then

DE will be the tangent; becaufe CF, and the evane-

fcent IH are parallel, and fimilarly cut in E and P.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo the locus of all the points P
may be determined. Through any of the points A> B,

Ct D, as A, ( [L o. Ftg. i.) draw A E touching the

locus, and through any other point B parallel to the

find the point F by this lemma. Bifed BF in G,

and drawing the indefinite line AG, this will be the

pofitionof the diameter to which BG, and FG are

ordinates. Let this AG meet the locus in //, 2ndAH
wiH be its diameter or latus tranfverfum, to which the

latus redum will be as BG 1
toAGxG H. If AG

no where meets the locus, the line AH being infinite

the locus will be a parabola ; and its latus rectum cor-

it does meet it any where, the locus will be an hyper-

bola, when the points-^ and H are placed on the fame

tide the point G ; and an ellipfis, if the point G fills

between the points Amd N; unlcfs perhaps the an-

gle A G B is a right angle, and at the fame time BG 1

equal to the rectangle AGH, in which cafe the locus

will be a circle.

And fo we,have given in this corollary a folution of

that famous problem of the ancients concerning four

lines, begun by Euclid* and carried on by Ajpotiomusi

and this not an analytical calculus, but a geometrical

compofmon, fuch as the ancients required.

tangent, draw BF meeting

Lemma
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1

Lemma XX.

If the tisoo cppofite angular pints A and P
(PI. 9. Fig. 2.) of'any parallelogram ASPQ^
touch any conic feiriion in the points A
and P ; and the fides A AS of one

of thofe angles, indefinitely produced,

meet the fame conic feiiion in B and C;
andfrom the points of concourfe B and
C to any fifth point D ofthe conicfetfi-

on, two right lines BD, CD are drawn
meeting the two other fides PS, PQ,
ofthe parallelogram, indefinitely produ-
ced, in T and R ; the parts PR and
P T, cut offfrom the fides, will always
be one to the other in agiven ratio. And
vice verfa, if thofe parts cut off are one
to the other in a given ratio, the locus

of the point D will be a conic feHion,

feffing through the fourpoints A,B,C,P.

Case i. Join B P, CPt and from the pointD
draw the two right lines DG, DE> of which the

firft D G (hall be parallel to AB, and meet PB, PQ,
CA in Hy /, G ; and the other D E fliall be paral-

lel to ^C, and meet P C, PS, AB, in F,K9 E; and
(by Lcm. 17J the redangle DEx D F will be to
the rectangle DGxDH> in a given ratio. But
P is to D E (or /^) as PB to HB, and con-

ftquently as PT to DH » and by permutation, P£
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is to PT, as t)E to t)H. Likewife PR is to DF as RC
to D C, and therefore as (I Got) 1 S to DC; and,

by permutation, PR is to P S 35 DF to DG; and,

by compounding thofe ratio's, the rectangle P
P R will be to the re&angle PSxPT as the reSan-

gle DE x D F is to the rectangle D G xD H, and

conlequently in a given ratio. But f^Jand PS are

given, and therefore the ratio of P R to P T is gi-

ven. £. D.
Case 2. But if P R and P T ire fuppofed to

be in a given ratio one to the other, then by going

back again by a like reafoning, it will follow that the

reftangle D E x D F is to the redangle DGxDHva.
a given ratio; andfo the point D (bylem. 18.)

will lie in a conic fedtion palling thro' the points -4
B, C, Py as its locus. Q.E,D.
Cor. 1. Hence ifwe draw B C cutting p Q in

r, and in PT take P t to Pr in the fame ratio which

P T has to PR: Then B t will touch the conic

fe&ion in the point B. For fuppofe the point D
to coalefce with the point B, fo that the chord BD
vanifhing, B T flull become a tangent, and CD
and £7* will coincide with CB and Bt.
Cor. 2. And vice verfa, if Bt is a tangent, and

the lines B D, C D meet in any point D of a conic

fe&ion ; P R will be to PTzsPr to Pt. And on

the contrary, if PR is to PTisPr to Ft, then

BD, and CD will meet in fome pointD of a conic

fedion.

Cor. 5. One conic fedion cannot cut another co-

nic fection in n ore than four points. For, ifitispof-

fible, let two conic fe&ions pafs thro' the five points

u4,B,C, P,0; and let the right line BD cut them

in the points D,d, and the right line Cd cut the right

UneP^inf. ThereforePR is to PT& Pa toPf'

Whence

Google
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Whence PR and Pq are equal one to the other, a-

gainft the fuppofition.

Lemma XXI.

If tivo moveable and indefinite right lines

B M, CM drawn through given
f
oints

B, <J, as poles, do by theirpoint of con-

courfe M defcribe a third right line

M N given by foftion ; and other two
indefinite right lines BD,CD are drawn,
making with the former fjjo at thofe

given joints B, C, given angles, M B D,
MCD: Ifay that thofe two right lines

BD, C D will by their toint of concourfe
D defcribe a conic fetiton Pajf'ng through

the points B, C. oAnd vice verfa, ifthe

right lines B D, C D do by their point of
concourfe D defcribe a conic fetiion

faffing through the given points B, C, A,
and the angle D BM is always equal to

the given angle ABC, as well as the

angle DC Ad alwa\s equal to the given

angle ACB: the pint M will lie in

a right line given ly fojitiou, as its

locus. PI. 9. Fig. 3.

For in the right line MN let a point N be

given, and when the moveable point At falls on the

immoveable point Nt let the moveable point D fall

on an immoveable point P. Join CN, BN, CP*

I B P»
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Br, and from the point P draw the right lines

PT, PR meeting BD, CD in 7~ and A, and making
the angle B PT equal to the given angle tiNAU
and the angle CPR equal to the given angle CNM
Wherefore fince (by fuppofition) the angles MBD,
NBP are equal, as alfo the angles MCD, NCP;
take away the angles NB D and NCD that are

common, and there will remain the angles NBM
and PBT> NCM and PCR equal; and therefore

the triangles NB M, PBTart fimilar, as alfo the tri-

angles NCM, PCR. Wherefore PT is to NM,
as PB to NB; and PR to NM% as PC to NC
But the points B,C9N,Pan immoveable: Wherefore

P7*and PR have a given ratio to NM* and coa-

fequcntly a given ratio between themfelves ; and

therefore, (by 1cm. 20.) the point D wherein tiie

moveable right lines BT and CR perpetually con-

cur, will be placed in a conic fe&ion paffing through

the points B>C,P. (J.E. P.

And vice verfa, ifthe moveable point D {PL p. Ff>

4.) lies in a conic fection paffing through the given

points B,C A\ and the angle DBM is always equil

to the given angle AB C, and the angle DCM always

equal to the given angle ACB, and when the point

V falls fucceffivcly on any two immoveable points

py Pi of the conic fection, the moveable point M
falls fuccetlively on two immoveable points », Ni

through thefe points w,M draw the right line %N%

this line nN will be the perpetual locus of that

moveable point M. For it poffible, let the point

M be placed in any curve line. Therefore the

point D will be placed in a conic fection pafling

through the five points B, C, A. p, P> when the

point M is perpetually placed in a curve line. But

from what was demonflrated before, the point D
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will be alfo placed in a conic feftion, pafling

through the lame five points B, C, A\ py P, when

the point M is perpetually placed in a right line.

Wherefore the two conic fe&ions will both pafs

through the fame five points, againft corol. j. lem.

20. It is therefore abfurd to fuppofe that the point

M is placed in a curve line. Q. E. D.

Proposition XXII. Problem XIV.

To defcribe a trajeciory that fiall fafs

through five given joints. PI. 9 Fig. 5.

Let the five given points be A, B, C, P, D. From

any one of them as A, to any other two as 3, C$

which may be called the poles, draw the right lines

AB, AO, and parallel to thofe rhe lines TPS, PR^
through the fourth point P. Then from the two poles

fi,C, draw through the fifth point D two indefinite

lines BDT, CRD, meeting with the lafl drawn

lines TPS, PRQ^ (the former with the former, and

the latter with the latter) in 7"and R* Then draw*

ing the right line tr paullel to TR% cutting off from

the right lines PTX PR, any figments Pf, lr9

proportional to PT% PR \ and if through their ex-

tremities /, r, and the poles B, C, the right lines

Br, Cr are dnurn, meeting in d, that point d will

be placed in the trajectory required. For (by lem.

io.) that point d is placed in a conic fefiion paffing

through the four points A, B*C,P; and the lines

Rr> Tt vanifhing, the point d comes to coincide

w"h fhe point D. Wherefore the conic feftion pafTes

ttaagh the five points A B, C, P, D* Q. E. P.

I 1 Th
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T£e /tfw? oSherwtfe. Pi. 9. Fig. 6.

Of the given points join any three as A.ByC; and

about two of them By C, as poles, making the angles

jiB& ACB of a given magnitude to revolve, apply

the legs BA, CAt firft to the point D, then to the

point P, and mark the points My N, in which the o-

ther legs B L, CL interfeft each the other in both

cafes. Draw the indefinite right line MN* and let

thofe moveable angles revolve about their poles B> C,

in fuch manner that the interfe&ion, which is now
fuppofed to be m, of the legs BL» CL, or BAf,CM,
may always fall in that indefinite right line MN;
and the interfection which is now fuppofed to be

dy of the legs BAyCA, or B Dy CD, willdefcribe

the trajectory required PAD dh. For, (by lem. %t.)

the point d will be placed in a conic fediion pafling

through the points By C i and when the point m
comes to coincide with the points Ly My N, the

point d will (by conftrudion) come to coincide with

the points A, D, P. Wherefore a conic feftion will

be delcribed that fliall pafs through the five points

AyByCyPyD. Q. E. F.

Cor. i. Hence a right line may be readily

drawn which mail be a tangent to the traje&ory in a-

r>y given point />. Let the point d come to coincide

with the point B, and the right line Bd will become

the tangent required.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo may be found the cen-

tres, diameters, and larcra refta of the trajectories, as

in cor. 2. lem. 19.

Scho-
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Schol 1 y m.

The former of thefe conftru&ions (Fig. 5.) will be-

come fomething more fimple by joining B P, and in

that line, produced if need be, taking Bp to BP as

PR is to PT; and through p drawing the indefi-

nite right line^f parallel to SPT; and in that line

pe taking always pe equal to Pr; and drawing the

right lines B e, Cr to meet in d. For fince P r to

Pr, PR to PT, pB to PB, pe to Pt, are all in

the fame ratio, pe and Pr will be always equal.

After this manner the points of the trajectory are

mod readily found, unlefs you would rather de-

fcribe the curve mechanically as in the fecond con*

ftru&ion.

Proposition XXIII. Problem XV.

To iefcrile a trajeflory that flail fafs

through four (riven foints, and touch a

right line given ly fojition. Pi. 10. Fig. 1.

Case i. Suppofe that HB is the given tangent,

B the point of contact, and C, D, P, the three o-

ther given points. Join BC, and drawing PS pa-

rallel to B H$ and P parallel to BQ compleat the

parallelogram BSPQ* Draw BD cutting SP in

T, and CD cutting PO^ in R. Laftly, drawing a-

ny line tr parallel to TR, cutting off from PQ, PS,

the fegments Pr, Pt proportional to PR, PT re-

spectively; and drawing Cr,Bt, their point of con-

courfe d will (by lem. 20.) alv/ays fall on the trajec-

tory to be defcribed.

I 5 fix
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The fameotber&jfe. Pi. 10. Fig. 2.

Let the angle CBH of a given magnitude revolve
about the pole /?, as alfo the rectilinear radius DC
both ways produced, about the pole C, Mark the
points Mi N, on which the leg E C of the angle cuts

that radius when BH the other leg thereof meets the

fame radius in rhe points P and D. Then drawing
the indefinite line MN, let that radius CP or CD
and the leg B C of the angle perpetually meet in this

line; and the point of concourfe of the other leg

BH with the radius will delineate the trajectory

required.

For if in the conftructions of the preceding pro-

blem the point A comes to a coincidence with the

point B the lines CA and CB will coincide, and the

line ABy in its laft fituarion, will become the tan-

gent BHy and therefore the conductions there fet

down will become the fame with the conitructions

here defcribed. Wherefore the concourfe of the leg

B H with the radius will defcribe a conic fe&ion

parting through the points C, D, P, and touching1

the line BH in rhe point B, £h E. F.

Case 1. Suppofe the four points P9 C,D,P, (PL to.

T'g. $.) given, being firuated without the tangent Hh
Join each two by the lines BD, CP, meeting in G,

and cutting the rangent in H and /. Cut the tan-

gent in A in fuch manner that HA may be to

/A* as the rectangle under a mean proportional be-

tween CG and Gp t and a mean proportional between
BH and //*/), is to a rectangle under a mean pro-

portional between GD and GB, and a mean pro-

portional between PI and IC; and A will be the

point of contact. For ifHX% a parallel tp the right
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line ?Iy cuts the trajectory in any points JTand 7;

the point A (by the properties of the conic fe&ions)

will come to be fo placed, that HA X
will become

to AI X in a ratio that is compounded out of the

ratio of the reftangle XHT to the rectangle BHD,
or of the re&angle CGP to the rectangle DGBi
and the ratio of the re&angle BHD to the re&angle

TIC. But after the point of contact A is found,

the trajectory will be defcribed as in the firft cafe*

(J.
E. F. But the point A may be taken either

between or without the points H and /; upon
which account a twofold trajectory may be de*

Proposition XXIV. Problem XVI.

To deferibe a trajectory that flail pap
through threegiven points^ and touch two
right lines given hy portion. PL 1 o. Fig- 4,

Suppofe Ht% KL to be the given tangents, and
B| C, /), the given point?. Through any two of
thofe points as B9 Z>, draw the indefinite right line

BD meeting the tangents in the points H, K. Then
likewife through any other two of thefe points as

C, D, draw the indefinite right line CD y meeting

the tangents in the points /, L. Cut the lines drawn
in R and S, fo that MR may be to KR, as the

mean proportional between BH and HD is to the

mean proportional between BK and KD ; and IS
to LS, as the mean proportional between CI and
ID is to the mean proportional between CL andA But you may cut, at plcafure, either within

I 4 os
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or between the points K and H, /and L, or without

them; then draw RS cutting the tangents in A and

Fy and A and P will be the points of contact. For

if A and P are fuppofed to be the points of contact,

fituated any where elfe in the tangents, and through

any of the points H% /, A', L, as /, fituattd in either

tangent///, a right line IT is drawn, parallel to the

otlur tangent ATL, and meeting the curve in X and

T, and in that right line there be taken IZ e-

qual to a mean proportional between /X and IT; the

rectangle XIT or /Z 1
, will (by the properties of

the conic fe&iom) be to LP 1
, as the rectangle

CIJ) is to the rectangle CLD, that is (by thecon-

ftruction) as SI 1
is to S L r

, and therefore IZ is

to L P, as S I to S L. W hcrefore the points S, P, Z,

are in one right line. Moreover, fince the tangents

meet in G\ the rectangle XIT or IZ 1 wiH

(by the properties of the conic feet ions) be to

IA l isGi* is to GA % and confequently IZ
will be to /^/, as G P to Gvtf. Wherefore the

points P, Z, Af lie in one right line, and therefore

the points S> P, and -^are in one right line. And

the fame argument will prove that the points R, Pt

and A arc in one light line. Wherefore the points of

contact A and P lie in the right line RS. But after

thefe points are found the trajectory may be de-

scribed as in the fit ft cafe of the preceding problem.

Q. E. F.

^In this propofitioii, and cafe i. of the foregoing,

the conft ructions are the fame, whether the right line

-IT cut the trajectory in Xznd Ty or not; neither do

they depend upon that fection. But the conflructi-

ons being demenfhated where that right line dees cut

the trajectory, the conductions, where it does nor,

arc
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are alfb known ; and therefore, for brevity's fake, I
omic any farther demonftration of them.

Lemma XXII.

To transform figures into other figures of
the fame kind. PL 10. Fig. 5.

Suppofe that any figure HGI is to be transform-

ed. Draw, at pleafure, two parallel lines A09 BL,
cutting any third line AB given by pofition, in A
and B, and from any point G of the figure, draw
out any right line GD, parallel to OA, till it meet

the right line AB. Then from any given point

O in the line OA, draw to the point D the right

line OD, meeting BL in d, and from the point

of concourfe raife the right line dg containing any

given angle with the right line BL, and having fuch

ratio to Od, as DG has to OD; andg will be the

point in the new figure hgi, correfponding to the

point G. And in like manner the feveral points of
the firft figure will give as many correfpondent

points of the new figure. If we therefore conceive

the point G to be carried along by a continual moti-

on through all the points of the firft figure, the point

g will be likewife carried along by a continual mo-
tion through all the points of the new figure, and

defcribe the fame. For diftin&ion's fake, let us call

DG the firft ordinate, dg the new ordinate, AD
the firft abfcifTa. ad the new abfcuTa; O the pole,

OD the abfcinding radius, OA the firft ordi-

nate radius, and On (by which the parallelo-

gram
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gram OAB* is completed) the new ordinate

radius.

I fay, then, that if the point G is placed in a right

line given by oofition, the point g will be alio

placed in a right line given by pofition. If the

point G is placed in a conic fection, the point g
will be likewife placed in a conic feet ion. And
here I underftand the circle as one of the conic fec-

tions. But farther, if the point G is placed in a line

of the third analytical order, the point g will alfo be

placed in a line of the third order, and fo on in cur-

ve lines of higher orders. The two lines in which

the points G,g> are placed, will be always of the fame

analytical order. For as ad is to OA* foare*^ to

OA dg to DG> and AB to AD; and therefore

OA*AH,
AD is equal to — and DG equal to

*~J^
* Now if the point G is placed in a right %

line, and therefore, in any equation by which the

relation between the abfciflfa AD and the ordinate

DG is exprefied, thofe indetermined lines AD and

DG rife no higher than to one dimenfion, by wri-

ting this equation *

^
in place of ADy and

0ji
*fi in place of DG, a new equation win be
ad

produced, in which the new abfeuTa ad and new
ordinate dg rife only to one dimenfion; and which

therefore muft denote a right line. But ifAD and

DG (or either ofthemJ had rifen to two dimenfions

in the fir ft equation, ad and dg would likewife have

rifen to two dimenfions in the fecond equation. And

fo on in three or more dimenfions. The indeter-

mined
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mined lines ad, dg in the fecond equation, and

AD, DG, in the fir ft will always rife to the

fame number of dimenfions; and therefore the lines

in which the points G, g, are placed are of the fame

analytical order.

I fay farther, that if any right line touches the

curve line in the firft figure, the fame right lino

transferred the fame way with the curve into the

new figure, will touch that curve line in the new
figure, and vice verfi. For if any two points ofthe

curve in the firft figure are fuppofed to approach one
the other till they come to coincide; the fame points

transferred will approach one the other till they come
to coincide in the new figure ; and therefore the right

lines with which thole points are joined will be-

come together tangents of the curves in both figures,

I might have given demonftrations of thefe aflertions

in a more geometrical form ; but I ftudy to be

brief.

Wherefore if one rectilinear figure is to be

transformed into another we need only transfer the

interfe&ions of the right lines of which the firft figure

confifts, and through the transferred interfedions to

draw right lines in the new figure. But if a curvili-

near figure is to be transformed we muft transfer the

points, the tangents, and other right lines, by means

of which the curve line is defined. This lemma is

of ufe in the folution oPthe more difficult problems.

For thereby we may transform the propofed figures

if they are intricate into others that are more Am-
ple, Thus any right lines converging to a point

are transformed into parallels ; by taking for the firft

ordinate radius any right Hne that pafles through

the point ofconcourfeof the converging lines, and that,

becaufe their point of concourfe is by this means made
ta
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to go off in infinitum, and parallel lines are fuch v
tend to a point infinitely remote. And after the

problem is folvcd in the new figure, ifby the inverfe

opt rations \vc transform the new into the firfl 6gure,

we mall Kive the lolution required.

This lemma is alfo of ufe in the folution of folid

problems. Tor as often as two conic fefrions oc-

cur by the inrerfec~tion of which a problem may be

folved ; any one of them may be transformed iF it is

an hyperbola or a paiabola, into an ellipfis, and

then this ellipfis may be eafily changed into a cir-

cle. So alio a right line and a conic fe&ion in the

conftmclion of plane problems, may be transformed

into a riehc line and a circle.

Proposition XXV. Problem XVII.

To defcribe a tra)etiory that Jhall fafs

throu J) two&ven points, and touch three

right lines vat by [ oftion. Pi. i o. Fig. 6.

Through the concourfe of any two of the tangents

one with the other, and the concourfe of the third

tangent with the right line which pafTes through the

two i^ivcn points, draw an indefinite right line; and

taking this line for the firft dVdinate radius transform

the figure by the preceding lemma into a new fi-

gure. In this figure thofe two tangents will become

parallel to each other, and the third tangent will be

parallel to the right line that paffes through the two

given points. Suppofe hi, to be thofe two paral-

lel tangents il^ the third tang.nt, and hi a right

line parallel thereto, palling through thofe points

through

GoogI
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through which the conic fection ought to pafs in this

new figure; and compleating the parallelogram bi^J,'

let the right lines hi, $k t kj be fo cut in c, d» c,

that he mav be to the fquare root of the rectangle

abb, ic to id, and ke to kji, as the fum of the

right lines hi and kj is to the fum of the three

lines* the firft whereof is the right line $k* and the

other two are the fquare roots of the rectangles abb
and a /if, and c, d,e, will be the points of con-

tact. For by the properties of the conic fecti-

ons he 1
to the rectangle ahb, and ic* to id\

and k.e* to kd z
» and el 1

to the rectangle alb,

are all in the fame ratio ; and therefore he to

the fquare root of ahb, ic to id, ke to kd,

and el to the fquare root of alb, are in the

fubduplicate of that ratio; and by compofition

in the given ratio of the fum of all the antece-

dents hi
\ kji to the fum of all the confequents

V ahb -
\

ik^~\ \
f alb. Wherefore from that given ra-

tio we have the points of contact c, d, e, in the

new figure. By the inverted operations of the laft

lemma, let thofe points be transferred into the firft

figure, and the trajectory will be there defcribed by
prob. 14. O* E» F. But according as the points

4, b, fall between the points b, /, or without them,

the points c, d, e, mutt be taken either between the

points ^ i, ^, /, or without them. If one of the

points a, l>, falls between the points b, /> and the

other without the points the problem isim-

poflible.
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Proposition XXVI. Problem. XVIII.

To defcrile a trajefiorj that (loaU fafs
through a given point, and touch four
right linesgiven by pfition. PL 1 1 . Fig, 1*

From the common interferons of any two of

the tangents to the common interferon of the o-

ther two draw an indefinite right line; and taking

this line for the firft ordinate radius transform the

figure (by km. 22.) into a new figure, and the

two pairs of tangents each of which before concur-

red in the firft ordinate radius will now become

parallel. Let £i and */, it and U be thofe pairs

of parallels com pleating the parallelogram bikj. And
let p be the point in this new figure correfponding to

the given point in the firft ngure. Through O the

centre of the figure draw p<j9 and Oq being equal to

Op, q will be the other point, through which the

conic fc&ion muft pafs in this new figure. Let

this point be transferred by the inverfe operation of

km. 22. into the firft figure, and there we (hall

have the two points, through which the traje&ory

is to be defcribed. But through thofe points that

traje&ory may be defcribed by prob. 17. ^ £. F.

L E M-
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Lemma XXIII.

If two right lines as AC, BD given
by fofition, and terminating in given

faints A,B, are in a given ratio one

to the otherj and the right line CD,
by which the indetermined foints C, D
are joined, is cut in K in a given

ration I fay that the point K will

be placed in a right line given by

\ofitio*. Pi. 11. Fig. 2.

•

For let the right lines A& BDmtct in E, and

in BE rake BG to AE, as BD is to Ac, and

let FD be always equal to the given line EG i

and by conftruftion, EC will be to GD, that is,

to £F, as AC to BD9 and therefore in a given

ratio; and therefore the triangle EFC will be gi-

ven in kind. Let CF be cut in L fo as CL njy
be to CF in the ratio of CK to CD ; and be-

caufe that is a given ratio, the triangle £FL will

be given in kind, and therefore the point L will

be placed in the right line EL given by pofition.

Join LK and the triangles CLK, CFD will be

imilar ; and becaufe FD is a given line, and LK
is to FD in a given ratio* LK will be alfb given.

To this let EH be raken equal, and ELKH will

be always a parallelogram. And therefore the point

K is always placed in the fide HK (given by po-

fition) of that parallelogram. E. D.

Cor.
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Cor. Becaufc the figure EFLC is given in kind,

the three right lines EF% EL and EC\ that isGD,

HK and EC will have given ratio's to each

other.

Lemma XXIV.

If three right lines, two whereof are

parallel, and given by foftion, touch

any conic feBion; I fay, that the fe-

rn tdiameter of the fetiion which is

parallel to thofe two is a mean pro-

portional between the fegments of

thofe two, that are intercepted be-

tween the points of contaff and the

third tangent. Pi. n. Fig, J.

Let AT<> GB be the two parallels touching the

conic fedion ADB in A and B; EF the third

right line touching the conic fe&ion in /, and

meeting the two former tangents in F and G> and

let CD be the femi-diameter of the figure parallel

to thofe tangents; I fay, that AF, CD, BG are

continually proportional.

For if the conjugate diameters AB, DM meet

the tangent FG in E and H, and cut one the o-

ther in C% and the parallelogram IKCL be com-

pleated; from the nature of the conic fe&ions,

EC will be to CA as CA to CL, and fo by di-

vifion, EC—CA to CA—CL or EA to AL;
and by compofition, EA to EA \

AL or EL* as

EC to £ C*-hCA or EB; and therefore (becaufc of

the
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the fimilitude of the triangles EAF, ELI, ECH%

fBG) AF is to LI as CM to B G. Likewifc
from the nature of the conk, fe&ions, LI (or CK)
is to CD as CD to CH; and therefore (ex <quo
pertttrhate) AF is to CD, as CD to EG.
Qm E. D.
Cor. i« Hence if two tangents FG, PQ meet

two parallel tangents AF, BG in F and G, P and
Q, and cut one the other in 0; AF (ex aauo
fenurban) will be to B Q, as AP toBG, and by
divifion, as FP to (70, and therefore asFO to OG.
Cor. 2. Whence aSb the two right lines PG,

FQ^ drawn through the points P ana G, Fmd P
will meet in the right line ACB pading through
the centre ofthe figure and the points of contactA,B.

Lemma XXV.

If four fides of a parallelogram indefi-
nitely produced touch any conic fctti-
on, and are cut by a fifth tangent

;

I fay, that taking thofe fegmcnts ofa-
ny two conterminous fides that termi-
nate inoppofite angles of the parallelo-
gram, either fegment is to the fide
from which it is cut off, as that part
of the other conterminous fide which is
intercepted between the point of con-
taB and the third fide, ts to the other
fegment. PI. 11. Fig. 4.
•

Let the four fides ML, IK, KL, MI of the
parallelogram ML/K touch the conic fcdion ih<

* A.B,
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A, B, Cy D j and let the fifth tangent FQ cut thofe

fides in F, Q> H and £, and taking the fegments

AiE, KQ of the fid&Mf, KI; or the fegments

KH, MF of the fides KL, ML; I fay, that
' ME is to Af/ as BK to AT£ ; and KM to AT£,

as to MF. For, by cor. 1. of the pre-

ceding lemma, ME is to EI, as {AM or) ^AT
to BQj and, by compofition, is to ML as

£AT to AC£. Q. E. D. Alfo AT// is to HL as

(BK or) AM to -^£, and by divifion AT//" to

A'L, as AM to Af£. £>. D.
Cor. 1. Hence if a parallelogram IKLM de-

fcribed about a given conic fedion is given, the

reftangle KQx ME, as alfo the rectangle KHxMF
equal thereto, will be given. For, by reafon of the

fimilar triangles KQJ/, MFE, thofe redangles arc

equal.

Cor. 2. And if a fixth tangent cq is drawn

meeting the tangents KI, MI in q and e; the

re&angle. KQx ME will be equal to the rc&angle

KqxMe, and KQ^ will be to Me, as Ktj to ME,
and by divifion as Qq to Ec.

Cor. 3. Hence alfo if Eq, cQ, are joined and

bifeded, and a right line is drawn through the points

of bifeftion, this right line will pafs through the

centre of the conic feftion. For fince Qq is to

Ec, as KQ to Me; the fame right line will pafs

through the middle of all the lines Eq, eQ, MK
(by lera. az.) and the middle point of the right line

MK is the centre of the fedion.

Pro-
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Proposition XXVII. Problem XIX.

To defcrlle a traje&ory that may touch

five right lines given by foption. Pi.

1 1 - Fig. 5.

Suppofing ABG, BCF, GCD, FDE, EA to

be the tangents given by pofition. Bifed in M
and JV, AF, B £ the diagonals of the quadri lateral

figure ABFE contained under any four of them;
and (by cor. 3. lem. 25) the right lineMN drawn
through the points of bifedion will pafs through
the centre of the trajectory. Again, bifect in P and

P the diagonals (if I may fo call them) BD, OF
of the quadrilateral figure BGDF contained un-
der any other four tangents, and the right line

drawn through the points of bifection will

pafs through the centre of the trajectory. And
therefore the centre will be given in the concourfe

of the bife&ing lines. Suppofe it to be 0. Parallel

to any tangent B C draw KL, at fuch diftance that

the centre O may be placed in the middle be-

tween the parallels ; this KL will touch the tra-

jectory to be defcribed. Let this cut any other

two tangents GCD, FDE, in£and*T. Through
the points C and K, F and L, where the tangents

not parallel CL, FK meet the parallel tangents

CF, KL, draw CK, FL meeting in R; and the

right line OR drawn and produced, will cut the

parallel tangents CF, KL\ in the points of con-

tad. This appears from cor. 3. lem. 24. And
by the fame method the other points of conta&

may be found, and then the trajectory may be de-

fcribed by prob. 14. Q. E. F.

K 1 Scho-
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Scholium.

Under the preceding propofitions are compre-
hended thofe problems wherein either the centres

or afymptotes of the trajectories are given. For
when points and tangents and the centre are given,

as many other points and as many other ran^enrs

are given at ah equal diftance on the other fide

of the centre. And an afymptote is to be con-

fidcrcd as a tangent, and its infinitely remote ex-

tremity (if we may fay fo) is a point of con-

tact. Conceive the point of contact of any tan-

gent removed in infinitum, and the tangent wiV

degenerate into an afymptote, and the conftructi-

ons of the preceding problems will be changed in-

to the conftrudions of thofe problems wherein the

afymptote is given.

After the trajectory is defcribed, we may find

its axes and foci in this manner. In the conduction

and figure of letn. i i. {PL 12. F%. i.) let thofe legs

B P, CPy of the moveable angles I BN, PCN, by the

concourfe of which the trajectory was defcribed, be

made parallel one to the other ; and retaining that

pofition, let them revolve about their poles 5, C,

in that figure. In the mean while let the other

legs CN, BN, of thofe angles, by their concourfe

K or ^ ĉribe tne circle BKGC, Let 0 be the

centre of this circle; and from this centre upon

the ruler MN, wherein thofe legs CN, BN did

concur while the trajectory was defcribed, kt fall

the perpendicular OH meeting the circle in K
and L, And when thofe other legs CK, BK meet

in the point K that is neareft to the ruler, the firft

legs CPy BP will be parallel to the greater axis
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and perpendicular on the leiTer ; and the contrary

will happen if thofe legs meet in the remoteffc

point L. Whence if the centre of the trajectory

is given, the axes will be given ; and thofe being

given, the foci will be readily found.

But the (quares of the axes arc one to the other

as KH to LH, and thence it is ea(y to defcribe

a trajectory given in kind through four given points.

For if two of the given points are made the poles

C, By the third will give the moveable angles PCK,
PBK; but thofe being given, the circle BGKC
may be defcribed. Then, becaufe the trajectorya
given in kind, the ratio of OH to OK, .and there-

fore OH it felf, will be given. About the* centre

O, with the interval 0//, defcribe another circle,

and the right line that touches this circle and

panes through the concourfe of the legs CKy BKy

when the hrft legs CP, BP, meet in the fourth

given point, will be the ruler MN» by means of

which the trajectory may be defcribed. Whence
alfo on the other hand a trapezium given in kind

(excepting a few cafes that are impoflible) may be

inferibed in a given conic fiction.

There are alfo other lemma's by the help of
which trajectories given in kind may be defcribed

through given points, and touching given lines.

Of fuch a fort is this, that if a right line is drawn
through any point given by pofition, that may cut

a given conic fection in two points, and the dif-

tance of the interferons is bifected, tne point of

bifection will touch another conic fection of the

fame kind with the former, and having its axes

parallel to the axes of the former. But I haftcn

to things of greater ufe.

Lbm-
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Lemma XXVI.

To place the three angles of a triangle,

given loth in hud and magnitude]
in refpetf of as many right lines

given by pfition, provided they are
not all parallel among tbewfelves, in

fuch manner that the feveral amies
may touch the feveral lines, PI. i 2 .

Fig. *

Three indefinite right lines AB, AC, BC, are
given by pofirion, and it is required fo to place
the triangle DEF that its angle D may touch the
line AB, its angle E the line AC, and its angle F
the line BC. Upon DE, DF and ff, defcribe
three fegments of circles DRE, DGF, EMFy ca-
pable of angles equal to the angles BAC, ABC,ACB refpedively. But thofe fegments are to be
defcribed towards fuch fides of the lines DE, DF,
EF, that the letters DRED may turn round a-
bout in the fame order with the letters BACB;
the letters DGFD in the fame order with the let-

ters ABCA; and the letters EAlFE in the fame
<>rder with the letters ACBAi then completing
thofe fegmcms into entire circle?, let the two for-
mer circles cut one the other in G, and fuppofe
? and Oto be their centre*. Then joining ^,PQ, take Ca to AB, as GP is to Ppj Jnd a-
bout the centre G, with the interval Ga defcribe
a circle that may cut the flrft circle DGE in «.

Join *D cutting the fecond circk $FG in b, as

well
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well as aE cutting the third circle EMF in c.

Compleat the figure ABCdef fimilar and equal

to the figure abcDEP. I fay the thing is done.

For drawing Fc meeting aD in n
} and joining

*G, bG, QG> QD, PD y by conftrudion the an-

gle EaD is equal to the angle CABt and the an-t

g!e acF equal to the angle ACB\ and therefore

the triangle anc equiangular to the triangle ABC.
Wherefore the angle anc or FnD is equal to the

angle ABC, and consequently to the angle FbD;
and therefore the point n falls on the point b.

Moreover the angle GPQ which is half the an-

gle GPD at the centre is equal to the angle

CaD at the circumference; and the angle G^P,
which is half the angle GOD at the centre, is e-

qual to the complement to two right angles of

the angle GbD at the circumference, and therefore

equal to the angle Gab. Upon which account

the triangles G P Q, Gab, aie fimilar, and Ga is

to ab, as GP to PQ; that is (by conftrucYion) as

Ga to AB. Wherefore ab and AB are equal;

and confequently the triangles a be, ABC, whicH

we have now proved to be fimilar, are alfo equal.

-And therefore fince the angles D, E, F, of the

triangle DEF do refpe&ivtly touch the fides ab,

ac, be of the triangle a be, the figure ABCdef
may be compleated fimilar and equal to the figure

abcDEF, and by compleating it the problem will

be folved. Q. E. F.

Cor. Hence a right line may be drawn whofe

parts given in length may be intercepted between

three right lines given by pofition. Suppofe the

triangle DEF, by the accefs of its point D to

the iide EF, and by having the fides DE, DF
placed in Mretlum to be changed into a right line

* K 4 whofe
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whofe given part DE is to be interpofed be-

tween the right lines AB, AC given by pofiri-

cn ; and its given part DF is to be interpofed

between the right lines AB, BC, given by pofi-

tion; then by applying the preceding conitruc-

tion to this cafe the problem will be folved.

Proposition XXVIII. Problem XX.

To defcribe a trajetlory given both in

hind and magnitude
y
given farts of

which (hall ^be interpofed between
three right lines given oy fofitton, PJ.

12. Fig. 3.

Suppofe a traje&ory is to be defcribed that may
be fimilar and equal to the curve line D EF, and

may be cut by three right lines AB, u4C, BC
given by pofition, into parts DE and E F, fimi-

lar and equal to the given parts of this curve

|ine.

Draw the right lines D£, EF, DF; and place

the angles D,E, F, of this triangle DEF, fo as to

touch thofe right lines given by pofition (by lem.

26.) Then about the triangle defcribe the trajec-

tory, fimilar and equal to the curve DEF.

g. E, F.
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Lemma XXVII.

To defcrile a trapezium given in kind,

the angles whereof may he fo f laced

in refpeft of four right lives given by

fojtion, that are neither all parallel

among themfelves nor converge to one

common pointy that the fevtral an-

cles may touch the feveral lines. PI.

i j. Fig. i.

Let the four right Unes AB C, AD, B D, C£,
be given by pofition ; the firft cutting the fecond

in Ay the third in B, and the fourth in C; and

iuppofe a trapezium fghi is to be defer ibed, that

may be fimilar to the trapezium FGHI; and

<whofe angle/, equal to the given angle F, may
touch the right line ABC; and the other angles

g, h, u equal to the other given angles G, H, /, may
touch the other lines AD, BD, CE, refpe&ively.

Join FH, and upon /*<?, FH, FI defcribe as

many fegmcnts of circles FSG* FTH, FVI\ the

firft of which FSG may be capable of an angle

equal to the angle BAD', the fecond FTH capa-

ble of an angle equal to the angle CBD; and the

fhird FVl of an angle equal to the angle ACE.
But the fegments are to be defcribed towards thofe

JIdes of the lines FG* FH, FI, that the circular

order of the letters FSGF, may be the fame as

of the letters B-^DJ?, and that the letters FTHF
may turn about in the fame order as the letters

CBDC, and the letters FVIF in the fame or-

• * dor
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der as the letters ACE A. Compleat the ieg-

ments into entire circles, and let P be the centre

of the firft circle FSG* the centre of the fecond

FTH. Join and produce both ways the line

PQ, and in it take OR in the fame ratio to PQ,
as B C has to AB. But Q\R is to be taken to-

wards that fide of the point Q, that the order of

the letters P>
£Jj

R may be the fame, as of the let-

ters A,BjC; and about the centre R with the in-

terval R F defcribe a fourth circle FNc cutting the

third circle FVI in c. Join Fc cutting the hrir

circle in a, and the fecond in b. Draw 4(7, bHy cf,

and let the figure ABCfghi be made fimilar to rhe

figure skcFGHIi and the trapezium fghi will be

that which was required to be deficribed.

' For let the two firft circles FSG, FTH cut

one the other in Ki join PKy QIC, RK, *K, kK,

cK, and produce OP to L. The angles F*K,

"FbKy FcK at the circumferences are the halves of

the angles FPK, FQKy FRK* at the centres, and

therefore equal to LPK> LQK, LRK the halves

of thofe angles. Wherefore the figure PQRK is

equiangular and fimilar to the figure abcK, and

confequently *b is to be as PQ^io QR% that is

as AB to BC. But by conftru&ion the angles

fAg, fBhy fCi are equal to the angles F*GiFbHt

fc/. And therefore the figure ABCfghi may

be compleated fimilar to the figure mbcFGH/*
Which done a trapezium fgb i will be conftrufted

fimilar to the trapezium FGHI, and which by its

angles fg,h,i will touch the right lines ABC,
AD, BD, CE. O. £. F.

Cor. Hence a right line may be drawn who/c

parts intercepted in a given order, between fouf

right lines given by pofition, fliall have a given

pro-

Google
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proportion among tbemfelves. Let the angles

TG H, GHU be fo ftr increafed that the right

lines FGy G H% HI, may lie in dinttttm, and by
conftrufting the problem in this cafe, a right line

fghi will be drawn, whofe parts fgy ghy hi, in-

tercepted between the four right lines given by
pofition, AB and ADy AD and BD> BD and

CE y will be one to another as the lines FG> GH3

Hly and will obferve the fame order among them-

felvcs. But the fame thing may be more readiJy

done in this manner.

Produced to K (PI. 15. Fig. 2.) and BD to

U fo as BK may be to AB, as HI to GH;
and DL to BD as Gl to FGi and join KL
meeting the right line CE in i. Produce iL to

M, fo as L<A/ may be to iL as GH to ///;
then draw parallel to LB and meeting the

right line -^D in g, and join^# cutting AB,BD
in /, A, I (ay the thing is done.

For let Mg cut the right line AB in Q, and

AD the right line ATL in S, and draw -^P paral-

lel to BD, and meeting iL in /\ and gM to £6
(^# to hi, Mi to Li, <?/ to HI, -^iC to

and A? to B L will be in the fame ratio. Cut
DL in F, fo as DL to £L may be in that

lame ratio; and becaufe gS to gMy AS to APy
and JDS to DL are proportional; therefore (ex

tqtto) as to Li, fo will ^5 be to Bi,
and DS to ^L; and mixtly BL—RL to

Lb—BLy as AS—DS to ^5—^5". That is,

B R is to # h, as ./fZ) is to and therefore as

#Z> to And alternately fl£ is to BD, as

to g Qy or as fh to fg. But by conftructi-

on the line BL was cut in D and & in the fame

ratio as the line Fl in G and H\ and therefore

Digitized by Google
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BR is to BD as FH to FG. Wherefore fb is

to fgy as FH to F<j. Since therefore gi to

likewife is as Mi to Li, that is, as 6"/ to

it is manifeft that the lines F/9 fi, are fimilarly cut

in G and H, g and h. Q. £. f.

In the conftruclion or this corollary, after the

line LATis drawn cutting CE in #, we may pro*

duce *£ to V, fo as £^ may be to £/, as F/f
10 HI* and then draw parallel to BD. It

will come to the fame, if about the centre », with

an interval IH, we defcribe a circle cutting BD
in X> and produce iX to Y> fo as iT may be e-

qual to /F, and then draw Tf parallel to 5A
Sir Chriftopber Wren, and Dr. have long

ago given other folutions of this problem.

Proposition XXIX. Problem XXL

To defcribe a trajectory given in ki*d
y

that may be cut by four right lines

given by pofition, into farts given

in order
y
hnd

y
and proportion.

Suppofe a trajectory is to be defcribed that may
be fimilar to the curve line FgHA (PI. ij.

Fig. 3.) and whofe parts, fimilar and propor-

tional to the parts FG\ G H, HI of the other,

may be intercepted between the right lines AB and

u4D, AD and BDy BD and CE given by po-

rtion, viz,, the firft between the firft pair of tbofe

lines, the fecond between the fecond> and the third

between the third, praw the right lines BG% G H,

HU FI j and (by 1cm. in.) defcribe a trapezium
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fghi that may be fimilar to the trapezium FGHL
and whofe angles /, gy hy #, may touch the right

lines given by pofition, AB9 ADy BD, C E> fe-

verally according to their ordg*. And then about

this trapezium defcribe a trajectory, that trajectory

be fimilar to the curve line FGHL

Scholium.

This problem may be likewife conftru&ed in the

following manner. Joining FG, GHy Hly FI9

{PL 1 j. Fig. 4.). produce GF to V, and join

FH, iGy and make the angles CAKy DAL equal

to the angles FGHy VFH. Let AKy AL meet

the right line BD in K and L, and thence draw
KM, LNy of which let KM make the angle

AKM equal to the angle G HI* and be it felf to

AKy as HI is to GH; and let LN make the

angle ALN equal to the angle FHIy and be ic

felf to ALy as /// to FH. But AKy KMy ALy
LN are to be drawn towards thofe fides of the

lines ADy AKy ALy that the letters CAKMC9

ALKA, DALND may be carried round in

the fame order as the letters FGHIF', and draw
MN meeting the right line CE in u Make the

angle iEP equal to the angle IGF, and let PE
! be to Eiy as FG to Gl; and through P draw
I PQf that may with the right line ADE contain

an angle PQ^E equal to the angle FlGy and may
meet the right line AB in f, and join fi. But PE
and PO are to be drawn towards thofe fides of

the lines C£, P £, that the circular order of the

letters PEiP and PEQP may be the fame, as of

the letters FGHIF, and if upon the line fi% in

the

1

1

I
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the fame order of letters, and fimilar to the trape-

zium FGHI, a trapezium fghi is conftrudedi
4

and a trajeftory given in kind is circumfcribed about

it, the problem will be folved.

So far concerning the finding of the orbits. It

remains that we determine the motions of bodies

in the orbits fo found.

Ssct-,
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Section VI.

How the motions are to be found in

given orbits.

Proposition XXX. Problem XXII.

To find at any ajfigned time the place

of a body moving in a given para-

bolic trajectory.
«

Let S (PL 14. Fig. 1.) be the focus> and A
the principal vertex of the parabola; and fuppofe

j^ASxM equal to the parabolic area to be cut off

APS, which either was defcribed by the radius

SP> fince the bodies departure from the vertex, or

is to be defcribed thereby before its arrival there.

Now the quantity of that area to be cut off is

known from the time which is proportional to it.

Bifeft AS in G» and ere& the perpendicular CH
equal to 3 M> and a circle defcribed about the

centre Hy with the interval HS9 will cut the para-

bola in the place P required. For letting fall P O
perpen-

Digitized by Google
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perpendicular on the axis, and drawing P H,
there will be

^

(7 cH l (— HP 2
- —^40—Ag] 1

-| PO-GH\ x)—AO x
-\ PO x—iG^O—iGH

-\-PO-\ AG x -\-GHx
. Whence 2. G HxPO

i—AO x
-\ PO x—iGAO)—AO x -\-^PO\ For

V o x

AO 1 write AOx— ; then dividing all the terms

by 5 P 0, and multiplying them by 2. -^.S, we mafl

have f GHxAS ( = $ AOx PO-\ ± u4Sx PO—
A0 \ zAS aAO^xSO

1 xPO—- xPO- to

the area AP0—SP0)\ — to the area ^4PS. But

G //was 3 M, and therefore f GHxAS is+ASxM.
Wherefore the area cut off APS is equal to the

area that was to be cut off qASxM. Q E. D.

Cor. 1. Hence GH is to AS, as the time in

which the body defcribed the arc APy to tbe

time in which the body defcribed the arc between

the vertex A and the perpendicular erected from

the focus S upon the axis.

Cor. 1. And fuppofing a circle ASP-, perpe-

tually to pafs through the moving body P, the

velocity of the point //, is to the velocity which

the body had in the vertex A, as 5 to 8; and

therefore in the fame ratio is the line GH 10 the

right line which the body, in the time of its

moving from A to P, would defcribe with that

velocity which it had in the vertex A.
Cor. 3. Hence alfo on the other hand, the time

may be found, in which the body has defcribed

any afTigned arc AP. Join APy and on its mid-

dle point ereft a perpendicular meeting the right

line GH in H.

Lemma
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Lem m a XXVIII.

There is in oval figure w area, cut

off by rij.t Hues at pleaf'ure, can le

UHiverjalh found ly means of t r ati-

ons of any nttmler offinite terms and
dimcnfioHS,

Suppofe that within the oval any point is given,

about which as a pole a right line is perpetually

revolving, with an uniform motion, while in that

right line a moveable point going our from the

pole, moves always forward with a velocity propor-

tional to the Iquare of that right line within the

oval. By this motion that point will difcribe a

fpiral with infinite circumgyrations. Nov/ if a

portion of the area of the oval cut off by that

right line could be found by a finite equation,

the diftance of the point from the pole, which is

proportional to this area, might be found by the fame

equation, and therefore all the points of the fpiral

might be found by a mute equation alfo; and

therefore the interaction of a right line given in

pofition with the fpital might alio be found by a

finite equation. But every right line infinitely pro-

duced cuts a fpiral in an infinite number of points;

and the equation by which any one interferon

of two lines is found, at the fame time exhibits

all their intcrfc&ions by as many roots, and there-

fore rifes to as many dimenlions as there are inter-

ferons. Becaule two circles mutually cut one

L another
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another in two pointy one of thofe inrerfedions is

not to be found but by an equation of two di-

menfions, by which the other interferon may be

alio found. Becaufe there may be four intcrfiaj-

ens of two conic ftdions, any one of them is

not to be found univcrfally but by an equation

of four dimenfions, by which they may be all

found together. For if thofe interferons are fe-

verally fought, becaufe the law and condition of

all is the fame, the calculus will be the fame in e-

very cafe, and therefore the condufion always the

fame, which muft therefore comprehend all thofe

inrerfedions at once within ic felf, and exhibit

them all indifferently. Hence it is that the inrer-

fedions of the conic fedions with the curves of

the third order, becaufe they may amount to fix,

come out together by equations of fix dimenfions

;

and the interiedions of two curves of the third

order, becaufe they may amount to nine come

out together by equations of nine dimenfions. If

this did not neceflarily happen, we might reduce

all folid to plane problems, and thofe higher than

folid to folid problems. But here I fpeak of cur-

ves irreducible in power. For if the equation by

which the curve is defined may be reduced to a

lower power, the curve will not be one fingle

curve, but compofed of two or more; whofc inter-

ferons may be feverally found by different cal-

culus's. After the fame manner the two imerfec-

tions of right lines with the conic fedions, come

out always by equations of two dimenfions; the

three interfedions of right lines with the irreduci-

ble curves of the third order by equations of three

dimenfions ; the four interfedions of right lines

with the irreducible curves of the fourth order,

by
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by equations of four dimenfions, and fo on in

infinitum. Wherefore the innumerable interfe&ions

of a right line with a fpiral, fince this is but one

fimple curve, and not reducible to more curves,

require equations infinite in number of dimenfions

and roots> by which they may be all exhibited to-

gether. For the law and calculus of all is the

fame. For if a perpendicular is let fall from the

pole upon that interfe&ing right line, and that

perpendicular together with the interte&ing line

revolves about the pole, the interferons of the

fpiral will mutually pafs the one into the other;

and that which was firft or neareft, after one re*

volution, will be the fecond, after two, the third,

and fo on ; nor will the equation in the mean time

be changed, but as the magnitudes of thofe quan-

tities are changed, by which the pofition of the

interfc&ing line is determined. Wherefore fince

thofe quantities after every revolution return to

their firft magnitudes, the equation will return to

its firft form, and confequently one and the fame

equation will exhibit all the interfe&ions, and will

therefore have an infinite number of roots, by which
they may be all exhibited. And therefore the in-

terferon of a right line with a fpiral cannot be

iiniverfally found by any finite equation; and of

confequerice there is no oval figure whofe area, cut off

by right lines at pleafure, can be univerfally exhibited

by any fuch equation.

By the fame argument, if the interval of the

pole and point by which the fpiral is defcribed, is

taken proportional to that part of the perimeter of

the oval which is cut off; it may be proved that

the length of the perimeter cannot be univerfally

exhibited by any finite equation. But here I fpeak

L x of
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of ovals that are not touched by conjugate figures

lunning out in infinitum.

Cor. Hence the area of an ellipfis, defcribed

by a radius drawn from the focus to the

moving body, is not to be found from the time

given, by a finite equation; and therefore cannot

be determined by the defcription of curves geome-

trically rational. Thofe curves I call geometrically

rational, all the points whereof may be determined

by lengths that are defineable by equations, that is

by the complicated ratio's of lengths. Other cur-

ves (fuch as fpirals, quadratrixes, and cycloids) I

call geometrically irrational. For the lengths which

are or are not as number to number (according to

the tenth book of elements) are arithmetically ra-

tional or irrational. And therefore I cut off an

area of an ellipfis proportional to the time in which

it is defcribed by a curve geometrically irrational,

in the following manner.

Proposition XXXI. Problem XXIII.

To find the place of a body moving in a

given elliptic trajectory at any af-

finned time.

Suppofe A (PL 14. Fig. 2.) to be 'the prin-

cipal vertex, S the focus, and O the centre of the

ellipfisA P B ; and let P be the place of the body to be

found. Produce OA to G\ fo as OG may be to

OA as OA to OS. Ere& the perpendicular G H %

and about the centre O, with the interval Oc7,

defcribethe circle GEF> and 00 the ruler GH,

Digitized by Google
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as a bafe, fuppofe the wheel GEF to move for-

wards revolving about irs axis, and in the mean
time by its point A dcfcribing the cycloid AL[.
Which done, take GK to the perimeter GEFG
of the wheel, in the ratio of the time in which
the body» proceeding from A, dcfaibcd the arc Al\
to the time of a whole revolution in the ellipfis.

Erec"fc the perpendicular KL meeting the cycloid

in Ly then LP drawn parallel to KG will meet

the ellipfis in P the required phce of the body.

For about the centre O with the interval OA
defcribe the femicirele A'^B* and let LPt pro-

duced if wed be, meet the arc A^ in C>, and

join S£J, OQ\ Let OQ meet the arc EFG in

Ft and upon let fall the perpendicular SR.
The area APS is as the area A JS, that is, as

the difference between the fc&or OQA and the

triangle OQj> y or as the difference of the rectan-

gles
\
OQxAOy and \ OQxSR> that i?, becaufe

jOQ^ is given, as the difference between the arc

AO and the right line SR; and therefore (be-

caufe of the equality of the given ratio's SR to

the fine of the arc AQ, OS to OA, OA to OG,
AQto GF, and by divifion, AQ—SR to GF—
fine of the arc AQJ zs GK the differenca be-

tween the arc GF and the fine of the arc AQ\
£. D.

Scholium.

But fince the defcription of this curve is diffi-

cult, afolution by approximation will be preferable.

Firft then let there be found a certain ang'e B
which may be to an angle of 5 7, 10578 decrees,

L 5 which
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which an arc equal to the radius fuhtends, as SH
(PL 14. Fig, 3.) the difhnce of the foci, to AB
the diameter of the ellipfis. Secondly, a certain

length L, which may be to the radius in the fame

ratio inverfely. And thefe being found, the pro-

blem may be folved by the following ana!) fis.

By any conftruclion (or 'even by conjedurc) fup-

pofe we know P the place of the body near its

true place p. Then letting fall on the axis of the

ellipfis the ordinate PR* from the proportion of the

diameters of the ellipfis, the ordinate R of the

circumfcribed circle AQB will be given; which
ordinate is the fine of.the angle AOO fuppofing

AO to be the radius, and alfo cuts the ellipfis in P.

It will be fufficient if that angle is found by a

rude calculus in numbers near the truth. Suppofe

we alfo know the angle proportional to the time,

that is, which is to four right angles as the time

in which the body defcribed the arc Ap<> to the

time of one revolution in the ellipfi\ Let this

angle be N. Then take an angle 'D, which may
be to the angle B as the fine of the angle AO^
to the radius ; and an angle E which may be ro

the angle H

—

AOQ--\--D 9 as the length L to the

fame length L diminifhed by the co-fine of the

angle AOO, when that angle is lefs than a right

angle, or increafed thereby when greater* In the

next place take an angle F that may be to the an-

gle B, as the fine of the angle AOQ E to
the radius, and an angle G, that may be to the
angle N

—

A O E -
1 F, as the length L to the

fame length L dirainifhtd by the co-fine of the

ancle AOQA, E, when that angle is lefs than a
right angle, or increafed thereby when greater. For
the third time take an angle H, 'that may be to
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tne angle B as the fine of the angle AOQ^ E
j
G

to the radius; and an angle I to the angle

N

—

AOQ—E—G
j

fi, as the length L is to the

Line length L diminiftied by the co-line of the

angle AOQ~\ E
j
G when that angle is lefs than

a right angle, or increafed thereby when greater.

And fo we may proceed in infinitum. Laflly, take

the angle Apq equal to the angle AOQj
\ E* |-

G-l I |- &c and from its co-ilne Or and the or-

dinate pry which is to its fine qr as the lefTer axis

of the ellipfis to the greater, we (haty have p the

correct place of the body. When the angle

N

—

AOQ-\ D happens to be negative, the fign

of the angle E mull be every where changed

into —, and the fign —- into
i

. And the fame

thing is to be underftood of the figns of the an-

gles G and I, when the angles N

—

AOQ—TL
\
F,

and N

—

AQQ^—E—G-|-H come out negative.

Put the infinite feriesyf 0^-| E
|

G-| &c.

converges fo very faft, that it will be fcarccly ever

needful to proceed beyond the fecond term E.
And the calculus is founded upon this theorem,

that the area APS is as the difference between

the arc AQ and the right line let fall from the

focus S perpendicularly upon the radius OQ.
And by a calculus not unlike, the problem is

folved in the hyperbola. Let its centre be 0>

(PL 14. Fig. 4.) its vertex A> its focus Sy and

afymptote OK. And fuppofe the quantity of the

area to be cut off is known, as being proportional

to the time. Let that be A, and by conjecture

fuppofe we know the pofition of a right line

SP y that cuts off an area APS near the truth.

Join OP, and from A and P to the afymptote

draw AI> PK parallel to the other afymptote:

L 4 and
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and by the table of logarithms the area AIKP
will be given, and equal thereto the area OTA,
which fubducted from the triangle OPS, will

leave the area cut off APS. And by applying

iAPS~2A, or 2A

—

zAl S, the double diffe-

rence of the area A that was to be cut off, and

the area A I S that is cut off, to the lineJA^rhat

is let fall from the focus S, perpendicular upon the

tangent 77\ we ftiall have the length of the chord

TO. Which chord is to be infcnbcd between

A and P, if the area APS that is cut off be

greater than the area A that was to be cut off,

but towards the contrary fide of the point P, if

otherwife : and the point Q will be the place cf rhe

body more accurately. And by repeating the com-

putation rhe place may be found perpetually to

greater and greater accuracy.

And by fuch computations we have a general

analytical refutation of the problem. But the parti-

cular calculus that follows, is better fitted for

agronomical purpofes. Suppofing AO, OB, OD
(PL 14. Fig, 5.) to be the kmi-axes of the cl-

lipfis, and L its latus rectum, and D the difference

betwixt the ltffi.r Ami-axis OD, and \ L the halt

of the latus rectum: let an angle Y be found,

whofe fine may be to the radius, as the rectangle

under that difference D and AO \
OD the half

fum of the axes, to the fquare of the greater axis

AD. Find alfo an angle Z whofe fine may be

to the radius, as the double rectangle under the

diftance of the foci SH and that difference D, to

triple the fquare of half the greater femi-axis AO.
Tnofe angles being once found, the place of the

body may be thus determined. Take the angle

T proportional to the time in which the arc BP
was
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was defcribed, or equal to what is called the mean

motion; and an angle V, the firft equation of the

mean motion to the angle Y, the greateft firft e-

quation, as the fine of double the angle T is to

the radius; and an angle X, the fecond equation, to

the angie Z, the fecond greateft equation, as the

cube of the fine of the angle T is to the cube

of the radius. Then take the angle BlfP the

mean motion equated equal to T-| X-| V the fum

of the angles T, V, X, if the angle T is lefs than

a right angle; or equal to T-| X—V the diffe-

rence of the fame, if that angle T is greater than

one and lefs than two right angles; and if HP
meets the ellipfis in P, draw Sf, and it will cut

off the area BSP nearly proportional to the time.

This practice feems to be expeditious enough,

becaufe the angles V and X, taken in fecond

minutes if you pleafe, being very fmall, it

will be fufficient to find two or three of their

firft figures.. But it is likewife fufficiently accurate

to anfwer to the theory of the planets motionr.

For even in the orbit of Mars, where the greateft

equation of the centre amounts to ten degrees,

the error will fcarcely exceed one fecond. But

when the angle of the mean motion equated

EHP is found, the angle of the true motion

BSP, and the diftance SP are readily had by

the known methods.

And fo far concerning the motion of bodies in

curve lines. But it may alfb come to pafs that a

moving body lhall afcend or defcend in a right

line; and I fhall now go on to explain what belongs

to fuch kind of motions.

Section
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Section VII.

Concerning the rcfiilinear afcent and de-

Proposition XXXII. Problem XXIV.

Suppofing that the centripetal force is

reciprocally proportional to the fquare

of the diftante of the places from

the centre ; it is required to define
A

the /paces which a body, falling di-

retfly, deferties in given times.
* 4

•

Case i. If the body docs not fall perpendicu-

larly it will (by cor. i. prop. 13.) defcribe fome

conic fe&ion whofe focus is placed in the centre

of force. Suppofe that conic feftion to be AKV If

(PL 15. Fig. 1.) and its focus S. And firft, if

the figure be an ellipfis; upon the greater a^e

thereof AB defcribe the femi-circle ADB, and let

Ac right line DPC pafs through the falling body,
0

making.
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making right angles with the axis; and drawing

DS3 PS, the area ASD will be proportional to

the area ASP, and therefore alfo to the time.

The axis AV> ftill remaining the fame, let the

breadth of the ellipfis be perpetually diminifhed,

and the area ASD will always remain proportional

to the time. Suppofc that breadth to be diminifhed

in infinitum; and the 01 bit APB in that cafe coin-

ciding with the axis A B, and the focus S with the

extreme point of the axis B, the body will de-

fcend in the right line AC, and the area ARD
will become proportional to the time. Wherefore

the fpace AC will be given which the body de-

scribes in a given time by its perpendicular fall

from the place A, if the area ABD is taken pro-

portional to the time, and from the point V, the

right line DC is let fall perpendicularly on the

right line AB. Q. E. /.

Case a. If the figure A? P B is an hyperbola, (Fig.

Z.) on the fame principal diameter AB defcribe the

rectangular hyperbola BED; and beaufe the areas

CSP, CBfP, SPfB, are fevcrally to the feveral

areas CSD, CBED, SDEB in the given ratio

of the heights CP, CD; and the area SPfB is

proportional to the time in which the body P will

move through the arc PfB, the area SDEB will

be alfo proportional to that time. Let the latus

reftum of the hyperbola RPB be diminifhed in

infinitum, the latus tranlverfum remaining the fame

;

and the arc PB will come to coincide with the

right line CB, and the focus S with the vertex B,

and the right line SD with the right line B D.
And therefore the area BDEB will be proporti-

onal to the time in which the body c, by its

perpen-
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perpendicular defcenr. defcribes the line CB.

Case 3
.
And by the like argument if the figureRPB is a parabola, {F». 3.) and to the fame prioS

vertex B another parabola BED is defenbed, thatmay always remain given while the former parabo-
la in whofe perimeter the body Amoves, byhavine
its latus redum dimmiihed and reduced to nothin*
comes to coincide with the line CB; the parabok
fegment BDEB w.Il be proportional to £ t.mr,
ill which that body P or C will defcend to the
centre S or A. (j. £. /,

w

Proposition XXXIII. Theorem IX.

H The things above found beinZ [vpM
I fay that the velocity of a MmMy in any place C, is to the veil
city of a body, defcrilinv a circle a-
lota the centre B at the^difiance BC,
in the ful duplicate ratio of AC the
difance cf the body from the re-
moter vertex A of the circle or reclai-
pilar hyperbola, to 1 AB the principal
femudtamettr of the fcure. PI. |r,

Fig. ±

v If the
,

common diameter of both figure?

Al
B
\
D
i$\* blkatd in °> ™d draw* the

right line PTJhm may touch the figure RTB in

/, and likewife cut that common diameter AB
(produced jf need be) in T; and let ST be per-
pendicular to this line, and to this diameter,

'

and

Google
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and fuppofe the latus re&um of the figure RPR
to be L. From cor. p. prop. io\ it is manifeft

that the velocity of a body, moving in the line

R P B about the centre S, in any place P, is to

the velocity of a body defcribing a circle about the

lame centre, at the diftance SP, in the fubduplicate

ratio of the rectangle } LxSP to ST1
. For by

the properties of the conic feclions ACB is to

CP 2,

as lAO to L, and therefore
^ *AO

,

ACB
equal to L. Therefore thofe velocities are to each

u u ru r c CP*xAOxSPother in the lubduplicate ratio of to

ST1
. Moreover by the properties of the conic

fe&ions, CO is to BO as BO to TO, and (by
compofition or divifion) as CB to BT, Whence
(by divifion or compofition) BO—• or A CO
will be to BO, as Ct to 57", that is, AC will

CP* xAOxSP
be to O as CP to # 0j and theiefore —

A CB
. BO^xACxSP r r ,

is equal to ~^ ——- Now fuppofe the
VI d x ts c

breadth of the figure £ P B to be diminished in in-

finitum, fo as the point P rmy come to coincide

with the point C, and the point S with the point

B, and the line SP with the line BC, and the

line ST with the line BO; and the velocity of
the body now defcending perpendicularly in the

line CB will be to the velocity of a body de-

fcribing a circle about the centre B at the difhnce

„ • . r L j v • c BO
l xJCxSP

BC, in the fubduplicate ratio of - ^ rrz——— to
1 AUxBC

ST1
, that is (negleding the ratio's of equality of

SP
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,

SP to Be, and BQ^ to ST1
) in the fubduplicate

ratio of AC to AO or i^fl. E. D. \

Cor. i. When the points B and £ come to

coincide, TC will become to TS> zs AC to

AO.
Cor. 2. A body revolving in any circle at a

given diflance from the centre, by its motion con-

verted upwards will afcend to double its di(lance
j

from the centre. I

Proposition XXXIV. Theorem X.

tf the figure BED if a parabola, 1 fay
that the velocity of a falling body in

any place C is equal to the velocity

by which a body may uniformly de-

ferHe a circle about the centre B at

half the interval BC. PL 1 5. Fig.
•

For (by cor. 7. prop. i6\) the velocity of a body
defcribing a parabola RPB about the centre S, in any

place Pj is equal to the velocity of a body uniformly

defcribing a circle about the fame centre S at half the

interval S P. Let the breadth CP of the parabola be

diminifhed in infinitum, fo as the parabolic arc PfB
may come to coincide with the right line CB> the

centre S with the vertex By and the interval SP with

the interval BC, and the propofition will be mani-

fell. £. E. D.
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Proposition XXXV. Theorem XI.

The fame things fuffofed, I fay that

the area of the figure DES, defcri-

led by the indefinite radius SD, is e-

qual to the area which a body with
a radius equal to half the latus rec-

tum of the figure DES, by uniformly

revolving about the centre S, may de*

foribe in the fame time. PI. 16. Fig, 1.

For fuppofe a body C in the fmalleft moment of
time defcribes in falling the infinitely little line Cc,

while another body K uniformly revolving about

the centre S in the circle OK^ defcribes the arc

Kks Exed the perpendiculars CD> cd> meeting the

figure DES in /),*• Join SD, Sd, SK, Sk* and

draw Dd meeting the axis AS'm T, and thereon

let fall the perpendicular ST.

Case i. If the figure D ES is a circle or a rect-

angular hyperbola, bifed its tranfverfe diameter AS
in O, and SO will be half the latus re&um. And
becaufe Tc is to TD as Cc to Dd, and TD to

TS as CD to ST; ex *q*o Tc will be to TS,
as CDxCc to STxDd. But (by cor. 1. prop.

33) TC is to TS as AC to AO, to wit, if in

the coalefcence of the points D, d, the ultimate

ratio's of the lines are taken. Wherefore AC
is to AO or SK as CDxCc to STxDd. Far-

ther, the velocity of the defcending body in C
is to the velocity of a body dcfcribing a circle about
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the centre S, at the interval SC, in the fubdupli*

cate ratio of AC to AO or SK (by prop.

and this velocity is to the velocity of a body
defcribing the circle OKk. in the fubduplicate ra-

tio of SK to SC (by cor. 6. prop. 4.) and «?

*quo, the firft velocity to the laft, that is the

little line Cc to the arc Kk 9 in the fubduplicate

ratio of AC to SC, that is in the ratio of AC
to CD. Wherefore CD xCc is equal to ACxKk,
and confequently AC to SK as ACxKk to

STxDd, and thence SKxKk^ equal to STxDd,
and ^SA>AT^ equal to } STxDd, that is, the

area AT5^ equal to the area SDd. Therefore in

every moment of time two equal particles, KSk and

SDd, of areas are generated which, if their mag-
nitude is diminiftied and their number increafed in

infinitum, obtain the ratio of equality, and confe-

rntly (by cor. lem. 4.) the whole areas toge-

generated are always equal. (X £. D.
Case 2.But ifthe figure DE S {tig. 1.) is a parabo-

la, we fhall find as above CD xCc to STxDd 2$

TC to TS, that is, as z to 1 ; and that therefore

f CDxCc is equal to J STxDd. But the velo-

city of the falling body in C is equal to the ve-

locity with which a circle may be uniformly de-

fcribed at the interval \SC> (by prop. 34.) And
this velocity to the velocity with which a circle

may be defcribed with the radius S K, that is, the

little line Cc to the arc K^» is (by cor. 5* prop. 4.)

in the fubduplicate ratio of SK to \SC\ tnat is,

in the ratio of SK to \ CD. Wherefore \ SKx Kk
is equal to \CDxCc, and therefore equal to

i STxDd; that is, the area KSk is equal to the

area SDd as above* Q. E. D.

Pro-
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1

Proposition XXXVI. Problem XXV.

To determine the times of the de-

/cent of a body falling from a given

(lace A. PI. 16. Fig. J.

Upon the diameter AS, the difhnce of the

body from the centre at the beginning* defcribe

the femi-circle ADS, as likewife the femi-circle

OKH equal thereto, about the centre S. From
any place C of the body, ere& the ordinate CD.
Join SD, and make the fe&or OSK equal to the

area ASD. It is evident by prop. 35. that the

body in falling will defcribe the fpace A C in the

lame time in which another body, uniformly re-

volving about the centre S, may defcribe the arc

OK. a E. F.

Proposition XXXVII. Problem XXVI.

To define the times ofthe afcent or defcent

of a body fro]edied upwards or down-
wardsfrom a given place. PI. 16. Fig. 4.

*

Suppofe the body to go off from the given

place G, in the direction of the line G S, with a-

ny velocity. In the duplicate ratio of this velo-

city to the uniform velocity in a circle, with

which the body may revolve about the cen-

M ere
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tre S at the given interval SG, take GA to \Ax
If that ratio is the fame as of the number 2 1

1 the point A is infinitely remote ; in which ca

3 parabola is to be defcribed with any latusre&ui

to the vertex S, and axis SG ; as appears by prof

34. But if that ratio is lefs or greater than tht

ratio of i to 1, in the former cafe a circle, in tin

latter a redangular hyperbola, is to be defcribed on

the diameter SAi as appears by prop. 33, Theii

about the centre S> with an interval equal to half the

latus reftum, defcribe the circle HkK, and at the!

place G of the afcending or defcending body, and

at any other place C, ered the perpendiculars GU
CD ; meeting the conic fe&ion or circle in / and Z).

Then joining SI, SD, let the fe&ors HSK, HSt
be made equal to the fegments SE/Sy SEDS,*nd
by prop. 3 5. the body G will defcribe the fpaceGCin

the fame time in which the body K may defcribe

the arc A' k. Q_ E. R

Proposition XXXVIII. T.ilorfm XII.

Suffofing that the centripetal force is

proportional to the altitude or distance

of places from the centre, 1 /tfv, that

the times and vt locities of fating to*

dies, and the [paces which they it*

fcribe, are refpeclively frofortiori to

the arcs, and the right and verjedfines of

the arcs. PI. 17. Fig. 1.

Suppofe the body to fall from any pVe A !"

the right line AS\ and about the centre of force S

VXD
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With the interval AS, defcribc the quadrant of a cir-

cle AE; and let CD be the right line of any arc

AD; and the body A will in the time ADin fal-

ling defenbe the fpace A \ and in the place C
will acquire the velocity CD.

This is demonftrated the fame way from prop.

10. as prop. 32. was dtmonltrated from prop.

11.

Cor. i. Hence the times are equal in which

one body falling from the place A arrives at the

centre S, and another body revolving defcribes the

quadrantal arc ADE.
Cor. 2. Wherefore all the times are equal in

which bodies falling from whatfoever places arrive

at the centre. For all the periodic times of re-

bodies arc equal, by cor. y prop. 4.

Proposition XXXIX.Problem XXVII,

Stfpofmg a centripetal free of any hndy

and granting the quadratures of cur-

vilinear figures-, it is required to find
the velocity of a body, afcending or

defending in a right line, in the fe+

Veral places through which it faffes ;

as alfo the time in which it will

arrive at any place ; And vice vcr*

fa

Suppofe the body E (Pi. 17. Fig. 2.) to

fall from any place A in the right line A DEC;
and from us place E imagine a perpendicular EG

* Mi always
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always ere&ed, proportional to the centripetal force

in that place tending to the centre C; and let

MFG be a curve line, the locus of the point G.

And in the beginning of the motion fuppofe E G
to coincide with the perpendicular AB; and rhe

velocity of the body in any place E will be as a

right line whofe power is the curvilinear area ABGE.
E. I.

In EG take EM reciprocally proportional to a

right line whofe power is the area ABGE, and

let VLM be a curve line wherein the point At
is always placed, and to wjiich the right line AB
produced is an afymptote, and the time in which

the body in falling defcribes the line AEy will

be as the curvilinear area ABTVME. Q. E. I.

For in the right Tine AE let there" be taken

the very fmall line DE of a given length, and

let DLF be the place of the line EMg* when

the body was in D; and if the centripetal force

be fuch, that a right line whofe power is the area

ABG £, is as the velocity of the defcending bo-

dy, the area it felf will be as the fquare of that

velocity; that is, if for the velocities in D and E
we write V and V-| I, the area ABED will

be as VV, and the area as VV-i 2VI-1 Hi
d by divifion the area DFGE as iVI-| II,

and therefore - - will be as ; that
JDE V h

is, if we take the firft ratio's of thofe quantities

when juft nafcent, the length D F is as the quan-

2VI
city and therefore alfo as half that quantity

IxV
jjj:

• But the time, in which the body in

falline
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falling defcribes the very fmall line DE is as that

line dire&iy and the velocity V inverfely, and the
force will be as the increment I of the velocity

directly and the time inverfely, and therefore if we
fir ft ratio's when thofe quantities are juft

IxV
nafcenras . that is as the length DF. There-

fore a force proportional to DF or EG will

caufe the bodv to defcend with a velocity that

is as the right line whofe power is the area

u4BGE. E. D.
IMoreover fince the time, in which a very ftmll

line DE of a given length may be defcribed, is;

as the velocity inverfely, and therefore alfo inverfe-

ly as a right line whofe fquare is equal to the

area ABFD; and fince the line D L, and by con-

fequence the nafcent area DLME> will be as the

fame right line inverfely: the time will be as the

area DLMF* and the fum of all the times will

be as the fum of all the area's; that is (by cor.

lem. 4.) the whole time in which the line AE
is defcribed will be as the whole area ATPME*
Q. E. A

Cqr. 1. Let P be the place from whence a

body ought to fall, fo as that when urged by

any known uniform centripetal force (luch as

gravity is vulgarly fuppofed to be) it may acquire

in the place D a velocity, equal to the velocity

which another body, falling by any force what-

ever, hath acquired in that place D. In the per-

pendicular DF let there be taken DK, which
may be to as that uniform force to the o-

ther force in the place D. Compleat the rc&an-

gle PDRQj and cut off the area ABFD equal

M 3 to
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to that re&angle. Then A will be the place from

whence the other body fell. For compleating the

rectangle DRS E, fince the area AbFD is to the

area DFGE as VV to zVI, and therefore as

~V to I, that is, as half the whole velocity

to the increment of the velocity of the body
falling by the unequable force; and in like man-

ner the area P^RD to the area DRSE, as half

the whole velocity to the increment of the velo-

ciry of the body falling by the uniform force;

and fince rhofe increments (by reafon of the e-

qualiry of the nafcenr times) are as the genera-

ting forces, that is, as the ordinates DF, DRy and

confequently as the nafcent area's DFG / , DRSE;
there'ore ex quo the whole areas ABFD* PO^RD
wiil be to one another as the halves of the whole

velocities, and therefore, becaufe the velocities are

equal, they become equal alfo.

Cor. 2. Whence if any body be projected ei-

ther upwards or downwards with a given velocity

from any place and there be given the law of

centripetal force acting on it, its velocity will be

found in any other place as *, by ere&ing the or-

dinate eg* and taking that velocity to the velocity

in the place D, as a tight line whofe power is the

rectangle PQ?D, either increafed by the curvi-

linear area I) Fjrc, if the place e is below the place

D9 or diminifhed by the fame area DFge if it be

higher, is to the righc line whofe power is the rectan-

gle PQ^RD alone.

Cor. 3. The time is alfo known by erecting

the ordinate em reciprocally proportional to the fquare

root of TQRD 1
or —DFget and taking the

time in which the body has defcribed the line De,to

the time in which another body has fallen with an

uni-
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uniform force from P, and in falling arrived at Z>,

in the proportion of the curvilinear area DLme
to the reftangle iPDxDL* For the time in

which a body falling with an uniform force hath

defcribed the line ¥D% is to rhe time in which

the fame body has defcribed the line P E> in the

fubduplicate ratio of PD to PE; that is (the ve-

ry fmall line DE being juft nafcenr) in the ratio of

PD to PD
1

\DL or iPD to zPD
\
DE,

and by divifion to the time in which the body hath

defcribed the fmall line Z)£, as 2 / D to DE> and

therefore as the re&angle 1 1 DxDL to the area

DL,ME m
, and the time in which both the bodies

defcribed the very fmall line DE is to the time

in which the body moving unequably hath de-

fcribed the line De, as the area DLME to the area

DLme; 2nd ex *quo the fir ft mentioned of thefe

times is to the laft as the rectangle iPDxDL to the

area DLme.

M 4 Section
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Section VIII.

Of the invention of orbits wherein bodies

will revolve, being aSled upon by

any fort of centripetalforce.

Proposition XL. Theorem XIII.

If a loly, aEJed ufon by any centripe-

tal force, is any bozv moved, and
another body afiends or dtfeends in a
rirht line: and their velocities he e-

K J / mm
qual in any one crfe of equal alti-

tudes, their velocities will he alfo ejual

at all ejual altitudes.

Let a body defcend from A (PL 17. Fig. 3.)

through D and E> to the centre C; and let ano-

ther body move from V in the curve line VIKk*
From the centre C* with any diftances, defcribe the

concentric circles D/, EK, meeting the right line

AC in D and E, and the curve VIK in / and K.
Draw
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Draw IC meeting KE in JT% and on IK let fall

the perpendicular NT; and let the interval D E or

IN% between the circumferences of the circles

be very imall ; and imagine the bodies in D
and / to have equal velocities. Then becaufe the

diltances CD and CI are equal, the centripetal

forces in D and / will be alfo equal. Let thole

forces be exprefs'd by the equal lineolae DE and

IN; and let rhe force IN (by cor 2. of the laws

of motion) be refolved into two others, NT and

IT. Then the force NT a&ing in the direction

of the line NT perpendicular to the path ITK
of the body, will not at all affect or change the

velocity of the body in that path, but only draw

it aflde from a rectilinear courfe, and make it de-

flect perpetually from the tangent of the orbir,

and proceed in the curvilinear path / 1 Kk. That
whole force therefore w ill be fpent in producing

this effect; but the other force IT, acting in the

direction of the courfe of the body, will be all

employed in accelerating it; and in the lead given

time will produce an acceleration proportional to it

felf. Therefore the accelerations of the bodies in

D and / produced in equal times, are as the lines

DE, IT; (if we take the firft ratio s of the nafcent

lines DE, IN, IK, IT, NT;) and in unequal

times as thofe lines and the times conjunctly. But

the times in which DE and IK are defcribed, are,

by reafon of the equal velocities (in D and I) as

the fpaces defcribed DE and IK, and therefore

the accelerations in the courfe of the bodies through

the lines DE and IK$ are as DE and IT, and

DE and IK conjunctly; that is, as the fquare of

DE to the reftangle IT into IK. But the red-

angle iTxIK is equal to the fquare of IN, that
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is equal to the fquare of D E, and therefore the

accelerations generated in the paffoge of the bodies

from D and I to F and K are equal. Therefore

the velocities of the bodies in E and K are alfb e-

qual : and by the fame reafoning they will always

be found equal in any fubfequent equal diftances.

Q. E. L.
By the fame reafoning, bodies of equal velocities

and equal di fiances from the centre wij| be equally re-

tarded in their afcenr to equal diftances. O, E. D.
Cor. 1. Therefore if a body either ofcillares by

hanging to a firing, or by any poliftied and per-

fectly fmooth impediment is forced to move in a

curve line; and another body afcends or drfcends in

a right line, and their velocities be equal at any

one equal altitude; their velocities will be alfo equal

at all other equal altitudes. For, by the firing of

the pendulous body, or by the impediment of a

vefTel perfectly fmooth, the fame thing will be ef-

fected, as by the tranfverfe force NT* The body

is neither accelerated nor retarded by it, but only is

obliged to quit its rectilinear courfe.

Cor. 1. Suppofe the quantity P to be the

greatefl diflance from the centre to which a body

can afcend, whether it be ofcilIa*ting, or revolving

in a trajectory, and fo the fame projected upwards

from any point of a trajectory with the velocity

it has in that point. Let the quantity A be the

diflance of the body from the centre in any other

point of the orbit; and let the centripetal force be

always as the power A"" 1 of the quantity A, the

index of which power n— 1, is any number n di-

minifhed by unity. Th»n the velocity in every

altitude A will be as s/i
j,t —-An, and therefore

will be given. For by prop. 30. the velocity of

a bo*
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a body afccnd'ng and defccnding in a right line

is in that veiy iatio.

Proposition XLI. Problem XXVIII.

Suppojin^ a centripetal force of any kind,

ana granting the quadratures of cur-

i)i linear figures, it is required to find, asWell the tra]e8ories in which bodies

will move, as the times oftheir motions
in the trajectoriesfound.

Let any centripetal force tend to the centre C,

(P/. 17. Fig. 4 ) and let it be required to find the

tiajedory VIKk. Let there be given the circle

f^Ry described from the centre C with any interval

Cf; and from the fame centre defcribe any other

circles ID% KE cutting the trajectory in / and K,
and the right line CV in D and £. Then draw

the right line CNIX cutting the circles KE, PR
in Af and X, and the right line CKT meeting the

circle VR in T. Let the points / and A' be in-

definitely near; and let the body go on from V
through / and K to k; and let the point A be

the place from whence another body is to fall, fo

as in the place D to acquire a velocity equal to the

velocity of the firft body in /. And things re-

maining as in prop. 30. the lineola /AT, delcribed

in the leaft civen rime will be as the velocity, and

therefore as the right line whole power is the area,

jiBFD, and the triangle «/C# proportional to the

time will be given, and therefore KNw'iW be re-

ciprocally
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ciprocally as the altitude IC; that is (if there be given

any quantity Q and the altitude IC be called A)

as This quantity ~ call Z, and fuppofe the
A A

magnitude of Q. to be fiich that in fome cafe

<JABFD may be to Z as IK to KN* and then

in all cafes <JABFD will be to Z as IK to KN9

and ABFD to ZZ as IK1
to KN\ and by

divifion ABFD— ZZ to ZZ as IN* to KN1
*

T Q
and therefore y/ABFD—ZZ to Z or — as IN

to KN, and therefore KxKN will be equal to

Qx/ V
=— Therefore fince TXxXC is to

y/ ABFD— ZZ
KxKN as CJT5* to A A the reftangle XTxXC

QxINxCX1

will be equal to -
~ • Thereforen KkjABFD—ZZ

in the perpendicular DF let there be taken con-

tinually Db% Be equal to

x
^==|,

refpe&ively, and let the
2 A A ^ABFD— ZZ
curve lines 4C, the toci of the points b and

c, be defcribed: and from the point V\ let the

perpendicular Va be erected to the line AC, cutting

off the curvilinear area's VDb &> VDca^ and let the

ordinates E E x, be ere&ed alfo. Then becaufe the

rectangle DbxIN or Dbz*E is equal to half the

re&angle A xKN or to the triangle ICK; and the

rectangle DcxINox DcxE is equal to half the

refongle TXxXC or to the triangle XCT; that is,

becaufe the, nafcent particles DbzE, ICK of the

area's
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VDba, VIC are always equal; and the

nafcent particles DcxE, XCT of the area's VDca,

fCXiTt always equal; therefore the generated

area VDh* will be equal to the generated area

VIC, and therefore proportional to the time; and

the Generated area VDca is equal to the generated

feftor VCX. If therefore any time be given du-

rine which the body has been moving irom V>

th«e will be alfo given the area proportional to tt

rnb*; and thence will be given the altitude of

the body CD or Cl; and the area rDca, and

the fedor VCX equal thereto, together with its

anele VCI. But the angle VCI, and the altitude

CI being given, there is alfo given the place /, in

which the body will be found at the end of that

tU

CoR
e

i

£
Hence the greateft andI

leaft altitudes of

the bodies, that is the apfides of the trajectories,

roav be found very readily. For the apl.des are

33e points in which a right line IC drawn thro

the centre falls perpendicularly upon the mjeSory

VIK; which comes to pafs when the right lines

IK and NK become equal; that is, when the are*

^Ca 1TVfo,"' angle KIN in which
>

the

trajeaory at any place cuts the line 7C, may be

readily found by the given altitude IC of the

body : to wit, by making the fine of that angle

Trldius as KN to IK; that b as Z to the fquare

root of the area JBFD.
Cor. 5. If to the centre C (PL 5-)

and the principal vertex V there be defcr.bed a

conic feftion VRS; and from any point thereof

as R, there be drawn the tangent RT meeting

Sc mVcr indefinitely produced, in the point
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T\ and then, joining CR, there be drawn the
right line CP, equal to the abiaffa CT, making

an angle VCP proportional to the fedor VCR ;

and if a centripetal force, reciprocally proporti-

onal to the cubes of the diflances of the places

from the centre, tends to the centre C; and from

the place V there fets out a body with a juft ve-

locity in the direction of a line perpendicular to

the right line CV: that body will proceed in a

trjjecfcory VPQj which the point? will always touch;

and therefore if the conic fe&ion VRS be 2ti

hyperbola, the body will defcend to the centre;

but if it be an ellipfis it will afcend perpetually,

and go farther and farther off in infinitum. And
on the contrary, if a body endued with any velo-

city goes off from the place Vy and according as

it begins either to defcend obliquely to the centre

or afcends obliquely from it, the figure VRS be

either an hyperbola or an ellipfis, the trajectory

may be found by increafing or diminifliing the

angle VC? in a given ratio. And the centripetal

force becoming centrifugal, the body will afcend

obliquely in the trajectory VPQ? which is found

by taking the angle VCP proportional to the el-

liptic fe&or VRCy and the length CP equal to

the length CT, as before. All thefc things follow

from the foregoing propofition, by the quadrature

of a certain curve, the invention of which, as

being eafy enough, for brevity's fajte I -•I Mil

Pro-
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* *^sition XLII. Problem XXIX.

! W 6/* centripetal force being given,
2t M required to find the motion of a
body Jetting out from a given placev
With a given velocity, in the diredion
of a given right line.

Suppofe the fame things as in the three preceding
proportions; and let the body go off from the

place /, (PL 17. Fig. 6.) in the direction of the

Jirtle line /AT, with the fame velocity as another

body, by falling with an uniform centripetal force

from the place P, may acquire in D; and let this

uniform force be to the force with which the bo*

dy is at firft urged in /, as DR to DF. Let the

body go on towards k; and about the centre C
with the interval Ck> defcribe the circle ^e, meeting

the right line P D in e, and let there be erecled

the lines tg% en>y ordinately applied to the

curves BFg> abv, new. From the given rectan-

gle PDRo and the given law of centripetal force*

by which the firft body is aded on, the curve line

BFg is alfo given, by the conftru&ion of prob.

27. and its cor. 1. Then from the given angle

CIK is given the proportion of the nafcent lines

IfCf KN; and thence by the conftru&ion of prob*

28. there is given the quantity Q> with the curve

lines abv, acw; and therefore, at the end of any

time Dbvc, there is given both the altirude of rhe

body Ci or C/fe, and the area Dcwet with the fe&or

equal
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equal to it XCj, the angle ICl^ and the place k>

in which the body will then be found. ^ E. L

We fuppofe in thele propofirions the centripetal

force to vary in its recefs from the centre accor-

ding to fome law, which any one may imagine at

pleafure; but at equal diftances from the centre to

be every where the fame.

I have hitherto confidered the motions of bodies

in immoveable orbits. It remains now to add fome-

thing concerning their motions in orbits which re*

volvc round the centres of force*

Sect-
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7

Section IX.

Of the motion of hdies in moveable

orbits i and of the motion of the

apfides.

Proposition XLIII. Paoblem XXX.

It is required to make a body move, in

a trajectory that revolves about the cen-

tre of force, in the fame manner
as another body in the fame trajectory

at reft.

In the orbit VPK (PL 18. Fig. u) given by
pofition, let the body P revolve, proceeding from
V towards AT. From the centre C let there be
continuaUy drawn Cf$ equal to CP, making the

angle VCp proportional to the angle VcP % and
the area which the line Cp defcribes, will be to

the area VCP which the line CP defcribes at the

fame time, as the velocity of the defcribing line Cp9

N to
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to the velocity of the defcribing line CP; that

is, as the angle rCp to the angle VCP* there-

fore in a given ratio, and therefore proportional

to the time. Since then the area defcribed by
the line Cp in an immoveable plane is proporti-

onal to the time, ic is manifeft that a body, be-

ing a&cd upon by a juft quantity of centripe-

tal force, may revolve with the point p in the

curve line which the fame point p, by the me-

thod juft now explained, may be made to de-

fcribe in an immoveable plane. Make the angle

VI u equal to the angle P Cp> and the line Ct*

equal to CK and the figure uCp equal to the

figure VCPy and the bocly being always in the

point py will move in the perimeter of the re-

volving figure uCpy and will defcribe its (re-

volving) arc up in the fame time that the other

body P defcribes the fimilar and equal arc frP

in the quiefcent figure VPK. Find then by cor.

5. prop. 6. the centripetal force by which a body

may be made to revolve in the curve line

which the point p defcribes in an immoveable

plane, and the problem will be folved. O. £. F.

Proposition XLIV. Theorem XIV.

The difference of the forces, by which

two bodies may le wade to move equal-

ly, one in a quiefcent, the other in the

fame orbit revolving, is in a ttU
' plicate ratio of their common altitudes

inverfely.

Let the parts of the quiefcent orbit VP* ?K>
{PL 1 8. Fig. 2.) be firaiJar and equal to the

parts
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parts of the revolving orbit up, pl>j and ler the

difbnce of the points P and K be fuppofcd of the

utmoft fmallnefs. Let fall a perpendicular k^r from
the point ^ to the right line p C, and produce ic

to m, fo trwt mr may be to kj as the angle I Cp
to the angle VCP. Becaufe the altitudes of the

bodies, PC and pC, KC and £C, are always equal,

it is manifefr. that the increments or decrements of

the lines PC and pC are always equal; and there-

fore if each of the feveral motions of the bodies

in the places P and p be refolved into two, (by
cor. 2. of the laws of motion) one of which is

directed towards the center, or according to the

lines PC, pC, and the other, tranfvcrfe to the for-

mer, hath a direction perpendicular to the lines

PC and pC; the motions towards the centre will

be equal, and the tranfverfe motion of the body

p will be to the tranfverfe motion of the body P,

as the angular motion of the line pC to the angu-

lar motion of the line PC; that is, as the angle

VCp to the angle VCP* Therefore at the fame

time that the body P, by both its motions, comes

to the point A", the body p, having an equal mo-
tion towards the centre, will be equally moved
from p towards C, and therefore that time being

.expired, it will be found fomewhere in the lin*

mkr, which, pafling through the point k> is per-

pendicular to the line pC; and by its tranfverfe

motion, will acquire a diftance from the line p&
that will be to the diftance which the other body

P acquires from the line I C, as the tranfverfe

motion of the body p> to the tranfverfe motion

of the other body P. Therefore fince kj is e-

qual to the diftance which the body P acquires

from the line PC, snd wr is to as the an-

N 1 gle
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glc VCf to the angle VCP* that is as the tranf-

verfe morion of the body />, to the tranfverfe mo-
tion of the body P : it is manifeft that the body p,
at the expiration of that time, will be found in the

place m, Thefe things wiH be fo, if the bodies p
and P are equally moved in the directions of the

lines pC and PC, and are therefore urged with
equal forces in thofe directions. But if we take

an angle pCn that is to the angle pCk^as the an-

gle VCp to the anile fCP, and nC be equal

to kC> in that cafe the body p at the expiration

of the time will really be in n; and is therefore

urged with a greater force than the body Py if

the angle nCp is greater than the angle kCp* that

is, if the orbit */>^move either in confiquentM, or

in Antecedents with a celerity greater than the

double of that with which the line CP moves in

confequcntia ; and with a lefs force if the orbit moves
flower in antecedents. And the difference of die

forces will be as the interval mn of the places

through which the body would be carried by the

action of that difference in that given fpace of time.

About the centre C with the interval Cn or Ck
fuppofe a circle defcribed cutting the lines mr,mn
produced in s and r, and the rectangle tnnxmt
will be equal to the rectangle mkxms, and there-

fore mn will be equal to • But fince the
tn t

triangles pCk> pCn, in a given time, are of a

given magnitude, £r and wr, and their difference

mk, and their fum msy are reciprocally as the alti-

tude />C, and therefore the rectangle mkxms is

reciprocally as the fquare of the altitude pC. But

moreover mt is directly as \ mt> that is, as the al-

titude
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titude p C. Thefe are the firft ratio's of the nafccnc

lines i and hence , that is, the nafcent line-
mt

ola w», and the difference of the forces propor-

tional thereto, are reciprocally as the cube of the

altitude pC. F. D.
Cor. i. Hence the difference of the forces in

the places P and p, or A' and k, is to the force

with which a body may revolve with a circular

motion from R to A", in the Tame time that the

body P in an immoveable orb defcribes the arc

PKy as the nafcent line mn to the verfed fine of

the nafcent arc JRK, that is as to

rk~
-7—, or as mk*ms to the fquare of rk; that is,

ikC
if we take given quantities F and G in the fame

ratio to one another as the angle VCP bears to

the angle PCp* as GG— FF to FF. And there-

fore it from the centre C with any diftance CP
or Cp, there be defcribed a circular fedor equal

to the whole area Af C, which the body revol-

ving in an immoveable orbit, has by a radius

drawn to the centre defcribed in any oertain time;

the difference of the forces, with which the body

P revolves in an immoveable orbit and the body

p in a moveable orbit, will be to the centripetal

force, with which another body by a radius drawn to

the centre can uniformly defcribe that fedor in

the fame time as the area VPC is defcribed, as

GG—FF to FF. For that fe&or and the area

/C^are to one another as the times in which they

are defcribed.

N 3 Cor.
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Cor. 2. If the orbit VPK be an ellipfis having
its focus C, and its higheft apfis V* and we fuppole
the ellipfis «/>^firmlar and equal to it, fo that pC
may be always equal to PC, and the angle VCp be
to the angle VCP in the given ratio of G to F;
and for the altitude PC or pC we put A, and z R.

for the latus recTtum of the ellipfis; the force with
which a body may be made to revolve in a move-

able elhpiis will be as -—- — — and
1 AA A 3

vice verfa. Let the force with which a body may
revolve in an immoveable ellipfis, be expreffed by

F F
the quantity — , and the force in V will be

A A
FF—— • But the force with which a body may

revolve in a circle at the diftance CF, with the

fame velocity as a body revolving in an ellipfis has

in Z7", is to the force with which a body revol-

ving in an ellipfis is aded upon in the apfis f ŷ

as half the latus reclum of the ellipfis, to the
femi-diarmtcr CV of the circle, and therefore is as

RFF-— ; and the force which is to this as G G—FF
c/

to FF, is as ~£yT~~ : anc* lms ôrce (by

cor. i. of this prop.) is the difference of the
forces in V, with which the body P revolves in
the immoveable ellipfis l

r
i A', and the body p in

the moveable ellipfis mpks Therefore fince by this

prop, that difference at any other altitude A is to

it felf at the altitude CV as — to ~j9 the

fame
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fame difference in every altitude A will be asRGC-RFF *

. r FF
• Therefore to the force -— >A A A

by which the body may revolve in an immove-

able ellipfis VPKy add the excefs
RGC~ RFf

F F
and the Aim will be the whole force —

-

\
RCG—RFF . .. . . . .

-] — by which a body may revolve

in the fame time in the moveable ellipfis npk»

Cor. 3. In the fame manner it will be found

that if the immoveable 01 bit VPK be an ellipfis

having its centre in the centre of the forces C;
and there be fuppofed a moveable ellipfis upk% fimi-

lar, equal, and concentricai to it; and i R be the

principal larus reftum of that ellipfis, and 2T the^

latus tranfverfum or greater axis; and the angle VCp
be continually to the angle VCP as G to F; the

forces with which bodies may revolve in the im-

moveable and moveable ellipfis in equal times, will

. FFA . FF A
,
R G G— R F F rbe as— and— -|
— refpe-

ftively.

Cor. 4. And univerfally, if the greateft altitude

CVof the body be called T, and the radius of the

curvature which the orbit VPK has in K% that is,

the radius of a circle equally curve, be called R,
and the centripetal force with which a body may
revolve in any immoveable trajectory VPK at the

V F F
place Vy be called , and in other places P be

indefinitely (tiled X ; and the altitude CP be called

N 4 A,
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A, and G be taken to F in the given ratio of the

angle VCp to the angle VCP: the centripetal

force with which the fame body will perform the

fame motions in the fame time in the fame traje-

ctory upk^ revolving with a circular motion, will

beasthefumoftheforcesX^I-
VRG^7V R F F

.

Cor. 5. Therefore the motion of a body in an

immoveable orbit being given, its angular motion
round the centre of the forces may be increafed

or diminifhed in a given ratio, and thence new
immoveable orbits may be found in which bodies

may revolve with new centripetal forces.

Cor. 6". Therefore if there be ereded (PL 18. Fig.

j.) the line VP of an indeterminate length, per-

pendicular to the line CV given by pofition, and

CP be drawn, and Cf equal to it, making the an-

gle VCf having a given ratio to the angle VCP;
the force with which a body may revolve in the

curve line Vpkt which the point p is continually

defcribing, will be reciprocally as the cube of the

altitude Cf* For the body P> by its vis inertias

alone, no other force impelling it, will proceed

uniformly in the right line VP. Add then a force

tending to the centre C reciprocally as the cube of

the altitude CP or C/>, and (by what was juftde-

monftrated) the body will defied from the redilinear

motion into the curve line Vpk^ But this curve

^T^is the fame with the curve VPQ^ found in cor.

3. prop. 41. in which, I faid, bodies attraded with

fucn forces would afcend obliquely.

Pro-
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. Proposition XLV. Problem XXXI.

To find the motion of the affides in

orbits approaching very near to cir-

cles.

This problem is folved arithmetically by redu-

cing the orbit, which a body revolving in a move-
able ellipfis (as in cor. i and 3 of the above prop.)

defcribes in an immoveable plane, to the figure of
the orbit whofe apfides are required; and then

feeking the apfides of the orbit which that body
defcribes in an immoveable plane. But orbits ac-

quire the fame figure, if the centripetal forces with

which they are defcribed, compared between them-

felves, are made proportional at equal altitudes. Let

the point V be the higheft apfis, and write T for

the greateft altitude C/", A for any other altitude

CP or Cft and X for the difference of the altitudes

CV— CP ; and the force with which a body moves
in an ellipfis revolving about its focus C(as in cor. z.)

JUL- FF
,
RCG— RFF

and which in cor. 2. was as — -1- 7- ,AA 1 A J

, . FFA4-RGG—RFF , r , n . .

that is, as -> by fubltitutmg

T-X forA will become as
1

.

In like manner any other centripetal force is to be

reduced to a fraction whofe denominator is A 5

and the numerators are to be made analogous by



Then collating
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collating together the homologous terms. This
will be made plainer by examples.

Exam. i. Let us fuppofe the centripetal force

to be uniform, and therefore as or,writingT—X
T 3—3TTX-I-3TXX—

X

3

forA in the numerator, as ^-

T3._^TTX sTXX ~X 3

A
together the correfpondent terms of the nu-

merators, that is, thofe that confift of given quan-

tities, with thofe of given quantities, and thofe of
quantities not given, with thofe of quantities not

given, it will become RGG—RFFh TFF
to T 3 as — FFX to — 3 TTX » 3 TXX— X 1

or as —FF to 3 TT
j

3 TX —XX. Now
fince the orbit is fuppofed extreamly near to a cir-

cle, let it coincide with a circle, and becaufe in

that cafe R and T become equal, and X is in-

finitely diminished, the laft ratio's will be, as RGG
to T 3 fo — FF to — 3TT, or as GG to TT
fo FF to 3TT, and again as GG to FF fo

T T to 3 T T, that is, as 1 to 3 ; and therefore

G is to F, that is, the angle VCf to the angle

VCP as 1 to ^3. Therefore fince the body, in

an immoveable ellipfis, in descending from the up-

per to the lower apfis, defcribes an angle, if I may
fo fpeak,of 180 deg. the other body in a move-

able ellipfis, and therefore in the immoveable orbit

we are treating of, will, in its defcent from the

upper to the lower apfis, defcribc an angle PCp of

~ deg. And this comes to pafs by reafon of

the
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the likenefs of this orbit which a body a&ed up-

on bv an uniform centripetal force defcribcs, and

of that 0 bit which a body performing its circuits

in a revolving ellipfis will defcribe in a quiefcent

plane. By this collation of the terms, thefc orbits

are made fimilar , not univerfally indeed, but then

only when they approach very near to a circular

figure. A body therefore revolving with an uni-

form centripetal force in an orbit nearly circular,

180
1

will always defcribe an angle of deg. or 103 deg.

v J

55 m. 25 fee. at the centre; moving from the

upper apfis to the lower apfis when it has once

defcribed that angle, and thence returning to the

upper apfis when it has defcribed that angle again;

ann fo on in infinitum.

Exam. 2. Suppofe the centripetal force to be

as any power of the altitude A, as for example

A"
A*"" 3 or— ; where »— 3 and n fignify any

indices of powers whatever, whether integers o^

fraftions, rational or furd, affirmative or negative.

That numeraror A" or T~ X|'
7

being reduced to

an indeterminate feries by my method of conver-

ging feries, will become T"

—

nXT n ~ l
~\-

nn— w—-— XXT*— 1 &c. And conferring thefc

terms with the terms of the other numerator

RGG-RFF
1
TFF— FFX, it becomes as

RGG — RFF-i TFF to T»fo —FF to

~»T»- ,
-|- XT«~ l &c. And ta-

2

king the laft ratio's where the orbits approach to

circles,
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circles, it becomes as RGG to T» fo — FF to—nT n ~ or as GG to T«— 1
fo FF to

aT*- 1 and again GG to FF fo T*— ' to

nT*~*, that is, as i to »; and therefore G is

to F, that is the angle VCf to the angle P^CP as

i to yjn. Therefore fince the angle VCP, de-

fcribed in the defcent of the body from the up-

per apfis to the lower apfis in an ellipfis, is of

j 80 deg. the angle VCp> defcribed in the defcent

of the body from the upper apfis to the lower

apfis in an orbit nearly circular which a body de-

fcribes with a centripetal force proportional to the

power A* — % will be equal to an angle of

r-j deg, and this angle being repeated the body

will return from the lower to the upper apfis, and

fo on in infinitum. As if the centripetal force be

as the diftance of the body from the centre, that

is, as A, or — , n will be equal to 4, and %i*

equal to 2; and therefore the angle between the

180
upper and the lower apfis will be equal to —

• • 2

deg. or 90 den. Therefore the body having per-

formed a fourth part of one revolution will arrive

at the lower apfis, and having performed another

fourth part, will arrive at the upper apfis, and fo

on by turns in infinitum. This appears alfo from

prop. 10. For a body a&ed on by this centripe-

tal force will revolve in an immoveable ellipfis, whofe

centre is the centre of force. If the centripe-

tal force is reciprocally as the difhnce, that is,

1 A *

fiireflly as - or—, n will be equal to 2, and

there-
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therefore the angle between the upper and lower

apfis will be — deg. or 117 deg. 16 min. 45

fee. and therefore a body revolving with fuch a

force, will, by a perpetual repetition of this angle,

move alternately from the upper to the lower, and

from the lower to the upper apfis for ever. So

alfo if the centripetal force be reciprocally as the

biquadrate root of the eleventh power of the al-

titude, that is reciprocally as A — and therefore

1 A x

dirc&Iy as or as n will be equal to \,

and ^ deg. will be equal to 360 deg. and there-

fore the body parting from the upper apfis, and

from thence perpetually defcending will arrive at

the lower apfis when it has compleated one en-

tire revolution; and thence afcending perpetually,

when it has compleated another entire revolution

it will arrive again at the upper apfis; and fo alter-

nately for ever.

Exam. 3. Taking m and n for any indices of
the powers of the altitude, and b and c for any
given numbers, fuppofe the r*nrripctai force robe as

*A* cA* . . b'mto xi m rintoT Xf
- that is, as

A 3
9 A 3

or (by the method ofconverging feries above-mention-

ed) as^T" gT«—wAXT--' *cXT*~*
A

2 1

&c and comparing the terms of the numerators,

there
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there will arife RGG — R F F -t T F F ro

bT m
1 cT n

as—FF to - mbT"- '-»cT »— '

tn tn—- rn n n— n _,_
~|- • *XT*- l

-| cXT 8 - 1 &c.

And raking the lad ratio's that arife when the or-

bits come to a circular form, there will come
forth GG to bT m — 1

-|- cT n ~ 1
as FF to

mbT m ~ l
-\ ncT n ~ \ and again GG to FF

as£T m ~ ,

~i cT*~ l tombT*~ l

-\ ncT«—
This proportion, by expreffing the greateft altitude

CV or T arithmetically by unity, becomes, GG
to FF as b

\
c to mb\ nc> and therefore as 1

mb fjc

t0 Whence G becomes to F, that is
b-\-c

the angle VCf to the angle VCP as 1 to

Jmh-\ nc

g j

• And therefore fince the angle VCP

between the upper and the lower apfis, in an im-

moveable ellipfis, is of 1 80 deg. the angle VCf
between the fame apfides in an orbit which a bo-

dy defcribes with a centripetal force, that is as

bA m ~\ cA*—— will be equal to an angle of

i8o v
—J deg. And by the fame reafoning
tn 0 -

1 n c

y \ tn
C ^ n

if the centripetal force be as — the angle

between the apfides will be found equal to

b— c
icoy7 —: dee. After the fame manner the

mb—nc
problem is folved in more difficult cafes. The
quantity to which the centripetal force is propor-

tional mufl always be refolved into a converging

fenes
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fcries whofe denominator is A\ Then the gi-

ven part of the numerator arifing from that ope-

ration is to be fuppofed in the fame ratio to that

part of it which is not given, as the given part

of this numerator RGG—RFF
|
TFF— FFX

is to that part of the fame numerator which is

not given. And taking away the fuperfluous quan-

tities and writing unity for T, the proportion of

G to F is obtainec^

Cor. 1. Hence if the centripetal force be as any

power of the altitude, that power may be found

from the motion of the apfides; and fo contrary-

wife. That is, if the whole angular motion, with

which the body returns to the fame apfis, be to

the angular motion of one revolution, or 360 deg.

as any number as m to another as », and the altitude

called A ; the force will be as the power
ft n

A z of the altitude A; the index of which
mm

power is 3. This appears by the fecond ex-
tn fit

aroples. Hence 'tis plain that the force in its recefs

from the centre cannot decreafe in a greater than a

triplicate ratio of the altitude. A body revolving

with fuch a force and parting from the apfis if )C

once begins to defcend can never arrive at the

lower apfis or Icaft altitude, bur will defcend to the

centre, defcribing the curve line treated of in cor.

prop. 41* But if it fhould, at its parting from

the lower apfis begin to afcend never fo little, it

will afcend in infinitum and never come to the up-

per apfis; but will defcribe the curve line fpoken

of in the fame cor. and cor. 6. prop. 44. So that

where the force in its recefs from the centre de-

creafe9
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creafes in a greater than a triplicate ratio of the

altitude, the body at its parting from the apfis, will

either defcend to the centre or afcend in infinitum,

according as it defcends or afcends at the begin-

ning of its motion. But if the force in its receft

from the centre either decreafes in a lefs than a tri-

plicate ratio of the altitude, or increafes in any ra-

tio of the altitude whatfoever; the body will

never defcend to the centre, but will at fomc time

arrive at the lower apfis; and on the contrary, if

the body alternately afcending and defcending from

one apfis to another never comes to the centre,

then either the force increafes in the recefs from

the centre, or it decreafes in a lefs than a tripli-

cate ratio of the altitude; and the fooner the body

returns from one apfis to another, the farther is

the ratio of the forces from the triplicate ratio.

As if the body mould return to and from the

upper apfis by an alternate defcent and afcent in 8

revolution';, or in 4, or 2, or 1 J ; that is if m mould

be to n as 8 or 4 or 2 or it to 1, and there-

fore A— 5» or «"6 — 5> or i— 3, or

$— 3; then the force will be as A/4— 3, or

Ar*-— 3
, or A;— 3

, or A*

—

3
; that is, it will

be reciprocally as A 3— /4 , or A 3—
,

A
6 , or A 3 — \>

or A 3 — If the body after each revolution re-

turns to the fame apfis, and the apfis remains un-

moved, then m will be to n as 1 to 1, and there-

ft Pi I

fore A 3 will be equal to A"11
or —-

;

TP} 17% J\ J\

and therefore the decreafe of the forces will be in

a duplicate ratio of the altitude; as was demon-

ftrated above. If the body in three fourth parts,

or
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or two thirds* or one third, or one fourth part

of an entire revolution, return to the fame apfis

;

w* will be to n as \ or f or f or J to 1, and

therefore A;H~ * is equal to A 9 ~~ 9

or A4
~

5>

A 9~ 3
, or A 16— 3

; and therefore the force is

either reciprocally as A 9
or A 4 ' or direfily as

A tf or A IJ
. Laftly, if the body in its progreft

the upper apfis to the fame upper apfis again,

over one entire revolution and three deg. more,

and therefore that apfis in each revolution of the

body moves three deg. in confequentia ; then m
will be to h as $65 deg. to 360 deg. or as til

n n

to 120, and therefore Amm""5 will be equal to

A 14< +
J

and therefore the centripetal force will

be reciprocally as A 14641
or reciprocally as

2 ±.A very nearly. Therefore the centripetal

force decreafes in a ratio fomething greater than the

duplicate; but approaching $g; times nearer to

the duplicate than the triplicate.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo if a body, urged by a cen-

tripetal force which is reciprocally as the fquare of

the alritude, revolves in an ellipsis whofe focus is

in the centre of the forces; and a new and

foreign force ftiould be added to or fubdufied

from this centripetal force; the motion of theap-

fides arifing from that foreign force may (by

the third examples) be known; and fo on the con-

trary. As if the force with which the body re-

solves in the ellipfis be as ; and the foreign

O force
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forae fuhdufted as cA, and therefore the remaining

A — c A 4

force as ——— ; then (by the third cx«m.) b

will be equal to i, w equal to i, and n equal to

4; and therefore the angle of revolution between the

apfides is equal to 180/ deg. Suppofe that
I—A£

foreign force to be x 57. 45 parts lefs than the other

force with which the body revolves in the eilipfis

;

that is c to be
3 Jf*,, A or T being equal to 1

;

and then i8o>-—- will be iSov'jfff} or
I " *AC

i8o«76'23, that is, 180 deg. 45 min. 44 fee.

Therefore the body parting from the upper apfis,

will arrive at the lower apfis with an angular mo-
tion of 180 deg. 45 min. 44 fee. and this an-

gular morion being repeated will return to the up-

per apfis; and therefore the upper apfis in each re-

volution will go forward 1 deg. 31 m. 28 fee. The
aplts of the Moon is about twice as fwift.

So much for the motion of bodies in orbits

whofe planes pafs through the centre of force.

It now remains to determine thofe motions in ec-

centrical planes. For thofe authors who treat of the

motion of heavy bodies ufe to confider the afcent

and defcent of fuch bodies, not only in a perpen-

dicular direction, but at all degrees of obliquity upon

any given planes; and for the fame reafon we are

to confider in this place the motions of bodies

tending to centres by means of any forces what-

soever, when thofe bodies move in eccentrical planes.

Thefe planes are fuppofed to be perfedly fmooth

and polifhed fo as not to retard the motion of the

bodies in the kafh Moreover in thefe demonftra-
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rions inftead of the planes upon which thofe bodies

roll or Aide, and which are therefore tangent planes

to the bodies, I fliaU ufe planes parallel to them,

in which the centres of the bodies move, and by
that motion defcribe orbits* And by the fame

method I afterwards determine the motions of bodies

performed in curve fuperficies.

O % Sbotxok
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Section X.

Of the motion of lodies in given fuper-

ficiesy and ofthe reciprocal motion of
funependulous bodies.

Proposition XLVL Problem XXXII.

cAny kind of centripetal force being fup-
poftd, and the centre of force, and a-
ny flane whatsoever in which the bo-
dy revolves, being given, and the qua-
dratures of curvilinear figures leing al-

lowed', it is required to determine the
motion of a body going off from a
given place, with a given velocity, in
the diretiion of a given right line in
that plane.

Let S (PL 18. Fig. 4.) be the centre of force,

SC the leaft diftance of that centre from the given

plane,
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plane, P a body ifluing from the place P in the

direction of the right line PZ, the fame body
revolving in its trajectory, and PQR the trajecto-

ry it felt which is required to be found, defcribed

in that given plane. Join C£>, QS, and if in QS
we take SF proportional to the centripetal force

with which the body is attracted towards the cen-

tre Sy and dr$w FT parallel to CQy an4 meeting

SC in T: then will the force SF be refolved

into two, (by cor. 2. of the laws of motion) the

force ST, and the force TF; of which ST at-

tracting the body in the direction of a line per- •

pendicular to that plane, does not at all change its

motion in that plane. But the action of the o-

ther force TV* coinciding with the pofition of

the plane it felf, attracts the body directly towards

the given point C in that plane; and therefore

caufes the bodv to move in this plane in the fame

manner as if the force ST were taken away, and

the body were to revolve in free fpace about the

centre C by means of the force TP alone. But

there being given the centripetal force TV with

which the body revolves in free fpace about

the given centre C, there is given (by prop. 42.)

the trajectory PQ^R which the body defcribss ;

the place Q% in which the body will be found

at any given time ; and laftly, the velocity of the

body in that place Q. And fo i contr*. (A, £. /.

O j P * o-
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Proposition XLVII. Theorem XV.

Suppofing the centripetal force to be pro-

portional to the difiance of the body

from the centre ; all bodies revolving

in any planes whatfoever will de-

fcribe elliffes, and compleat their re-

volutions in equal times; and thofe

which move in right lines, running

backwards and forwards alternately,

will tornfieat their feveral periods of
going and returning in the fame
times.

For letting all things fland as in the foregoing

propofition, the force SPi with which the body

^ revolving in any plane F Q^R is attracted to-

wards the centre S, is as the difiance SQ; and

therefore becaufe ST and SQ, 7T and CQ arc

proportional, the force TV with which the body

is attracted towards the given point C in the

plane of the orbit is as the difiance CO^ There-

fore the forces with which bodies found in .the

plane PQR are attracted towards the point C, are

in proportion to the di fiances equal to the forces

with which the fame bodies are attracted every

way towards the centre S, and therefore the bodies

will move in the &me times, and in the fame

figures in any plane PQR about the point C, as

they would do in free (paces about the centre «S";

and therefore (by cor. 2. prop. 10. and cor. 2.

prop.
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prop, 38) they will in equal times either defcribc

ellipfes in that plane about the centie r, or move
to and fro in right lines palTing through the cen-

tre C in that plane ; compleating the fame periods

of rime in all cafes. Q E. D.

Scholium.

The afcent and defcent of bodies in curve fu-

Crficies has a near relation to thefe motions we
ve been fpeaking of. Imagine curve lines to

be defcribed on any plane, and to revolve about

any given axes palling through the centre of
force, and by that revolution to defcribc curve fu-

perficies; and that the bodies move in fuch

fort that their centres may be always found in

thofe fuperficies. If thofe bodies reciprocate to

and fro with an oblique afcent and defcent; their

motions will be performed in planes palTing

through the axis and therefore in the curve lines

by whofe revolution thofe curve fuperficies were

generated. In thofe cafes therefore it will be

fufficient to confider the motion in, thofe curve

lines.
•

Proposition XLVIII. Theorem XVI.

If a wheel /lands upon the out-fide of
a clobe at rhht amies thereto, and
revolving about its own axis goes for-

ward in a great circle ; the length of
the curvilinear path which any point

%

given in the Perimeter of the %vbeel%

O 4 hath
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hath deferibed fince the time thot it

touched the globe, (which curvilinear

fatb we may call the cycloid or epi-

cycloid) will be to dculle the verjfed

fine of half the arc which fince that

time has touched the globe in faffing

over it, as the fum of the diameters

ofthe globe and the wheel, to the femi-
diameter ofthe globe.

Proposition XLIX. Theorem XVII.

If a wheel (land upon the infide of a

concave globe at right angles thereto,

and revolving about its own axis go

forward in one of the great circles of
the globe, the length of the curvili-

near fath which any pint, given in

the ferimeter of the wheel, hath de-

feribed fince it touched the globe, wiU
' be to the doulle of the verftd fine of

half the arc which in all that time

has touched the glole in fajfing over

it, as the difference of the diameters

of the globe and the wheel, to the fe-

midiameter ofthe globe.

Let ABL (PL ip. Eg. i. 2.) be the globe, C
its centre, the wheel infifting thereon, E
the centre of the wheel, B the point of contact,

and P the given point in the perimeter of the

bed*
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wheel. Imagine this wheel to proceed in the

great circle ABL from A through B towards

L, and in its progrefs to revolve in fuch a manner
that the arcs AB> P B may be always equal the

one to the other, and the given point P in the

perimeter of the wheel may defcribe in the mean
time the curvilinear path A P. Let AP be the

whole curvilinear path defcribed fince the wheel

touched the globe in A, and the length of this

path AP will be to twice the verfed fine of the

arc iPBy as zCE to CB. For let the right line

CE (produced if need be) meet the wheel in V,
and join CP, BP, £P, FP\ produce CP, and let

fall thereon the perpendicular VF. Let PH,VH%

meeting in H% touch the circle in P and V> and

let PH cut VF in G, and to VP let fall the per-

pendiculars GI» HK* From the centre C with any

interval let there be defcribed the circle nom, cut-

ting the right line CP in «, the perimeter of the

wheel BP in o, and the curvilinear path AP in

m; and from the centre V with the interval Vo
let there be defcribed a circle cutting VP produ-

ced in

Becaufe the wheel in its progrefs always revolves

about the point of contaft P, it is manifefl that

the right line B P is perpendicular to that curve

line AP which the point P of the wheel defcribes,

and therefore that the right line VP will touch

this curve in the point P. Let the radius of the

circle nom be gradually increafed or diminifhed fo

that at laft it become equal to the diftance CP;
and by reafon of the fimilitude of the evanefcent

figure Pnomq, and the figure P FGVf, the ulti-

mate ratio of the evanefcent lineolx Pot, Pn, Po%

?q, that is, the ratio of the momentary mutations
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of the curve APy the right line CP, the circular

arc BP, and the right line VP, will be the fame as

of the lines PF9 PG, PI, refpedively. But
fince VF is perpendicular to CF, and VHto CV„
and therefore the angles HVG, VCF equal; and

the angle VHG (becaufe the angles of the quadri-

lateral figure HVE P are right in V and P) is e-

qual to the angle CEP, the triangles VHG, CEP
will be fimilarf; and thence it will come to pafs that

as EP is to CE fo is HG to HV or HP, and

fo fCI to KP, and by compofition or divifion as

CB to CE fo is PI to PKy and doubling the con-

fequents as CB to zCE fo PI to PT, and fo is

Pq to Pm. Therefore the decrement of the line

VPy that is the increment of the line BV—VP
to the increment of the curve line AP is in a

given ratio of CB to zC£, and therefore (by cor.

Jem. 4.) the lengths BV—VP and AP generated

by thofe increments, are in the fame ratio. But if

BT be radius VP is the cofineof the angle BVP
or \ B E r, and therefore BV— VP is the verfed

fine of the fame angle; and therefore in this wheel

whofe radius is \BV, BV— VP will be double

the verfed fine of the arc 7 2? P. Therefore AP
is to double the verfed fine of the arc \ BP as 2 CE
to CB. Q.E.D.

The line AP in the former of thcfe propofitions

we mall name the cycloid without the globe, the o-

ther in the htrer proposition the cycloid within the

globe, for diftin&ion fake.

Cor. 1. Hence if there be defcribed the entire

cycloid ASL and the fame be bife&ed in 5, the

length of the part PS will be to the length PV
(which is the double cf the fine of the angle

VBP
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VET, when EB is radius) as iCE to CB, and

therefore in a given ratio.

Cor. 2. And the length of the femi-perimeter

of the cycloid AS will be equal to a right line

which is to the diameter of the wheel Z? f as

Z CE to CB.

Proposition L. Problem XXXIII,

To caufe a pendulous tody to oftMate in

a given cycloid.

Let there be given within the globe QKSf
(PL 19. Fig. $,) defcribed with the centre CJ
the cycloid QRS, bifefted in K, and meeting the

fuperficies of the globe with its* extreme points ^
and S on either hand. Let there be drawn

CR bife&ing the arc ££S in O, and let it be produ-

ced to A in fuch fort that CA may be to C Q
as CO to CR. About the centre C, with the in-

terval C A, let there be defcribed an exterior globe

DAF, and within this globe; by a wheel whofe

diimeter is AO, let there be defcribed two femi-cy-

cloids AO, AS, touching the interior globe in Q_
and S, and meeting the exterior globe in A. From
that point A, with a thread APT in length equal

to the line AR, let the body T depend, and akiU
late in fuch manner between the two femi-cycloids

AQi AS that as often as the pendulum parts from,

the perpendicular A R, the upper part of the thread

AP may be applied tQ that femi-cycloid APS
towards which the motion tends, and fold it felf

round that curve line, as if it were fome folid ob-

Itacle,
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ftacle; the remaining part of the fame thread PT
which has not yet touched the femi-cycloid con-
tinuing ftraight. Then will the weight T ofcil-

late in the given cycloid QRS. Q* E. F.

For letf the thread PT meet the cycloid ORS
in T, and the circle QOS in P% and kt be
drawn; and to the rectilinear part of the thread PT
from the extreme points P and T let there be e-

recled the perpendiculars BP, TW, meeting the

right line CV in B and W. It is evident from
the conflruction and generation of the (imilar fi-

gures AS, S

R

y that thofe perpendiculars P B%TJVy
cut off from C^the lengths Flt% VW equal to the

diameters of the wheels 0 A, OR. Therefore TP
isto/^P (which is double the fine of the angle VB P
when t B

V

is radius) as B Wxo B or AQ-\-OR
to AO, that is (fince CA and CO, CO and CJb
and by divifion

9

jfO and OR are proportional) as

CA-\-CO to CA* or, if Br be bife&cd in E, as

zCE to CB. Therefore (by cor. i. prop. 49)
the length of the rectilinear part of the thread P

T

is always equal to the arc of the cycloid PS, and

the wnole thread APT is always equal to the

half of the cycloid APS, that is (by cor. z. prop.

49.) to the length AR* And therefore contTary-

wife, if the firing remain always equal to the

length A R the point T will always move in the

given cyeloid QKS. Q. E. D.
Ccr. The firing AR is equal to the femi-cy-

cloid AS, and therefore has the fame ratio to AC
the femi- diameter of the exterior globe as the like

femi-cycloid SR has to CO the femi-diamcter of

the interior globe.

Pro-
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Proposition LL Theorem XVIII.

If a centripetal force tending on all fides

to the centre C of a globe (PL 19.

Fig. 4-) be in all places as the dip

tance of the place from the centre^

and ly this force alone atiing upon it,

the body T ofcillate (jn the manner

alove deferilea) in the perimeter of
the cycloid QRS; J fay, that all the

ofdilations how unequal foever in them-

felves will be performed in equal

times.

For upon the tangent TW infinitely produced

let fall the perpendicular CX and join CT. Becaufe

the centripetal force with which the body T is im-

pelled towards C is as the diftance CT, let this

(by cor. i • of the laws) be refolved into the parts

CX, TX of which CX impelling the body dircfi-

ly from P ftretches the thread FT, and by the

refiftance the thread makes to it is totally employ-

ed, producing no other efFed; but the other part

TX> impelling the body tranfverfely or towards X, di-

redly accelerates the motion in the cycloid.

Then it is plain that the acceleration of the body,

proportional to this accelerating force, will be every

moment as the length TX, that is, (becaufe CV\
WV\ and TX, TW proportional to them are given)

as the length TW, that is (by cor. 1. prop. 49.)

as the length of the arc of the cycloid TR. If

there-
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therefore two pendulums APT, Apt be unequal-
j

ly drawn afide from the perpendicular AR, and

let fall together, their accelerations will be always

as the arcs to be defcnbed TR, t R. But the pans

defcribed at the beginning of the motion are as the

accelerations, that is, as the wholes that are to be

defcribed at the beginning, and therefore the parts I

which remain to be defcribed and the fubfequenc l

accelerations proportional to thofe parts, are alfo as 1
,

the wholes, and fo on. Therefore the accelerations, I /

and confequently the velocities generated, and the

parts defcribed with thofe velocities, and the parts \

to be defcribed, are always as the wholes; and

therefore the parts to be defcribed preferving a gi- I

ven ratio to each other will vanifh together, that \

is, the two bodies ofcillating will arrive together I

at the perpendicular AR. And fince on the other

hand the afcent of the pendulums from the low-

eft place R through the fame cycloidal arcs with
j

a retrograde motion, is retarded in the feveral places
j

they pafs through by the fame forces by which
j

their defcent was accelerated, 'tis plain that the ve-

locities of their afcent and defcent through the fame

arcs are equal, and confequently performed in equal

times; and therefore fince the two parts of the cy-

cloid RS and R flying on either fide of the per-

pendicular are fimilar and equal, the two pendulums

will perform as well the wholes as the halves of their

ofcillations in the fame times. O. E. D.

Cor. The force with which the body T is ac-

celerated or retarded in any place 7*of the cycloid,

is to the whole weight of the. fame body in the

higheft place S or ^, as the arc of the cycloid TR
is to the arc SR or QR.

Pro-
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Proposition LII. Problem XXXIV,

To define the velocities of the pendu-

lums in the ftveral places, and the

times in which both the entire ofcil*

lations, and the Jeveral farts of them
are performed.

About any centre G (PL 20. Fig. 1.) with the

interval GH equal to the arc of the cycloid RS,
defcribe a femi-circle HKM bife&ed by the fcmi-

diameter GK. And if a centripetal force proporti-

onal to the diftance of the places from the centre

tend to the centre </, and it be in the perimeter

H1K equal to the centripetal force in the perimeter

of the globe QOS tending towards* its centre, and

at the fame time that the pendulum T is let fall

from the higheft place S, a body as /, is let fall

from H> to G; then becaufe the forces which a&
upon the bodies are equal at the beginning, and al-

ways proportional to the fpaces to be defcribed TR t

LG, and therefore if TR and LG are equal, are

alfo equal in the places T and Z», it is plain that

rhofe bodies defcribe at the beginning equal fpaces

ST7 ///,, and therefore are ftill acled upon
equally, and continue to defcribe equal fpaces.

Therefore by prop. 38. the time in which the bo-

dy defcribes the arc ST is to the time of one
ofcillation, as the arc HI the time in which the

body
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body //arrives ar L, to the femi-periphery HKM*
the time in which the body H will come to M.
And the velocity of the pendulous body in the

place 7* is to its velocity in the loweft place R9

that is, the velocity of the body H in the place

L to its velocity in the place G, or the momen-
tary increment of the line HL to the momenta-

ry increment of the line HG, (the arcs Hl> HK
increafing with an equable flux) as the ordinate

Ll to the radius GK, or as ^SR*—TR l
to SR.

Hence fince in unequal ofcillations there are defcribed

in equal times arcs proportional to the entire arcs of

the ofcillations; there are obtained from the tiroes

given, both the velocities and the arcs defcribed

in all the ofcillations univerfally. Which was firft

requited.

Let now any pendulous bodies ofcillatc in dif-

ferent cycloids defcribed within different globes,

whofe abfolute forces are alfo different; and if the

abfolute force of any globe QJDS be called V,

the acceleraiive force with which the pendulum is

a&ed on in the circumference of this globe, when
it begins to move directly towards its centre, will

be as the diftance of the pendulous body from

that centre and the abfolute force of the globe

conjunctly, that is, as COxV. Therefore the

lineola H T which is as this accelerative force COx V
will be defcribed in a given time; and if there

be erected the perpendicular TZ meeting the cir-

cumference in Z, the nafcent arc HZ will denote

that given time. But that nafcent arc HZ is in

the fubduplicate rario of the rectangle GHT, and

therefore as <s/GHxCQx\. Whence the time of

an entire ofcillation in the cycloid QjiS(it being
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as the femi-periphery HKM which denotes that

entire ofcillation, directly ; and as the arc HZ which

in like manner denotes a given time inverfely) will

be as OH directly and ^GHxCOkV inverfely,

SR
that is, bccaufe GH and SR arc equal,

A R
or (by cor. prop. 50.) »v'^c>(V

'

theofcillations'inall globes and cycloids, performed

with what abfolute forces foever, are in a ratio

compounded of the fubduplicate ratio of the length

of the firing directly, and the fubduplicate ratio

of the diftance between the point of fufpenfion and

the centre of the globe inverfely, and the fubduplicate

ratio of the abfolute force of the globe inverfely alfo.

Q. E. I.

Cor. 1. Hence alfo the times of ofciHating, fal-

ling, and revolving bodies may be compared among
themfelves. For if the diameter of the wheel with

which the cycloid is defcribed within the globe is

fuppofed equal to the femi- diameter of the globe, the

cycloid will become a right line paffing through the

centre of the globe, and the ofcillation will be changed

into a defcent and lubfequent afcent in that right

line. Whence there is given both the time of the

defcent from any place to the centre, and the time

equal to it in which the body revolving uniform-

ly about the centre of the globe at any diftance

defcribes an arc of a quadrant. For this rime (by

cafe 2.) is to the time of half the ofcillation in any

AR
cycloid ORS as 1 to —- •

Cor. 2. Hence alfo follow what Sir Chrijltpber

Wren and M. Hujgem have difcovered concerning

P the
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the vulgar c> doid. For if the diameter of the globe
be infinitely increafed, its fphaerical fupcrficies will

be changed into a plane, and the centripetal

force will adc uniformly in the direction of lines

perpendicular to that plane, and this cycloid of ours
will become the fame with the common cycloid.

But in that cafe the length of the arc of the cy-
cloid between that plane and the defcribing point,

will become equal to four times the verfed fine of
half the arc of the wheel between the fame plane

and the defcribing point as was difcovered by Sir

Chnftophcr Wren. And a pendulum between two
fuch cycloids will ofcillate in a fimilar and equal

cycloid in equal times as M. Hujgens demon ft ra-

ted. The defcent of heavy bodies alfo in the time

of one ofcillation will be the fame as M. Hnjgtnt

exhibited.

The propofitions here demonftrated are adapted to

the true conftitution of the Earth, in fo far as wheels

moving in any of its great circles will defcribe by
the motions of nails fixed in their perimeters, cycloids

without the globe; and pendulums in mines and

deep caverns of the Earth muft ofcillate in cycloids

within the globe, that thofe ofcillations may be per-

formed in eaua! times. For gravity (as will be rtiewa

in the third book) decreafes in its progrefs from the

futxrficies of the Earth ; upwards in a duplicate ratio

ot the diftances from the centre of the earth; down-
wards in a fimple ratio ofthe fame.

.... ,* Pro*
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Proposition LIII. Problem XXXV.

Granting the quadratures of curvili-

near figures, it is required to find
the forces with which bodies moving
in given curve lines may always per-

form their ofdilations in equal times.

Let the body T (PL id. Fig. i.) ofcillate in

any curve line STR Q, whofe axis is AR pafling

through the centre of force C. Draw TX touch-

ing that curve in any place of the body 7J and
in that tangent TX take 7T equal to the arc TR.
The length of that arc is known from the com*
mon methods ufed for the quadratures of figures.

From the point T draw the right line TZ perpen-

dicular to the tangent. Draw CT meeting that

perpendicular in 2T, and the centripetal force

will be proportional to the right line TZ.
£ £. /.

For if the force with which the body is it-

traded from T towards C be expreffed by the right

line TZ taken proportional to it, that force will be

refolved into two forces 7T, TZy of which TZ
drawing the body in the direction of the length of
the thread PT, does not at all change its motion ;

whereas the other force 7T dire&ly accelerates or

retards its motion in the curve STRQ. Where-
fore fince that force is as the fpace to be defcribed

TR% the accelerations or retardations of the body in

defcribinj two proportional parts (a greater and a

P x leG)
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Icfs) of two ofcillations, will be always as thofe parrs,

and therefore will caufe thofe parts to be deferibed

together. But bodies which continually defcribe to-

gether parts proportional to the wholes, will defaibc

the wholes together alfo. F. D.

Cor. i. Hence if the body T(Pl. ic. Ftg. $0
hanging by a re&ilinear thread AT from the cen-

tre A, defcribe the circular arc STRQ* and in the

mean time be aded on by any force tending down-
wards with parallel directions, which is to the uni-

form force of gravity as the arc TR to its fine TW,
the times of the feveral ofcillations will be equal.

For becaufe TZ, AR are parallel, the triangles

ATNy ZTY are fimilar; and therefore TZ will

be to AT as 7T to TJV; that is, if the uniform

force of gravity be expreu^d by the given length

-^7* the force TZ by which the ofcillations be-

come ifochronous, will be to the force of gravity

ATy as the arc TR equal to TT is toTN the fine of
that arc.

Cor. 2. And therefore in clocks, if forces were

imprelTed by fome machine upon the pendulum

which preferves the motion, and fo compounded

with the force of gravity, that the whole force

tending downwards mould be always as a line pro-

duced by applying the redangle under the arc TR
and the radius AR to the fine TN> all the ofcillati-

ons will become ifochronous.

Pro-
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Proposition LIV. Problem XXXVI.

Granting the quadratures of curvilinear

figures, it is required to find the times,

in which bodies by means of any

centripetal force wiB defcend or af-

cend in any curve lines defcribed in

a plane pa'jfing through the centre of
force.

Let the body defcend from any place S (PL
10. Fig. 4.) and move in any curve STtR given in

a plane pafling through the centre of force C.

Join CS, and let it be divided into innumerable

equal parts, and let Dd be one of thofe parts.

"pTom the centre C% with the intervals CD, Cdf

let the circles DTy dt be defcribed, meeting the

curve line STtR in Tand t. And becaufe the law

of centripetal force is given, and alfo the altitude CS
from which the body at firft fell ; there will be

given the velocity of the body in any other alti-

tude CT (by prop. 39.) But the time in which
the body defcribes the lineola Tt is as the length

of that lineola, that is, as the fecant of the angle

tTC directly, and the velocity inverfely. Let the

ordinate DN, proportional to this time, be made
perpendicular to the right line CS at the point D9

and becaufe Dd is given, the re&angle DdxDN
that is, the area DNnd, will be proportional to the

feme time. Therefore if PNn be a curve line in

which the point N is perpetually found, and its

P 3
afymptote
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afymptote be the right line SQ^ (landing upon the
line CS at right angles, the area SQFND will be
proportional to the time in which the body in its

defcent hath defcribed the line ST; and there*

fore that area being found the time is alfo given.

^ E. I.

Proposition LV. Theorem XIX.

If a body move in any curve fuperficies

whofe axis paJJ'es through the centre

of force\ and from the lody a per-
pendicular be let fall upon the axis

;

and a line parallel and equal there-

to be drawn from any given point of
the axis ; / fay, that ttis parallel line

will defcribe an area proportional to

the time.

Let BKL (PL io. Fig. 5.) be a curve fu-

perficies, T a body revolving in it, STR a tra-

jectory which the body defcribes in the fame, S
the beginning of the traje&ory, OMK the axis

of the curve fuperficies, TN a right line let fall

perpendicularly from the body to the axis; OP
a line parallel and equal thereto drawn from the
given point O in the axis; AP the orthographic

proje&ion of the trajedory defcribed by the point

P in the plane AOP in which the revolving

line OP is found; A the beginning of that pro-

jection anfwering to the point S; TC a right line

drawn from the body to the centre ; TG a part

thereof
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thereof proportional to the centripetal force with

which the body tends towards the centre C; TM
a right line perpendicular to the curve fuperficies;

77 a part thereof proportional to the force of

preflure with which the body urges the fuperficies,

and therefore with which it is again repelled by
the fuperficies towards M\ ITF a right line

parallel to the axis and paffing through the body,

and GF> IH right lines let fall perpendicularly

from the points G and / upon that parallel

PHTF. I fay now that the area AOP, de-

fcribed by the radius OP from the beginning of
the motion, is proportional to the time. For the

force TG (by cor. 1. of the laws of motion) is

refolvcd into the forces TF, FG ; and the force

77 into the forces 77/, HI; but the forces 7T,
Til, acting in the direction of the line PF per-

pendicular to the plane AOP, introduce no change

in the motion of the body but in a direction

perpendicular to that plane. Therefore its motion

fo far as it has the fame direction with the po-

rtion of the plane, that is, the motion of the

point P, by which the projection AP of the

trajectory is defcribed in that plane, is the fame as

if the forces TF, TH were taken away, and the

body were acted on by the forces FG, HI a-

lone; that is, the fame as if the body were to

defcribe in the plane AOP the curve A P by
means of a centripetal force tending to the centre

O, and equal to the fum of the forces FG and

HL But with fuch a force as that (by prop. 1.)

the area AOP will be defcribed proportional to the

time. £. E. D.
Cor. By the fame reafoning if a body, acted

on by forces tending to two or more centres in

P 4 any
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any the fame right line CO, fhould defcribe in a
free fpace any curve line ST; the area AOP
.would be always proportional to the time.

Proposition LVI. Problem XXXVII.

Granting the quadratures of curvilinear

figures and fuffoftng that there are
given loth the law of centripetal force
tending to a given centre, and the
curve fuperfcies whofe axis paJJ'es

through that centre ; it is required to

find the trajeflory which a body will
defcribe in that fuferficies, when going

off from a given flace with a given
velocity, and in a given direttion in
that Juperficies.

The laft conftrudion remaining, let the body
T go from the given place S {PL 10. Fig. 6.) in

the direction^ of a line given by pofition, and turn

into the trajectory fought STR whofe orthographic

projection in the plane BLO is AP. And from
the given velocity of the body in the altitude

SC, its velocity in any other altitude TC will be alfo

given. With that velocity in a given moment
of time let the body defcribe the particle Tt of
its trajectory, and let Pp be the projection of that

particle defcribed in the plane AOP. Join O/,
and a little circle being defcribed upon the curve

fuperficies about the centre T with tne interval 77,
let the projection of that little circle in the plane

AOP
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AOP be the ellipfis pQ. And bccaufe the magni-

tude of that little circle Tt, and TN or PO its di-

ftance from the axis CO is alfo given, the ellipfis p

Q

will be given both in kind and magnitude, as alfo

its pofition to the right line PO. And fincethe

area POp is proportional to the time, and therefore

given becaufethe time is given the angle POp will,

be given. And thence will be given p the common
interfe&ion of the ellipfis and the right line Op, To-

gether with the angle OPp 'xn which the projection

APp of the traje&ory cuts the line OP. But from

thence (by conferring prop. 41. with its 2d cor.)

the manner of determining the curve APp eafily

appears. Then from the feveral points P of that pro-

jection ere&ing to the plane AOP the perpendiculars

PT meeting the curve fuperficics in 7", there will be

given the feveral points 7ofthe trajeftory. £\ £. /.

SiCT-
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Section XL

Of the motions of hodies tending to

each other with centripetal forces.

I have hitherto been treating of the attractions

of bodies towards an immoveable centre; tho* very
probably there is no fuch thing exiftent in nature.

For attractions are made towards bodies; and the acti-

ons of the bodies attracted and attracting, are al-

ways reciprocal and equal bylaw 3. fo that if there

are two bodies, neither the attracted nor the at*

trading body is truly at reft, but both (by cor.

4. of the laws of motion) being as it were mutu-
ally attracted, revolve about a common centre of
gravity. And if there be more bodies, which are

either attracted by one fingle one which is attra-

cted by them again, or which, all of them, attract:

each other mutually; thefe bodies will be fo moved
among themfelves, as that their common centre of
gravity will either he at reft, or move uniformly

forward in a right line. I (hall therefore at pre-

fent go on to tieat of the motion of bodies mu-
tually attracting each other ; confidering the cen-

tripetal forces as attractions ; though perhaps in a

phyfical ftrictnefs they may more truly be called

impulfes.
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iropulfcs. But thefe propofitions arc to be con-

fidercd as purely mathematical; and therefore laying

afide all phyfical confederations, I make ufe of a

familiar way of fpeafcing, to make my felf the

more eafily under flood by a mathematical reader.

Proposition LVII. Theorem XX.

Two lodies attracting edeb other mu-

tually, defcribe fimilar figures about

their common centre of gravity
9
and

about each other mutually.

For the diftances of the bodies from their com-

mon centre of gravity are reciprocally as the bo^

dies; and therefore in a given ratio to each other;

and thence by corapofition of ratio's, in a given

ratio to the whole difhnce between the bodies*

Now thefe diftances revolve about their common
term with an equable angular motion, becaufe ly-

ing in the fame right line they never change their

inclination to each other mutually. But right lines

that are in a given ratio to each other, and revolve

about their terms with an equal angular motion, de-

fcribe upon planes, which either reft with thofe

terms, or move with any motion not angular, fi-

gures entirely fimilar round thofe terms. Therefore the

figures defcribed by the revolution of thefe diftances

are fimilar. P. £. D.

Prop-
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Proposition LVIII. Theorem XXI.

If two bodies attraB each other mutu-
ally with forces of any kind, and in
the mean time revolve at out the com-
mon centre of gravity; I fay that by
the fame forces there may he de-

fcribed round either body unmoved^ a
figure fimilar and equal to the figures

which the bodies fo moving dejcribe

round each other mutually.

Let the bodies S and P (PL zo. Fig. 7.) re-

volve about their common centre of gravity C
proceeding from S xo T, and from P to Q.
From the given point /, let tnere be continually-

drawn spy sq % equal and parallel to SPy TQi and

the curve pqv, which the point p defcribes m its

revolution round the immoveable point will be

fimilar and equal to the curves, which the bodies

S and P defcribe about each other mutually; and

therefore by theor. 20. fimilar to the curves ST
and P Qy which the fame bodies defcribe about

their common centre of gravity C; and that be-

caufe the proportions of the lines SC, CP, and SP
or spy to each other, are given.

Case i. The common centre of gravity C (by
con 4. of the laws of motion) is either at reft, or

moves uniformly in a right line. Let us firft

fuppofe it at reft, and in s and p let there be

placed two bodies, one immoveable in the other

mOVe-
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moveable in />, fimilar and equal to the bodies S
and P. Then let the right lines PR and pr touch
the curves PQ and pq in P and p, and produce

and $q to R and r. And becaufe the figures

CPRQy sprq are fimilar, RO^ will be to rq as

CP to and therefore in a given ratio. Hence
if the force with which the body P is attracted to-

wards the body S, and by confequence towards

the intermediate point the centre C, were to the

force with which the body p is attracted towards

the centre /, in the fame given ratio; thefe forces

would in equal times attract the bodies from the

tangents PR, pr to the arcs P(J, pq9 through

the intervals proportional to them RQj rq; and

therefore this laft force (tending to s) would make
the body p revolve in the curve pqv, which would
become fimilar to the curve PQT, in which the

firft force obliges the body P to revolve; and

their revolutions would be compleated in the fame

times* But becaufe thofe forces are not to each

other in the ratio of CP to sp9 but (by reafon of

the fimilarity and equality of the bodies S and /,

P and pi and the equality of the difhnces SP, sp)

mutually equal; the bodies in equal times will be

equally drawn from the tangents; and therefore

that the body p may be attracted through the

greater interval rq, there is required a greater time,

which will be in the fubduplicate ratio of the in-

tervals; becaufe by lemma 10. the fpaces defcribed

at the very beginning of the motion are in a du*

plicate ratio of the times. Suppofe then the velo-

city of the body p to be to the velocity of the

body P in a fubduplicate ratio of the difhnce sp

to the diftance CP, fo that the arcs pq> Pf£,

which are in a fimple proportion to each other,
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fcay be defcribed in times that are in a fiibdupli-

cate ratio of the diftances; and the bodies P9 p,

always attra&ed by equal forces will defcribc round
the quiefcent centres C and / fimilar figures P QJ^%
pqv, the latter of which pqv is fimilar and equal

to the figure* which the body P defcribes round
the moveable body S. Q. E. D.

Case i. Suppofe now that the common centre

of gravity together with the fpace in which the

bodies are moved among themfelvcs, proceeds uni-

formly in a right line; and (by cor. 6. of the laws

of motion) all the motions in this fpace will be

performed in the fame manner as before; and there-

tore the bodies will defcribe mutually about each

other the fame figures as before, which will be there-

fore fimilar and equal to the figure pqv. O. E. D.
Cor. i. Hence two bodies attracting each other

of gravity, and round each other mutually, con-

centrical ellipfes; and vke versa if fuch figures are

defcribed, the forces are proportional to the di-

ftances.

Cor. i. And two bodies, whofe forces are re-

ciprocally proportional to the fquare of their di-

ftance, defcribe, (by prop, n, 12, 13.j both round

their common centre of gravity and round each o-

ther mutually, conic fe&ions having their focus in

the centre about which the figures are defcribed.

And vke versa, if fuch figures are defcribed, the

centripetal forces are reciprocally proportional to the

fquares of the diftance. *
Cor. j. Any two bodies revolving round their com-

mon centre of gravity, defcribe areas proportional to

the
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the rimes, by ridij drawn both to that centre and to

other mutually.

Proposition LIX. Theorem XXII.

The periodic time of two lodies S and

P revolving round their common cen+

tre of gravity C, is to the periodic

time of one of the bodies P revolving

round the other S remaining unmoved,

and deferthing a figure fimilar and

equal to thofe which the bodies de-

fcribe about each other mutually, in

a fubduplicate ratio of the other body

S to the fum of the bodies S+P-

for by the demonfrration of the laft propo-

rtion, the times in which any fimilar arcs PQ^
and pq are defer ibed, are in a fubduplicate ratio

of the diftances CP and SP or sp, that is in a

fubduplicate ratio of the body S to the fum of

the bodies S-\- P. And by compofition of ratio's,

the fums of the times in which all the fimilar

ires P and tq are defcribed, that is, the whole

times in which the whole fimilar figures are de-

fcribed, are in the fame fubduplicate ratio. Q. £• D.
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Proposition IX Theorem XXIII.

If two bodies S and P, attracting each
other with forces reciprocally propor-

tional to the fquares of their diflancc,

revolve about their common centre of
gravity ; / fay that the principal axis

of the ellipfis which either of the

bodies as P deferibes by this mo-
tion about the other S, will be to

the principal axis of the tllipjis, which
the fame body P may defcrile in the

fame periodical time about the other

body S quiefcent, as the fum of the

two bodies S-j-P to the firft of two
mean proportionals between that fum
and the other body S.

For if the ellipfes defcribed were equal to each

other, their periodic times by the la/l theorem

would be in a fubduplicate ratio of the body S
to the fum of the bodies S-\~P. Let the periodic

time in the latter ellipfis be diminimed in that

ratio, and the periodic times will become equal;

but by prop. 15. the principal axis of the ellipfis,

will be diminiftied in a ratio fefqui plicate to the

former ratio; that is in a ratio, to which the ratio

of S to S-\~P is triplicate; and therefore that axis

will be to the principal axis of the other ellipfis,

as the firft of two mean proportionals between

5-1- P
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S-\-P and S to S-j^P. And inverfety the prin-

cipal axis of the ellipns defcribed about the move*
able body, will be to the principal axis of that de-

fcribed round the immoveable, as S-\ P to the firfl

of two mean proportionals between S-\-P and 5.

E. D.

Proposition LXI. Theorem XXIV*

If two bodies attraBing each othetr

with any kind of forces, and not 0-

tberwife agitated or olfiruBcd, are

moved in any manner whatfoever\
thofe motions will he the fame, as

if they did not at all attraB each

ether mutually, but were both at-

traBed with the fame forces by a
third body placed in their common
centre of gravity \ and the law of
the attratiing forces will be the

fame in refpett of the difiance of
the bodies from the common centre, as
in reffeB of the diftance between the

two bodies*

For thofe forces with which the bodies attraft

each other mutually, by tending to the bodies tend
ilfo to the common centre of gravity lying di-

re&ly between them; and therefore are the fame
as it they proceeded from an intermediate body.

£ E. D.

Q. And
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And becaufe there is given the ratio of the di-

fiance of either body from that common cenrre to

the difhnce between the two bodies, there is ei«

ven of courfe the ratio of any power of one di-

ftance to the fame power of the other diftance }

and alfo the ratio ot any quantity derived in any

manner from one of the di fiances compounded any

how with given quantities, to another quantity, de-

rived in like manner from the other diftance, and

as many given quantities having that given ratio

of the di (lances to the firft. Therefore if the

force with which one body is attracted by ano-

ther be directly or inverfely as the diftance of the

bodies from each other, or as any power of that

diftance ; or laftly as any quantity derived after a-

ny manner from that diftance compounded with
given quantities; then will the fame force with

which the fame body is attracted to the common
centre of gravity, be in like manner diredly or
inverfely as the diftance of the attracted body from
the common centre, or as any power of that di*

ftance, or laftly as a quantity derived in like fort

from that diftance compounded with analogous

given quantities. That is, the law of attracting

force will be the fame with refped to both di-

ftances. Q. £. D.

Pro*
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Proposition LXII. Problem XXXVIII.

To determine tfo motions of two bodies

which attratf each other with forces

reciprocally proportional to the jquares

of the diflance between them, and are

let fall from given places.

The bodies, by the lafl theorem, will be moved
In the fame manner as if they were attra&ed by
a third placed in the common centre of their

gravity; and by the hypothec's that centre will

be quiefcent at the beginning of their motion,

and therefore (by cor. 4. of the laws of motion)

will be always quiefcent. The motions of the

bodies are therefore to be determined (by prob.

25.) in the fame manner as if they were im-

pelled by forces tending to that centre; and then

we (hall have the motions of the bodies attracting

each other mutually. Q. £. /.

Proposition LXIII. Problem XXXIX.

To determine the motions of two bodies

attracting each other with forces reci-

frocally proportional to the fjuares of
their diflance; and going of from given

places in given direBions^ with given
velocities.

The motions of the bodies at the beginning be-

Ag given, there is given alfo the uniform motion

Q» of
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of the common centre of gravity, and the moti-

on of the fpace which moves along with this

centre uniformly in a right line, and alfo the very

firft, or beginning motions of the bodies in re-

fpe& of this fpace. Then (by cor. 5. of die

laws, and the laft theorem) the fubfequent motions

will be performed in the fame manner in that fpace,

as if that fpace together with the common centre

of gravity were at reft, and as if the bodies did

not artrafr. each other* but were attracted by a

xhird body placed in that centre. The motion

therefore in this moveable fpace of each body go-

ing off from a given place, in a given dire#ion,

with a given velocity, and a#ed upon by a cen-

tripetal force tending to that centre, is to be de-

termined by prob. o. and 16. and at the fame

time will be obtained the motion of the other

round the fame centre* With this motion com-
pound the uniform progreflive motion of the en-

tire fyflem of the fpace and the bodies revolving

in it, and there will be obtained the abfolute

motion of the bodies in immoveable fpace. Q. £. Jt.

Proposition LXIV. Problem XL.

Supfofing forces with which lodies mu-
tually attratl each other to increafe in

a fimple ratio of their diflances from
the centres \ it is required to find the

motions offeveral bodies among them-

felves.

Suppofe the two firft bodies T and L (PL zi*

Fig, 1.) to have their commod centre of gravity

in
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in D. Thcfe by cor, f. thcor. it. will dcfcribe

ellipfes having their centres in D, the magnitudes

of which ellipfes are known by prob. 5.

Let now a third body S attract the two for*

mcr T and L with the accelerative forces ST, SL»
and let it be attracted again by them. The force

57* (by cor. 2. of the laws of motion) is refolved

into the forces SD, DT; and the force SL into

the forces SD and D L. Now the forces D T, DL*
which are as their Aim 7 L, and therefore as the

accelerative forces with which the bodies T and
L attract each other mutually, added to the forces

of the bod es T and L* the firft to the firft, and
the laft to the laft, compofe forces proportional to

the diftances DT and DL as before, but only

greater than thofe former forces ; and therefore (by
cor. 1. prop. 10. and cor. 1. and 8. prop. 4.)
they will caufe thofe bodies to dcfcribe ellipfes as

before, but with a fwifter motion. The remaining

accelerative forces SD and SD, by the motive

forces, SDxT and SDxL which are as the' bo-

dies, attracting thofe bodies equally, and in the

direftion of the lines 77, LK parallel to DS> do
not at all change their fituations with rtfpcfi to

one another, but caufe them equally to approach to

the line IK; •which mull be imagined drawn
through the middle of the body 5, and perpendi-

cular to the line DS. But that approach to the

line IK will be hindered by caufing the fyftem

of the bodies T and L on one fide, and the body
S on the other with proper velocities to revolve

round the common^ centre of gravity C. With
fuch a motion the body S, becauie the fum of
the" motive forces SDxT and SDxL is proportir.

onal to the diflance CS, tends to the centre Cf

Q,$ will
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will defer ibe an cllipfis round the fame centre C;
and the point D% becaufe the lines CS and CD are

proportional, will defcribe a like ellipfis over-againft

it. But the bodies T and L> attracted by the

motive forces SDxT and SDxL> thefirft by the

firft, and the lift by the la ft, equally and in the di-

rection of the parallel lines TI and LK as was

faid before, will (by cor. 5. and 6*. of the laws

of motion) continue to defcribe their ellipfes round

the moveable centre D as before. Q. £. /.

Let there be added a fourth body and by
the like reafoning it will be demonftrated that this

body and the point C will defcribe ellipfes about

the common centre of gravity B; the motions of
the bodies T, L, and S round the centres D and

C remaining the 6me as before; but accelerated.

And by the fame method ope may add yet more
bodies at pleafure. Q. £. /.

This would be the cafe, though the bodies T
and L attract each other mutually with accelera-

tive forces either greater or lefs than thofe with

which they attract the other bodies in proportion

to their di (lance. Let all the mutual accelerative

attractions be to each other as the diftances multiplyed
into the attracting bodies; and from what has gone

before it will eafily be concluded that all the bodies

will defcribe different ellipfes with equal periodical

times about their common centre of gravity B> in

an immoveable plane. E. /.

Pro-
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Proposition LXV. Theorem XXV.

*Bod;es
y
ivhofe forces dccreafe in a du-

plicate ratio of their dipantes from
their centres, may move among them-

ftkes in elhpfes ; and by radij drawn
to the foci may deferHe area's propor-

tional to the times very marly.

In the lad propofition we demonftrated that

cafe in which the motions will be performed ex-

actly in ellipfes. The more difhrrt the law of the

forces is from the law in that cafe, the more will

the bodies difturb each others motions; neither is

it poflfible that bodies attracting each other mutu-
ally according to the law fuppofed in this propo-

fition mould move exactly in ellipfes unkfs by
keeping a certain proportion of diftances from each

other. However in the following cafes the orbits

will not much differ from ellipfes.

Case i. Imagine feveral lefler bodies to revolve

about fome very great one at different diftances

from it, and fuppofe abfolure forces tending to eve-

ry one of the bodies, proportional to each. And
becaufe (by cor. 4. of the laws) the common cen-

tre of gravity of them all is either at reft or

moves uniformly forward in a right line, fuppofe

the lefTer bodies fo fmall that the great body may
be never at a fenfible diftance from that centre

;

and then the great body will, without any fenfible

Q 4 error
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error* be either it red or move uniformly forward

in a right line ; and the letter will revolve about

that great one in ellipfes, and by radij drawn there-

to will defcribe areas proportional to the times; if

we except the errors that may be introduced by the

receding of the great body from the common
centre of gravity, or by the mutual a&ions of the

lefler bodies upon each other. But the leffer bo-

dies may be fo far diminilhed, as that this re-

cefs and the mutual actions of the bodies on

each other may become lefs than any aflignable;

and therefore fo as that the orbits may become

ellipfes, and the areas anfwer to the times* without

any error that is not lefs than any aflignable.

Q E. O.

Case 2. Let us imagine a fyftem of lefler bo-

dies revolving about a very great one in the man-

ner juft defcribed, or any other fyftem of two
bodies revolving about each other to be moving

uniformly forward in a right line, and in the mean

time to be impelled fide-ways by the force of. a-

nother vaftly greater body fituate at a great di fiance.

And becaufe trie equal accelerative forces with which

the bodies are impelled in parallel directions do not

change the fituation of the bodies with refped to

each other, but only oblige the whole fyftem to

change its place while the parts ftill retain their

motions among themfelves; it is manifcft, that no

change in thofe motions of the attracted bodies can

arife from their attractions towards the greater, un-

lels by the inequality of the accelerative attractions,

or by the inclinations of the lines towards each o-

ther, in whofe directions the attractions are made.

Suppofe therefore all the accelerative attractions

made towards the great body to be among them-

felves
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felvcs as the fquares of the diftances reciprocally;

and then, by increafing the diftance of the great

bod y till the differences of the right lines drawn from

that to the others in refpe& of their length, and the in-

durations of thofe lines to each other, be lefs than any

given, the motions of the parts of the fyftem

will continue without errors that are not lefs than a-

ny given. And becaufe by the fmall diftance of

thofe parrs from each other, the whole fyftem

is attracted as if it were but one body, it

will therefore be moved by this attraction as if it

were one body; that is, its centre of gravity will

defcribe about the great body one or the conic

fedtions (that is, a parabola or hyperbola when the

attraction is but languid, and an ellipfis when it is

more vigorous) and by radij drawn thereto it will

defcribe area's proportional to the times, without

any errors but thofe which arife from the diftan-

ces of the parts, which are by the fuppofition

exceeding fmall, and may be diminifhed at pleafure.

^. £. O.

By a like reafoning one may proceed to more com-

pounded cafes in infinitum.

Cor. 1. In the fecond cafe, the nearer the very

great body approaches to the fyftem of two or more

revolving bodies, the greater will the perturbation

be of the motions of the parts of the fyftem a-

mong themfelves; becaufe the inclinations of the

lines drawn from that great body to thofe parts

become greater j and the inequality of the propor-

tion is alfo greater.

Cor. 2. But the perturbation will be greateft of

all* if we fuppofe the accelerative attractions of
the parts of the fyftem towards the greateft body

of all are no; to each other' reciprocally 1 as trip

fquarc*
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fquares of the di fiances from that great body;

efpecially if the inequality of this proportion be

greater than the inequality of the proportion of
the diftances from the great body. For if the

accelerative force, a&ing in parallel dire&ions and

equally, caufes no perturbation in the motions of
the parts of the fyftem, it mult of courfe, when
it a&s unequally, caufe a perturbation fomcwhere,

which will be greater or lefs as the inequality is

greater or lefs. The excefs of the greater impulfes

acting upon fome bodies, and not acting upon o-

thers, muft neceffarily change their (ituation a*

mong themfelves. And this perturbation, added

to the perturbation arifing from the inequality

and inclination of the lines, makes the whole per-

turbation greater.

Cor. 3. Hence if the parts of this fyftem

move in ellipfes or circles without any remark-

able perturbation; it is manifeft, that if they are

at all impelled by accelerative forces tending to

any other bodies, the impulfe is very weak, or

elfe is imprefTed very near equally and in parallel

directions upon all of them.

Proposition LXVI. Theorem XXVI.

If three bodies whole forces decreafe

in a duflicate ratio of the diflances^

attraH each other mutually; and the

accelerative attractions of any two
towards the third be between them-

felves reciprocally as the fjuares of
the d:/!ances-

t
and the two' leafl re>

volve
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valve about the greateft; I fay that

the interior ofthe two revolving bodies

will, by radij drawn to the innermqft

and greateft, deferibe round that lo?

dy, area's more proportional to the

times, and a figure more approaching

to that of an ellipfis having its focus

in the pint of concourfe of the ra-

diu if that great body be agitated by

thofe attractions, than it would do

if that great lody were not at-

tracted at all by the lejjer, but re-

mained at re(l\ or than it would if
that great lody were very much more

i>r very much hfs attraffed, or very

much more or very much lefs agitated

ly the attraHions.

This appears plainly enough from the demon-

ftration of the fecond corollary of the foregoing

propofition; but it may be made out afrer this

manner by a way of reafoning more diftinffc and

more univerfally convincing.

Case i. Let the lefler bodies P and S (PL 21,

F'tg. 2.) revolve in the fame plane about the

greateft body T* the body P defcribing the irn

tenor orbit P AB, and S the exterior orbit ESE.
Let SK be the mean diftance of the bodies P
and S; and let the accelerative attra&ion of the

body P towards S, at that mean diftance, be ex-

preffed by that line Sj(. Make SL to SK as

%he fquare of $K to the fquarc of SP, and SL
" " '

'
* will
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will be the accclerative attraction of the body P
towards 5 at any difhnce SP. Join F T, and
draw LM parallel to it meeting ST in M; and
the attraction SL will be rcfolved (by cor. 2. of
the laws of motion) into the attractions SM, LM.
And fo the body P will be urged with a three-

fold accelerative force* One of thefe forces tends

towards T> and arifes from the mutual attraction of

the bodies T and P. By this force alone the bo-

dy P would defcribe round the body 7i by the

radius PT, areas proportional to the times, and an

ellipfis whofe focus is in the centre of the body

T; and this it would do whether the body T
remained unmoved, or whether it were agitatedby that

attraction. This appears from prop. 1 u and cor,

2 & 3 of theor. zi. The other force is that of

the attraction LAI, which becaufe it tends from

P to T, will be fuper-added to and coincide with

the former force; and caufe the area's to be ft ill

proportional to the times, by cor. 3. theor. 21. But

becaufe it is not reciprocally proportional to the

fquare of the diftance FT, it will compofe when
added to the former, a force varying from that

proportion; which variation will be the greater, by

now much the proportion of this force to the

former is greater, catcris pmbus. Therefore fince

by prop. 11. and by cor. 2. theor. 21. the force

with which the ellipijs is defcribed about the focus

T ought to be directed to that focus; and to be

reciprocally proportional to the fquare of the di-

fhnce FT; that compounded force varying from

that proportion will make the orbit FAB vary

from the figure of an ellipfis that has its focus

in the point T; and fo much the more by how

much the variation from that proportion is greater;
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of the fecond force LM to the firft force is

greater, caseris partus. But now the third force

SMt attrading the body P in a dircdion pa-

rallel to ST, compofes with the other forces a new
force which is no longer directed from P to T;
and which varies fo much more from this direc-

tion, by how much the proportion of this third

force to the other forces is greater uteris paribus

;

and therefore caufes the body P to defenbe, by
the radius TP, area's no longer proportional to the

times; and therefore makes the variation from
that proportionality fo much greater by how much
the proportion of this force to the others is greater.

But this third force will increafe the variation of
the orbit PAB from the elliptical figure be-

fore mentioned upon two accounts; firft becaufe

that force is not directed from P to T; and

fecondly becaufe it is not reciprocally proportio-

nal to the fquare of the diftance P T. Thcfe things

being premifed, it is manifeft» that the area's are

then mod nearly proportional to the times, when
that third force is the leaft poflible, the reft pre-

facing their former quantity; and that the orbit

PAB does then approach neareft to the elliptical

figure above-mentioned, when both the fecond and

third, but efpecially the third force, is the leaft pof-

fible ; the firft force remaining in its former quantity.

Let the accelerative attraction of the body 7*

towards S be exprefled by the line SJV; then it the

accelerative attractions SM and SN were equal*

thefe, attracting the bodies T and P equally and
in parallel directions, would not at all change their

firuation with refpect to each other. The motions

Of the bodies between therhfelves would be the

and by confequence by how much the

fame
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"

fcme in rhat cafe as if thofe attractions did not a&
at all. by cor. 6. of the laws of motion. And by
a like reafoning if the at trad ion SN is lefs than

the attraction SAl y it will take away out of the

attraction SM the part SN, fo that there will re-

main only the part (or the attraction) AJA\ to

difturb the proportionality of the area's and times,

and the elliptical figure of the orbit. And in like

manner if the attraction SN be greater than the

attraction SM, the perturbation of the orbit and

proportion will be produced by the differenceMN
alone. After this manner the attraction SN re-

duces always the attraction SM to the attraction

MJV, the fir ft and fecond attractions remaining

perfectly unchanged; and therefore the area's and

times come then neareft to proportionality, and the

orbit P A B to the above-mentioned elliptical figure,

when the attraction MN is either none, or the

leaft that is poflible; that is, when the accelerative

attractions of the bodies P and T approach as near

as poflible to equality ; that is, when the attraction

SN is neither none at all, nor lefs than the leaft of

all the attractions SMy but is as it were a mean

between the greateft and lead of all thofe attractions

SM, that is, not much greater nor much left than

the attraction 5 if. £. J).

Case. i. Let now the lefler bodies P9 S9 re-

volve about a greater T in different planes; and

the force LM, acting in the direction of the line

PT fituate in the plane of the orbit TAB* will
|

have the fame effect as before; neither will k

draw the body P from the plane of its orbit.

But the other force NM acting in the direction

of a line parallel to ST(and which therefore when

the body S is without <hc line of the nodes is in-
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dined to the plane of the orbit PAB) befides

the perturbation of the motion juft now fpoken

of as to longitude, introduces another perturbation

alfo as to latitude, attracting the body P out of
the plane of its orbit* And this perturbation, in

any given fituation of the bodies P and T to each

other, will be as the generating force MN\ and

therefore becomes leaft when the force MN is leaft,

that is, (as was juft now (hewn) where the attrac-

tion SN '\% not much greater nor much lefs than the

Ittradion SK. Q. E. D.

Cor. 1. Hence it may be eafily collected, that

if feveral lefs bodies ?, 5, Ry &c. revolve about a

very great body 7*; the motion of the innermoft

revolving body P will be leaft difturbed by the

attractions of the others, when the great body is

as well attracted and agitated by the reft (accor-

ding to the ratio of the accelcrative forces) as the

reft are by each other mutually.

Cor. 1. In a fyftem of three bodies 7*, F$ S*

if the accelerative attractions of any two of them
towards a third be to each other reciprocally as

the fquares of the diftances; the body P, by the

radius PT9 will defcribc its area fwifter near the

conjunction A and the oppofition E> than it will

near the quadratures C and D. For every force

with which the body P is acted on and the bo-

dy T is not, and which does not act in the d>>

rcction of the line PT, does either accelerate or

retard the defcription of the area, according ts it is

directed, whether in confequenria or in antecedent

Such is the force NM. This force in the paiTage

of the body P from C to A is directed in con-

fequentia to its motion, and therefore accelerates it;

then as far as D in 'antfeedentia, and retards

the
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the morion; then in confequentia as far as B

;

and laftly in antecedentia as it moves from B
to C

Cor. )• And from the fame reafoning it ap-
pears that the body P, cdtcrh paribus, moves more
fwiftly in the conjunction and oppofition than in
the quadratures.

Cor. 4. The orbit of the body P, uteris pmri~

bwy^ is more curve at the quadratures than at the

conjunction and oppofition. For the fwifter bo-
dies move, the lefs they defied from a rectilinear

path. And befides the force KL> or AfAf, at the

conjunction and oppofition, is contrary to the force

with which the body T attracts the body P ; and
therefore diminifhes that force; but the body P
will deflect the lefs from a rectilinear path the lefs

it is impelled towards the body T.

Cor. 5. Hence the body P uteris faribm goes

farther from the body T at the quadratures than

at the conjunction and oppofition. This is faid

however, fuppofing no regard had to the motion

of eccentricity. For if the orbit of the body P
be eccentrical, its eccentricity (as will be fhewn
prefently by cor. 9.) will be greatelt when the ap-

fides are in the fyzygies; and thence it may fome-

tiraes come to pafs, that the body P in its near

approach to the farther apfis, may go farther

from the body T at the fyzygies, than at the

quadratures*

Cor. 6. Becaufe the centripetal force of the

central body T*, by which the body P is retained

in its orbit, is increafed at the quadratures by the

addition caufed by the force LAI, and diminifhed

at the fyzygies by the fubduction caufed by the

force KL ; and by teafdh the force KL is greater
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than LM is more diminimed than incrcafed; and

moreover fince that centripetal force (by cor. i.

prop. 4.) is in a ratio compounded of the fimple

ratio of the radius TP directly, and the duplicate

ratio of the periodical time inverfely; it is plain

that this compounded ratio is diminimed by
the adion of the force KL; and therefore that

the periodical time, fuppofing the radius of

the orbit PT to remain the fame, will be in>

Creafed, and that in the fubduplicare of that ra-

tio in which the centripetal force is diminimed;

and therefore fuppofing this radius increafed or di-

minimed, the periodical time will be increafed more
or diminimed lefs than in the fcfquiplicate ratio of
this radius, by cor. 6. prop. 4. If that force of
the central body mould gradually decay, the body
P being lefs and lefs attracted would go farther and

farther from the centre Ti and on the contrary if

it were increafed it would draw nearer to it*

Therefore if the a&ion of the diftant body S, by
which that force is diminished, were to increafeand

decreafe by turns ; the radius TP will be alto in-

creafed and diminimed by turns; and the pcrio*

dical time will be incrcafed and diminiftted in a

ratio compounded of the fcfquiplicate ratio of the

radius, and of the fubduplicare of that ratio in

which the centripetal force of the central body 7
is diminimed or increafed, by the increafe or de-

creafe of the action or the diftant body S.

Cor. 7. It alfo follows from what was before

kid down, that the axis of the ellipfis dcfcribedby

the body P, or the line of the apfides, does as

to its angular motion go forwards and backwards

by turns, but more forwards than backwards, and

by the excefs of its direct motion, is in the whore
r K carried
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carried forward*. For the force with which the

body P is ur^ed ro the body Tat the quadratures,

where the force A/JV vanifhes, is compounded ot

the force LAI and the centripetal force with which
the body T amacts the body p. The fnft force

LAU if the d- (lance PT be increafed, is increafed

in nearly the fame proportion with that diftance.

and the or her force decreafes in the duplicate ratio

of that diflance; and therefore the fum of thefe

two forces decreafes in a lefs than the duplicate

ratio of the diftance PT, and therefore by cor. i.

prop. 45. will make the line of the apfides, or,

which is the fame thing, the upper apiis, to go
backward. But at the conjunction and oppofition

the force with which the body P is urged to-

wards the body T is the difference of the force

KL, and of the force with which the body T
attracts the body P; and that difference, becaufe

the force KL is very nearly increafed in the ra-

tio of the difhnce PT> decreafes in more than the

duplicate ratio of the difhnce PT; and therefore

by cor. 1. prop. 45. caufes the line of the apfides

to on forwards. In the places between the fyzy-

gies and the quadratures, the motion of the line

of the apfides depends upon both thefe caufes con-

junffi y» lo that it either goes forwards or back-

wards in proportion to the excefs of one of thefe

caufes above the other. Therefore fince the force

KL in the fyzygies is almoft twice as great as the

force LM in the quadratures, the excefs will be on
the fide of the force KL% and by confequence the

line of the apfides will be carried forward?. The
truth of this and the foregoing corollary will be

more eafily underftood by conceiving the fyftem

of the two bodies 7^and P, to be furrounded on

every
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every fide by feveral bodies & S> (frc. difpofed

about the orbit E SE. For by the anions of thefe

bodies the action of the body T will be dimi-

nifhed on every fide, and decreafe in more than

a duplicate ratio of the J 1 (lance.

Cor. 8. But fince the progrefs or regrefs of the

apfides depends upon the decreafe of the centripetal

force, that is, upon its being in a greater or lefs

ratio than the duplicate ratio of the diftance TP,
in the pafTage of the body from the lower apfis

to the upper; and upon a like increafc in its re-

turn to the lower apfis again; and therefore be-

comes greateft where the proportion of the force

at the upper apfis to the force at the lower apfis

recedes fartheft from the duplicate ratio of the di-

ftances inverf ly ; it is plain that when the apfides

are in the fyzygies, they will, by reafon of the

fubdu&ing force KL or MM—LAi* go forward

more fwiftly ; and in the quadratures by the ad-

ditional force LM go backward more flowly.

When the velocity of the progrefs or flownefs

of the regrefs is continued for a long time, this

inequality becomes exceeding great.

Cor. 9. If a body is obliged, by a force reci-

procally proportional to the fquare of its dijjance

from any centre, to revolve in an ellipfis round

that centre; and afterwards in its defcenc from

the upper apfis to the lower apfis, that force by

a perpetual acceflion of new force is increafed in

more than a duplicate ratio of the diminifhed di-

ftance; it is mahifefr that the body being impelled

always towards the centre by the perpetual accef-

fion of this new force, will incline more towards

that centre than if it were urged by that force

alone which decreafes in a duplicate ratiQ of the

R * dimi-
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diminiflud diflance; and therefore will defcribe

an orbit interior to that elliptical orbit, and at the
lower apfis approaching nearer to the centre than
before. Thtiefore the orbit by the acceffmn of
this new force will become more eccentrical. If
now, while the body is returning from the lower

to the upper apfis, it rtiould decreafe by the fame de-

grees by whit h it increafed before, the body would

return to its firft diftance ; and therefore if the

force decrea ft s in a yet greater ratio, the body, be-

ing now lefb attracted than before, will afcend to a

ftill greater diflance, and fo the eccentricity of the

orbit will be increafed flill more. Therefore if the

ratio of the incrcafe and decreafe of the centripetal

force be augmented each revolution, the eccentri-

city will be augmented alfo; and on the contrary,

if that ratio decreafe it will be diminished.

Now therefore in the fyftem of the bodies 7*, P, S9

when the apfides of the orbit FAB are in the

quadratures, the ratio of that increafe and decreafe

is leaft of all, and becomes greateft when the ap-

fides are in the f) zygies. If the apfides are placed

in the quadratures, the ratio near the apfides is lefs,

and near the f)zygies greater, than the duplicate

ratiqi of the diftances, and from that greater ratio

arifes a direct motion of the line of the apfides,

as was juft now faid. But if we confider the ra-

tio of the whole increafe or decreafe in the pro-

grefs between the apfides, this is lefs than the du-

plicate ratio of the diftanccs. The force in the

lower is to the force in the upper apfis, in lefs than

a duplicate ratio of the durance of the upper ap-

fis from the focus of the ellipfis to the diftance

of the lower apfis from the fame focus; and contrary-

wife, when the apfides arc placed in the fyzygies the

force
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force in the lower apfis is to the force in the up-

per apfis in a greater than a duplicate ratio of the

diftances. For the forces LM in the quadratures

added to the forces of the body T com pofe forces

in a lefs ratio, and the forces KL in the fyzygics

fubduded from the forces of the body T leave the

forces in a gi eater ratio. Therefore the ratio of
the whole inoeafe and decreafe in the paiTage be-

tween the apfides is lead at the quad atures and

greatefr. at the fyzygies; and therefore in the paf-

fage of the apfides fiom the quadratures to the

fyzygies it is continually augmented, and increafes

the eccentricity of the ellipfis; and in the paiTage

from the fyzygies to the quadratures it is perpe-

tually decreeing, and dimmahes the eccentri-

city.

Cor. 10. That we may give an account of the

errors as to latitude, let us fuppofe the plane of the

orbit E$T to remain immoveable; and from the

caufe of the errors above explained it is manifeft,

that of the two forces NAly AIL which are the

only and entire caufe of them, the force ML
ading always in the plane of the orbit PAB ne-

ver difturbs the motions as to latitude; and that

the force JVM, when the nodes are in the fyzygies,

ading alfo Jn the fame plane of the orbit, does

not at that time affed thoie motions But when
the nodes are in the quadratures, it disturbs them

very much, and attracting the body P perpetually

out of the plane of its orbit, it diminifties the in-

clination of the plane in the paiTage of the body
from the quadratures to the fyzygies, and again

increafes the fame in the paiTage from the fyzygies

to the quadratures. Hence it comes to pafs that

wh«n the body is in the fyzygies the inclination is

R 1 f • then
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then leaft of all, and returns to the firft magni-

tude nearly, when the body arrives at the next

node. But if the nodes are fituate at the o&ants

after the quadratures, that is between C and

Z> and By it will appear from what was juft now
fhewn that in the paflage of the body P from

either node to the ninetieth degree from thence, the

inclination of the plane is perpetually diminifhed

;

then in the paflage through the next 45 degrees,

to the next quadrature, the inclination is increafed

;

and afterwards again, in its paflage through another

45 degrees to the next node, it is diminiftied.

Therefore the inclination is more diminiftud than

increafed, and is therefore always lefs in the fubfe-

quent node than in the preceding one. And by a

like reafoning, the inclination is more increafed

than diminiflicd, when the nodes are in the other

o&ants between A and I), B and C. The incli-

nation therefore is the greateft of all when the

nodes are in the fyzygics. In their paflage from

the fyzygies to the quadratures the inclination is

diminilhed at each appulfe of the body to the

nodes; and becomes leaft of all when the nodes

are in the quadratures, and the body in the fyzy-

gies; then it increafes by the fame degrees by

which it decreafed before ; and when the nodes

come to the next fyzygies returns to its former

magnitude.

Cor. 11. Becaufe when the nodes are in the

quadratures the body P is perpetually attra&ed

from the plane of its 01 bit; and becaufe this attrac-

tion is made towards S in its paflage from the

node C through the copjundion A to the node

£>; and to the contrary part in its pafljgc from the

node D through the eppofition B to the node C;
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it is manifeft that in its motion from the node

Cy the body recedes continually from rhe former

plane CD of its orbit till it comes to the next

node ; and therefore at that nodr, being now at its

greateft diftance from the firft plane CD* ic will

pafs through the plane of the orbit EST not in

Dy the other node of that plane, but in a point

that lies nearer to the body S, wriich therefore

becomes a new place of the node in antecedentia

to its former place. And by a like reafoning, the

nodes will continue to recede in their paflage from

this node to the next. The nodes therefore when
iltuate in the quadratures recede perpetually, and

at the fyzygies where no perturbation can be pro.

duced in the motion as to latitude, are quiefcent;

in the intermediate places they partake of both

conditions, and recede more (lowly; and therefore

being always either retrograde or ftationary, they

will be carried backwards, or in antecedentia, each

revolution.

Cor. 12. All the errors deferibed in thefe co-

rollaries are a little greater at the conjunction of

the bodies P, Sy than at their oppofkion; becaufe

the generating forces NM and ML are greater.

Cor. 13. And lince the caufes and proportions

of the errors' and variations mentioned in thefe co-

rollaries do not depend upon the magnitude of the

body S, it follows that all things before demon-

ftrated will happen, if the magnitude of the body

S be imagined fo great as that the fyflem of the

two bodies P and T may revolve about it. And
from this increafe of the body S> and the confe-

quent increafe of its centripetal force from which

the errors of the body P arife, it will follow that

all thefe errors, at equal difhnces, will be greater

R 4 in
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in this cafe, than in the other where rhe body
S revolves about the fyftem of the bodits P
and r.

Cor. 14. But fince the forces NM, ML, when
the body S is exceedingly diftant, are very nearly

as the force SK and the ratio of PT to ST con-

junctly; that is, if both the diflance FT, and the
abfolute force of rhe body S be given, as S7~* re-

ciprocally; and fince thofe forces NM, ML are

the caufes of all the errors and effects treated of in

the foregoing corollaries; it is maniftft, that all

thofe effeds, if the fyftem of bodies 7* and P
continue as before, and only the diftance t>T and
the abfolute force of the body S be changed,

will be very nearly in a ratio compounded of the

dired ratio of the abfolute force of the body S,

and the triplicate inverfe ratio of the diflance ST.
Hence if the fyftem of bodies T and P revolve

about a diftant body S; thofe forces NM<> ML
and their effects will be (by cor. 2 and 6. prop.

4.) reciprocally in a duplicate ratio of the periodi-

cal time. And thence alfo if the magnitude of the

body S be proportional to its abfolute force, thofe

forces NM9 ML, and their effeds, will be dired-

Sr
as the cube of the apparent diameter of the

iftant body S viewed from T, and fo vice vers*.

For thefe ratio's are the fame as the compounded ra-

tio above-mentioned.

Cor, 15. And becaufe if the orbits ESE and

TAB, retaining their figure, proportions and in-

clination to each other, fhould alter their magni-

tude; and the forces of the bodies S and T fhould

either remain, or be changed in any given ratio;

thefe forces (that is, the force of the body T
which obliges the body P to defied from a redi-
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linear courfe into the 01bit PAB, and the force

of the body & which caufes the body P to de-

viare from that orbit) would aft always in the

fame manner, and in the fame proportion; it fol-

lows that all the effects will be fimilar and pro-

portional, and the times of thofe effects proporti-

onal alfo; that is, that all the linear errors will be

as the diameters of the orbits, the angular errors

the fame as before; and the times of iimilar linear

errors, or equal angular errors as the periodical times

of the orbits.

Cor. 16. Therefore if the figures of the orbits

and their inclination to each other be given, and

the magnitudes, forces, and diftances of the bodies

be any how changed; we may, from the errors

and times of thofe errors in one cafe, colled ve-

ry nearly the errors and times of the errors in any

ether cafe. But this may be done more expedi-

tiously by the following method. The forces

NM, ML, other things remaining unaltered, are

as the radius TP; and their periodical erTeds (by

cor. 2. lem. 10.) are as the forces, and the fquare

of the periodical time of the body P conjunctly.

Thefe are the linear errors of the body T ;
and

hence the angular errors as they appear from the

centre T (that is the motion of the apfides and of

the nodes, and all the apparent errors as'to longitude

and latitude) are in each revolution of the body

P, as the fquare of the time of the revolution

very nearly. Let thefe ratio's be compounded with

the ratio's in cor. 14. and in any fyftem of bo-

dies T, P, S, where P revolves about T very near

to ir, and T revolves about S at a great diilance.

fhe angular errors of the body P, obferved from

the centre T> will be in each revolution of the

body
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body P as the fquare of the periodical time of the
body P diredly, and the fquare of the periodica!

time of the body T inverfely. And therefore the
mean motion of the line of the apfides will be in
a given ratio to the mean motion of the nodes ;

and both thofe motions will be as the periodical

time of the body P dire&ly, and the fquare of the
periodical time of the body Tinverfely. The increafe

or diminution of the eccentricity and inclination of
the orbit PAB makes no fenfible variation in the
motions of the apfides and nodes, unlefc that in-

creafe or diminution be very great indeed. •

Cor. 17. Since the line LM becomes fome-
times greater and fometimes lefs than the radius PT,
let the mean quantity of the force LM be ex-
preCTed by that radius PT; and then that mean
force will be to the mean force SK orSN (which

may be alfo exprcfTed by ST) as the length PT
to the length ST. But the mean force SN or

STy by which the body T is retained in the or-

bit it defcribes about S, is to the force with which
the body P is retained in its orbit about T, in a

ratio compounded of the ratio of the radius ST
to the radius PT and the duplicate ratio of
the periodical time of the body P about T to the

periodical time of the body T about S. And ex
xquo, the mean force LM is to the force by
which the body P is retained in its orbit about T
(or by which the fame body P might revolve at

the diftance PT in the fame periodical time about

any immoveable point T) in the fame duplicate

ratio of the periodical times. The periodical tiroes

therefore being given, together with the diftance

PT9 the mean force LM is alfo given; and that

force being given, there is given alfc> the forceMN
very
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very nearly, by the analogy of the lines PS> and

CTor. 18. By the fame laws by which the

body P revolves about the body T, let us fuppofe

many fluid bodies to move round T at equal di-

ftances from it; and to be fo numerous that they

may all become contiguous to each other, fo as to

foim a fluid annulus or ring, of a round figure

and concentrical to the body T\ and the fcveral

parts of this annulus, performing their motions by
the fame Hw as the body />, will draw nearer to

the body T and move fwifter in the conjunction

•nd oppofition of themftlves and the body S, than

in the quadratures. And the nodes of this annulus,

or its interfc&ions wirh the plane of the orbit of
the body or T, will reft at the fyzygies; but

out of the fyzygies they will be carried backward,

or in antecedentia; with the greartfr fwiftnefs in

the quadratures, and more flowly in orher places.

The inclination of this annulus alio will vary, and

its axis will ofcillate each revolution, and when the

revolution is compleated will return to its foimer

fituation, except only that it will be carried round a

little by the prxctffion of the nodes.

Cor. 19. Suppofe now the fphxrical body Tf

confiding of fome matter not fluid, to be enlarged,

and to extend it felf on every fide as far as that

annulus, and that a channel were cur all round its

circumference containing water ; and that this fphere

revolves uniformly about its own axis in the fame

periodical time. This water being accelerated and

retarded by turns (as in the laft corollary) will be

fwifter at the fyzygies, and flower at the quadra-

tures than the iurface of the globe, and fo will

ebb
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ebb and flow in its channel after the manner of the Sea.

If the attraction of the body S were taken away ;

the water would acquire no motion of flux and
reflux by revolving round the quiefcent centre of
the globe. The cafe is the fame of a globe
moving uniformly forwards in a right line, and
in the mean time revolving about its centre, (by
cor. 5. of the laws of motion) and of a globe

uniformly attracted from its rectilinear courfe (by
cor. 6. of the fame laws.) But let the body 5
come to ad upon it, and by irs unequable at-

traction the water will receive this new motion.

For there will be a ftronger attraction upon that part

of the water that is neareft to the body, and a

weaker upon that part which is more remote.

And the force LM will attract the water down-
wards at the quadratures, and deprefs it as far as

the fyzygies; and the force KL will attract it

upwards in the fyzygies, and withhold its defcent*

and make it rife as far as the quadratures; except

only in fo far as the motion of flux and reflux

may be directed by the channel of the water,

and be a little retarded by friction.

Cor. 20. If now the annulus becomes hard, and

the globe is diminiftied, the motion of flux and
reflux will ceafe; but the ofcillating motion of the

inclination and the prxcetTion of the nodes will

remain. Let the globe have the fame axis with

the annulus and perform its revolutions in the fame

times, and at its fur fice touch the annulus within, and

adhere to it; then, the globe partaking of the mo-

cillate, and the nodes will go backward. For the

globe, as we mail (hew prefently, is perfectly indif-

ferent to the receiving of all impreffions. The

tion of the annulus, this whole

greateft
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grated angle of the inclination of the annulus

fingle, is when the nodes are in the fyzygies. Thence
in the progrefs of the nodes to the quadratures,

it endeavours to diminifli its inclination and by
that endeavour imprefles a motion upon the whole

globe. The globe retains this motion impreflcd, tin

the annulus by a contrary endeavour deftroys that

motion and imprefles a new motion in a contrary di-

rection. And by this means the greatdl motion

of the decreafing inclination happens when the

nodes are in the quadratures; and the lead angle

of inclination in the o&anrs after the quadratures;

and again, the greatcft motion of reclination happens

when the nodes are in the fyzygies; and the greateft

angle of reclination in the odants following. And
the cafe is the fame of a globe without this an-

nulus, if it be a little higher or a little denfer in the

^equatorial than in the polar regions. For the excefs

of that matter in the regions near the equator

Supplies the place of the annulus. And though we
fhould fuppofe the centripetal force of this globe

to be any how increafed fo that all its parts were

to tend downwards, as the parts of our Earth gra-

vitate to the centre, yet the phenomena of this

and the preceding corollary would fcarce be al-

tered; except that the places of the greateft and

leaft height of the water will be different. For

the water is now no longer fuftained and kept in its

orbit by its centrifugal force, but by the channel in

which it flows. And befides the force LM attracts the

water downwards mod in the quadratures, and the force

KL or NAt—LM attracts it upwards moft in

the fyzygies. And thefe forces conjoined ceafe to

attracl the water downwards, and begin to attract

it upwards in the odhnts before the fyzygies; and

ceafe

-
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ccafe to attract the water upwards, and begin to
attract the water downwards in the o&ants after

the fyzygies. And thence the greareft height of
the water may happen about the o&ants after the
fyzygies; and the leafl height about the octants af-

ter the quadratures; excepting only fo far as the
motion of afcent or defcenc impreffed by thefe

forces may by the vis infita of the water continue

a little longer, or be flopt a little fooner by impe-
diments in its channel*

Cor. IX. For the fame reafon that redundant

matter in the xquatorial regions of a globe caufes

the nodes to go backwards, and therefore by the
increafe of that matter that retrogradation is increafed,

by the diminution is diminifhed, and by the re-

moval quite ceafes; it follows, that if more than

that redundant matter be taken away, that is, if

the globe be either more deprefTed, or of a more
rare confidence near the aequator than near the

poles, there will arife a motion of the nodes in

confequentia.

Cor. zi. And thence from the motion of the

nodes is known the constitution of the globe. That
is if the globe retains unalterably the fame poles*

and the motion (of the nodes) be in antccedentia,

there is a redundance of the matter near the equator

;

but if in confequentia, a deficiency. Suppofe an
uniform .and exactly fphxrical globe to be flrft ac

reft in a free fpace; then by fome impulfe made
obliquely upon its fuperflcies to be driven from its

place, and to receive a motion, partly circular and
partly right forward. Becaufe this globe is per-

fectly indifferent to all the axes that pafs through

its centre, nor ha? a greater propenfity to one axis

or to one fltuation of the axis than to any other*

i*
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it is manifeft that by its own force it will never

change its axis, or the inclination of it. Let now
this globe be impelled obliquely by a new impulfe

in the fame part of its fuperficies as before; and

fince the effect of an impulfe is not at all changed

by its coming fooner or later, it is manifeft that

thefe two impulfes fucceflively imprefTcd will pro-

duce the fame morion, as if they were imprcfTed at

the fame time; that is, the fame motion as if the

globe had been impelled by a fimple force com-
pounded of them both (by cor. 1. of the laws)

that is a iimple motion about an axis of a given

inclination. And the cafe is the fame if the fe-

conu impulfe were made upon any other place of
the xquator of the firft motion ; and alfo if the

firft impulfe were made upon any place in the

aequator of the motion which would be generated

by the fecond impulfe alone; and therefore alfo

when both impulfes are made in any places what-

foever; for thefe impulfes will generate the fame

circular motion, as if they were imprcfTed together

and at once in the place of the interfedions of the

xquators of thofe motions, which would be gene-

rated by each of them feparately. Therefore a ho-

mogeneous and perfect globe will not retain feveral

tii it met motions, but will unite all thofe chat are

imprefTed on it, and reduce them into one; re-

volving, as far as in it lies, always with a fimple

and uniform motion about one fingle given axis,

with an inclination perpetually invariable. And the

inclination of the axis, or the velocity of the ro-

tation will not be changed by centripetal force.

For if the globe be fuppofed to be divided into

two hemifpheres, by any plane whitfoever pafling

through
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through its own centre and the centre to which

the force is dire&ed; that force will always urge

each hemifphere equally; and therefore will not

incline the globe any way as to its motion round

its own axis. But let there be added any where

between the pole and the aequator a heap of new
matter like a mountain, and this by its perpetual

endeavour to recede from the centre of its motion*

will diflurb the motion of the globe, and caufe its

poles to wander about its fuperficies, describing cir-

cles about therafelves and their oppofite points.

Neither can this enormous evagarion of the poles

be correded» unlefs by placing that mountain ei-

ther in one of the poles, in which cafe by cor.

21. the nodes of the aequator will go forwards; or

in the equatorial regions, in which cafe by cor. 20.

the nodes will go backward; or laftly by adding

on the other fide of the axis a new quantity or

matter, by which the mountain may be ballanced

in its motion; and then the nodes will either go

forwards or backwards, as the mountain and this

newly added matter happen to be nearer to the

pole or to the equator.

Proposition LXVII. Theorem XXVII.

The fame laws of attraBion being fup-

fofed^ I fay that the exterior body

S does, by radij drawn to the point

O, the common centre of gravity of
the interior bodies P and T, defcrile

round that centre areas more propor-

tional
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tional to the times, and an orbit

more approaching to the form of an
ellipfis having its focus in that cen-

tre, than it can dcfcribe round the

innermofl and greateft body T by radij

drawn to that body.

For the attra&ions of the body S (PL 1 1 . Fig. 5.)

towards T and P compofe its abfolutc attra&ion,

which is more dirc&ed towards O the common
centre of gravity of the bodies T and P9 than it

is to the greateft body T; and which is more in

a reciprocal proportion to the fquare of the diftance

will eafily appear by a little confideration.

Proposition LXVIII.TheoremXXVIII.

The fame laws of attraBion fuppofed^

I fay that the exterior body S will,

by radij drawn to O the common
centre of gravity of the interior bo-

dies P and T, dtferile round that:

centre^ area*s more proportional to the

times) and an orlit more approaching

to the form of an elliffis having its

focus in that centre, if the innermofl

and greateft body be agitated by thefe

attraHions as well as the refty than
it would do if that bods were either

S ' at
•
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at re-l r<s not ntlratted, or were
much wore or much Ufs attracted or

much more or ranch Itjs agitated.

This may be demonftrated after the fame man-

ner as p;op. 66. but by a more prolix reafoning,

which I therefore pak over. Ic will be fufficient

to confider ic after this manner. From the de-

monftration of the laft propofition it is plain, that

the centre, towards which the body S is urged by

the two forces conjunctly, is very near to the com-

mon centre of gravity of thofe two other bodies.

If this centre were to coincide with that common
centre, and moreover the common centre of gra-

vity of all the three bodies were at reft; the bo-

dy S on one fid:, and the common centre of gra-

vity of the other two bodies on the other (ide,

would defcribe true ellipfes about that quiefcwnt

common centre. This appears from cor. 2. prop.

58. compared with what was demonftrated in

prop. 6*4 and 6*5. Now this accurate elliptical

motion will be difturbed a little by the diftancs

of the centre of the two bodies from the centre

towards which the third body S is attracted. Let

there be added moreover a motion to the common
centre of the three, and the perturbation will be

increafed yet more. Therefore the perturbation is

leaft when the common centre of the three bo-

dies is at reft; that is, when the innermofl and

greatcft body T is attracted according to the fame

law as the rtft are; and is always greatcft, when
the common centre of the three, by the diminu-

tion of the motion of the body T\ begins to be

moved, and is more and more agitated.

Cor.
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Cor. And hence if more leffer bodies revolve

about the great one, it may eafily be inferred

th;t the orbits defcribed will approach nearer to

eilipfes, and the defcriptions of area's will be more
nearly equable, if all the bodies mutually attract

and agitate each other with accelerative forces that

are as their abfolute forces direclly, and the fquares

of the diftanccs inverfely ; and if the focus of

each orbit be placed in the common centre of

gravity of all the interior bodies; (that is, if the

focus of the firft and innermoft orbit be placed in

the centre of gravity of the greateft and inner-

moft body ; the focus of the lecond orbit in the

common centre of gravity oi the two innermoft

bodies; the focus of the third orbit in the com-
mon centre of gravity of the three innermoft;

and fo on) than if the innermoft body were at

reft, and was made the common focus of all the

orbits.

Proposition LXIX. Theorem XXIX.

/;/ a fyflem of feveral 10files A, B, C,
D, iSc. if any one of tbofe bodies as

A, attract all the reft, B, C, D, tiff.

with accelerative forces that are re-

ciprocally as the fquares of the di-

fiances from the attracting body; and
another body as B attracts alfo the

reft, A, C, D, i$c. with forces that

are reciprocally as the fquares of the

diflonces from 'the attracting body\ the

S 2 abfolute
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aitfohle force? cf the attra&ing bodies

A and B iv. II Le to each other, as

thofe very Iodics A and B to which
tbofe fanes Lekv£

For the accelerative attractions of all the bodies

/?, C, Dy towards A are by the fuppofition equal

to e3ch other ar equal diflances ; and in like man-

ner the accelerative attractions of all the bodies to-

wards B are alio equal to each other at equal di-

flanccs. But the abfolute attractive force of the

body A is to the abfolute attractive force of the

body By as the accelerative attraction of all the bo-

dies towards A to the accelerative attraction of all

the bodies towards B at equal dillances; and fo is

alfo the accelerative attraction of the bodv B to-

wards Ay to the accelerative attraction of the bo-

dy A towards £. But the accelerative attraction

of the body B towards A is to the accelerative at-

traction of the body A towards B as the mafsof

the body A to the mafs of the body B; becaufe

the motive forces which (by the 2d, 7th, and

8th definition) are as the accelerative forces and tke

bodies 3ttraded conjunctly, are here equal to one

cnorher by the third law. Therefore the abfolute

attractive force of the body A is to the abfolute

attractive force of the body B as the mafs of the

body A to the mafs of the body B. Q* E. D.

Cor. 1. Therefore if each of the bodies of the

fyftem At By C, D9 crc, does fingly attract all the

reft with accelerative forces that are reciprocally as

the fquares of the dillances from the attracting

body; the abfolute forces cf all thofe bodies will

be to each other as the bodies themfelves.

Cor.
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Cor. 2. By a like reafoning if each of the bo-

dies of the fyftem A, B% C» D$ &c. do fingly

attract ail the reft with accelcrative forces, which
are either reciprocally or directly in the ratio of
any power whatever of the diftances from the at-

tracting body; or which are defined by the diftances

from each of the attracting bodies according to any

common law ; it is plain that the abfolute forces of

thofe bodies are as the bodies themfelves.

Cor. 3. In a fyftem of bodies whofe forces de-
#

create in the duplicate ratio of the diftances, if the

lefTer revolve about one very great one in ellipfes,

having their common focus in the centre of that

g»eat body, and of a figure exceeding accurate; and

moreover by radij drawn to that great body de-

fcribe area's proportional to the times exactly; the

abfolute forces of thofe bodies to each other will

be either accurately or very nearly in the ratio of

the bodies. And fo on the contrary. This appears

from cor. of prop. 6$. compared with the firft co-

rollary of this prop.

Scholium.

Thefe propofitions naturally lead us to the analogy

there is between centripetal forces, and the centra!

bodies to which thofe forces ufe to be directed.

For it is reafonable to fuppofe that forces which

are directed to bodies (hould depend upon the na-

ture and quantity of thofe bodies, as we fee they

do in magnetical experiments. And when fuch

cafes occur, we are to compute the attractions or

the bodies by aligning to each of their particles

its proper force, and then collecting the fum of

S j them
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them all. I here ufe the word attradion in gene-

ral for any endeavour, of what kind foever, made
by bodies to approach to each other; whether that

endeavour arife from the adion of the bodies them-

felves as tending mutually to, or agitating each o-

ther by fpirits emitted; or whether it arifes from

the adion of the aether or of the air, or of any

medium what foever, whether corporeal or incorpo-

real, any how impelling bodies placed therein to-

wards each other. In the fame general fenfe I ufe

the word impulfe, not defining in this treatife the

fpecies or phyfical qualities of forces, but invefH-

gating the quantities and mathematical proportions

of them; as I obferved before in the definitions*

In mathematics we are to inveiligate the quan-

tities of forces with their proportions confequent

upon any conditions fuppofed; then when we en-

ter upon phyflcr, we compare thofe proportions

with the phenomena of Nature; that we may know
what conditions of thofe forces anfwer to the fcveral

kinds of attractive bodies. And this preparation be-

ing made, we argue more fafely concerning the

phyfical fpecies, caufes, and propoitions of the forces.

Let us fee then with what forces fphaerical bodies con-

firming of particles endued with attractive powers in the

manner above fpoken of mull ad mutually upon one

another; and what kind of motions will follow from

thence.

Sect-
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Section XII.

Of the attractive forces of fpharical

bodies.

Proposition LXX. Theorem XXX.

If to every Point of a fpb/trical furface

there tend eiual centripetal forces de«

creafing in the duplicate ratio of the

diftduces from thofe points; I fay that

a corpufcle flaced within that fuper-

ficies will not be attratted by thofe

forces any way.

Let HIKL {Pi. 21. Ftg. 4.) be that fphacrical

fuperficies, and P a corpufclc placed within. Through
P let there be drawn to this fuperficies the two
lines HKy I L, intercepting very fmall arcs HT>
KL; and becaufe (by cor. 3. km. 7.) the triangles

HP I, LPK are alike, thofe arcs will be propor-

S 4 tional
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tional to the diflances HPy LP; and any particles

at HI and KL of the fphaerical fuperficies, termi-

nated by right lines pafling through Py will be in

the duplicate ratio of thofe diflances. Therefore

the forces of theie panicles exerted upon the body

P are equai between themfelves. For the forces are

as the particles dirtdly and the fquares of the di-

flances inverfely. And thefe two ratio's compofc

the ratio of equality. The attractions therefore be-

ing made equally towards contrary parts deftroy

each other. And by a like reafoning all the attracti-

ons through the whole fphaerical fuperficies are dc-

flroyed by contrary attractions. Therefore the bo-

dy P will not be any way impelled by thofe attracti-

ons. fj_. £. D.

Proposition LXXI. Theorem XXXI.

The fame things fnppofed as above, I

fay that a vorfufcle placed without

the fphxrical pperficies is attracted

towards the centre of the fphere with

a force reciprocally proportional to

the fyuare of its diflance from that

centre.

Let AHKB, *hkb (PL 21. Fig. 5.) be two

equal fphaerical fuperficies defcribed about the cen-

ties S, ij their diameters ABy *b\ and let P and

f be two corpufcles fituate without the fphcres in

thofe diameters produced. Let there be drawn

from the corpufcles the lines PHK> PILy phk> }*U

CUt-
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cutting off from the great circles A HE* abb, the

equal arcs HK> fcfc IL, il; and to thofe lines let

fall the perpendiculars SD, sdy S£3 sey I R, ir;

of whicn let SZ>, sd cut PL, pi in F and /.

Let fall alio to the diameters the perpendiculars
"

IQ* iq. Let now the angles D P £, dpe vanilh ;

and becaufe DS and ds, ES and es are equal, the

lines P Ey PF> and pe, pf, 3nd the lineolse DF,
df may be taken for equal; becaufe their laft ratio,

when the angles DP E, dpe vanifh together, is

the ratio of equality. Thefe things then fuppofed,

it will be, as PI to PF fo is KI to DF, and as

pf to pi fo is df or X)/7 to ri; and dquo, as

PIxpf to PFxpi fo is A'/ to r#, that is (by cor.

3. lem. 7.) fo is the arc JH to the arc ih* Again

iV is to as IQ^to S E, and ps topics seor

SE to if; and cv <e$*o 7
; /x^r to PSxpi as /£>

to if. And compounding the ratio's PP xpfxps
is to pi 1 xPFxPS, as IHxIQ^ to //?x/^; that

is, as the circular fuperficies which is defcribed by
the arc /// as the lemicircle AKB revolves about

the diameter AE, is to the circular fuperficies

defcribed by the arch ih as the femicirde *kb re-

volves about the diameter ab. And the forces

with which thefe fuperficies attrad the corpufcles

P and p in the direction of lines tending to thofe

fuperficies are by the hypothefis as the fupeificies

themfelves dire&ly, and the fquares of the di-

ftances of the fuperficies from thofe corpufcles in-

verfely; that is, as pfxps to PFxPS. And thefe

forces again are to the oblique parts of them

which (by the refolution of forces as in cor. 2.

pf the laws) tend to the centres in the di-

fe<Sions of the Jjncs PSf ps, as PI to Ptv,
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and pi to fq ; that is (bccaufc of the like triangles

Pl^md PSFypicj and psf) as PS toPFznd
pi to pf. Thence rx the attraction of
the corpufde P towards S is to the attraction

^ t /-, § P F x p fx ps
of the corpufcle /> towards /, as --7-

—

pfxTFxTS , . _ .

is to
r- that is, as to Z^*. And

by a like reafoning the forces with which the

fuperficies defcribed by the revolution of the arcs

KL, kj attract thofe corpufcles, will be as pi 1

to PS*. And in the fame ratio will be the

forces of all the circular fuperficies into which

each of the fphxrical fuperficies may be divided

by taking id always equal to 5D, and ie equal

• -1

thofe corpufcles will be in the fame ratio,

Q. p. D.

Proposition LXXII. Theorem XXXII.

If to the Several points of a fphere

there tend equal centripetal forces de-

creasing in a duplicate ratio of the

diflances from thofe points; and there

he given both the denfity of thefPhere
and the ratio of the diameter of the

ffbere to the difiance of the corpufcle

from its centre \ I fay that the force

with which the corpufcle is attra-

ct
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tied is proportional to the ftmi-di-

ameter of the fphere.

For conceive two corpufcles to be feverally at-

tracted by two fpheres, one by one the other by
the other, and their diftances from the centres of

the fpheres to be proportional to the diameters of
the fpheres refpectively ; and the fpheres to be re-

folved into like particles difpofed in a like fituati-

on to the corpufcles. Then the attractions of one

corpufcle towards the feveral particles of one fphere,

will be to the attractions of the other towards as

many analogous particles of the other fphere in a

ratio compounded of the ratio of the particles di-

rectly and the duplicate ratio of the diftances in-

versely. But the particles arc as the fpheres, that

is in a triplicate ratio of the diameters, and the di-

fhnces are as the diameters; and the fir ft ratio di-

rectly with the laft ratio taken twice inverftly, be-

comes the ratio of diameter to diameter. Q. £. D.
Cor. i. Hence if corpufcles revolve in circles

about fpheres compofed of matter equally attracting

;

and the di fiances from the centres of the fpheres

be proportional to their diameters; the periodic

times will be equal.

Cor. 2. And vice versa, if the periodic times

are equal, the diftances will be proportional to the

diameters. Thefe two corollaries appear from cor. 3.

prop. 4.

Cor. J. If to the feveral points of any two
folids whatever, of like figure and equal denfity,

there tend equal centripetal forces decreafing in 1

duplicate ratio of the diftances from thofe points;

the forces with which corpufcles placed in a like

/ituation
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ficuarion to thofc two folids, will be attracted by
them will be to each other as the diameters of the

folids.

Proposition LXXIII. Tii eo r em XXXIII.

If to the feveral pints of a given

fpjere there tend equal centripetal

forces decreajing in a duplicate ratio

of the diflances from the -points ; /

fay that a corpufcle placed within

the fphere is attraHed by a forte

proportional to its diflance from the

centre.

In the fphere ABCD {PI. 11. Fig. 6".) de-

fcribed about the centre 5, let there be placed the

corpufcle P; and about the fame centre S9 with

the interval S P, conceive defcribed an interior

fphere PEQF. It is plain (by prop. 70.) that

the concentric fphaerical fuperficies of which the

difference AEBF of the fphcres is compofed,

have no effect at all upon the body P ; their at-

tractions being deftroyed by contrary attractions.

There remains therefore only the attraction of the

interior fphere P E QJF. And (by prop. 72.) this

is as the diflance PS. Q. E. D.

Scholium.
By the fuperficies of which I here imagine the

folids compofed, I do not mean fuperficies purely

mathc-
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mathematical, but orbs fo extreamty thin, that

rheir thicknefs is as nothing; that is, the evanefcent

ort>s, of which the fphere will at laft conn* ft, when
tlie number of the orbs is increafed, and their

rhicknefs diminished without end. In like man-
ner, by the points of which lines, furfaces and folids

are faid to be compofed, are to be underftood equal

particles whofe magnitude is perfectly inconfide-

rable.

Proposition LXXIV. Theorem XXXIV.

The fame things fvpfofed, I fay that a
corpufcle fituate without the fphere
is attraBed with a force reciprocally

proportional to the fjuare of its di-

ftance from the centre.

For fuppofe the fphere to be divided into innu-

merable concentric fphaerical fuperficies, and the at-

tractions of the corpufcle arifing from the feveral

fuperficies will be reciprocally proportional to the

fquare of the diftance of the corpufcle from the

centre of the fphere (by prop. 7 1 .) And by com-
po fit ion, the fum of thole attractions, that is, the

attraction of the corpufcle towards the entire fphere,

will be in the fame ratio. Q. £. D.
Cor. 1. Hence the attractions of homegeneous

fpheres at equal diftanccs from the centres will be

as the fpheres themfelves. For (by prop. 72) if the

di fiances be proportional to the <diameters of the

fpheres, the forces will be as the diameters. Let

the
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the greater diftance be diminifhed in that ratio;

and the diftances now being equal, the attraction

will be increafed in the duplicate of that ratio

;

and therefore will be to the other attraction in

the triplicate of that ratio ; that is, in the ratio of
the fpheres.

Cor. 2. At any diftances whatever, the attracti-

ons are as the fpheres applied to the fquares of the

diftances.

Cor. 3. If a corpufcle placed without an ho-

mogeneous fphere is attracted by a force recipro-

cally proportional to the fquare of its diftance from

the centre, and the fphere confifts of attractive par-

ticles; the force of every particle will decreafe in

a duplicate ratio of the diftance from each par-

ticle.

Proposition LXXV. Theorem XXXV.

]f to the feveral points of a given fphere

there tend equal centripetal forces de-

creafing in a duplicate ratio of the

dif!ant es from the points ; / faj that

another Jimilar fphere will he attra-

tled ly it with a force reciprocally

proportional to the fquare of the diftance

of the centres.

For the attraction of every particle is reciprocally

as the fquare of its diftance from the centre of the

attracting fphere (by prop. 74.) and is therefore

the fame as if that whole attracting force iflued from

one
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one fingle corpufcle placed in the centre of this

fphere. £ut this attraction is as great, as on the

other hand the attraction of the fame corpufcle

would* be, if that were it felf attracted by the fc-

veral particles of the attracted fphere with the fame

force with which they are attracted by it. But
that attraction of the corpufcle would be (by prop.

74.) reciprocally proportional to the fquare of its

diflance from the centre of the fphere; therefore the

attraction of the fphere, equal thereto, is alfo in the

fame ratio. Q E. D.

Cor. 1. The attractions of fpheres towards other

homogeneous fpheres, are as the attracting fpheres

applied to the fquares of the diltances of their

centres from the centres of thofe which they

attract.

Cor. 2. The cafe is the fame when the at-

tracted fphere does alfo attract. For the feveral

points of the one attract the feveral points of the

other with the fame force with which they them-

felves are attracted by the others again ; and there-

fore fince in all attractions (by law 3.) the attra-

cted and attracting point are both equally acted on,

the force will be doubled by their mutual attractions,

the proportions remaining.

Cor. 3. Thofe feveral truths demon itrated above

concerning the motion of bodies about the focus of
the conic fections, will take place when an attracting

fphere is placed in the focus, and the bodies move
without the fphere.

Cor. 4. Thofe things which were demonflrated

before of the motion of bodies about the centre of the

conic fections take place when the motions are per-

formed within the fphere*

P R3
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Proposition L.XXVI. Theorem XXXVI.

If fpheres he however difimilar (as to
denfity of matter and attractive force)
in the frogrefs right onward from
the centre to the circumference ; but
tvery where fimilar, at every given
diflance from the centre, on all fides
round about; and the attractive force

of every point decreafes in the dupli-

cate ratio of the difiance of the bo-

dy attracted: I fay that the whole
force with which one of thefe fpheres

attraits the other, will be reciprocal-

ly pro[ortional to the fquare of the di-
- fame ofthe centres.

Imagine feveral concentric fimilar fpheres, AB*
CD, EF, &c. {PL 22. Fig. i.) the innermoft of
which added to the outermoft may compofe a

matter more denfe towards the centre, or fubdu&ed

from them may leave the fame more lax and rare.

Then by prop. 75. thefe fpheres will attract other

fimilar concentric fpheres GH$ /AT, LM&c. each

the other, with forces reciprocally proportional to

the fquare of the diftance SP. And by compo-
fition or divifion, the fum of all thofe forces, or the

excefs of any of them above the others ; that is, the

entire force with which the whole fphere AB
(compofed of any concentric fpheres or of their

diffc-
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differences) will attract the whole fphcre CH (com-
poled of any concentric fpheres or tJieir differences)

in the fame ratio. Let rhe number of the con-

centric fpheres be increafed in infinitum, fo that

the denfiry of the rmrter together with the at-

tractive force may, in the progrefs from the circum-

ierence to the centre, inceafe or decreafe according

to any given law ; and by the addition of matter

not attractive let the deficient denfiry be fupplied

that fo the fpheres may acquire any form denred;

and the force with which one of thefe attracts

the other, will be frill, by the former reafoning,

in the fame rario of the fquare of the difhnce in*

verfely* Q. E. D.
Cor. i. Hrnce if many fpheres of this kind>

firtiilar in all refpects, attract each other mutually

;

the accelerative attractions of each to each, at any

equal diftances of the centres, will be as the at-

tracting fphere*.

Cor i. And at any unequal diftances, as the

attracting fpheres applied to the fquares of the di*

flances between the centres.

Cor. 5. The motive attractions, or the weights

of the fpheres towards one another will be at e-

qual difhnces of rhe centres as the attracting and

attracted fpheres conjunctly; that is, as the products

anting from multiplying the fpheres into each

other.

- Cor. 4. And at unequal diftances, as thofe pro-

ducts directly and the fquares of rhe diftances be-

tween the centres inverfcly.

Cor. 5. Thefe proportions take place alfo, when
the attraction arifes from rhe attractive virtue of
borh fpheres murually exerted upon each other.

For the arrraction is only doubled by rhe conjunfti*

T on
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on of the forces, the proportions remaining as

before*

Cor. 6*. If fpheres of this kind revolve about

others at reft, each about each ; and the difhnccs

between the centres of the quiefcent and revolving

bodies are proportional to the diameters of the

quiefcent bodies ; the periodic times will be equal.

Cor. 7. And again* if the periodic times are

equal, the diftances will be proportional to the

diameters.

Cor. 8. All thofe truths above demonftrated,

relating to the motions of bodies about the foci of
conic feftions, will take place, when an attracting

fphere, of any form and condition like that above de-

fcribed, is placed in the focus.

Cor. 9. And alfo when the revolving bodies arc

alfo attracting fpheres of any condition like that above

defcribed.

Proposition LXXVII. Theorem XXXVII.

If to the feveral pints of fpheres there

tend centripetal forces proportional to

the diflatices of the points from the

attratied bodies ; J fay that the com-

pounded force with which two fpheres

attratt each other mutually is as the

diflance letween the centres of the

fpheres.

Case i. Let AEBF {PL 22. Fig. 2.) be a

fphere ; S its centre ; P a corpufcle attracted ;

PASB the axis of the fphere pafling through the

centre of the corpufcle; EF, ef two planes cut-

ting the fphere, and perpendicular to the axis, and
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equidifhnt, one on one fide, the other on the o-

ther, from the centre of the fphere; G and g the

interfe&ions of the planes and the axis; and ATany
point in the plane £ F. The cenrriperal force of
the point H upon the corpufcle P, exerted in the

direction of the line Pff,K as the diftance PH;
and (by cor. 2. of the laws) the fame exerted in the

direction of the line PC, or towards the centre S9

is at the length PC Therefore the force of all

the points in the plane EF (that is of that whole

plane) by which the corpufcle P is attracted to-

wards the centre S is as the diftance TO multi-

plied by the number of thofe points, that is as the

lolid contained under that plane EF and the di-

ftance P G. And in like manner the force of the

plane ef by which the corpufcle P is attracted to-

wards the centre J, is as that plane drawn into its

diftance Pg y or as the equal plane £ F drawn into

that diftance Pg; and the fum of the forces of
both planes as the plane EF drawn into the fum
of the diftances PG-\-?g* that is as that plane

drawn into twice the diftance PS of the centre

and the corpufcle; that is, as twice the plane EF
drawn into the diftance PS, or as the fum of the

equal planes EF-\-cfdnwn into the fame diftance.

And by a like reafoning the forces of all the

planes in the whole fphere, equi-diftant on each fide

from the centre of the fphere, are as the fum of
thofe planes drawn into the diftance PS, that

is, as the whole fphere and the diftance PS con-

junctly. Q. E. D.
Case z. Let now the corpufcle P attract the fphere

AEBF. And by the fame reafoning it will appear

that the force with which the fphere is attracted is as

the diftance PS. Q. E. 0.
T % Casi
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Case 2. Imagine another fphere compofed of
innumerable corpufcks T ; and becaufe the force

with which every corpufde is attracted is as the

diftance of the corpuicle from the centre of the

firft fphere, and as the fame fphere conjunctly, and

is therefore the fame as if ic all proceeded from a

fingle corpufcle lltuate in the centre of the fphere;

the entire force with which all the corpufcles in the

fecond fphere are attracted, that is, with which that

whole fphere is attracted, will be the fame as if that

,

fphere were attracted by a force iiTuing from a

fing!e corpufcle in the centre of the fir ft fphere ; and is

therefore proportional to the di fiance between the cen-

tres of the fphere?. Q. E. D.
Case 4. Let the fpheres attract each other mu-

tually, and the force will be doubled, but the propor-

tion will remain. Q. E. D.
Case 5. Let the corpufcle ^be placed within the

fphereAEBFy (Fig.i.)ind becaufe the force of the

plane ef upon the corpufcle is as the (ol d contained

under that plane and the diftance pg\ and the con-

trary force of the plane EF as the folid contained

under that plane and the diftance pG; the force

compounded of both will be as the difference of

the folids, that is as the fum of the equal planes

drawn into half the difference of the diftances,

that is, as that fum drawn into pS, the diftance

of the corpufcle from the centre of the fphere.

And by a like reafoning, the attraction of all the

planes EF> cf throughout the whole fphere, that

is, the attraction of the whole fphere, is conjunctly

as the fum of all the planes, or as the whole fphere,

and as pS the diftance of the corpufcle from the

centre of the fphere, Q. £. D.

Case
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Case 6. And if there be compofed a new fphere

out of innumerable corpufcles kich as />, Utuate

within the firft fphere jiEBF ; it maybe proved

as before that the attraction whether, fingle of one

fphere towards the other, or mutual of both towards

each other, will be as the diftancc pS of the centres.

Q. E. D.

Proposition LXXVIII. Theorem XXXVIIL

If fpheres in the progreft firm the cen-

tre to the circumference Le however

diffimilar and vmqr-ai le, lut fimilat

on every fide round about at all Qiven

diflances from the centre \ and the at*

traHive force of every / olnt le as

the difiance of the attracted body\ I

fay that the entire force with which

two fpheres of this kind attract each

other mutually is proportional to the

di lance between the centres of the

fpheres.

This is demonftrated from the foregoing pro-

pofition in the fame manner as the 76th propofi-

tion was demonftrated from the 75th.

Cor. Thofe things that were above demonftra-

ted in prop. 10. and 64. of the motion of bo-

dies round the centres of conic fedions, take

place when all the attractions are made by the

force of fphxrical bodies of the condition above

T 3 dc-
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defcribed, and the attracted bodies are fphcres of
the fame kind. •

Scholium.

I have now explained the two principal cafes

of attractions; to wit, when the centripetal forces

deercafe in a duplicate ratio of the diftances, or
increafe in a fimple ratio of the diftances; caufing

the bodies in both cafes to revolve in conic fe-

dions, and compofing fphaerical bodies wbofe cen-
tripetal forces obfervc the fame law of increafe or
decreafe in the recefs from the centre as the forces

of the particles themfelves doj which is very re-

markable. It would be tedious to run over the

other cafes, whofe conclufions are lefs elegant and im-
portant, fo particularly as I have done thefe. I

chufe rather to comprehend and determine them all

by one general method as follows.

I
Lemma XXIX.

Jf alont the centre S (PI. 22. Rg.\4.)
there le defcribed any circle as A E B,

and about the centre P there ft* alfo

defcribed two circles EF, ef, cutting

the firfi in E and e, and the line

PS in F and f; and there be Jet-

fall to PS the perpendiculars ED,
ed; J fay that ifthe difiance of the
arcs EF, cf he fupjofed to le infi*

nitely diminifiedt the lafl ratio of the

evanefcent
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evanefcent line Dd to the evanefent
line Ff is the fame as that of the

Line PE to the line PS.

For if the line Pe cut the arc EF in 7; and
the right line £>, which coincides with the

evanefcent arc be produced and meet the right

line PS in T; and there be let fall from S to

PE the perpendicular SG; then bccaufe of the

like triangles DTE, dTc, I)ES; it will be as

Dd to Ee fo DT to TE> or DE to ES; and

bccaufe the triangles £*f, ESG (by lem. 8. and

cor. 3. lem. 7.) are fimilar, it will be as Ee to

eq or Ff fo ES to SG; and ex «jho, as

Dd to Ff (o DE to 5G; that is (bccaufe of
the fimilar triangles PDL, PGS) fo is PE to

Q. E. D.

Proposition LXXIX. Theorem XXXIX.

Stpprjfe a fuperficies as EFfe (Pi. 22.

Fig. 5.) to have its Ireadth infinite*

ly diminished, and to he juft vanijh-

ing\ and that the fame fuper/icies

bv its revolution round the axis PS de-

[tribes'- a fphtrical concavo-convex fo*

li/ir/io the feveral equal particles of
which there tend equal centripetal

forces ; J fay that the force with
which that folid attracts a torpufcle

Jituate in P, is in a ratio compoun-

ded offhe ratio of the folid DE**Ff
and the ratio, of the fine with
' • T 4 wj.'ich-

*
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which the given pas tide in the place

Ft would attract the fame toipi file.

For if we confider firft the force of the fphx-

rical fuperficies FF which is generated by the re-

volution of the arc FE y and is cut any where, as

in r, by the line de; the annular part of the fu-

perficies generated by the revolution of the arc rE
will be as the lineola L d, the radius of the fphere

TE remaining the fame; as Archimedes has demon-
flrated in his book of the fphtre and cylinder.

And the force of this fuperficies exerted in the

direction of the lines I'E or Pr fit ua e all round

in the conical fuperficies, will be as this annular

fuperficies it klf ; that is as the lineola Dd, or

which is the fame as the rectangle under the given

radius F E of the fphere and the lineola Dd; but

that force, cxertcdJn the direction of the line PS
tending to the centre Sy will be lefs in the ratio

of I D to I

E

y and therefore will be as F DxDd.
Suppole now the line FF to be divided into in-

numerable little equal particles, each cf which call

Dd; and then the fuperficies FE will be d.vided

into fo many equal annuli, whofe forces will be as

the fum of all the rectangles PD*Dd,ih*t is, as

\IF X -\PD\ and therefose as DE\ Let

now the fuperficies FF be drawn into the alti-

tude Ff; and the force of the folid F Ffe exeired

upon the corpufcle P will be as DE l
*Ff; that

is, if the force be given which any given particle

as Ff exerts upon the corpufcle / at the diftance

PF. But if that force be not given, the force of

the folid F Ffe will be as the folid DE x xFf
and that force not given, ccnjunftly. £. D.

Pro-
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Proposition LXXX. Theorem XL.

If to the feveral ejual farts of a fphere
ABE, (PI. 22. Fig. 6.) dtfcribed about
the centre S, there tend equal centru

fetal force* > and from the ftveral

foints D in the axis of the fphere
AB in which a corpufcle, as P, is

flaced, there be eretted the perfendi-

ctlars DE meeting the ffhtre in.

E, and if in thofe ferfendiculars

the lengths DN be taken as the
DE^xPS . , -

quantity -j>£— **d as the force

which a particle of the ffhere fituate

in the axis exerts at the difiance P E
upon the corpufcle P, conjunftly ; /

fay that the whole force with which
the corfufcle P is attracted towards

the ffhere is as the area ANB,
comprehended under the axis of the

fphere A B, and the curve line ANB,
the locus of the foint N.

For fuppofing the conftru&ion in the laft lemma

and theorem to (land, conceive the axis of the

fphere Ah to be divided into innumerable equal

particles Dd, and the whole fphere to be divided

into fo many fphxricai concavo-convex laminx EFfe;
and
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and erect the perpendicular d n. By the laft theo-

rem the force with which the lamina EFfe at-

trads the corpufcle P, is as DE l xFf and the force

of one particle exerted at the diftance PE or PF9

conjunctly. But (by the laft lemma) Dd is to

Ff as PE to PS, and therefore Ff is equal to

V*^ andg£»x//iscqud^

and therefore the force of the lamina EFft is as

DE X x PS
njx—, > and the force of a particle exerted

* ' PE
at the diftance P F conjun&ly, that is, by the fup-

pofition, as DNxVdi or as the evanefcent area

VNnd. Therefore the forces of all the laminae

exerted upon the corpufcle P y are as all the area's

DN»d, that is, the whole force of the fphere will

be as the whole area j4NB» 4{* E. Z>.

' Cor. i. Hence if the centripetal force tending

to the feveral particles remain always the fame 'ac

D

E

z x PS
alldiftances, andDN be male as *—f]r">

lhc whok

force with which the corpufcle is attraded by the

fphere is as the area ANB.
'[ Cor. i. If the centripetal force of the pani-

cles be reciprocally as the diftance of the corpufcle

D £ 1 x PS
attraaed by it, and DN be made as —jjr-i

the force with which the corpufcle P is attrac-

ted by the whole fphere will be as the area

Cor. 3. If the centripetal force of the particles

be reciprocally as the cube of the diftance of the

corpufcle attraaed by it, and DN be made as
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$

»> the force with which the corpufde is

attra&ed by the whole fphcre will be as the area

Cor. 4. And univerfally if the centripetal force

tending to the feveral particles of the fphere be

fuppofed to be reciprocally as the -quantity V, and
T) £ x x P

S

DN be made as r _. ; the force with whichPExy
a corpufcle is at t rafted by the whole fphcre will be as

the area ANB. •

*

t

Proposition LXXXI. Problem XLI.

The things remaining as above it is re-

quired to meafurc the area A N B. (PI.

2?. Fig- 1.)

From the point P let there be drawn the right

line PH touching the fphere in H\ and to the

axis PAB letting fall the perpendicular ///, bifeft

FI'mL; and (by prop. iz. book z. elem.) PE%

is equal to PS % -\-SE x
-\~ iPSD. But becaufc

the triangles SPH, SHI are like, SE l or SH X

is equal to the re&angle PS I. Therefore PE X

is equal to the rectangle contained under PS and

PS-\-SI-\- 1 SD ; that is under P Sand iLS-\-iSD;
that is under PS and z LD. Moreover D t x

is e-

qua] to SE*—SD\orSEz~r-L S*~\-iSLD—L Dx
%

that is, iSLD—LD%—AL B* For LSX~SL X

or LSX—SA X (by prop. ct. book z. clem.) is e-

qua) to the rectangle ALB, Therefore if inftead

of DE l we write z$lD—Lbl—ALB, the

quan*
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quantity — which (by cor. 4. of th*

foregoing prop.) is as the length of the ordinate

D-W, will now refolve it fclf inio three parts

i^rx^ LD'xPS ALBxPS , .r
r

—— ; u here if

rixV 7£xV 7^£xV
inftead of V we write the inverfe ratio of the

centripetal force, and in (lead of P E the mean
proportional between P S and 2 LD ; thofe three

parts will become ordinates to fo many curve

lines, whofe areas are difcovered by the common
methods. j[A E. D.

Exam. i. If the centripetal force tending to the

fcveral particles of the fphere be reciprocally as the

diftance; inftead of V write PE the diftance;

then zPSxLD for PE 1
; and DN will be-

ALB
come as SL—-LD— --• Suppofe DN e-

zLD
siLB

qual to its double iSL—LD—~jrp~> an<* 2^
the given part of the ordinate drawn into the

length AB will defcribe the rectangular area

zSL*j4h; and the indefinite part LD% drawn
perpendicularly into the fame length with a

continued motion, in fuch fort as in its motion

one way or another it m y either by increaGng

or decreafing remain always equal to the length

LD, will defcribe the area 1
- — that is,

the area SLxAB; which taken from the former

area zSLxAB leaves the area SLxAB. But
AL B

the third part _ n » drawn after the fame manner
LD
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with a continued morion perpendicularly into the

fame length, will defcribe the area of an hyper-

bola, which fubducled from the area SLxAB will

leave ANB the area fought. Whence arifes this

conftru&ion of the problem. At the points L>A, B
(Ftg. 2.) ereft the perpendiculars LU Aa> Bb;
making A a equal to L/>', and Bb equal to LA*
Making Li, and LB afymptores, defcribe through

the points 4, b, the hyperbolic curve *b. And
the chord ba being drawn willinclofe the area abd
equal to the area fought ANB.
Exam. 2. If the centripetal force tending to

the feveral particles of the fpheie be reciprocally as

the cube of the diftance, or (which is the fame

thing) as that cube applied to any given plane;

PE*
write —-— for V, and iPSxLD for PE l

; and
zAS*

^ . , SL*AS X AS X

JD JV will become as — —
PSxLD zPS

ALBxAS ^t k (becaufe PS9 AS> 5/ are
2 P d X Li U

continually proportional) as } 5/- mi *

J j D 2 I j 1

J

If we draw then thefe three parts into the length

LSI
AB, thefirft—-— will generate the area of an

LiD
hyperbola; the fecond \ SI the area jABxSI;
, ALBx<I . ALBxSl ALBkRI
the third ——• the area —

iLD x xLA zLB
that is, \ABxSU From the firft fubdu^ the

fum of the fecond and third, and there will re-

main ANB the area fought. Whence arifes this

conftruftion of the problem. At the points

l»t A%
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X, A% Sj Bf (Fig.
J.) crc& the perpendiculars Ll

A** 5/, Bb, of which fuppofe St equal to J/f

and through the point h to tr* afymptotes Z.4

defenbe the hyperbola *sb metting the per-

pendiculars Aa, Bb, m a and b; and the redanglc

xASL fubdu&ed from the hyperbolic area A*sbB,
will leave ANB the area fought.

Exam. If the centripetal force tending to

the fevcral particles of the fpheres decreafe in a

quadruplicate ratio of the diftance from the par-

p
tides; write *—T for V, then ^TTT^LD

for P£, and DN will become as
S/% *

x —

ST i SI x xALB 1

Thefe three parts drawn into the length AB, produce

zSPxSL. "1 T
narry areas, into . ——

:

-r77 mo \ LB—^LAi and into

-"7—7 ~. And thefe after due reduction come
4LA* s LB i

forth —
, 5/S and 57*4- • And

/,/ 1 hi
thefe by fubdu&ing the laft from the firft, become

FjjTJ' Therefore the entire force with which

the corpufcle P is attracted towards the centre of

PI

SI1

the fphere is as that is reciprocally

By
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By the fame method one may determine thc

attra&ion of a corpufcle firuate within the fphere,

but more expeditioufly by the following theo.

rem.

Proposition LXXXII. Theorem XLI.

In a fphere described about the centre

S (PI. 2 j. Fig. 4.) with the inter-

val SA, if there be taken SI, SA,
SP continually proportional ; / fay
that the attraction of a corpufcle with-
in the fphere in any place I, is to

its attratiion without the fphere in

the place P, in a ratio compounded

of the Jubduplicate ratio of IS, PS
the diflances from the centre, and the

fubdujlicate ratio of the centripetal

forces tending to the centre in thofe

places P and I.

As if the centripetal forces of the particles of

the fphere be reciprocally as the diftances of the

corpufcle attraced by them 3 the force with which

the corpufcle (ituate in / is attracted by the en*

tire fphere, will be to the force with which it is

attra&ed in in a ratio compounded of the fub-

duplicate ratio of the diftance 5/ to thc diftance

S Py and the fubduplicate ratio of the centripetal

force in the place / arifing from any panicle in

thc centre* f thc centripetal force in the place P
arifing
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arifing from the fame particle in the centre, that

is. in the fubduplicare ratio of the diftances SI, SP
to each other reciprocity. Thefe two fubduplicate

ratio's compofe the ratio of equality, and there-

fore the attractions in / and P produced by the

whole fphere are equal. By the like calculation if

the forces of the particles of the fphere are reci-

procally in a duplicate ratio of the di fiance, it

will be found that the attraction in / is to the

atrraction in P as the difhnce SP to the femi-di-

ameter SA of the fphere. If thofc forces are re-

ciprocally in a triplicate ratio of the diftances, the

attractions in / and P will be to each other as SP Z

to SA Z
; if in a quadruplicate ratio, as SP 1 to SA J

.

Therefore fince the attraction in P was found in

this la ft cafe to be reciprocally as P
i
S ixPI9 the

attraction in / will be reciprocally as SA*xPI9

that is, becaufe SA* is given, reciprocally as f /.

And the progrellion is the fame in infinitum.

The demonftration of this theorem is as follows.

The things remaining as above conftructed, and

a corpufcle being in any place />, the ordinate ON
was found to be as -— *^ . - Therefore ifIE

1 ExV
be drawn, that ordinate for any other place of

the corpufcle as /, will become (mutatis mutandis)

DE Z x IS
as «r= • Suppofe the centripetal forces flow-

IEx V
w ing from any point of the fphere as £, to be

to each other at the diftances IE and FE, as

P E to IEn (where the number n denotes the

index of the powers of P E and /E) and thofe ordinates

will become as — and JI
~ whofe ra-
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tio to each other is as P Sx IE x I

E

n to

/SxPExPE*. Becaufe SI, SE', SP are in

continued proportion, the triangles 5/£, 5/ /are
alike > and thence IE is to PE as IS to SE or

For the ratio of /£ to />£ write the ratio

of IS to SA; and the ratio of the ordinates be-

comes that of PSxIE n to SAxIE*. But
the ratio of FS to SA is fubduplicate of that of
the diftances P S> SI; and the rario ofIE » to PE*
(becaufe IE is to PE as 75 to SA) is fubduplicate of
that of the forces at the diftances PS, IS. Therefore

the ordinates, and confequently the areas which the

ordinates defcnbe, and the attractions proportional to

them, are in a ratio compounded of thofe fubduplicate

ratio's. £K £. V.

Proposition LXXXIII. Pkoslem XLII.

To find the force with which a cor-

• p'fcie phiced in the centre of a
fphere is attratied towards any feg-
ment of that fphere whatfoever.

Let P (FL 23. Fig. 5.) be a body in the cen-

tre of that fphere, and RBSD a fegment thereof

contained under the plane RDS and the fphxrical

fuperficies RBS. Let DB be cut in F by a fphae-

rical fuperficies EFG defcribed from the centre P»

and let the fegment be divided into the parts

BREFGSy FEDG. Let us fuppofe that fegment

to be not a purely mathematical, but a phy Ileal

fuperficies, having fome, but a perfectly inconfi-

derable thicknefs. Let that thicknefs be called O
U and
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and (by what Archimedes has demon ftrared) that fu*

perficies will be as PtxDFxQ. Let us fup-

pofe befides the attractive forces of the particles of
the fphere to be reciprocally as that power or" the

diftances, of which n is index; and the force with

which the fuperticies Eh G attracts the body P,

1 ,1 v DE'xO
,

will be (by prop. 79.) as ——-— , that is, as

zDFxO DF l xO .

'

pfw-
- JfT ' Let thc pcrpend:cular

FN drawn into O be proportional to this quan-
tity; and the curvilinear area EDI, which the or-

dinate FN, drawn through the length DB with a

continued motion will defcribe, will be as the whole
force with which the whole fegment RBSD attracts

the body P. Q. E. L
•

Proposition LXXXIV. Problw XLIIL

To find the force with which a torp 'fl%
placed without the autre of a jpi. ere

in the axis of any fegmeht^ is attracted

by thatfegment.
#

Let the body P placed in the axisADBof the feg-

ment EBK (PL 23. Fig. 6\) be attracted by that

fegment* About the centre P with the interval P E
let the fphaerical fuperficies EFK be defcribed;

and let it divide the fegment into two parts EBKFE
and EFKDE. Find the force of tne firft of thofe

parts by prop. 81. and the force of the latter part by
rop. 83. and the fum of the forces will be the force

Pf the whole fegment E BKD £. Q. £• /.

SCHO-
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Scholium.

The attractions of fphaerical bodies being now
explained, it comes next in order to treat of the

laws of attraction in other bodies confifting in like

manner of attractive particles; but to treat of them
particularly is not neccfTary to my defign. It will be

iu faciei it to fubjoin fome general propofitions relating

to the forces of fuch bodies, and the motions thence

arifing, becaufe the knowledge of thefc will be of fome

little ufe in philofophical enquiries.

U 1 Section
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Section XIII.

Of the attractive forces of bodies

'which are not of a fpharical fi-

gure.

Proposition LXXXV. Theorem XLII.

If a body he attrafled by another, and
its attraBion be vaftly flronger when
it is contiguous to the attracting bo-

dy, than when they are ftparated
.from one another by a very /mall in-

terval \ the forces of the particles of
the attracting lody decreafe, in the

recefs of the lody attracted, in more
than a duplicate ratio of the diftance

of the particles.

For if the forces decreafe io a duplicate ratio

of the diftances from the particles* the attraction

towards a fphxrical body, being (by prop. 74.) re-

ciprocally
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ciprocally as the fquare of the difhnce of the at-

tracted body from the centre of the fphcre, will

not be fenlibly increafcd by the contact, and it

will be dill lefs increafed by it, if the attraction,

in the recefs of the body attracted, decreafes in a

ftill lefs proportion. The propofition therefore is

evident concerning attractive fpheres. And the cafe

is the fame of concave fphxrical orbs attracting

external bodies. And much more does it appear

in orbs that attract bodies placed within them, be-

caufe there the attractions diffufed through the

cavities of thofe 01 bs are (by prop. 70.) de-

ftroyed by contrary attractions, and therefore have

no effect even in the place of contact. Now if

from thefe fpheres and fphxrical orbs we take a-

way any parts remote from the place of contact, «

and add new parts any where at pleafure; we may
change the figures of the attractive bodies at

pleafure, but the parts added or taken away, be-

ing remote fiom the place of contact, will caufe

no remarkable excels of the attraction arifing from

the contact of the two bodies. Therefore the

propofition holds good in bodies of all figures.

Q. E. D.

Proposition LXXXVI.TheoremXLIIL

If the forcer of the particles of which
an attratiive body is compofed, de-

creafe, in the recefs of the attracted

body, in a triplicate or more than a
triplicate ratio of the difiance from
the particles ; the attraHion will be

U j vafily
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vafily fironger in the foint of contaH
than when the attrading and attra-

ced bodies are feftrated from each

Oth+/ though by never fo [mall an
interval.

For that the attraction is infinitely increa/ed

when the attracted corpufcle comes to touch an

attracting fphere of this kind appears by the folu-

tion of problem 41. exhibited in the fecond and

third examples. The fame will alfo appear (by

comparing thofe examples and theorem 41. toge-

ther) of attractions of bodies made towards con-

cavo-convex orb5, whether the attracted bodies be

placed without the orbs, or in the cavities within

them. And by adding to or taking from tl ofe

fpheres and orbs, any attractive matter any where

without the place of contact, fo that the attra-

ctive bodies may receive any afligned figure, the

proportion will hold good of all bodies univer-

fally. E. D.

Proposition LXXXVII. Theorem XL1V.

If two bodies fimilar to each other,

and confining of matter equally attra-

Bive, attrati fefarattly two corfufcles

frofortional to thofe bodies, and in a
like fituation to them

; the accelera-

tive attuftions of the corfufcles to-

wards the entire ladies will be as

the
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the accelerative attract-ions of the cor-

fufcles 'towards particles of the bodies

proportional to the wholes^ and alike

fitMtei* in them.

For if the bodies are divided into particles pro-

portional to the wholes and alike fituated in them,

it will be, as the attraction towards any particle

of one of the bodies to the attraction towards the

correfpondcnt particle in the other body, fo are the

attractions towards the feveral particles of the firft

body to the attractions towards the feveral corre-

fpondent particles of the other body ; and by com-
pofition, fo is the attraction towards the firft whole

body to the attraction towards the fecond whole
body. Q. E. D.

Cor. i. Therefore, if as the diffoncesof the cor-

pufcles attracted increafc, the attractive forces of the

particles decreafe in the ratio of any power of the

diftances; the accelerative attractions towards the

whole bodies will be as the bodies directly and

thofe powers of the diftances inverftly. As if the

forces of the particles decreafe in a duplicate ratio

of the diftances from the corpufeks attracted, and

the bodies are as A 1 and B*, and therefore both

the cubic fides of the bodies, and the diftance

of the attracted corpufcles from the bodies are as A
and B; the accelerative attractions towards the

A 1 B*
bodies will be as — and —, that is, as A and B

the cubic fides of thofe bodies. If the forces of

the particles decreafe in a triplicate ratio of the

diftances from the attracted corpufcles; the accele-

U 4 rative
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rarive attraaions towards the whole bodies will

*T* F*
9 at is> ^uaL If the forces dc

creafe in a quadruplicate ratio; the attraaions to-

wards the bodies will be as — and — that is,

reciprocally as the cubic fides A and B. And
io in other cafe?.

Cor. 2. Hence on the orher hand, from the
forces with which like bodies atrraa corpufcles
fimilarly fituated, may be colled the ratio of
the decreafe of the artraaive forces of the parti-
cles as the attraaed corpufcle recedes from them

;

it (o be that decreafe is dircaiy or inverfely in
any ratio of the diftances.

7

Proposition LXXXVIII. Theorem XLV.

If the attraBive forces of the equal
farticles of any body be as the di-
stance of the faces from the farti*
cles, the force of the whole body will
tend to its centre ofgravity; and will
le the fame with the fjree of a glohe,
confifling of fimttat and equal matteryand having its centre in the centre of
gravity. '

Let the particles A> B, (Pi. iz.fi*. 7j Qf
the body RSTr, attraaany corpufcle Z with
forces which, fuppofing the particles to be equal

between
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between themfelves, are as the di fiances AZ* BZ;
but if they are fuppofed unequal, are Is thofe par-

ticles and their diftances AZ, BZ conjunctly, or

(if I may fo fpeak) as thofe particles drawn in-

to their diftances AZ> BZ refpectivcly. And
let thofe forces be exprefled by the contents un-

der A<AZ* and IlxBZ. Join AB% and let it

be cut in G, fo that AG may be to I>G as the

particle B to the particle A; and G will be the

common centre of gravity of the particles A and

B. The force AxAZ will (by cor. 2. of the

laws) be refolved into the forces AxGZ and

AxAG, and the force BxBZ into the forces

BxGZ and BxBG. Now the forces AxAG
and BxBG, becaufe A is proportional to B, and

B G to AG, arc equal ; and therefore having con-

trary directions deftroy one other. There remain

then the forces AxGZ and BxGZ. Theletend

from Z towards the centre G, and compofe the

force 'a-\ BxGZ; that is the fame force as if

the attractive particles A and B were placed in

their common centre of gravity G, compofing

there a little globe.
* By the fame reafoning if there be added a third

particle C$ and the force of it be compounded

with the force tixGZ tending to the centre

G; the force thence arifing will tend to the com-

mon centre of gravity of that globe in G and of

the particle C; that is, to the common centre of

gravity of the three particles A, B> C; and will

be the fame as if that globe and the particle C
were placed in that common centre compofing a

greater globe there. And fo we may go on in

infinitum. Therefore the whole force of all the

particles
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particles of any body whatever RSTK is the fame

as if that body, without removing its centre of

gravity, were to put on the form of a globe.

Q E. D.
Cor, Hence the motion of the attracted body

Z will be the fame, as if the attracting body

RSTP were fphxrical; and therefore if that at-

tracting body be either at reft, or proceed uni-

formly in a right line; the body attracted will

move in an ellipfis having its centre in the centre

of gravity of the attrading body.

Pkoposi t i on LXXXIX.Th eorem XLVI.

If there be feveral bodies confxfling of

equal farticles whofe forces are as

the di/lances of the t laces from each;

the force compounded of all the forces

by which any corptftle is aitretied,

will tend to the common centre of

gravity of the attracting bodies; and

will le the fame as if thofe attra-

tiing 1 0dies, frtferving their common

centre of gravity, Jbor/Id unite there
%

and be formed into a 9 hie.

This is demonftrared after the fame manner as

the foregoing proportion.

Cor. Therefore the motion of the attracted bo-

dy will be the fame as if the attracting bodies

preferving their common centre of gravity, ftiould

unite
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unite there, and be formed into a globe. And
therefore if the common centre of gravity of the

attracting bodies be either at reft, or proceeds uni-

formly in a right line; the attracted body will

move in an ellipfis having its centre in the

common centre of gravity of the attracting

bodies.
•

Proposition XC. Problem XLIV#
•

If to the feveral pints of any circle

there tend equal centripetal force

s

9
in-

creajing or decreafing in any ratio of
the dt/Iances; it is required to find

the force with which a corpufcle is

attraBed, that is Jituate any where
in a right line which /lands at right

angles
*"

to the flane of the circle at

its centre.

Suppofe a

tre A {PI* 24. Fig. i») w *tn any interval AD
in a plane to which the right line AP is perpen-

dicular; and let it be required to find the force

with which a corpufcle P is attracted towards the

fame. From any point E of the circle, to the at-

tracted corpufcle P, let there be drawn the right

line /»£. In the right line PA take PF equal to

PE, and make a perpendicular FK, erected at F,

to be as the force with which the point E attracts

the corpufcle P. And let the curve line IKL
be
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be the locus of the point K. Let that curve meet
the plane of the circle in £. In PA take PH
equal to P D, and erect the perpendicular HI
meeting that curve in /; and the attraction of the

corpufcle P towards the circle will be as the area

AHIL drawn into the altitude A P. Q. E. I.

For let there be taken in AE a very fmall line

Ee. Join Pe, and in P £, PA take Pc, Pf equal

to Pe. And becaufe the force with which any
point E of the annulus defenbed about the centre

A with the interval AE in the aforefaid plane, at-

tracts to it felf the body P, is fuppofed to be as

FKy and therefore the force with which that point

APxFK
attracts the body P towards A is as -—

; and
PE

the force with which the whole annulus attracts

the body P towards A, is as the annulus and
APxFK— conjundly; and that annulus alfo is as

the rectangle under the radius AE and the breadth
Ee> and this rectangle (becaufe PE and AE, Ee
and CE are proportional) is equal to the rectangle

PExCE or PExFf; the force with which that

annulus attracts the body P towards At will be as

PExFf and
A P * F— conjunctly; that is as the
P E

content under FfxFKxAP, or as the area FKkf
drawn into AP. Arid therefore the fum of the
forces with which all the annuli, in the circle dc-
fcribed about the centre A with the interval AD,
attract the body P towards A, is as the whole area

AHIKL drawn into AP. Q. E. £>.

COR.
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Cor. i- Hence if the forces of the points de-

treafe in the duplicate ratio of the diftances, that is,

if FK be as
—1

- > and therefore the area AHIKL
P -T

1

a< J L
; the attrafiion of the corpufcle P* FA PH Y

PA
towards the circle will be as i—— ; that is, as

AH
FH

Cor, 2. And univerfally if the forces of the

points at the diftances D be reciprocally as any.

power D" of the diftances; that is, if FK be as

— , and therefore the area AHIKL as —

—

J)» PA*

,

*—
t
> the attra&ion of the corpufcle P

i PA
towards the circle will be as

pA% ^ x
~~
ph*~ 1

*

Cor. $. And if the diameter of the circle

be increafed in infinitum, and the number n be

greater than unity; the attraction of the corpufcle

P towards the whole infinite plane will be re-

ciprocally as PA*— X becaufc the other term

——^— vanishes.
PH*~ %

PltQ-
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Proposition XCI. Problm XLV.

To find the attratlion §f a corf file

Jituate in the axis of a round folid,

to whofe feveral foints thete tend

equal centripetal forces deueafim in

any ratio of the iijiances ivhatfo-

ever.

Let the corpufclc P (FL 24. fg. 2.) fituare

in the axis AB of the (olid DECG, be attracted

towards that folid. Let the folid be cut by any
circle as R FS, perpendicular to the axis ; and in irs

femi-diameter FS, in any plane PALKB palling

through the axis, let there be taken (by prop. 90.)

the length FK proportional to the force with

which the corpufcle P is attracted towards that

circle. Let the locus of the point K be the

curve line LKJ> meeting the planes of the outer-

moil circles AL and BI in L and /; and the

attraction of the corpufcle P towards. the folid will

be as the area LABI. Q. £ - L
Cor. 1. Hence if the folid be a cylinder de-

fcribed by the parallelogram ADEB (Pi. 24. Fig.

j.) revolved about the axis AB, and the centri-

petal forces tending to the feveral points be reci-

procally as the fquares of the diftances from the

points; the attraction of the corpufcle P towards

this cylinder will be as AB—PE-\~PD. For the

ordinate FK (by cor. 1. prop, qo.) will be as

1

—
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P F
i— • The part i of this quantity, drawn in-

to the length AB, defcribes the area i xAB ; and
PF

the other part — , drawn into the length P B> de-

fcribes the area i into PE^Zij5> fas may be eafi-

ly (hewn from the quadrature of the curve LKf;)
and in like manner, the fame part drawn into the

length PA defcribes the area 1 into 7b—AD9

and drawn into AB, the d ifference of PB and
PA, defcribes 1 into /- h—1 D, the difference of the

areas. From the flrft content ixAB take away

the laft content 1 into PE—t D> and there will re-

main the area LAB /equal to 1 into AB—-PE-\ PIX
Therefore the force being proportional to this

area, is as ^5—/>£-
1 PD.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo is known the force by
which a fpheroid AGBC (77. 24. Fig* 4.) at-

tracts any body P ficuate externally in its axis

AB. Let NKRMbt a conic fect.on whofe or-

dinate ER perpendicular to P £, may be always

equal to the length of the line P V, continually

drawn to the point D in which that ordinate cuts

the fpheroid. From the vertices A, B, of the

fpheriod, let there be erected to its axis AB the

perpendiculars AAT, B AU reflectively equal to AP9

B P, and therefore meeting the conic feel-ion in AT

and Mi and join KM cutting off from it the

fegment KMRK. Let S be the centre of the

fpheriod, and SC its greateft femi-diameter ; and

the force with which the fpheroid attracts the

body />, will be to the force with which a fphere

defcribed with the diameter AB attracts the fame bo-



•
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ASxCS x—PS*KMRK. AS* ,
dy, as ^ is to •. AndJ PS x-\CS l—AS l its*
by a calculation founded on the fafne principles

may be found the forces of the fegments of the

fpheroid.

Cor. 3. If the corpufcle be placed within the

fpheroid and in its axis, the attraction will be as

its diftance from the centre. This may be eafily

collided from the following reafoning, whether

the particle be in the axis or in any other given

diameter. Let AGOF (PL 24. Fig. 5.) be an

attracting fpheroid, S its centref and P the body
attrafted. Through the body P let there be drawn
the femi diameter SPA, and two right lines DE,
FG meeting the fpheroid in D and £, F and G

;

and let PCM, HLN be the fuperflcies of two
interior fpheroids fimilar and concentrical to the

exterior, the firft of which pafTes through the

body P, and cuts the right lines DE, FG in B
and C; and the latter cuts the fame right lines in

H and /, K and /,. Let the fpheroids have all

one common axis, and the parts of the right lines

intercepted on both fides DP and BE, FP and

CG, D/fand IFy FK and LG will be mutual-

ly equal; becaufe the right lines DE, PB, and

HI are bift&ed in the fame point> as are alfo the

right lines FG* PC and KL. Conceive now
DPF, EPG to reprefent oppofite cones defcribed

with the infinitely fmall vertical angles DPF, EPG,
and the lines DH, El to be infinitely fmall alio.

Then the particles of the cones DHKF, G LIE,
cut off by the fpheroidical fuperflcies, by reafon of

the equality of the lines DH and EI, will be

to one another as the fquares of the difhnces

from
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from the body Pf and will therefore attract that

corpufcle equrlly. And by a like reafoning if the

fpaces D PF, EGCB be divided into particles by
the fupcrficies of innumerable limilar fphcroids con*

centric to the former and having one common
axis, all thefe particles will equally attract on both

fides the body P towards contrary parts. There-

fore the forces of the cone D PF% and of the co-

nic fegment EGCB are equal and by their con-

trariety deftroy each other. And the cafe is the

fame of the forces of all the marter that lies with-

out the interior fpheroid P CB M. Therefore the

body P is attracted by the interior fpheroid PCBM
alone) and therefore (by cor. 3. prop. 72.) its at-

traction is to the force with which the body A
is attracted by the whole fpheroid AGOD, as the

diftance P S to the diftance AS. E. D.

Proposition XCIL Pkoslem XLVI.

An attracting body being given, it is re-

quired to find the ratio of the decreafe

of the centripetal forces tending to its

fevercl pints.

The body given muft be formed into a fphere,

a cylinder, or fome regular figure whofe, law of

attraction anfwering to any ratio of decreafe may
be found by prop. 80. 81 and 91. Then, by ex-

periments, the force of the attractions muft be

found at feveral diftances, and the law of attracti-

on towards the whole, made known by that means,

will give the ratio of the decreafe of the forces of

the feveral parts; which was to be found.

X P»c
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Proposition XCIII. Theorem XLVII.

If a folid be plane on one fide, and infi-

nitely extended on all other fides, and
confift of equal particles equally attra-

ctive, whofe forces decreafe, in the re-

cefs from the folid, in the ratio ofany
power greater than the fauare of the

diflances; and a corpufcte placed to-

wards either fart of the plane is at-

traHed by the force of the whole fo-
lid \ 1 fay that the attra&ive force of
the whole folid, in the recefs from its

plane fuperficies, wii decreafe in the

ratio of a tower whofe fide is the di-

ftance of tne corpufcle from the plane,

and its index lefs by j than tne in-

dex of the power of the difiances.

Case i. Let LGl (11. 24. Fig. 6.) be the

plane by which the folid is terminated. Let the

folid lie on that hand of the plane that is towards

/, and let it be refolved into innumerable planes

m H M, *IJV, oKOy &c. parallel to GZ,. And
fir ft let the attracted body C be placed without

the folid. Let there be drawn CGHI perpendi-

cular to thofe innumerable planes, and let the at-

tractive forces of the points of the folid decreafe

in the ratio of a power of the diftances whofe in-

dex is the number n not left than 3, Therefore

(by
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(by cor. 3. prop. 90.) the force with which any
plane mHM attra&s the point C, is reciprocally

as CH9 ~*\ In the plane mHM take the length

HM reciprocally proportional to CHnmmt
9 and

that force will be as H M. In like manner in the

feveral planes /GL, nlN* oKO> &c. take the lengths

G L, IN, KO<, drc. reciprocally proportional to

C0«-% C/«~ l
, CK*-\ drc. and the forces

of thofe planes will be as the lengths fo taken,

and therefore the fum of the forces as the fum of
the lengths, that is, the force of the whole folid

as the area GLOK produced infinitely towards OAT.

But that area (by the known methods of quadra-

tures) is reciprocally as CG n^ i
y and therefore the

force of the whole folid is reciprocally as C(?»— *
<£. £. D.
Case i. Let thecorpufcle C(Fig. 7.) be now placed

on that hand of the plane iGL that is within trie fo-

lid, and take the diftance CK equal to the diflance

CG. And the part of the folid LchKO ter-

minated by the parallel planes IG Ly oKO* will at-

traft the corpufcie, fituate in the middle, neither

one way nor another, the contrary aftions of the

oppofite points deftroying one another by reafon

of their equality. Therefore the corpufcie C is at-

tra&ed by the force only of the folid fituate beyond

the plane OA'. But this force (by cafe 1.) is reci-

procally as CK*—** that is (becaufe CG, CK are

equal) reciprocally as CQ*~ K Q. E. D.
Cor. 1. Hence if the folid LGlNbe termina-

ted on each fide by two infinite parallel planes LG9

IN"; its attra&ive force is known, fubdu&ing from

the attra&ive force of the whole infinite folid LGK0 9

the attra&ive force of the more diftant part NJKO
infinitely produced towards KO.

X 1 Com
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Cor. 2. If the more diftant part of this fohd

be rejeded, becaufe its attradion compared with the

attraction of the nearer part is inconfiderable ; the

attradion of that nearer part will, as the diflance

increafes, deaeafe nearly in the ratio of the power
CG*~K

Con. 3. And hence if any finite body, plane on
one fide, attrad a corpufcle fituate over-againft the

middle of that plane, and the diftance between the

corpufcle and the plane compared with the dimen-

sions of the attracting body be extremely fmall;

and the attracting body confift of homogeneous

particles, whofe attradive forces decrcafe in the ra-

tio of any power of the diflances greater than the

quadruplicate; the attradive force of the whole

body will decreafe very nearly in the ratio of a

power whofe fide is that very fmall diftance,

and the index lefs by 3 than the index of the

former power. This afTertion does not hold good

however of a body confifting of particles whofe at-

tradive forces decreafe in the ratio of the tripli-

cate power of the diftances; becaufe in that cafe*

the attradion of the remoter part of the infinite

body in the fecond corollary is always infinitely

greater than the attradion of the nearer part.

Scholium.
If a body is attraded perpendicularly towards a

given plane, and from the law of atrr-dion given

the morion of the body be required ; the problem

will be folved by fee king (oy prop. 39.) the motion

of the body defcending in a right line towards

that plane, and (by cor. 2. of the laws) compounding

that motion with an unifoim motion, performed in

the
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the direction of lines parallel to that plane. And on

the contrary if there be required the law of the at-

traction tending towards the plane in perpendicular

directions, by which the body may be caufed to

move in any given curve line, the problem will

be folved by working after the manner of the third

problem*

But the operations may be contracted by refolving

the ordinates into converging feries. As if to a

bafe A the length B be ordinately applied in any

given angle, and that length be as airy power of

m .— n

the bafe A"; ; and there be fought the force

which a body, either attra&ed towards the bafe or

driven from it in the direction of that ordinate,

may be caufed to move in the curve line which

that ordinate always defcribes with its fuperior

extremity; I fuppofe the bafe to be increafed by a

very fmall part O, and I refolve the ordinate

A^-dp into an infinite feries A« -| - OA

4 OOAT &c. and I fuppofe the
inn

force proportional to the term of this feries in which

O is of two dimenfions, that is, to the term

OOA~V~ • Therefore the force fought
inn
mm—mn m—2»

A~^~~, or which is the fame thing,
nn 9

1 m—1»

As if the ordinate defcribe a
nn

parabola, m being =2, and the force will

be as the given quantity 1B 0
, and therefore is gi-

X 3 ven.
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vcn. Therefore with a given force the body will

move in a parabola, as Gddco has demonftrated. If
the ordinate defenbe an hyperbola, m being =o—u
and tr=t; the force will be as 2A— 1 or 2B }

;

and therefore a force which is as the cube of the

ordinate will caufe the body to move in an hyper*
bola. But leaving this kind of proportions, I

fhall go on to fome others relating to motion which (
have not yet touched upon.

Sect-
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Section XIV.

Of the motion of very fmall bodies

when agitated by centripetal forces

tending to the feveral parts of any

very great body.

Proposition XCIV. Theorem XLVIII.
i

If two fimilar mediums he feparatedfrom
each other by a [pace terminated on both

fides by parallel planes, and a body in

its Pafage through that fpace be at-

tracted or impelled perpendicularly to-

wards either ofthofe mediums, and not

agitated or hindered by any otherforce ;

and the attraction be every where the

fame at equal diftances from either

plane, taken towards the fame hand

of the plane ; / fay that the fine ofin-
cidence upon either plane will be to the

fine of emergence from the other plane

^

in a given ratio.

Case I. Let A4 and Bb (PL 25. Fig. 1.) be

two parallel planes, and let the body light upon

X 4 the
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the fiift plane A a in the diredion of the line G f£*
and in its whole paiTage through the intermediar*

fpace let it be attraded or impelled towards the me"
dium of incidence, and by that adion let it be

made to defcribe a curve line HI, and let it emerge

in the diredion of the line IK, Let there be e-

reded IM perpendicular to Bb the plane of emer-

gence, and meering the line of incidence GH pro-

longed in M, and the plane of incidence j4m in

Jt; and let the line of emergence KI be pioduced

and meet HM in L. About the centre L, with

the interval LI* let a circle be defenbed cutting

both HM in P and Q, and MI produced in N;
and firft, if the attraction or impulfe be fuppofed

uniform, the curve HI (by what GaUko has de-

monstrated) be a parabola, whofe property is, that a

redingle under its given latus rectum and the line

IM is equal to the fquare of HM; and more-

over the line HM will be bifeded in L. Whence
if to MI there be let fall the perpendicular LO,
MO$ OR will be equals and adding the equal

lines ON, 01, the wholes MN> IR will be equal

alio. Therefore fince IR is given MN is alfo

given, and the rectangle NMI is to the rectangle

under the latus redum and IM, thar is, to HM\
in a given ratio. But the redangle NMI is e-

qual to the re&angle PMQ, that is, to the diffe-

rence of the fquares ML 1
, and PL 1

or LP; and

HAi z hath a given ratio to its fourth fin ML 1
;

therefore the ratio of ML X—LIX
to ML 1

is

given, and by converfion the ratio of L/* to ML z
y

and its fubduplicate, the ratio of LI to ML* But
in every triangle as LMIy the fines of the angles

are proportional to the oppofite fides. Therefore

tie ratio of the fine of the angle of incidence LMR
to
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to the fine of the angle of emergence LIR is given*

Q. E. D.
Case 2. Let now the body oafs fucceflively

through feveral fpaces terminated with parallel planes*

A*bB> BbcC> &c. {PL 15. Fig. x.) and let it

be a&ed on by a force which is uniform in each

of them feparately, but different in the different

fpaces; and by what was juft dcmonftratecL the

fine of the angle of incidence on the fir ft plane Aa

is to the fine of emergence from the fecond plane

Bb in a given ratio; and this fine of incidence

upon the fecond plane Bb will be to the fine of

emergence from the third plane Cc in a given ratio;

and this fine to the fine of emergence from the

fourth plane Bd in a given ratio; and fo on in

infinitum ; and by equality, the fine of incidence

on the firft plane to th* fine of emergence from

the laft plane in a given ratio* Let now the in-

tervals of the planes be diminifhed, and their num-
ber be infinitely increafed, fo that the a&ion of at-

traction or impulfe, exerted according to any af-

figned law, may become continual, and the ratio of

the fine of incidence on the firft plane to the fine

of emergence from the laft plane being all along

given, will be given then alfo. Q. E. D.

Proposition XCV. Theorem XLDC
The fame things being futoofed, I fay that

the velocity of the body before its inci-

dence is to its velocity after emergence

as the fine of emergence to the fine of
incidence.

Make AH and Id equal (77. 25. Fig. 3,) and

ercft the rxipendiculars AG> dK meeting the lines

of
*
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of incidence and emergence GHy IK in G and Kr

In GH take TH equal to IK* and to the plane

j4m let fall a perpendicular Tv. And (by cor. 2. of

the laws ofmotion) let the motion of the body be

refolved into two, one perpendicular to the planes A*$
Bb9 C<h &c. and another parallel to them. The
force of attraction or impulfe, a&ing in directions

perpendicular to thofe planes, does not at all alter

the motion in parallel directions ; and therefore the

body proceeding with this motion will in equal times

go through thofe equal parallel intervals that lie be-

tween the line AG and the point H% and between

the point / and the line dK; that is, they will de-

fer ibe the lines GH, IK in equal times. There-

fore the velocity before incidence is to the velo-

city after emergence as GH to IK or TH9 that is

as AH or Id to vH, that is (fuppofing TH or

IK radius) as the fine of emergence to the fine of

incidence. E. D.

Proposition XCVI. Theorem L.

The fame things being fuppofed, and that

the motion before incidence is fwifter
than afterwards ; 1 fqy that if the line

of incidence be inclined continually^ the

body will be at lafl reflected, and the

angle of reflexion will be equal to the

angle ofincidence.

For conceive the body pafling between the pa-

rallel planes A*t Bb, Cc, dec. (Pi. 25. Fig. 4.) to

defcribe parabolic arcs as above; and la thofe arcs

be HP, PQ, QR, &c. And let the obliquity

of
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of the line of incidence GH to the fir ft plane

j4a be iuch, that the fine of incidence may be to

the radius of the circle whofe fine it is, in the

fame ratio which the fame fine of incidence hath

to the fine of emergence from the plane Dd into

the fpace DdeE; and becaufe the fine of emer-

gence is now become equal to radius, the angle of
emergence will be a right one, and therefore the

line of emergence will coincide with the plane D<L
Let the body come to this plane in the point R;
and becaufe the line of emergence coincides with

that plane it is manifeft that the body can pro-

ceed no farther towards the plane Ee. But neither

can it proceed in the line of emergence Rd; becaufe

it is perpetually attracted or impelled towards the

medium of incidence. It will return therefore be-

tween the planes Cc , D d, defcribing an arc of a

parabola QRq ; whofe principal vertex (by what

Galileo has demonftrated) is in R9 cutting the plane

Cc in the fame angle at q, that it did before at Qj
then going on in the parabolic arcs qpy phf &c,

fimilar and equal to the former arcs QJP, FH9

Sec. it will cut the reft of the planes in the fame

ingles at p, h> Sec. as it did before in P, H, &c,

and will emerge at^ laft with the fame obliquity

at h y with which it fir ft impinged on that plane

at H. Conceive now the intervals of the planes

Bb, Cc, Dd> Ec9 Sec. to be infinitely di*

minifhed, and the number infinitely increafed, fo

that the action of attraction or impulfe, exerted

according to any afligned law, may become con-

tinual; and the angle of emergence remaining all

along equal to the angle of incidence will be equal

10 t|)e fame alfo at laft* Q. £. D.

S CHQ*
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Scholium.
Thcfc attractions bear a great refcmblance to the

reflexions and refractions of light, made in a given

ratio of the fecants, as was difcovered by SneUtm ;

and confequcmly in a given ratio of the lines, as

was exhibited by Des Cartes. For it is now cer-

tain from the phenomena of Jyker's Satellits con-

firmed by the obfervations of different Aftronomers,

that light is propagated in fucceflion, and requires

about feven or eight minutes to travel from the

Sun to the Earth. Moreover the rays of light

that are in our air fas lately was difcovered by
Gtmdduty by the admillion of light into a dark

room through a fmall hole, which I have alfo

tried) in their paflage near the angles of bodies

whether tranfparent or opake (fuch as the circular

and redan: ular edges of gold, filver and brafs coins,

or of knives or broken pieces of ftone or glafs)

are bent or inflected round thofe bodies as if they

were attracted to them; and thofe rays which in

their paflage come neareft to the bodies are the

mod inflected, as if they were moft attracted;

which thing I my felf have alfo carefully obferved.

And thofe which pafs at greater di fiances are left

inflected ; and thofe at dill greater di (lances are a

little inflected the contrary way and form three

fringes of colours. In PL 25. Fig. 6. s repre-

fents the edge of a knife or any kind of wedge
jisB; and gowog, fnunf, cmtmc, dlsldirtnys
inflected towards the knife in the arcs owo, nun9

mtm, Isl) which inflection is greater or lefs ac-

cording to their diftance from the knife. Now
fince this inflection of the rays is performed in

the air without the knife, it follows that the ray*

which
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which fall upon the knife are firft infle&ed in

the air before they touch the knife. And the

cafe is the fame of the rays falling upon glafs.

The refra&ion therefore is made, not in the point

of incidence, but gradually, by a continual infle-

xion of the rays; which is done partly in the air

before they touch the glafs, partly (if I miftake

not) within the glafs, after they have entred it

;

as is reprefented (PL 25. Fig. 7.) in the xmck*c%
Hjbj ahxa falling upon r, 7, />, and inflefted be-

tween k and 1 and 7, b and x. Therefore be-

caufe of the analogy there is between the propaga-

tion of the rays ot light, and the motion of bodies,

I thought it not amifs to add the following propor-

tions for optical ufes; not at all confidering the na-

ture of the rays of light, or enquiring whether they

are bodies or not ; but only determining the traje-

ctories of bodies which are extremely like the top

je&ories of the rays.

Proposition XCVII. Problem XLVII.

Suppofing the fine of incidence upon any fu-
perficies to be in a given ratio to the

fine of emergence \ and that the inflecti-

on of the paths of thoje bodies near that

fuferficies is performed in a very fliort

fpace which may be confidered as a

foint\ it is required to determinefuch a

fuperficies as may caufe all the corpmfcles

ijjuing from any one given place to con*

verge to another piven place.

Let A (H 25. Fig. 8.) be the place from

whence the corpufclcs diverge; # the place to

which
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which they mould converge; CDE the curve line

which by its revolution round the axis AB de-

feribes the fuperficies fought; Df £, any two
points of that curve; and EF* EG perpendiculars

let fall on the paths of the bodies AD* DB. Let

the point D approach to and coajefce with the

Coint E; and the ultimate ratio of the line DP
y which AD is increafed, to the line DO by

which DB is dimini(hed> will be the fame as that

of the fine of incidence to the fine of emergence.

Therefore the ratio of the increment of the line

AD to the decrement of the line DB is given;

and therefore if in the axis AB there be taken any
where the point C through which the curve CDE
muft pafs, and CM the increment of AC be ta»

ken in that given ratio to CN the decrement of

B C, and from the centres Ay B* with the intervals

AM* BN, there be defcribed two circles cutting

each other in D* that point D will touch the

curve fought CD E* and by touching it any where

at pleafure, will determine that curve. Q. £. /.

Cor. i. By caufing the point A or B to go
off fometimes in infinitum, and fometimes to move
towards other parts of the point C# will be obtain-

ed all thofe figures which Cartefias has exhibited

in his Optics and Geometry relating to refractions.

The invention of which Oorufms having thought fit

to conceal, is here laid open in this propofition.

Cor. 2. If a body lighting on any fuperficies

CD (PL 25. Fig. 9.) in the direction of a right

line AD* drawn according to any law, mould
emerge in the direction of another right line D K;
and from the point C there be drawn curve lines

CP* Cg.. always perpendicular to AD, DK* the

increments of the lines PD* QD, and therefore

the
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the lines themfelves PD, QJ>$ generated by thofe

increments, will be as the fines of incidence and
emergence to each other, and e contra*

Proposition XCVIII. Problem XLVIII
•

The fame things fuppofedy if round the

axis AB (Tl. 25. Fig. 10.) any attra-

Bive fuperficies be defcriled as C D, re-

fular or irregular, through which the

odies ijjuing from the given place A
muft pafs ; it is required to find a fecond
attractive fuperficies EF, which may
make thofe bodies converge to * given
place B.

Let a line joining AB cut the firft fuperficies

in C and the fecond in £, the point D being

taken any how at pleafure. And fuppofing the

fine of incidence on the firft fuperficies to the fine

of emergence from the fame, and the fine of emer-
gence from the fecond fuperficies to the fine of
incidence on the fame, to be as any given quantity

M to another given quantity N; then produce

AB to G, fo tharTUG may be to CE as M—

N

to N; and AD to H9 fo that AH may be e-

qual to AG; and Df to K fo that DK may be

to DH as N to M. Join KB, and about the

centre D with the interval DH defcribe a circle

meeting KB produced in and draw BF pa-

rallel to DL; and the point F will touch the line

F F, which being turned round the axis AB will

defcribe the fuperficies fought. Q. £. F.

For conceive the lines CP, C(s to be every where

perpendicular toADt DF, and the lines ER, ES
to
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to FB> FD refpectively, and therefore QS to be

always equal to CE; and (by cor. 2. prop. 97.)
PD will be to QD as M to N, and therefore as

DL to DK> or FB to FK; and by divifion as

DL—FB or PH—PD—FB to FD or FQj-QD;
and by compofition as P H-j-FK to FQ, that is,

(becaufe P/fand CG% QS and CE are equal) as

CE-\-BG—FR to CE—FS. But (becaufe £G
is to C£, as M—N to N) it comes to pafs

alfo that CE-\-BG is to CE as M to N; and

therefore, by divifion, FR is to / £ as M to N

;

and therefore (by cor. 2. prop. 97.) the fuperficies

JEF compels a body, falling upon it in the direction

D F» to go on in the line 'FR to the place B . ^. £. Z>.

Scholium.
In the lame manner one may go on to three or

more fuperficies. But of all figures the fphxrical is

the molt proper for optical ufes. If the objeft

glaffcs of telefcopes were made of two glaffes of a

fphzrical figure, containing water between them; it

is not unlikely that the errors of the refractions made
in the extreme parts of the fuperficies of the glafTes,

may be accurately enough corrected by the refra-

ctions of the water. Such object-glades are to be
preferred before elliptic and hyperbolic glafTes, not

only becaufe they may be formed with more eafe

and accuracy, but becaufe the pencils of rays fituate

without the axis of the glafs would be more accu-

rately refracted by them. But the different refrangi-

bility of different rays is the real obftacle that hinders

optics from being made perfect by fphxrical or any
other figures. Unlefs the errors thence arifing can

be corrected, -all the labour fpent in correcting the

. others is quite thrown away.

The End of the Firfi Volume.
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